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RACE IN THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND WORLD
POLITICS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH IN THE 21ST CENTURY

WALTON BROWN-FOSTER, PHD
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

Race in the Study of International Relations and World Politics: Implications
for Research in the 21st Century

The purpose of this paper is to present portions of my ongoing research and writing
project. It is the continuation of a discussion about the role and significance of the concept of
race in the study of world politics and international relations among some scholars. The paper
begins with the supposition that race as a concept, whether socio-politically, environmentally or
genetically defined has heuristic value in studies of relations between nation-states and structures
of power in the international system. Race illuminates a dimension of international relations that
is obfuscated by other concepts such as class, ideology, nation, ethnicity and culture. Race has
and continues to play an observable role in national immigration policies, regional and
supranational integration, and foreign military interventions.
The concept of race, in conjunction with that of ethnicity, sometimes corresponds to the
outbreak and resolution of conflicts, especially civil wars, revolutions, insurgencies, interstate
wars, secessionist conflicts, and major human rights abuses. Race is a major variable in patterns
of global labor migration. Race, in conjunction with gender, illuminates the international
distribution of labor—who owns, who produces, and in the case of human trafficking, who is
sold and who is not. Racial classification of populations correlates significantly with patterns of
immigration, but most importantly, the level and rate of immigrant social acceptance,
assimilation, political and economic integration.
Race was an element and tool manipulated in Cold War politics as well as the politics
leading up to and during both major world wars. It was especially relevant to the creation and
legitimization of the network of post-world war international organizations. The concept of
“white” racial supremacy in the international system was not only institutionalized but
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unabashedly promoted by the major nation-state actors throughout most of the 20th century.
Many believe that the formal end of the South African Apartheid regime in 1994 brought an end
to the last remaining formal governmental edifice of racial supremacy.
Race was integral to 20th century global civil society movements that eventually laid the
foundations for the current international human rights regime. The politics of race during the eras
of imperialism, decolonization, the 20th century’s American civil rights movement, and the
collapse of the Apartheid state somewhat restructured international and traditional norms about
concepts of racial hierarchy, racial domination. The values of racial equality, racial reconciliation
and racial justice became universally accepted and founding principles of the United Nations.
Several recent events and trends in the international system, at the end of the 20th and
beginning of the 21st centuries, alert us to the need to continue raising questions about the role
and meaning of race in the international system. Many of these events and trends have been
positive, ranging from the collapse of the white supremacist Apartheid regime in South Africa to
the international leadership roles of Nelson Mandela, UN Secretary Kofi Annan, US Secretaries
of State Colin Powell and Dr. Condoleeza Rice and the election of President Barack Obama to
the rise of political and economically significant non-white majority or non-European nationstates—Brazil, India and China. In 2001, the United Nations convened the 3rd UN World
Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination and Xenophobia and Related Intolerance in
Durban South Africa and in 2011 the International Year for People of African Descent was
launched with intent to promote the fight against racism, racial discrimination and intolerance,
directed against people of African descent globally. While these events and trends signaled
positive civil and human rights advancements, they were accompanied by a series of equally
disheartening events and trends.
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Finally, until the end of the 20th century, race was an apparent factor in the make-up of
international leadership, determining which individuals would be regarded as members of the
international policymaking, political, military, international organizational and economic elite. In
Europe, President Obama’s election was received with great enthusiasm by some, but it was
clear that the sentiment was not unanimous. His election occurred at a time when Europe had
seen the worst levels of racialized violence since WWII and neo-fascist, anti-immigrant, antimulticultural and racially intolerant political parties in many European nations were re-emerging
and receiving some electoral successes. In post-communist eastern European states and China,
incidents of violent organized attacks against African immigrant populations were on the rise.
These trends challenge the post-Cold War legal, ethical and cultural commitment to protect racial
minorities, diversity, and multiculturalism among members of the European Union, as embodied
in the EU Charter, and tarnished the Cold War ideological perceptions of a racially tolerant
Eastern Europe, and an Afro-Asiatic racial affinity in China.
At a time when the global economy experienced one of the most significant down-turns
since the Great Depression, social disruptions along the lines of race, in particular, are cause for
concern, given the historical correlation between factors of economic stress and increased
racialized violence. The most recent and tragic incident of racialized violence in Europe occurred
in Norway with the 2011 multiple murders of 77 mostly non-white innocent victims of the
virulently anti-immigrant and anti-multicultural white supremacist, self-described freedom
fighter, Anders Behring Breivik. Breivik’s actions, while not unique in the long history of racial
violence, are an unusual irony; Norway, a relatively peaceful society, is home to the Nobel Peace
prize and President Obama was the 2009 recipient. His election and 2012 bid for re-election
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ignited levels of racialized attacks against his presidency and the first family, in ways that have
been unprecedented in American political history.
RACE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: Theoretical considerations
In international relations scholarship, the concept of race is often overlooked. Instead,
emphasis is placed on ethnicity and nationality, concepts that incorporate notions and definitions
of race. Race, as it is commonly thought of today, is defined by historical, political, social and
economic phenomena. The definition of race is also the result of international power relations.
Contemporary racial identities have been simultaneously politically imposed and in many
instances group generated based upon collective group experience. The race concept, in modern
terms, began with European expansion and encounter with different peoples, cultures and
civilizations throughout the world. Current systems of racial classification, primarily designed by
Europeans, were contemporaneously aided by the development of a body of pseudo-scientific
theories justifying the design of a racial order and hierarchy. (Since the end of WWII, and the
beginning of the liberal and neo-liberal international order, scientific and biological definitions
have been more or less rejected.)
Howard Winant argues that racism has been essential to the development of modernity as
well as the global capitalist system. Racism did not create slavery, but slavery created racism and
the racialization of slavery was the best method available to secure the demand for labor. 1 Race
like ethnicity ascribed power positions from the beginnings of the colonial process to the present.
Relations between racially defined populations within nation-states evolved and changed to
create boundaries of power among groups within the margins of a racial hierarchy ranging from
black to white, darkest to lightest and these margins exist internationally as well.
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Theories of race and race relations have been more successfully developed in the
academic discipline of sociology. According to some sociologists, 2 there are three theoretical
categories—assimilation theories, conflict theories, and class theories that define race as a caste.
Assimilationist theorists (Park, 1950; Gordon, 1961; Glazer, 1983) argue that race relations have
a natural cycle—contact, competition, conflict and reconciliation. Conflict theories (Myrdal,
1944) focus on the contradictions and incongruence between ideals, patterns of thought and the
cycle of power relations that result in the persistent inequality among groups. Class and caste
theorists—Fanon, 1963; Dubois, 1965; Cox, 1948; Bunche, 1936; Winant, 1994—address the
question of race in the American context but its role in the international system. They,
particularly W.E.B. Dubois, devoted much of their scholarship to the refutation of the racial
arguments of European thinkers that evolved from the seventeenth century to the twentieth
century to justify colonization, 3 the slave trade, imperialism and the construction of domestic
racially repressive regimes, especially American Jim Crow segregation.
In the early twentieth century Dubois asserted that race relations in the modern world had
to be understood in historical context of international structural and systemic developments, such
as the international market economy, in which a racially delineated domestic and international
class structures emerged. Skilled, highly paid, unionized labor became the monopoly of the
majority white global north and low skilled, low wage labor intensive production became the
monopoly of the global majority non-white global south. (Wallerstein, 1979) From this
perspective, an ironic system of alliances between international capitalists seeking cheaper
mostly non-white labor in the global south and the governments in global south seeking
investments is clearly observable. 4
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POLITICAL SCIENCE THEORIES AND METHODOLOGY
The liberal, realist and radical critique ideological traditions are the major theoretical
schools used for international relations and world politics research in the discipline of political
science. Each of these ideological traditions, and others in the discipline, tend to obviate the
discussion of race; either by outright ignoring it or obscuring it with the use of larger macro
categories such as nation, culture, and class. This section briefly discusses political science
theory.
The realist school is probably the most culpable in suppressing the discussion. Realism
and neo-realism provide arguments that support imperialism because of the emphasis on
international power relations, the primacy of the state 5 and the pursuit of power by states through
the use of hard instruments of power such as war and militarism. To realists, waging war is done
for the sake of peace and peace is only possible when national interests are satisfied. Realist
presumptions of the primacy of the state, in practical terms, provides justification for the use of
“any means necessary” especially war and even the pernicious notions of racial supremacy and
racial subjugation when necessary, to achieve nation-state goals. The “realpolitik” of political
realism, privileges the historical experiences of western powers because war and violent conflict
were the major forces of imperialism. (Given the diversity of newly emerging international
powers, it is reasonable to question whether or not the same privileges will be accorded to nonwhite powers in the 21st century, if any choose to practice the “realpolitik” and have the credible
power to do so.)
The liberal or “idealist” tradition gained influence in the aftermath of WWI, with the
leadership of US president Woodrow Wilson. The “Wilsonian” ideal of self-determination and
equality among diverse nations of people, presented an ideological perspective that countered the
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traditional realism and militarism of the European empires. However, the Wilsonian ideal, in
practical terms, did not extend the concept of “self-determination” to nations of people outside of
Europe and in some parts of the European diaspora. Race and the international racial hierarchy
structured by the expansion of Europe were not rejected by political idealism. On the contrary,
imperialism and the political structures of power created by it were reaffirmed. Imperialism and
racial subjugation continued after WWI.
Some political scientists argue that the race concept is a politically motivated construct
resulting from political processes of identity formation and used to motivate political action.
Therefore, race is a component in larger constructs of national and ethnic identity. Its relevance
can therefore be understood through the study of primordial political identity formation.
Primordial political identities are believed to be natural, divinely created and to some degree
innate. Primordial identities are the basis of group political behavior—groups form specific,
inclusive or exclusive identity, and then seek political outcomes and benefits.
Race may also be defined by larger political-cultural constructs. Samuel Huntington’s
controversial work, “Clash of Civilizations” 6 postulated that international relations in the late
twentieth and twenty-first centuries would largely be the result of clashes between major
civilizations. The categories of civilization he constructed are largely based upon religion.
Although, Huntington does not focus on race as a component of civilization, his argument has
meaning to the study of race because within civilizations\cultural systems definitions, theories,
and concepts of race are informed and shaped by religious perspectives. For example, the biblical
interpretation of the “Hamitic curse” condemning darker complexioned populations, to a
subjugated status, was a component in the Euro-Christian system of enslavement. (This
interpretation has been widely rejected by Christian theologians as an abuse of biblical scripture
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for purposes of racial exploitation.) Faith traditions help form racial systems within nation-states,
their political culture, and therefore their foreign policy behavior. 7 What are deemed to be
clashes between Judeo-Christian and Islamic civilizations can also be understood in racial
terms—the “white and white majority” Judeo-Christian world and the “black and predominantly
non-white” majority Islamic, worlds. 8
Unlike the primordial and Huntington’s clash of civilizations views, instrumentalism
argues that rational-choice not primordial instinct is the basis of group identity. Moreover, the
rational choices of elites and the self-interest of elites control identity formation. Ethnic and
racial identities are therefore created, maintained and transformed by elites. Elites manipulate,
create, destroy or even manufacture symbols of group identity to achieve their cultural, political
and material, perhaps spiritual goals. Ethnicity, nationalism and racial identities are socially and
politically constructed to politically mobilize group behaviors to achieve elite interests.
Inevitably, this process results in as conflict as competing elites and leadership groups compete
for economic, political power or social status.
Yet another conceptual framework, constructivism accepts much of the instrumentalist
view of identity formation. Identities are complex and the result of multiple levels of interaction
across a broader set of groups and interests. Ethnic identities and racial constructs are social and
cultural phenomena created within pluralist contexts. Depending upon changes in the
components of identity, identities will change accordingly. Exclusion and inclusion of diverse of
populations will change the interpretation of the symbols and narrative of identity. 9 From this
perspective, cultural context matters, group interaction within the context matters, and leaders of
groups may manipulate symbols of identity to either reinforce or challenge the status- quo
identity. Identity formation is fluid; group identities may be created, recreated and redefined.
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Racial identity may be formed and manipulated to unify nation-states internally or
transnationally. Geographic regions and structures power in the international system may
therefore become racialized. The concepts of the first, second and third world and the global
north and south, become metaphors for a global racial hierarchy and division. However, national
identity need not mean racial homogeneity. Racial diversity need not prevent cultural\ethnic
unification. Notions of the multi-racial nation are legitimate constructs and may be necessary,
depending upon the context.
Race, Racial Ideology and International Relations
The previous discussion was necessary to establish the existence of a range of academic
concepts and theories that may be used to identify trends, patterns and interactions in the
international system where race is a significant component. The following discussion is a brief
and cursory review of the international systemic phenomena, trends and transformations, and
events from the dawn of the 20th century to the present.
World War I to World War II
At the beginning of the twentieth, 1901, W.E.B. Dubois, the leading African American
intellectual and scholar, first published an article in the Atlantic Monthly magazine in which he
made the prescient and often quoted observation, “The problem of the twentieth century is the
problem of the color line; the relation of the darker to the lighter races of men in Asia and Africa,
in America and the islands of the sea.” The century began with an international structure in
which the majority of the world was carved into colonial domains of darker people controlled by
Europeans. He was among the first to link the intersectionality between the American racial
regime to a historical continuum of the European experience and the pre-WWI Euro-centered
international order. In 1911, Dubois attended the first Universal Races Congress at the
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University of London. He made the following remarks in a speech before the Lyceum Club in
London:
“How far now is America’s interpretation of Europe’s attitude toward the darker world
justified? It must be confessed with sorrow that modern European civilization has fallen
victim to the temptation of all former civilizations—the temptation of despising men; of
assuming that no other peoples are worth consideration and respect but those who share
their own culture. The tendency is to assume the inevitable aristocracy of races, with
whites at the top and blacks at the bottom. No sooner is this assumption boldly stated
however, than we remember that the same assumption was made less than a century ago
concerning classes in the same nation, and today European culture is largely sustained by
descendants of social classes whom the eighteenth century pronounced incapable of
uplift.” 10
Dubois’ observations are indispensable in shedding light on race in an international
context. Dubois published another Atlantic Monthly article, “The African Roots of the War,” in
1915. The article linked the roots of WWI to the scramble for Africa and the 1894 Berlin
Conference and the subsequent inter-European wars over the edges of their agreed upon African
partition. Dubois’ view was that the origins of WWI were rooted in the racial pact among white
Europe to divide Africa and its non-white populations, therefore, consolidating the racial world
order for the new century.
The twentieth century shift in global power began with the rise of both the United States
and Japan as contenders for international significance. As emergent 20th century global powers,
American domestic racial realities and Japan’s quest for racial equality were central factors in
their foreign policy. Racial concerns were central to US citizenship policy determining the legal
status of populations acquired from its defeat of Spain in 1898—Puerto Rico, Guam and the
Philippines. The final policy redefined birthright citizenship and impacted American domestic
race relations. Similarly, an early century US-Japanese diplomatic event during the presidency of
Theodore Roosevelt involved the racial integration of Japanese students in San Francisco public
schools. The Japanese did not want Japanese students in America to attend segregated schools
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assigned to Chinese students. (Sino-Japanese conflicts were not only tainted by ethnic but also
racial overtones.) 11 Roosevelt obliged the Japanese government and intervened in the San
Francisco schools case threatening a federal lawsuit, forcing San Francisco to integrate Japanese
students into the public school system and making major exceptions to policies of racial
segregation. In exchange, the Japanese government agreed to curtail the immigration of Japanese
laborers to the United States.
The ascendency of the United States as a major international power jettisoned at the end
of First World War because of the collapse of the European balance of power system. The
postwar Versailles meeting presented an opportunity to both restructure the world system; and, it
was hoped by some, like Dubois, an opportunity to restructure the world racial order.
“Wilsonian” principles were the foundation of the new institutional world order. The most
important principle, the right of self-determination, sought to allow for the nationalist
predispositions of most European (white) populations. ‘Wilsonian’ principles, however, did not
undermine the parallel ideals of white racial supremacy or international structures of racial
domination. Japan responded to the continuation of racial exclusion. It sought recognition of full
racial equality from the major European powers to no avail and eventually withdrew from the
League of Nations. The Japanese government insisted that a clause recognizing the principle of
racial equality, at least between Europeans and the Japanese, be included in the League’s charter.
Its efforts were easily resisted by the Europeans, Americans and others.
In 1919, the United States, Britain and Australia rejected changes to the League’s racial
equality clause. Another member of League, Australia, passed restrictive anti-Japanese
immigration laws. Earlier, in 1901, Australia’s white Australia policy was implemented. Its
objections to the League of Nation’s racial equality clause would have threatened its immigration
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goal to keep Australia “white.” Twenty years later in 1921, the United States followed with the
restrictive Japanese exclusion act. It was one in a series of immigration policy measures with
racial consequences and objectives. (It is important to point out that the Japanese and Chinese
empires and modern states too practiced racially restrictive immigration policies placing controls
and prohibitions of populations from the West and other regions of the world as well.)
Recognizing linkages between the American system of Jim Crow and the global
European imperial order DuBois and other leading black American, African and Caribbean
intellectuals made the decision to sponsor the first of several Pan-African Congresses and to
attend the Versailles meeting in 1919. They sought to influence the construction of the postWWI international order with the values of Black racial equality, self-determination, and African
independence. They were astutely aware of the role of race at this level of politics. White racial
attitudes prevented any effort to consider racial reforms.
Racial domination and subjugation, and not racial democratization and equality, were
unfortunately values shared by the major powers involved in the reconstruction of the post-war
global system. Wilson’s not so subtle views on the matter were expressed in his opening remarks
of the League:
“We, Anglo-Saxons, have our peculiar contribution to make towards the good of
humanity in accordance with our special talents. The League of Nations will, I
confidently hope, be dominated by us Anglo-Saxons; it will be for the unquestionable
benefit of the world… it is of paramount importance that we Anglo-Saxons succeed in
keeping in step with one another.” 12
His appeal for Anglo-Saxon unity was effective and helped to perpetuate set of common values,
norms about race among the major powers which in turn reinforced the enforcement of those
values and norms in the domestic and foreign policies of most leading nation-states. The racial
regime of European colonialism remained in place.
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Another example of the role of race in the shaping of a nation’s foreign policy actions
that ultimately impacted the entire international system during the early part of the 20th century is
the relationship between Ethiopia and Italy. The relationship was the final test of the durability of
the League of Nations. Not only did one member invade another but the other key members
refused to uphold the principle of collective security. The 1935 Italian invasion of Ethiopia was
in retrospect a warning of the disaster to come, WWII, just as the earlier nineteenth century
clashes among the colonial powers in Africa were harbingers of WWI. Emperor Haile Selassie’s
passionate appeal to the League for support fell on deaf ears. 13 Italy’s 1896 attempt seize the
whole of Ethiopia was thwarted by Ethiopian Emperor Menelik at the battle of Adwa. The 1935
invasion was the completion of that effort. (Japan is recognized as the first non-white nation to
defeat a European empire, the Russian empire in 1907. But, the recognition should be given to
Ethiopia.)
Between WWI and WWII, Europeans found themselves victims of an increasingly
aggressive intra-European racial doctrine—fascist Nazism—which promoted the idea of an intraEuropean racial regime. Hitler and Mussolini’s use of racial doctrine to re-construct the national
identities of the Italian and German people turned European racism inward. Mussolini’s
acceptance of the German Nazi racial doctrine was incremental and slow but Italian racial
policies in its Ethiopian territorial possession made acceptance easier. Italian colonial race laws
in Ethiopia, for example, prohibited racial inter-marriage and enforced racial segregation long
before German Nazi influences. Mussolini’s 1938, “Manifesto of Fascist Racism” delineated
domestic racial policies already implemented in Italian occupied Africa.
Fascism in Europe was, in theory and implementation, the internalization of Europe’s
system of racialized colonization. For all intents and purposes, the same racial beliefs, policies,
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and practices that were fundamental to the control of non-white colonized populations were
turned inward against Europeans themselves. Racial oppression and systems of racial hierarchy,
well established in the Americas, Africa and Asia, were, in many ways, precursors to intraEuropean racial oppression. The link between colonialism and fascism is inexorable.
“They absolved it, shut their eyes to it, legitimized it, because, until then, it had been
applied only to non-European people; that they have cultivated that Nazism, that they are
responsible for it, and that before engulfing the whole edifice of Western Christian
civilization in its reddened waters, it oozes, seeps and trickles from every crack…”
Nazism,
“…it is the crime against the white man, the humiliation of the white man, and the fact
that he [Hitler] applied to Europe colonist procedures which until then had been reserved
exclusively for the Arabs of Algeria, the coolies of India, and the blacks of Africa. 14
Fascism and Nazism posed an ideological challenge to both the liberal market and
democratic nations, but Marxist\Leninism appealed to advocates of racial liberation and equality
because it appeared to be race neutral. Class interposed and nullified racial constructs. Marxism,
it was believed, addressed the questions of both economic and socio-political inequality and
exclusion. Ralph Bunche observed the following in his 1936 publication, A World of Race:
The world race war will never be fought, however. Unquestionably, wars involving
White and dark peoples will be fought, so long as there are dark peoples to be conquered
and held in subjection, just as there will be wars between groups of white peoples and
wars between dark peoples. There will be sporadic outbreaks when subject peoples
become restless under too harsh measures of imperialistic oppression. But the signs
throughout the world are unmistakable. The frantic efforts of many of those who control
national and world policy to conjure up international race issues, the lies are forming in
totally different manner. Race issues appear but tend to merge into class issues.
Throughout the world the issue between the working and owning classes is sharpening.
The titanic conflicts of the future will be the product of the uncompromising struggles
between those who have and those who have not. These conflicts now wage within all
groups, racial and national. 15
The victory of the allies in WWII did not produce the class or racial liberation that
Bunche and others, including Dubois, hoped for. But, it did produce the generation of activists
and policymakers who would begin the process of reforming liberal democracy. The end of the
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war placed issues of race in a newly emerging Liberal world order. The United Nations was the
successor to the League of Nations, but there were two very basic differences as it pertains to
issues of race and colonization. The United Nations Charter explicitly advanced the idea of racial
equality and the prohibition of discrimination based upon race, and secondly, the Charter created
an International Trusteeship program that provided the institutional infrastructure and set of
procedures in which colonial people may achieve their sovereignty and independence. The
successful inclusion of racially sensitive values can be attributed to the enormous influence of
Ralph Bunche, an African American, was the primary architect of the Trusteeship program and
whose presence along as other people of color at the San Francisco meetings to draft the United
Nations Charter. The UN specifically identified the question of race and racial inequality as a
threat to the international system. In 1949, the organization gave UNESCO the charge to combat
racism through the creation of a series of publications and studies on the concept of race, the last
of which was published in 1995. 16
Despite the ideals embodied in the UN charter, the WWII international order began as no
less racially hierarchical. The racial boundaries of colonization persisted. WWII produced a
generation of American civil rights leaders and leaders of independence\anti-colonial leaders in
the colonial world who very often linked their fates. The post-WWII generation of American
Black political activists and their allies continued the civil rights movement that began as early in
the century. Blacks in America continued to be the vanguard pressing for political, social and
economic reforms that would radically transform the United States racial regime and ultimately
influence race in world politics, especially during the Cold War.
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The Cold War Era
As the Cold War became manifest by 1950, it engulfed both anti-colonialism and the
quest for racial equality in the United States. It added a level of politicization that reflected the
ideological division between the two superpowers to the human and racial equality agenda. The
ideological division between the United States and the Soviet Union and the allies of each,
represented in racial terms, another conflict and division of Europeans (white) people, in which
non-whites would ultimately be forced to choose sides. Many anti-colonial movements embraced
Marxist-Leninism because of its anti-imperial content. In racial terms, it unified many non-white
nations and eastern European (white) nations against the former western European imperial
powers.
For a brief period, the ideologies of the former colonial powers lost their appeal and
relevance to the quest for independence. Marxist\Leninist thought influenced the rhetoric and
sometimes politics of anti-imperialist movements to a far greater extent than western liberal
democratic ideas and principles during this period. Democratization, democracy and market
liberalism did not overtly articulate and address the questions of inequality, racial subjugation
and economic development. The Soviet Union, and to some degree post-revolutionary China,
were more vigorous supporters of anti-colonial and independence movements in Africa, for
example. Even though the Soviet Union was an expansionist and (invited or not) occupying
power in Eastern Europe, it was a political and strategic force for liberation in Africa and other
parts of the colonial world.
“The transition away from a world torn by racialized nationalism in Europe led to one
where race was incorporated into the larger ideological conflict. Marxism\Leninism
appeared race neutral but critical of the democracy and capitalism of regimes that
produced imperialism which in turn consolidated the global racial hierarchy. Although
race was not an issue Marxism\Leninism directly addressed, nationalism and classism
were and race is inherent in each. The final irony is the fact that Marx and Engels
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supported European imperialism as a source of enlightenment and modernization for
‘backwards’ and inferior cultures and peoples.” 17
The larger international systemic politics superseded the exigencies of the civil rights and
independence movements. Soviet expansionism and communism were viewed as the greater
threats to democracy and freedom and movements opposing imperialism, racism or racial
equality and civil rights for racial minorities were perceived to be rejections of western cultural
values. (For some this may have been the case, but for most, especially, American civil rights
activists, it was not.) The perceived association between civil rights and communism imposed a
layer of resistance to racial reforms in the United States during the Cold War, making the
struggle for racial equality all the more difficult and dangerous.
When looking at the Cold War through the lenses of race, it becomes clear that it
provided ideological cover for the continuation of rigid domestic racist regimes and an
international racial hierarchy. The Apartheid state of South Africa was formally established
during the Cold War and effectively used the rhetoric of western anti-communism to provide
fictional justification for its continuation. The Nationalist Party Apartheid state, influenced by
Nazism, created a system of internal Black colonization. The 1948 founding of the Apartheid
state received very little international opposition and criticism. The Nationalist party was more or
less forgiven for its pro-Nazi allegiance during World War II. In the western hemisphere, closer
to the US, regimes supportive of racially hierarchical social order that paralleled the crumbling
US system of Jim Crow were given a blind eye. In the Dominican Republic under Trujillo 18 was
another outwardly staunch anti-Soviet. But his regime, for all intents and purposes, was a
functioning racist regime. Trujillo’s massacre of hundreds of Haitian immigrants was masked in
terms of historic Haitian-Dominican rivalries dating back to the colonial era; however, the rivalry
over time was racialized. The massacre received little or no attention from the US or the
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international community while the Cuban revolution in 1959, with its promises to advance racial
reforms and equality by the new Castro regime received harsh rejection and sanction because of
its eventual alliance with the Soviet Union. 19 Numerous allegedly anti-Soviet governments
throughout Latin America successfully used the Cold War to hide in plain sight very similar
racially repressive regimes in which indigenous populations and people of African descent were
systematically marginalized and oppressed. Subjugation continued not only in the developed
world but also the developing world not only in the form of racial caste but also ethno-cultural
domination.
After World War II, the inclination and impulse to address questions of racial
discrimination and inequality were mobilized most effectively in the United States; primarily due
to the role of returning Black American veterans and the rising expectations of American Blacks
because of some of the racial policies and reforms made during the Roosevelt and Truman
administrations. Although the European allies relied heavily upon troops from their colonial
territories in Africa and Asia—the French colonial Senegalese and British colonial Indian,
Ghanaian and Nigerian troops—those troops returned to the colonies after the war and did not
have direct access to the capitols and the domestic political institutions in Europe responsible for
their colonization. Resistance to colonization was therefore mobilized directly within colonies
rather than in the homelands of the colonial powers.
Anti-colonial movements ideologically unified colonized populations across the world.
Racial consciousness among colonial populations varied. In 1955, the Bandung conference was
an occasion for representatives of non-European countries and populations to meet together to
discuss their common issues and international political and economic concerns. The meeting was
convened in Bandung, Indonesia by the governments of Indonesia, Burma, Pakistan, Sri Lanka
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and India for the purpose of creating an Afro-Asiatic alliance to promote economic and cultural
cooperation to oppose colonialism and preventing neo-colonial dominance of the two
superpowers. Although racial issues and the international racial regime were not major
conference issue, they were relevant because the meeting was symbolic of non-European\white
international unity. Bandung was publicized as a “colored people’s solidarity” conference but it
ultimately was unable to create a sustainable and consistent international movement.
The “Ten Point” declaration of the conference incorporated the principles in the United
Nations Charter and 1954 Indian-Chinese “Five point principles of peace”. The declaration
stressed the principles of human rights and point three was the commitment to the “recognition
of the equality of all races and of the equality of all nations large and small.” The Bandung
agreement is an example of how ideas of racial equality and racial justice were incorporated in
an international agreement. Representatives from nation-states with sensitivity to or experience
with racial discrimination make a difference and the outcome is the incorporation of racially
sensitive values such as equality and parity in international agreements.
The American civil rights movement eventually succeeded in sparking racial reforms in
the country and other parts of the world, especially South Africa. In retrospect, the American
civil rights movement profoundly saved American democracy, preparing it for a radically
changing world. To its benefit, at the end of the Cold War and the twentieth century, the United
States, emerged as the one nation-state in the global system with the longest history and
experience with the modern politics of race. The United States entered the twenty-first century
with a long history of successes and failures in addressing racial inequality and racism, Europe
was just beginning to deal similar questions as they had become more racially and culturally
diverse during the Cold War. Both immigration and increased levels of birth among second and
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third generation non-whites changed the level of racial diversity in Europe, especially Western
Europe. Europeans had a history of continental and domestic multiethnic violence but domestic
racial diversity and multiracial society is a particular and different dimension of societal change.
The end of the Cold War removed the international barriers to the collapse of South
African Apartheid. Tragically, and ironically, however, it unleashed forces of nationalism with
elements of racism throughout Europe and revealed some ugly truths and ironies. The Soviet
Union and the Soviet bloc, once the most vigorous allies in the struggle for the liberation of nonwhite populations and a major critic of American patterns and history of racial subjugation,
emerged at the end of the Cold War without stable racially diverse, multicultural, multi-religious
and multiracial societies. The re-emergence of neo-Nazi and neo-racist movements in Europe
have increasingly emanated from the East. Another irony is China. During its ascendency as a
major economic and political power in the 21st century, there revelations of overt and incipient
anti-African racism in China, in addition to its domestic ethnic\racial tensions especially the
issue of Tibet and the Han-Uighur ethnic tensions become subject to greater international
criticism and scrutiny. 20
The 21st Century
The Cold war had been a major force propelling history for half a century. 21 While the
West, especially the United States, won the war of political ideas, the ideals of racial equality
and anti-racism are still being fought for and face challenges globally. As the 21st century
unfolds, another scholar inspired by W.E.B. Dubois observed:
“The problem of the 21st century will remain the color line and the ongoing struggle for
racial equality, but it will be fought out and resolved in a strikingly different America (an
America one-third black and Latino), and in a world in which the vast majority of people
are non-white. Even as they acknowledge the West’s role in shaping today’s world,
economically, culturally and politically, they are reminded all too often of the West’s
legacy of racism, colonialism, technological arrogance and programmed violence.” 22
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The normative values of multi-cultural and multi-racial society were successfully
integrated into the democratic creed. Dr. King’s aspiration that “one day this nation will rise up
and live out the true meaning of its creed, we hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are
created equal…” became an integral part of the Western creed during the period. Racial value
systems have changed somewhat in neo-liberal post-Cold War international system but racial
inequalities within the global market economy have not. Western, market capitalism and neoliberalism triumphed at the end of the Cold War, but neither has effectively addressed questions
of racial inequality and reformed the institutional market biases that limit competitiveness, equity
and meaningful market assess across racial lines at the macro international level. This may prove
to be untenable as western economies, political systems and cultures increasingly become
microcosms of the entire global system as the result of multiracial and ethnic population
diversity.
Democratic governments, international society and some domestic political systems and
cultures have reformed to include the principles, norms, values and some policies that engender
racial equality. The question remains as to whether or not liberal market economic principles will
be reformed to produce the levels of equality that counter the existing racial income and wealth
inequalities in the larger international context. For this to occur, internal systems within
individual nation-states will have to begin or continue to reform their internal socio-political and
economic systems to address domestic racial and ethnic inequality. Additionally, as the
international system adjusts to changes during the 21st century, key institutions and actors must
become much more inclusive and encourage the involvement of a diverse number of populations
at the highest levels of global decision-making and leadership. This will be effective only these
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actors accept the common core of values— racial equality, multiculturalism and diversity. (Here
I am alluding to the international rejection of neo-racist ideological leaders.)
Summary points and conclusion
Several general and preliminary observations can be ascertained from the previous
discussion:
1.) Existing theories of race from International values, norms and systems of racial
hierarchy or equality will be determined by the disciplines of sociology and political
science provide the basic framework for the study of race in the international context,
however, the specific attention to the variable of race, its impact and dynamic on
international structures, processes and systems must be specifically delineated in any
research. Race is an observable tool of politics.
2.) The review of the historic time periods in which the contemporary international
system and arena for world politics evolved, indicate that the politics of race at the
international level are a reflection of the national politics of race among the competitive
state actors in the system. As the domestic politics of race, social norms and values about
race and human rights evolve, they will also evolve at the international level. The
leadership and ability of powerful nation-state actors, institutions and alliances to build
consensus and institutionalize international values, norms and systems of racial hierarchy
or equality will determine the politics of race at the international level.
3.) The existence of international human rights regimes will also reinforce or discourage
patterns of race relations within domestic contexts. For example, the systems of Jim
Crow, Apartheid, racialized immigration policies of specific countries and domestic
inequalities among ‘racialized’ populations in nations, for example, the Dalits of India,
are reinforced in a global system that reflects those very same inequalities. Therefore,
when the international external environment changes the continuation of those internal
domestic policies within nations become more difficult to justify. The end of Apartheid
was, in part, facilitated by the end of American Jim Crow, the collapse of the Soviet
Union, but also the emergence of a universally accepted human rights regime.
4) The emergence of powerful non-white international political and economic leadership
could redefine the politics of race. However this may be contingent upon the ability of
those nations to resolve their existing racial and ethnic inequalities. If not, their lack of
progress in this area of human rights, could threaten broader progress at the international
level. Newly emerging powers, Brazil, China, India, Turkey, Indonesia, and South Korea,
for example, are domestically riddled with ethnic and racial inequality. Without domestic
transformation their domestic environments, it is unclear that their role internationally
will necessarily advance the expansion of broader human rights and racial equality.
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Before concluding the discussion, a few words about the election of President Barack
Obama are in order because his historic 2008 election and 2012 bid for re-election are of
relevance not only to the continuing struggle for racial justice within in the US but in the
international system as well. First, his unique position as the most powerful elected person of
African descent in the Western world, indeed the entire world, is a continuation of the
momentum toward the diversification of the American governing elite that slowly began after
WWII. His election is symbolic of the racial equality, civil and human rights advancements in
the United States and the western world. Secondly, his presidency signals the diversification of
political leadership in the international community and the western world. At a time when
power-shifts are forcing new levels of power-sharing across racially diverse nation-states, his
presidency is emblematic of the cultural and social normative values about the benefits of
multiracialism and diversity in Western democratic and open societies. His presidency and the
continued racial and ethnic diversity in important American foreign policymaking and
implementing institutions could prove to be a major source of strength and will buttress
American leadership in world affairs during the 21st century. It should not be a question of race
necessarily but a question of culture and ideas. Americans of African descent have been major
participants in the shaping of those ideas. This is one measure of American success in its
narrative of race and politics. The creation of a unified and racially diverse nation may be its
major strength in the 21st century.
The 21st century could become the second US century if it maintains proper leadership in
advancing human rights and the ideals of unified multiculturalism and racial diversity. 23 These
ideals add greater dimension and breadth to democracy, democratic values and American “soft
power”. Despite the evolution and change in ideas of racial equality and some degree of racial
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justice, multiculturalism and multiracial societies in some nations, the majority of the world’s
nation-states have not evolved and changed in this manner. This may prove to be to their
detriment in terms of long-term domestic productivity and stability.
There may be economic and national security benefits to multiracialism and diversity. If
so, the United States may have an advantage. It could be argued that in order to remain
competitive in a rapidly changing economy, the ability to attract and even integrate the diverse
populations into the market will become a source of competitive advantage. China for example,
with the size of its population has a numeric labor advantage, but without the ability to attract
some of the best and brightest from diverse racial and cultural populations in what may become a
vastly mobile global labor pool, its edge is severely compromised.
Historically race has been a concept politically manipulated to divide, conquer and create
systems of structural inequality within and across nation-states. The 21st century could become
the post-nationalist century because of globalization. Race may become a more or less fluid
factor in the formation of cultural, political and economic identity. Avoiding the misuse of the
concept race to divide, subjugate and exploit populations for either economic, cultural political
or even spiritual gain will take the utmost vigilance and study. Therefore, studies about race in
the international context will remain necessary for the near term as 1) structures of power and
wealth remain along the fault lines of racial division; 2) changes continue in the relationship
between the wealthy majority white and less wealthy and aspiring non-white majority nations.
Finally, the role of increasingly racially diverse international elite will pose interesting questions
for future study and analysis of racial dynamics. These observations and more questions deserve
continued research and study.
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Undocumented Immigrant Narratives: A View from the Banks of the
Southern Rio Grande

The heat of summer was heavy as we entered the lot. We stepped through a large gate in
a chain-link fence that surrounded three small structures—each about the size of an Airstream
trailer and made of thin plywood. Sparse patches of grass dotted the lawn of mostly brown dirt.
A garden hose connected to an outdoor faucet rested like a snake in the dirt, slithering between
the three homes. Off in the distance, a washing machine sitting on a short tree stump churned its
latest load. Along the nearby fence, clothes were hung to dry under the scorching South Texas
sun. Just beneath the hanging laundry, two skinny dogs were tied to a stake in the ground. The
hose had provided the canines with water, but their food bowls were empty.
Inside, three women tended eight children. One held an infant in her right arm. The
child’s disposable diaper was heavy, his nose was running and his striped T-shirt was soiled with
dirt. An older child, about 5 years old, was coughing. The other children ranging in age from
approximately three to ten years sat or stood nearby and watched the strange visitors—myself,
my camera crew, and translators. The women were relatively young ranging from 23 to 30, but
the years had worn lines of care and stress into their faces. The women explained they were
undocumented immigrants living in South Texas. Each agreed to our interview and shared stories
about emigrating from Mexico to the United States, on the condition of anonymity and out of
fear of deportation. The dialogues were recorded in their native Spanish and their words were
translated and transcribed into English by bilingual students. This research was part of our efforts
at the University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College. My student cameracrew and I elected to engage our efforts to collect the stories of some of the estimated eleven
million undocumented aliens in this country. The project was sponsored in part by the Difficult
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Dialogues Initiative, a grant from the Ford Foundation. Our hope is that we can continue this
work and tell this story with an emphasis on accuracy, perhaps correcting some of the myths and
distortions in the anti-immigrant rhetoric that fills the media these days.
Nothing fills as much of our local papers in South Texas as does news and commentary
of immigration issues. The recent passage of the immigration enforcement law in Arizona is one
example of an ongoing series of events to deal with the influx of immigrants who are
undocumented and to deal with border security issues. Other notable events in this border
security and immigration issue are the ongoing construction of a border fence along the U.S.Mexico border, the recent rallies for immigration reform, the frequent opinion sessions on most
of the 24-hour news stations and the recent release of an HBO documentary on the bipartisan
attempt to pass immigration reform legislation during the George W. Bush administration.
Entitled “The Senator’s Bargain,“ the documentary showed United States senators who are often
ideologically polarized to one another, like the late Edward “Ted“ Kennedy on the Left and
Saxby Chambliss on the Right. The proposals are being debated again, and although Arizona
Senator John McCain has shifted to a stronger border security stance since the 2008 campaign,
bi-partisan support for immigration reform will likely emerge.
Candidates for office will no doubt include this issue in the 2010 campaign for mid-term
congressional races and state races as well; especially in “minority-majority states“ like Texas.
However as we have seen in the past year, the current administration had other priorities to deal
with ahead of the immigration issues; and people who do not live near the border may not be
fully aware of the extent to which the issues affect our daily lives in states that form our southern
boundary with Mexico. Among other reform measures discussed is the DREAM Act—the
Development, Relief and Education for Alien Minors Act, introduced in Congress in March
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2009. This bill would provide certain undocumented students who graduate from U.S. high
schools, who are of “good moral character“ and have been living in the country five years since
arriving as minors, the opportunity to earn conditional permanent residency.
Available to us at this time are 32 translated interviews of people living in the United
States, who allegedly do not have required documentation such as a visa or passport. This project
began before the 700 miles of border fence went up in and around the Brownsville area. In fact
“the wall“—as it is often called by locals as a means of disparaging the structure—was being
built as the process of interviewing began. This article will discuss the common themes and the
stories of the people our team met and provide some potential implications. We will not discuss
in detail the arguments pro and con on immigration and reform from our own perspective but
from the perspective of a very determined group with whom we met and talked in conversations
of five to 20 minutes each, with similar questions asked of each interviewee.
The team we created was comprised of three student employees who helped with
recording, interviewing, and translating the conversations, with me serving as the principal
investigator during the period of time for the Ford Foundation grant. Our interviews sought to
understand the stories of these undocumented immigrants: why were they here and what did they
want? Sometimes the interviewees’ answers prompted questions unique to their stories. While
this is obviously not a survey and arguably is far from a representative sample, all of us who
worked on this project hope the narratives will serve anecdotally as food for thought and further
discussion about all the issues that are raised herein.
The most obvious topic of interest to us at the outset was why and how the immigrants
arrived in the United States. Surprisingly, several of our interviewees mentioned crossing legally
with a visa or passport, and allowing it to expire. In three instances, the interviewees told us that
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they had a laser visa, which will expire in 2011. However, it is also true that many of our
interviewees have been deported and returned multiple times. We heard tales of crossing the Rio
Grande—some of which had the makings of suspenseful TV drama. Those who crossed the river,
some 15 to 20 years ago, found it shallow at that time and easy to walk across. Those who waded
across then still had tales of being frightened and “hitting the deck“ when immigration or border
patrol surveillance was spotted. The river is deeper and swifter now, and the weeds in some
places pull swimmers under. The tales are interesting.
One immigrant reported it took her husband 15 days to succeed in crossing: “On one
occasion, he wanted to cross but they saw immigration [officers]. They hid in the bushes. He was
with a friend. They hid until immigration was gone. They were there for three or four hours.
Once immigration officials were gone, they jumped into the river. They had a floating device
they both grabbed onto. They got out of the water and hid for another hour. They hid from
immigration. They were scratched because of the trees with thorns. Then, although he [and his
friend] were across, they had a hard time getting transportation because they did not make it on
time to the pick-up location. They were on this [Texas] side of the river, but they did not have a
phone number. The other man remembered a family phone number and he called them. [The
family he’d called] sent a taxi to pick them up. They were scared. They did not have money.“
Another “river crosser“ told us she’d hired help but still found it difficult: “[We took all
night to cross because] we waited for immigration to move away from where we were [situated].
We still got caught that day and so it took another two days to get here [South Texas] after being
deported back to Matamoros.“ When asked what it was like to get caught by immigration, this
same immigrant replied: “I was tired because before going back to Matamoros. Immigration had
me in the office for eight hours asking me questions. They told me they thought I was the one
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smuggling the other guy but that wasn’t the case. I also didn’t want to tell on him. I didn’t want
to make it worse for him. [Later] We tried again and were successful.“ Another immigrant
reported the typical challenge faced when crossing the Rio Grande near Matamoros—the roving
gangs: “We were robbed. They took everything we had. They used a knife. Nothing happened to
me, I was just worried about my children. However my neighbors [in Brownsville] were very
helpful when we got back. They would give my children food…“
Another immigrant told a harrowing tale of hanging between the wheels of a railroad car.
She suffered, but she held on; determined to get to the United States. Some crossed in the
sweltering trunk of a car. Many swam, and again, some came across legally and allowed their
“papers“ to expire.
Many had tales of multiple crossings: “We would float on bags. We were about seven
young girls and an 18-year-old girl. A coyote [border crossing professional] crossed each girl one
at a time. I was scared. We stayed here for one year and then we went back to our village. Later
we decided to come back, but they caught us. I was detained for a week until my grandmother
picked me up. Then, we crossed back that same day. We passed with a coyote. They charged us
$300 per person.“
All 32 interviewees had part of her family in Texas and part in Mexico. Quite often they
came with child so that the child could be born a U.S. citizen. Many also crossed the border with
their children to allow them to finish secondary school. In rural Mexico, many children drop out
to support the family. Unlike elementary, the secondary grades require that the family pay for the
expenses of educating the children; as a result many lower and lower middle class children
cannot finish high school in Mexico. Just as in the early 20th century in the United States, rural
students often must leave their communities after elementary school to attend school in a nearby
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town, and many families cannot afford to pay for travel, textbooks, uniforms, and other school
costs after sixth grade. The same is often true for poor urban students, although there are more
school choices in the larger cities. The desire to have their children get a good education is one
of the primary reasons cited for immigrating. When asked about her children, one mother
replied: “I want them to go to school and learn English and get a good education. In Mexico
there are not a lot of jobs, and workers are poorly paid.“ Another said: “I have been inquiring
about my son’s education. I want to know if he can continue his education when he gets out of
high school. For example, [he might be able to access a college education] by getting a job or
through a work program. I want to see him get a college education.“ When asked about the
quality of education, a third woman replied: “It is good. My daughter is in first grade and she can
read.“
In some cases, part of a group of siblings may live on one side of the border and part on
the other. As security has tightened, those who used to cross back and forth to see their families
rarely do any more. Many also reported living inside their Texas homes almost all the time,
afraid to walk around outside for fear of being caught as the immigration enforcement trucks
pass by often. When asked about the frequent passing of an ICE (Immigration and Customs
Enforcement) or CBP (Customs, Border Patrol) truck, another interviewee said: “We are used to
it. We are not scared because if God decides it is your time, then it is time.“ In some families,
one spouse had the necessary documents and the other spouse did not.
Perhaps one of the biggest issues surrounding the immigration debate is the issue of jobs.
Often one hears in the anti-immigration reform rhetoric that the undocumented immigrants are
“taking our jobs.“’ The tales of employment we heard mostly support the reality that the
immigrants are the new exploited labor class. Many of them work long hours for little pay. Many
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work and find their employer chooses not to pay them. A typical scenario is the worker made
$50 per week in the factories in Matamoros or other Mexican border town, and in the United
States they make $100 a week doing lawn and landscaping work—11 hours a day, six days a
week. Many of the women interviewed stayed home to tend the family. Of those who had a
husband who worked at something other than yard work, some were carpenters, roofers,
plumbers and mechanics; most of the time it was “pick up“ work—that is, not a steady job.
Almost all reported difficult working conditions for their spouses: in the hot sun, sometimes not
getting paid, demanding hours, etc. None of them complained. We simply asked the questions
about conditions and they replied with the details. Mostly we heard of males as head of the
household being the primary breadwinner. Some of the women cleaned houses. One cleaned a
large public meeting facility, and one sold cakes she baked in her mobile home. In a few cases
the adolescent children were able to work to help the family. For these interviewees, not one
reported an enviable employment situation, which supports the claim that many immigration
reform advocates make: these immigrants are taking jobs most Americans do not want.
It was apparent that many wanted to get their papers and become “documented“ but the
majority reported either that they didn’t know how or that it was a long and expensive process.
With only four exceptions, each interviewee expressed a desire to get the necessary
papers and either needed an attorney or other advisor or else they needed money. Among the
exceptions were people who had been deported multiple times and knew that they could never
access U.S. citizenship.
It was most impressive to hear the interviewees express the American dream. We asked
about goals, hopes and aspirations. Many said if they could get citizenship they would get an
education and learn English so they could get a better job. One said she wanted to build a house
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for her children; another wanted to be a property owner and have her own house. All said they
wanted their children to get an education and become gainfully employed. We asked some of
them what career they wanted for their children and most said, “Whatever they want to be.“
Others acknowledged the vision their children had. Another mother said she would let her
children work in any field, but immigration enforcement! One woman when asked what she
would do with citizenship said she would “work at my job without fear.“ When asked what she
thought of the United States before she chose to come, the interviewee said: “I had a dream for a
better job and for my children to get educated. In Mexico, the children spend their time on the
streets. It was said that the U.S. provides a better education.“ When asked about plans for the
future, the response from one woman was “I want my children to study. I want to get my
citizenship,“ When asked if she had any final comments, one said: “I am better now. I know
more people. I go to church and have friends. I go to aerobics. I take English classes. I want to
start doing some kind of positive work here.“
Regarding her children, one mother said: “I would like for them to finish studying. I tell
them their dad is working in the sun all day; and they need to do well in school because we are
sacrificing for them.“
In contrasting their lives here and in Mexico, everyone said the quality of life was better
here or “about the same.“ One and only one wanted to go home but felt she couldn’t because of
family obligations here, however she preferred her life in Mexico.
A series of question that produced a wealth of responses was centered upon the
immigration issue itself; the border wall and immigration enforcement, and the response to
Americans who think these immigrants are taking their jobs.
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Border Fence
“I believe that even if you put up a border wall, or whatever, the Mexicans will
still cross. I wish there were a way to reduce the death rate of illegal immigrants who
cross. I understand there are criminals who flee to the US. I understand the president
(Obama) wants to know what kind of people are here illegally. I want the president to
investigate the conditions that these immigrants live and [also] figure out who the ones
are that are doing good [as opposed to crime]. They [Americans] seem to judge
everybody [as if we were the same.]
“I see it [border wall] as very bad.“
“Many of us cross out of necessity.“
“The wall is beneficial for the US, but there are many of us who come over to work.“
“I don’t like it [border wall]. God created us equal and we should have equal
opportunity. We would like the opportunity to have a better life here.“
“It [the border fence] is not right. We are already divided. People will still find a way to
cross.“
“I think it [border fence] is bad. It causes conflict between both sides.“
“I think it [border fence] is bad because people will still cross. They will find a
way. They come to live a better life. They know they can find it here, but the coyotes
don’t make it any easier for them. I have heard stories of people being held hostage. It is
terrible. These are people in need and it is sad to know that there are people who are
trying to get here…we are just here trying our best to help our family.“
“I think it is wrong. It is more dangerous for people, but people will still keep
coming, even if you pay more to get here. They will not stop [immigrating]. Dividing up
[our two countries along] the border is wrong.“
“…with or without a wall, people will still cross.“
“They [the immigration laws] are unjust. We are all treated like criminals who are
trafficking drugs. There are people like that, but most of us come for a better life…I want
my kids to live a better life than I did…“
Response to Criticism Regarding Taking Jobs and Using Social Services
Most often in interviews, we asked the question in this way: “Many Americans say the
Mexican immigrants take our jobs or come to take advantage of the system. How would you
respond to them?“
“I would say people come here to work honorably. People think we come to get
food stamps or take away jobs, but that is not the case. We are here to work in anything
we can. Americans won’t do the jobs we are doing…. I have worked hard, and thanks to
God we are still here. But I will continue to work as hard as I can and hope that my
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dream will come true to get my citizenship so I can [travel to] see my kids and get a good
job.“
“No [I did not get assistance from the government] when my children were
younger, I worked and paid for the doctor. There are some clinics that help you, but I
always worked.
“It [criticism of immigrants] makes me angry because we are hard workers and
we sacrifice a lot to be here.“
“People, who come here to work, work a lot harder and for less money [than
others in this country]. Everyone just tries their best to do good for themselves.“
“We just come to work and we work to better our lives…People come here and
take jobs U.S. citizens won’t do…“
“That is a lie [that immigrants come to take advantage of the system] I have
always said that. A lot of people accuse the Mexicans and say that we get everything that
an American gets, but that is not true. They don’t see what Mexicans go through to get
here, whether we have enough to eat, how hard we have to work, and the things we do for
our families…“
“I would say that Mexicans are very hard workers and they do work that
Americans don’t even want to do. They are out working in the scorching sun—all day—
working any jobs to survive. “
“I would say we are not taking advantage of anything because we as Mexicans
come to get jobs that are low-paid and that US citizens won’t do. So in what way are we
taking jobs from them if they don’t want those jobs? I don’t think a U.S. citizen wants to
get paid $60 a week to work at [building] a house. I don’t think a U.S. citizen wants to
cut grass in the scorching sun. I don’t think a U.S. citizen wants to work as a bricklayer in
the sun all day. I work very hard to clean a party hall that is really big for eight hours and
get paid $20. And I do everything. I wait tables from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. for about $25 to
$30…. What an American gets paid in one week, it takes me two weeks, working double
shifts and working twice as hard… It is an injustice what they pay us because they know
we will take any job.“
The insights that we obtained talking with these folks were plenty. It would be difficult to
draw conclusions, and this is certainly not a scientific survey, nor would I deign to draw
definitive conclusions from the anecdotal evidence of 32 people. However since research project
was part of a difficult dialogues initiative, I would like to initiate a few difficult dialogues. I am
not a betting man, but if I were here is what I would bet:
1. The vast majority of immigrant with or without documentation are decent, hardworking people trying to do what is best to provide for their families.
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2. The migration north will continue unabated as long as economic conditions in Mexico
and the bloody drug cartel wars near the border continue.
3. With negative population growth in the US and the graying of our baby boomer
generation, there will come a time when we will need care givers, house and yard
care and other labor functions that we in the US will not be able to supply without
importing labor.
4. If we think we can deport eleven to twelve million people or stem the rising tide of
bilingualism we are kidding ourselves.
Let’s start the difficult dialogue now for this issue. The U.S. needs comprehensive
immigration reform and a path to citizenship for this emerging plurality of people. We need to
learn to accept diversity of culture and language. We need to find practical solutions to the
problems generated by the drug cartel wars. Who wants to discuss the issues in a civil and
responsible way?
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Abstract
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a serious social and public health issue in the U.S., especially
for female victims. Although the IPV epidemic affects women of all races, ages, nationalities,
religions and socioeconomic statuses, African American women face violent victimization at a
disproportionately higher rate than other groups. Moreover, the effects of IPV are believed to be
exponentially compounded when victims possess multiple marginalizing social characteristics, as
is the reality for many African American women who are triply disadvantaged based on gender,
race and class. In line with this notion, it has been found that many female IPV victims are also
criminal offenders, which suggests that there is a significant link between offending and
victimization. Accordingly, this paper critically examines the literature relevant to understanding
how African American women’s elevated victimization risk may be tied to their propensity to
commit crime. The paper will explore and expound upon a notable theory, gender entrapment,
which proposes that gender, race and violence are interwoven in the lives of many exceptionally
disadvantaged women in such a way that these victims are entrapped by the abuses they suffer
and ultimately engage in criminal activity as a forced response to such trauma. Major subtopics
include: various sociocultural factors that enhance this group’s vulnerability to IPV; distinctive
barriers that hinder termination of violent relationships; an analysis of this group’s unique
pathway to crime and the potential usefulness of the theory as effective grounds for diminished
criminal responsibility for victim-offenders; and proposed solutions for ameliorating the
overrepresentation of this group in both the incarcerated and victimized populations.

The phenomenon of intimate partner violence (IPV) has existed since antiquity and
continues to be a very serious issue in modern society, especially for female victims. Although it
has been difficult for researchers, legislators and other professionals to reach a consensus
regarding the definition, IPV can be approximately defined as a pattern of assaultive and
aggressive behaviors, including physical, sexual, psychological and economically-coercive
attacks, that individuals use against their current or former partners to exert dominance and
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control in the relationship (Sullivan & Kuehnle, 2008; Owens, 2012). IPV has been documented
as the leading cause of injury to women, with an estimated 5.3 million reports of IPV each year
for women ages 18 and older in the United States alone (Gillum, 2009).
The past several decades have exhibited a tremendous effort to focus on the prevalence of
this form of violence and on combating its excessive frequency among the female population in
our country. The 1960s and 1970s saw the endeavors of the feminist movement in placing muchneeded attention toward violence against women, in assisting with the creation of crisis centers,
battered women’s shelters and other social services, and in demanding legislation focused on the
controversy (Owens, 2012). In the 1990s, the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) was
enacted under the Clinton Administration. VAWA provides funding to strengthen the criminal
justice system’s responses to the offense and also finances outreach programs for victims
(Stoever, 2011). Unfortunately, these immense accomplishments appear to have only increased
general awareness of IPV rather than effectively reducing the devastating regularity of IPV
occurrences. Violence against women still remains severe and pervasive, with projections
indicating that at least one in every four women will become a victim of IPV at some point in her
lifetime (Hafemeister, 2011).
The astonishing magnitude of the IPV epidemic is greatly caused by its “equal
opportunity” characteristic. This form of violence affects women of all ages, races, ethnicities,
nationalities, religions, sexual orientations and socioeconomic statuses. However, even though
IPV is experienced by women from all walks of life, African American women in particular face
victimization at a disproportionately higher rate than other groups (Hampton, Oliver &
Magarian, 2003). Research has also indicated that African American women are at a greatly
increased risk of experiencing the most severe IPV victimization episodes: they are more than
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twice as likely to become a victim of intimate partner homicide, which is the leading cause of
death for African American women ages 15 to 45 in the United States (Campbell et al., 2003;
Rutledge, 2010). Notwithstanding their profound overrepresentation in the IPV victim
population, a relatively small amount of focus has been placed on women of color as a distinct
subcategory in IPV literature. Several feminist scholars assert that more attention should be
devoted to the unique experiences and needs of African American women who have been abused
by their intimate partners (Gillum, 2009). One such experience is the perceived cyclical
movement from victim to offender, as it has been maintained that simultaneously encountering
poverty, racism, sexism and violence ultimately leads this group of women toward an oftinescapable pathway to crime (Potter, 2006).
Compelled to Crime
One of the most illuminating works in line with the aforementioned assertions is the
highly-acclaimed book entitled Compelled to Crime: The Gender Entrapment of Battered Black
Women, which sets forth a very plausible concept to explain the causes of illegal behavior by a
large segment of abused African American females in our society (Richie, 1996). The author
begins by indicating that as a result of early IPV literature being overwhelmingly representative
of the experiences of members of the majority population and due to the feminist movement’s
failure to address the needs of the most severely marginalized groups of women, very few
programs, policies and theories “are sensitive to ethnic differences or address cultural issues that
give particular meaning to violence in intimate relationships for African Americans or other
women of color” (p. 12). Richie also explains that embarking upon her research for this work
was extremely necessary in order to mitigate the continued exclusion, isolation and underservice
of stigmatized women, particularly incarcerated ones.
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The book sets forth a theoretical paradigm that describes how gender, race/ethnicity and
violence are interwoven in the lives of many exceptionally disadvantaged African American
women in such a way that these victims are entrapped by the abuses they suffer, and their
involvement in criminal activity is actually a forced response to their dire situations. This theory
was (and still is) considered so groundbreaking at the time of its introduction into the
victimology/criminology field because prior research on the offender-victimization link was
unidirectional. The oft-cited victimological principle of homogamy holds that individuals with
characteristics similar to offenders are more likely to associate with criminals and are also more
likely to find themselves in criminogenic situations, thereby increasing their risk of victimization
(Mustaine & Tewksbury, 1999). In stark contrast, Richie’s theory inverts that principle in an
attempt to incorporate women’s victimization risk and experience into an understanding of their
criminal behavior (Carbone-Lopez & Kruttschnitt, 2010).
The innovative notion of gender entrapment was derived from the traditional legal
concept of entrapment, in which an individual is induced into committing a crime by means of
undue persuasion or other coercive tactics (Black’s, 2009). To lend credence to her theory,
Richie compiled the life histories of a sample of 37 women imprisoned at the Rose M. Singer
Center, the women’s jail at Rikers Island Correctional Facility in New York in 1992. The
participants included 26 African Americans who were IPV survivors, 5 African Americans who
had no IPV history, and 6 White women who were also IPV survivors. Comparing the life
histories of the two control groups to those of the African American battered women allowed
Richie to enhance the gender entrapment theory by separating the effects of race and violence in
the intimate partner context.
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Although the author expected to encounter poignant tales from the inmates regarding the
way in which a combination of poverty, sexism, racial discrimination and violence led to their
then-present grim circumstances, she explains that she had not accurately predicted the immense
degree to which “physical assaults, emotional degradation, marginalized/tenuous economic
status and overt racism formed a seemingly impermeable web of despair around” the
incarcerated African American women who had been victims of IPV (pp. 3-4). After compiling
and analyzing the inmates’ life histories, Richie found that the African American abused women
shared several characteristics in common such as: economic deprivation; an elevated position as
children in their birth families; the later realization that such a position was not manifested in the
outside world; an overwhelming need to conform to the social ideals of the majority population;
feeling obligated to conceal domestic violence and protect their batterers from institutional
racism; and abusing substances and engaging in criminal activities as a coping mechanism for
their entrapment. Also significant is Richie’s identification of six specific pathways to crime for
these women: (1) feeling captive and immobilized in their intimate relationships; (2) being
arrested for violent crimes directed at others in a projected retaliation for past violence;
(3) sexual exploitation at the hands of their spouses and lovers; (4) fighting back against the
batterer during an episode of abuse; (5) committing economically-motivated crimes due to
extreme poverty; and (6) being arrested for drug-related offenses.
Elevated Vulnerability
An important tenet of the field of victimology is the identification of the risk factors
associated with personal victimization. In line with this tenet, Richie’s findings serve to highlight
the causes of African American women’s uniquely amplified vulnerability to IPV. These
findings have been substantiated and/or elaborated upon in a number of other works. When
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specifically considering intimate male partner violence (IMPV), it has been noted that women
are subject to more frequent abuse within cultural units that subordinate them economically
(Nash, 2005). Accordingly, the higher frequency of IPV among women of color is largely
attributable to the severe poverty persistent in minority communities. Statistics indicate that
although African Americans and other racial minorities only represent approximately 23% of the
United States population, they also account for nearly 50% of citizens living at or below the
poverty line (Rutledge, 2010).
In addition to the fact that many African American women are more prone to IPV by
virtue of their diminished economic standing, there are also powerful sociocultural factors that
enhance their plight. Again, when focusing exclusively on IMPV, researchers have found that
African American men’s historical and contemporary overexposure to institutional racism has
had a direct influence on their motivation to batter the intimate female partners in their lives
(Hampton & Gelles, 1994). It is well known that African American men have endured
longstanding patterns of racial discrimination in the United States, which encumbers their ability
to attain political, educational and employment equality. This chronic, institutionally-induced
underachievement, in turn, leads to profound rage and frustration that is tragically displaced
toward wives, girlfriends and lovers (Hampton et al., 2003). Moreover, since the occurrence of
IPV among African American females has been so pervasive through history, theory holds that
this subset of women has come to expect the use of violence perpetrated against them (Nash,
2005). The sheer frequency of IPV to which African American women are exposed – as
direct/primary victims (those who are being abused) – may have a normalization effect, in that
violent victimization is believed to be customary, and to a certain extent, acceptable. Also,
frequently witnessing the abuse of mothers, sisters, aunts and other female family or community
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members has created a substantially-sized class of indirect/secondary victims who have likely
formed the conclusion that men can (and have the right to) exercise physical authority over
women. Thus, a greater tolerance of IPV within the African American community may
unfortunately lead to its increased occurrence (Rutledge, 2010).
Unique Reasons Why They Stay
A major point of contention within the IPV discussion concerns victims’ ultimate
decision to remain in their violent relationships, despite the fact that doing so appears wholly
counterintuitive to the outside world. Many social service providers, health practitioners, law
enforcement personnel and others (IPV survivors, especially) now understand that terminating an
abusive relationship is a complex and grueling process. There are significant barriers to ending –
and remaining free from – abuse such as fear, economic dependence, children, health-related
factors, religious mandates, social isolation, immigration status, and lack of knowledge about
available resources (Stoever, 2011). All of these factors can apply universally to IPV victims in
elucidating why they are truly hindered from exiting the relationship; however, there are a few
additional barriers distinctive to African American women. First, research has identified that
many African American female IPV victims experience fierce community pressure not to report
their abusers to authorities, and the failure to report results in little to no outside assistance
(Hampton et al., 2003). This identified pressure emanates from the well-warranted perception
that African American men are frequently subject to unprovoked police brutality, societal
discrimination and negative stereotyping by the general public. In the psyches of many of these
victims, they would be betraying their race and further endangering African American males’
social image by injecting more of their men into the criminal justice system. Thus, protecting the
abusers, even at the cost of self-sacrifice, is obligatory (Swan & Snow, 2006; Goodmark, 2008).
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A statement from one of the victim-inmates in Richie’s work, interviewed in 1992, vividly
illustrates the incarnation of this sociocultural gag order:
Call the police? Never! … I just never could really trust that they would help me and not
just use my 911 call as one more excuse to beat up a Black man … I just couldn’t do it. I
learned early in my life the cops were dangerous to my people. They were to be avoided
at all costs. (Richie, 1996, p. 95)
Another statement from a participant in a 2005 study of African American women’s experiences
with IMPV further articulates this unsettling dilemma and demonstrates that such social pressure
has not diminished with time:
There are so many [Black men] there [in prison] already. So, if we speak out and say,
“He beat me,” then you are putting them in the penal system … If you “tell,” you are
putting a Black man in the system. If I told on Lee that means that the criminal justice
system would be brought into play. That means another Black man would be put into the
criminal justice system. And it’s your fault (Nash, 2005, p. 1428)
African American battered women also feel duty-bound to remain in abusive relationships
because they view themselves as protectors of their male children. They are distressed by the
uncertainty and difficulty of raising sons in fatherless homes and how doing so could negatively
impact the social development and chances of life success of their young boys (Nash, 2005).
Additionally, other research has identified that African American IPV victims fail to terminate
violent relationships due to fears of being without companionship (caused by the perception that
there is a severe shortage of available African American men) and being stigmatized as yet
another dysfunctional, single Black mother (Potter, 2006).
Grounds for Diminished Responsibility
The crux of Richie’s theory – that a particular subgroup of abused women feel entrapped
in their social situations and ultimately forced to engage in criminal activity – also finds support
in other works. When efforts are made to look beyond the offender label placed on incarcerated
women, it is evident that victimization is a significant aspect of female inmates’ lives before their
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entanglement in the criminal justice system. Researchers have long asserted that female
offenders have considerable histories of victimization (Carbone-Lopez & Kruttschnitt, 2010).
For instance, according to the pathway perspective on female offending, traumatic precursory
events, including physical and sexual abuse, are substantial risk factors in women’s subsequent
deviance and criminal behavior (McDaniels-Wilson & Jeffries, 2011). The effects of violent
victimization are exponentially compounded when victims possess multiple marginalizing social
characteristics that place them in subordinate positions in society, their communities and their
families, as is the reality for many African American women who are triply disadvantaged based
on gender, race and social class. Analyzing their participation in criminal activities from a Black
feminist criminological perspective can help to explain why this group is as disproportionately
represented in the incarcerated population as it is in the victimized population (Potter, 2006).
Through such a lens, it is obvious that many of these women commit crimes not simply for the
thrill of lawbreaking but as a forced reaction to their physical and psychological injuries.
Considering the gender entrapment theory naturally leads to the question of whether
African American female victim-offenders should be deemed less culpable for their crimes. Just
as Battered Woman Syndrome has been used as a legal defense strategy for women who
seriously harmed or killed their abusive spouses, it can be argued that gender entrapment should
be considered as an acceptable ground for diminished responsibility for this particular subgroup
of women (and other similar-situated ones) who were compelled to crime. This is because not all
cases of female offending are as straightforward and non-complex as they appear on the surface.
The work of influential victimologist Stephen Schafer proposes that socially-weak
victims should bear little to no fault for their victimization (Eigenberg & Garland, 2008).
Similarly, as these uniquely and complexly entrapped individuals are as much victims as they are
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offenders, it is not far-fetched to conclude that their unchangeable position in society and
significant history of abuse essentially robbed them of much of the individual choice that would
make them wholly blameworthy for their participation in crime. It has been proposed that the
freedom of action is to be viewed using a relational approach, which suggests that the options
available to a particular individual, especially one who is marginalized, are significantly
constrained by the social structures and relations at work, and such constraints impact their
autonomy (Sjoberg, 2008). Thus, at trial, a victim-offender should be permitted to demonstrate
that her entrapment supplanted her blameworthiness as her free will was obstructed to a
substantial degree, thereby making her deserving of mitigation of the criminal sentence, partial
exculpation, or even exoneration. Completely discounting these women’s extensive victimization
experiences signifies the denial of the fact that legal culpability can be appropriately mediated in
the most extreme cases (Sneirson, 1995).
A Call to Action
Richie’s concept of gender entrapment very obviously includes a call to action on the part
of the most powerful members of society – including legislators, policy makers, public officials,
law enforcement representatives and other influential actors in the criminal justice system – to
formally address the harsh realities in the lives of these particular victim-offenders and take
genuine steps to combat the detrimental effects of marginalization and violence. Another
important part of the change that must occur in order to counteract the negative social forces at
work in these women’s lives certainly falls in the hands of human service providers, who are
charged with counseling IPV victims and helping to heal their wounds. It is essential for
professionals in this field to be culturally-competent to the needs of African American women so
that the services and interventions are as effective as possible (Gillum, 2009). Research has
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shown that the majority of the programs designed to assist IPV survivors subscribe to a
mainstream, race-neutral approach (Bell & Mattis, 2000). Consequently, minority victims either
do not seek assistance (due to perceptions that such services are futile and/or incompatible) or do
not receive the full intended benefit of the programs (due to cultural insensitivity and ignorance
on the part of service providers).
Recognizing these intricacies and revising the treatment approaches accordingly will
likely result in more comprehensive and beneficial outcomes for this distinct subset of victims.
For instance, exploratory studies have indicated that culturally-specific IPV agencies – those
having staff members who are not only representative of the target population but who are also
cognizant of the participants’ psycho-social needs – facilitate the process of terminating abusive
relationships and remaining free from them (Gillum, 2009).
Conclusion
To conclude, it is important to view occurrences of IPV through the victims’ lenses to aid
in the accurate identification of risk factors and the successful design of interventional
techniques. Doing so will uncover the fact that, for many marginalized groups, criminality
coincides with (and is often preceded by) victimity. Choosing to minimize or disregard the
extreme consequences that multiple, interconnected forms of oppression can have on victims’
life experiences only serves to reinforce the subordination of African American battered women
and ultimately re-victimizes them.
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Introduction
The title of this work is deceptive. It indicates through parenthetical remark that the
United States of America lacks an immigration policy. The title, when taken in this way, is
preposterous as anyone can prove. Starting with the United States Naturalization Act of 1790 and
moving all the way through to the recently reintroduced “Dream Act”, the government of the
United States of America has sought to carve out a pathway to residency and/or citizenship for
individuals so inclined. Some of the measures along the way have been disgraceful and
exclusionary. Some have been racist and/or nationalistic. However, recent immigration policies
seem to have been attempts to control populations of people flowing into the United States for
the sake of equity and the well-being of the nation, its citizens, and its immigrants. Starting with
the “Immigration and Nationality Act” of 1965, truly inclusionary laws have been made so that
immigrants have the opportunity to be permanent residents and citizens. Starting with the
“Immigration Reform and Control Act” (IRCA) of 1986, the government has attempted to, along
with welcoming legal immigrants to residency and citizenship, maintain the integrity of the
nation and the security of its citizens by outlawing the employment of illegal immigrants in an
attempt to dissuade people from entering and living in the United States illegally. The problem is
enforcement in both will and deed.
By current estimates, the number of illegal immigrants in the United States is between
eleven and twelve million people. 1 One is never sure exactly how such a number is derived or
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Jose Antonio Vargas references 11.5 million illegal immigrants currently living in the United States in his
article “Not Legal Not Leaving” in the 6/25/2012 issue of Time Magazine.
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evaluated given the status of the people in question. Many individuals in the country illegally are
not on record by definition. Others have records that are outdated. Coming from another country
it is most likely (but we often assume assuredly) Mexico according to statistics as the current
estimate of Mexican illegal immigrants is 59%. 2 As illegal immigrants, many lack a Social
Security number or a valid Resident Identification number. As a result many pay no federal,
state, or local income taxes. They are likely paid below if not far below market value for their
labor, as that would be the only incentive for hiring them. There is no record of the existence of
many of these people. In a sense many illegal immigrants do not exist. Coming across the border,
in terms of the law and morality, the people in question have disappeared.
But that is not the full story. In what follows, after a brief examination of immigration
policy over the last hundred years, I will argue that in addition to the disappearance of the
immigrants who have come and stayed in our country illegally (in terms of the law and
morality), the United States of America along with all of its citizens disappear in exactly the
same ways in the name of profitability. Everyone, in some sense, profits from the existence of
between eleven and twelve million workers who are working for less than the minimum wage or
less than market prices. Prima facie, if wages are lower than they should be, then either there is a
higher profit margin for the business owner, the prices of goods and services are lower, or both.
If profit margins are higher and/or we have lower prices for goods and services are lower, then
we as business owners make more money and/or we as consumers spend less money. Everyone
profits. When we do, we are all complicit with, if not active participants in the disappearance of
these people. We are also complicit with and participate in our own dehumanization by treating
other human beings unlawfully and immorally. Inaction on this front is complicity with man’s
2

The same article references that Mexicans comprise about 59% of illegal immigrants and that the rest are from
many other nations worldwide.
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inhumanity to man and dehumanization of man: moral evil. Along with illegal immigrants, as
they cross the border, we as citizens and residents disappear legally and morally.
The Purpose of Political Authority
What makes a sovereign nation sovereign is an agreement, at least tacitly, among citizens
to recognize the political authority as a source of law and justice and to abide by the laws of the
land. In the process, citizens thereby relinquish some of the freedoms they might otherwise have
in theory, in the name of greater security, ease of life, and even pursuance of greater degrees of
our humanity. 3 A commonwealth exists for the common wealth, prosperity, and good of its
people by definition. Laws are created toward those ends. Certainly, not all societies look after
the good of all of their citizens. Still fewer look after the good of all citizens equally. Therefore
commonwealth might be the ideal for a society though most societies fall somewhat short of the
ideal most often. 4 Political authority exists for the good of all citizens all of the time. The degree
to which a society deviates from this ideal is the degree to which political authority fails in its
main purpose.
Ideals, especially in their specifics, become very difficult things to speak of in a world
without a commonly worshipped deity, a common source of authority, and therefore without a
common natural law. While some societies may incorporate religious elements into laws and
conceptions of justice, not all do. Those that do can be using different religions as the source for
these laws or different interpretations of the same religion, if not some secular concept of the
common good. As a result the ideals and therefore the laws and conceptions of justice can differ
significantly among societies. Common legal and moral ground is sparse. The political authority
3

Thomas Hobbes makes this point in Leviathan about life in the state of nature/war without governance.
Without the security of political authority, humans cannot achieve their greatest accomplishments and in a sense the
greatest sense of their humanity.
4

Plato was clear on this point in The Republic. We should be just as clear even if our ideals are not his.
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in a theocracy will claim to have discerned natural law and to be directing society under God’s
law. The secular society will tend to believe that laws are made and not found and that humans
are the creators and not just the curators of law and justice. An intermediate position would have
that natural law can be defended upon some other basis than the existence of a deity both in its
generalities and its particulars and that the authority in a given society is the curator of something
similar to a secular natural law based on human nature. 5 Recent ethicists and political theorists
such as Hans Jonas (Jonas, 2001 and 1984) Alasdair MacIntyre (MacIntyre, 1984), and Charles
Taylor (Taylor, 1992 and 1989), among others, have taken such positions and I will operate
under such auspices in this paper.
Despite having only a handful of recent devotees, the ontological grounding for political
theory and ethical theory in human nature has its origins, in the western tradition, in the work of
Plato and Aristotle. The death knell for such ontologically based ethical theories was thought to
have been the acceptance of Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection. However, one
might consider that in spite of the fact that certain features of our humanity may vary over time,
there are certain features which do not change, characteristics the likes of which are necessary
and sufficient indicators of our humanity. If that is still a reasonable consideration to make then
the possibility is open to an ethical theory and a political theory grounded in human nature.6
Based on this possibility if not likelihood, I will assume that human behavior is purposeful
behavior both on the level of culture and society and on the level of the individual and that it can
be guided by reason along with emotion. First, I will assume that any society insofar as it is a

5

The late Professor Hans Jonas demonstrated the possibility of such ontological bases for political and ethical
theory based on biological grounds. It is his work especially to which I am most indebted as an impetus for this
work.
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I have defended such a position in the work of Hans Jonas in my as yet unpublished dissertation “Deriving
‘Ought’ from ‘Is’: Hans Jonas and the Revival of a Teleological Ethical Theory”.
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society is a commonwealth and that the intrinsic purpose of the society is the well-being and
happiness of all members of society. There is a special responsibility of those governing citizens,
for their citizens. Secondly, to be clear about the nature of responsibilities, I will assume that
respect for humanity does not stop at citizenship but that as citizens of a society, we are also
citizens of the world, owing one another a level of respect for human dignity that invokes the
Golden Rule but that that does not disintegrate the particular interests that a society must have
for its citizens for otherwise there are no citizens for they lack a society. Lastly, I will assume
that morality and the law are overlapping entities but not exactly the same thing.
Immigration Law in the United States of America
Briefly surveying the history of immigration law in the United States, one is struck by a
history of exclusionary racist practices that permeates well into the twentieth century and
transforms into practices of inclusion and hope for people wishing to live in the United States
along with rational protectionism. The original “United States Naturalization Law” of 1790 was
the first immigration policy for the newly formed country. This law allowed naturalization to
“free white persons” of “good character”. 7 It had as its primary aim the exclusion of American
Indians and African born slaves and free men. This blatantly racist element of our law held sway
until after the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution and the passage of the
“Naturalization Act” of 1870, which granted a pathway to citizenship for peoples of African
descent. Chronologically, next in importance, is the “Immigration Act” of 1924. This law placed
a quota system on immigrants coming to the United States, limiting the number of immigrants
seeking citizenship to two percent of the number of citizens from any particular country living in
the United States as of the census of 1890. It also provided that three years later, in 1927, the

7

United States Naturalization Act of 1790.
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percentages would change to the census figures 1920 and be limited to a total number of 150,000
new immigrants per year. This strikes one as, at best, the attempt to keep a certain demographic
picture of the United States the same and at worst, an attempt for the United States to exclude
more people of certain national origins from immigrating. The “Immigration and Nationality
Act” of 1952, is the first significant move toward inclusion by the United States government.
While retaining quotas by country according to the census of 1920, it is the first immigration law
to have no mention of race as an exclusionary policy. It also focused on the work that the person
in question did and the value that they could add to the country through citizenship along with
pre-existing familial ties in the United States. This law was substantially overhauled in the
“Immigration and Nationality Act” of 1965. The quota system by national origin was removed
with the only restriction being the limit to a certain number of new immigrants allowed into the
country per year at 170,000. Also, still more preference was given to family members of already
naturalized Americans. The “Immigration Reform and Control Act” of 1986 is notable insofar as
employment of an illegal alien was made a crime, recognizing for the first time, the burgeoning
problem of illegal immigration. In another attempt to recognize and adequately manage this
problem, it granted amnesty and a path to citizenship for all illegal immigrants who had entered
the country prior to the beginning of 1982. 8 One must recognize the importance of this law
insofar as it offered the illegal alien the opportunity to emerge from the concealment of their
illegal status and be recognized and fully actualized in terms of the benefits they could receive
and earning potential. Also, it took the pragmatic approach of allowing the United States
government to know who was living in the country in terms of adequately providing for the
needs of the populace and policing wrongdoing. Clearly, it is enacted to have a deterrent effect to
8
In a section to follow, I will show that part of the job of a commonwealth like ours is to protect the integrity of
the country through enforcement of law and maintenance of the safety of all citizens. This in fact requires
monitoring immigration practices meticulously and keeping track of people entering and exiting the country.
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coming to the United States as an illegal alien and retaining that status. The “Immigration and
Nationality Act” of 1990 increased the number of new immigrants entering the United States to
700,000 per year and included 50,000 diversity visas, 40,000 permanent work visas, and 65,000
temporary work visas. The “Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Act” of 1996 affected
penalties for illegal immigrants of three years exile from the United States for an illegal
immigrant having stayed unlawfully in the United States for between 6 months and a year and a
ten year exile from the United States for having stayed unlawfully for more than a year. Lastly
and most recently there has been the increasing divisiveness over the “Dream Act”, first
introduced in Congress in 2001 and re-issued several times since with revisions but without
passage.
The Dream Act is an attempt to give illegal immigrants the opportunity to achieve
permanent residency if they either serve at least two years in the active military or complete two
years of college. The stipulations are that the person has to have arrived in the United States
before age 16. They must have lived here for five years prior to the passage of the Act. Lastly,
they must at the passage of the Act be between twelve and thirty-five years of age. This Dream
Act has yet to pass into law in any of its many incarnations over eleven years. But as of this
writing, President Barrack Obama has decided that while President, his administration would no
longer deport individuals who meet Dream Act criteria in hopes of passage. 9
We can see in this brief outline of United States immigration policy that in two hundred
twenty two years since the country’s first immigration policy passed Congress, we as a people
have slowly and thankfully moved away from exclusion of immigrants by race or nationality to
inclusion of all people under the auspices of improving the lives of immigrants who come to the

9

This is a clear steadfast disregard for the law.
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United States while also improving the integrity and dignity of the United States. Tactics that
have attempted to dissuade illegal immigrants from coming to and living in the United States
have at their foundation the protection of the integrity of the nation and its people but also the
protection of the dignity of all people as I will show. That the United States has accumulated
between eleven and twelve million illegal immigrants is a testament to the fact that for all the
wisdom and goodness on paper in law books at this point, the will to enforce these laws has been
weak and the desire for profit strong at the expense of all of us and our humanity.
A Distinction about Illegality among Illegal Immigrants
To clarify the matter about the status of illegal immigrants in the United States, one needs
to define the subgroups into which illegal immigrants fall. Depending into which subgroup a
particular person falls, life in the United States can be better or worse in terms of lived
experience and this of course implies a worst case scenario.
The distinction that I wish to focus on with regard to the status of illegal immigrants is
the difference between being “undocumented”, being “falsely documented”, and being “formerly
documented”. A documented person would either be a citizen, a person in the process of earning
citizenship, a permanent legal resident, a person in the process of earning permanent legal
residency, a person on work visa, or a person on student visa.
The “undocumented illegal alien” is a person who could enter the country in a number of
ways. This person may have legally flown into the country for a visit with relatives using a legal
passport and simply never left the country. This person is undocumented insofar as while they
had a document to allow entry, they have no documentation which allows them to reside here
after a certain period (which is typically no longer than six months per visit without special
accommodation) or to work here. Another possibility is a person who has crossed a border into
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the United States illegally, either on foot or hiding in a vehicle, never having passed a security
checkpoint or reported with a border patrol agent. In either case there is no record of this person
living in the United States and a record of entrance only in some cases. They have no papers
filed with the Immigration and Naturalization Service toward a work visa, a student visa,
permanent residency, or citizenship. If this person works, it would seem likely to be for cash
payments unless of course they change their status by purchasing fraudulent paperwork (see
below). It is very unlikely that this person makes a wage as high as someone who is “falsely
documented”, “formerly documented”, or documented. The undocumented worker is literally at
the whim of the employer as to what he/she will be paid. If this person is working for cash
payments, this person pays no federal or state income taxes and they do not pay into Social
Security. They pay sales tax and property tax. 10 There is risk involved for the employer of fines
and the employee but the “undocumented illegal alien” employee is definitely in the position of
highest risk. As a result, this person is not likely to have health insurance or life insurance. This
person is also in the precarious position of not being able to drive legally unless the state in
question is lackadaisical with regard to issuing licenses. Having no forms of identification, one
would think that a state should not be licensing this person to drive as typically the required
forms of identification include but are not limited to a Birth Certificate and a Social Security
Card. This person would typically be relegated to using public transportation and/or relying on
relations for transportation unless the Department of Motor Vehicles in any given state is
complicit with the illegal status. This person would also be likely to be in a very bad position
with regard to securing living quarters without some preexisting support system and would likely

10
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being paying the most for everything insofar as they would be considered a financial risk. 11 This
person is also in a position of illegality and fear of being discovered and turned over to
immigration authorities. As a result of this position, he/she can have little capacity to negotiate a
better position as an employee or buyer of goods and services. The undocumented illegal alien
lives day to day with no security. This is the worst case scenario for an illegal alien, and most are
likely a good portion the illegal immigrants from Mexico who account for roughly 59% of the
illegal immigrant population. 12 They have the most to fear, the least to gain by being here and
are those who, more than anyone, disappear: “Los Desaparecidos”.
The “falsely documented illegal alien” is in something of a better position. Whether
through the illegal manufacture by some disreputable source, or through identity theft of
someone living or dead, the “falsely documented illegal alien” has purchased, or someone has
purchased for him/her, a Green Card and/or a Social Security Card and/or a birth certificate. 13
Having a form of identification, this person is in something of a significantly better position in
terms of securing and negotiating employment, goods and services. This person is more likely to
be paid the same as a documented person, more likely to pay taxes, more likely to be able to
purchase insurance, more likely to be able to acquire a driver’s license in a state with
lackadaisical standards, and more likely to thrive in the United States. The “undocumented
illegal alien” would have much to gain by securing false documents, therefore pressing the
individual into further illegal activity. However, not all government services and societal
functions are so easy to permit inclusion. Some states like Arizona have implemented laws like
SB 1070, which aim to make it much more difficult to exist as an illegal alien regardless of the
11

Such difficulties are related in Barbara Ehrenreich’s book Nickel and Dimed: on (Not) Getting by in America.
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Vargas, page 42.
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Jose Antonio Vargas relates his own story as a falsely documented illegal immigrant currently living in the
United States in his aforementioned article “Not Legal Not Leaving” in the 6/25/2012 issue of Time Magazine.
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distinction I am making. Regardless of the severity of the particular state in the which the illegal
alien lives, the fear is always near the surface that someone will dig too deep into records and
find that the documentation is not actually issued by Immigration and Naturalization Services
and that the person is either not who they claim to be or not quite who they claim to be. 14 Life
for the “falsely documented illegal alien” can still be difficult but not as difficult as for the
“undocumented illegal alien” (though the “falsely documented illegal alien” may pay for services
through taxation which are much more difficult to use once documentation is checked, such as
Social Security Disability).
Lastly, the “formerly documented illegal alien” would be a person who stayed in the
United States after a work visa or student visa expired or a person who was denied permanent
legal residency and has no false documentation. This person would be in a better position than
the “undocumented illegal alien” insofar as he/she would have official documents from the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to show but ones that are expired. The issues of
employment, taxation, and benefits would seem to favor being “formerly documented” as risk
would involve human carelessness rather than full complicity with illegal activity. However, it is
unclear whether or not the “formerly documented illegal alien” is in a better position than the
“falsely documented illegal alien” as the former has official papers that are expired whereas the
latter has false documents that are timely.
To review, the worst and most precarious position to live in is that of the “undocumented
illegal alien”. This person has no papers from the Immigration and Naturalization Service. They
also have no birth certificate or Social Security card. As a result, they likely have no official
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In the above mentioned article, Jose Antonio Vargas relates that it was not until he applied for a driver’s
license at age 16 that he discovered that he had a fake Green Card, having lived with his naturalized grandparents
who purchased it for him at age 12 when he came to the United States to live with them. He is now 31 and still
falsely documented.
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employment as far as the government is concerned, are paid in cash, and paid less than the
standard wage for any given job. They likely have no health insurance or life insurance for the
same reason and because being paid less for their work, they are less likely to be able to afford
such insurance by paying on their own. As a result of this precarious position, the
“undocumented illegal alien” is also going to pay for all medical care out of pocket, which
means they will pay the highest price for said care. This decreases the chances that those medical
bills will ever be paid and certainly not in full. This person has little or no prospects of being able
to improve their employment position. The “undocumented illegal alien” pays property tax and
sales tax without necessarily being able to use all goods and services associated with said
taxation. This person, because they have no credit record, is likely to pay the most for living
expenses because they would be considered a high financial risk. Lastly, the “undocumented
illegal alien” would likely not have much recourse to the law for grievances insofar as any
contact with law enforcement would involve the risk of discovery and deportation. In what can
be a radically precarious position, the answer to the question of why someone would put
themselves in this position, must be that it is a better opportunity than what was available in
his/her country of origin: shocking but true. Of the three positions of illegality, the
“undocumented illegal alien is in the worst socio-economic position. Given that 59% of all
illegal immigrants in the United States are estimated to be Mexican and still more of other Latino
heritage, I choose the title “Los Desaparecidos” for the paper in their honor as these people are
most likely to be “undocumented illegal immigrants” and suffer the most egregious harm to their
humanity.
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Illegal Immigrants and Illegality
We must be clear about the matter and have no qualms about it. Illegal immigrants are
breaking the law. Contained in the “Immigration and Naturalization Act”, in its current state
according to the “United State Citizenship and Immigration Services”, 15 there are sections
regarding the appropriate legal ways to enter the country for the purpose of school, work,
achieving permanent residency, and achieving citizenship. There are also sections dedicated to
the definition of illegal immigrants and the penalties for illegal immigrants living in the United
States. All illegal immigrants living in the United States are breaking the law by their very
existence in the country. The Immigration and Nationality Act, Section 211 states
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) and subsection (c) no immigrant shall be
admitted into the United States unless at the time of application for admission he (1) has a
valid unexpired immigrant visa or was born subsequent to the issuance of such visa of the
accompanying parent, and (2) presents a valid unexpired passport or other suitable travel
document, or document of identity and nationality, if such document is required under the
regulations issued by the Attorney General. With respect to immigrants to be admitted
under quotas of quota areas prior to June 30, 1968, no immigrant visa shall be deemed
valid unless the immigrant is properly chargeable to the quota area under the quota of
which the visa is issued. 16
Section 212 paragraph 6 states
(i) In general.-An alien present in the United States without being admitted or paroled, or
who arrives in the United States at any time or place other than as designated by the
Attorney General, is inadmissible. 17
Lastly, Section 212 paragraph 9 states
(i) In general.-Any alien (other than an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence)
who-

15

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Immigration and Nationality Act” and United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Title 8 of Code of Federal Regulations”.
16

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Immigration and Nationality Act” – Act 211 and
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Title 8 of Code of Federal Regulations” – Section 211.
17

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Immigration and Nationality Act” – Act 212 and
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services - “Title 8 of Code of Federal Regulations” – Section 212.
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(I) was unlawfully present in the United States for a period of more than 180 days but
less than 1 year, voluntarily departed the United States (whether or not pursuant to
section 244(e) ) prior to the commencement of proceedings under section 235(b)(1) or
section 240 , and again seeks admission within 3 years of the date of such alien’s
departure or removal, or
(II) has been unlawfully present in the United States for one year or more, and who again
seeks admission within 10 years of the date of such alien’s departure or removal from the
United States, is inadmissible.
The law as it stands requires an immigrant in the United States to be documented with
United States Citizen and Immigration Services and that those not so documented are
inadmissible. It states that those found living illegally in the United States for more than six
months and up to a year be deported and disallowed entry to the United States for three years.
Anyone found to have been living in the United States illegally for more than a year is to be
deported and kept from entry for ten years. 18
In addition, “undocumented illegal immigrants” are the most likely to break laws
governing the payment of income taxes, insofar as they are most likely to be paid in cash without
record. However, it is very unclear whether, given the low wages likely earned by such people,
whether they would owe much income tax anyway. Conversely, “falsely documented illegal
immigrants” and “formerly documented illegal immigrants” most often pay income taxes and
pay into Social Security (along with property and sales taxes), despite the fact that Social
Security is a benefit they can never reap insofar as they are illegal. 19 All illegal immigrants pay
sales tax and they pay property taxes through rent and mortgage payments so all illegal
immigrants do pay substantially into our economic system, a point that most people do not
realize. Regardless, illegal immigrants are breaking the laws and violating the integrity of the
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Ibid.
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John Antigua of the Seattle Times reports this on 12/28/2011.
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land while enjoying at least some of its benefits. 20 A balance sheet approach to this, per person,
is one answer to certain moral issues as we will see below, an aggregate approach is another.
Beyond laws being broken by illegal immigrants, businesses hiring illegal immigrants are
also breaking the law. 21 The Immigration and Nationality Act Section 274A is a law
(a) Making Employment of Unauthorized Aliens Unlawful.(1) In general.-It is unlawful for a person or other entity(A) to hire, or to recruit or refer for a fee, for employment in the United States an alien
knowing the alien is an unauthorized alien (as defined in subsection (h)(3)) with respect
to such employment, or
(B) (i) to hire for employment in the United States an individual without complying with
the requirements of subsection (b) or (ii) if the person or entity is an agricultural
association, agricultural employer, or farm labor contractor (as defined in section 3 of the
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act), to hire, or to recruit or refer
for a fee, for employment in the United States an individual without complying with the
requirements of subsection (b).
(2) Continuing employment.-It is unlawful for a person or other entity, after hiring an
alien for employment in accordance with paragraph (1), to continue to employ the alien
in the United States knowing the alien is (or has become) an unauthorized alien with
respect to such employment.
Anytime a business hires an illegal alien of any variety, it breaks the law. This can happen
through carelessness both on the part of businesses and on the part of the government agencies
with regard to the “falsely documented illegal alien” and the “formerly documented illegal
alien”. It can also happen through intentional circumvention of the law for expediency.
Regardless, anytime a business hires an “undocumented illegal alien”, then they intentionally
break the law out of expediency and likely for the specific purpose of cost savings through lower
wages and evaded taxes. Anytime, we conduct affairs with such businesses, we become
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complicit with violations of the law to the extent that we know that this occurs. Regardless of
individual moral responsibility due to informed complicity with unlawful activity, we live and
thrive, to some extent, through the savings that businesses achieve by hiring “undocumented
illegal immigrants”. We benefit from lawbreaking.
To the extent that rationality, the capacity to recognize, make, and follow rules, is a facet
of human nature that sets human beings on equal moral foundations and allows human beings to
make laws in a given society and recognize them, every time that an illegal alien enters the
country undocumented or remains in the country beyond the allotments of a given visa issued by
the United States Citizen and Immigration Services, that violation of law is a discredit to the
human capacity of reasoning in that person who is behaving illegally and therefore a selfinflicted affront to his/her humanity as well as the citizens whose laws he/she breaks. The
illegality of the action is true regardless of a person’s motivations for breaking our laws. 22 In
addition, this person disappears beneath the law while existing within it. The price for the
“falsely documented illegal alien” and the “formerly documented illegal alien” includes paying
into the economic system of the United States for goods and services like sales tax, property tax,
income tax, and Social Security without ever being able to access all of these services, along
with the fear of deportation. The price for the “undocumented illegal alien” includes paying sales
tax, paying property tax, and succumbing to submarket wages without having recourse to the law
for grievances against employers of any kind due to fear of deportation. Violations of the law on
the part of illegal immigrants cast these people aside in terms of over-taxation as well as lack of
security. Their legal rights exist in a range from limited to non-existent; their humanity effaced.
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With the restriction of human legal rights, especially for the “undocumented illegal
alien”, businesses can profit at a higher rate. Likely paying these individuals in cash and
therefore operating beneath the law, they need not pay the “undocumented illegal alien” even the
minimum wage much less a fair market wage. To the extent that a business violates the laws
regarding fair employment practices whether in immigration law or regarding minimum wage, it
provides for variant levels of humanity through variant levels of what are considered “human”
wages. Businesses as well as their clients recognize the humanity of the “undocumented illegal
alien” in a very limited way and the limitation varies directly with the level of wages. Many
illegal immigrants have their humanity eroded if not effaced by profiteering and disappear into
the fabric of our economy, mainly because of poor enforcement of already existing laws meant to
protect the integrity of the nation as well as all those in it.
Illegal Immigrants and Immorality
As stated in the section above, “The Purpose of Political Authority”, there are certain
assumptions under which I write. I will assume that human behavior is purposeful behavior both
on the individual level and the level of culture and society and that it can be guided by reason
along with emotion. I will assume that any society insofar as it is a society is a commonwealth
and that the intrinsic purpose of the society is the well-being and happiness of all members of
society. Political responsibility, that responsibility that politicians have for their citizens, is one
adopted from and similar to the role of parents. 23 To be clear about the nature of responsibilities,
I will assume that respect for humanity does not stop at citizenship but that as citizens of a
society, we are also citizens of the world, owing one another a level of respect for human dignity
that invokes the Golden Rule but that that does not disintegrate the particular interests that a
23
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society must have for its citizens for otherwise there are no citizens for they lack a society.
Lastly, I will assume that morality and the law are overlapping entities but not exactly the same
thing.
There are two main classes of moral problems with regard to United States Immigration
policy; the first is its de facto existence in its current form and the second is its lack of
enforcement. It seems only fitting to defend the current law and only then to renounce its lack of
enforcement, otherwise we succumb to the possibility of criticism of the moral tolerability if not
goodness of breaking the law. 24
The Moral Defense of Current Immigration Law
In summary, as it stands, the “Immigration and Nationality Act” and Section 8 of the
Code of Federal Regulation, determine a selection process for distributing visas, regulate who
may come into the country and for how long they may stay, provide a procedure for adjusting
one’s status, provide a procedure for applying for permanent residency, provide a procedure for
applying for citizenship, and declare a list of penalties for the violation of these procedures not
only for illegal immigrants but for those harboring them and employing them.
Some recent thoughts on the matter of immigration would have us believe that individual
human rights trump the rights of sovereign nations to defend borders (Habermas, 2001 and 1998;
Gould, 2004). But, if the purpose of a society is to look after the wellbeing of all citizens, then
national security is of enormous import (Miller, 2005 and 1995; and Walzer, 1983). It is the
essential purpose for which a government is found. After the devastating acts of terrorism
perpetrated on the United States in September 2001, national security especially with regard to
the use of airlines has been a top priority. Gone are the days of walking into an airport half an
24
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hour prior to a flight and boarding the plane with time to spare. Meticulous effort is now taken so
as to at least minimize the possibility of terrorism at least through the use of aviation. Yet, by
recent statistical tabulations there are between eleven and twelve million illegal immigrants
living in the United States. We should feel fairly safe with regard to “formerly documented
illegal immigrants” and with regards to their character and their intentions. They are people who
gained access legally and likely overstayed the legality of their visas. This does not mean they
cannot be a danger but that they have not been dangerous to date. With regard to “falsely
documented illegal immigrants” and “undocumented illegal immigrants”, nothing so comforting
can be said. Having either falsified documents or simply having no documents, no background
check has been applied to such people and therefore the moral character of the person in
question, is in question. This is not to say that any particular illegal alien is in the United States
to do anyone harm but a comforting thought is that in 2011, the United States “deported nearly
400,000 illegal immigrants; almost 55% were convicted criminals.” 25 So in the course of
criminal investigations and trials, it seems that an illegal alien who commits a crime while in the
United States could be deported. 26 Regardless, the likelihood is there that most if not all illegal
immigrants recognize significant economic opportunity in the United States which may allow
them a better life. It would stand to reason, given that illegal immigrants stay in the United States
that life here with limited legal rights or without legal rights, is better than life in their nation of
origin with legal rights, otherwise why would anyone suffer the limitation on their humanity that
illegality causes. 27 But given the elevated importance put on security since the terrorism
perpetrated in the United States in September 2001 and given the general purpose of a society to
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look after the wellbeing of its citizens, we have a grievous example of ineptitude and/or ill will
given the lack of enforcement of laws governing the entry to and exit from the United States by
foreign nationals and the lack of enforcement of laws regulating the employment of illegal
immigrants once having emigrated. We have before us a morally reprehensible violation of the
trust that citizens place in politicians to look after national security. The legal responsibility of
the nation to enforce laws which directly affect the security of citizens, legal residents, and legal
workers is subverted. The humanity of those sworn to protect us, as well as those to be protected,
is effaced through the violation of the promise to protect.
Of course national security is not the complete picture. Responsibility to citizens being
tantamount, if we look to the moral responsibility of a nation to its fellow human non-citizens,
we can more clearly consider whether United States Immigration is morally good in its current
form, generally, or whether it does too much in its scope regardless of its application. As an
instance of international moral thought on this matter the United Nations General Assembly, as
part of the United Nations’ reaction to Nazi Germany and the Axis powers during World War II,
adopted the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”. In this document is detailed that “all
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.” 28 It concurs that “everyone has the
right to life, liberty, and security of person.” 29 It is clear that “everyone has the right to
recognition everywhere as a person before the law.” 30 Particularly of interest with regard to
illegal immigrants and United States immigration policy, however, is Article 13 which states
that: “(1) everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of
each state [and that] (2) everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to
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return to his country.” 31 And, lastly, Article 23, which states that “everyone has the right to
work, to free choice of employment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to protection
against unemployment. 32
“The Universal Declaration of Human Rights” would require that all undersigned nations
would respect the dictates of the declaration and the various articles through active creation of
law. But with the above mentioned articles as well as the details of the others not mentioned
here, if any particular nation made the dictates of the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”
into written law with regard to mankind, nations would likely evaporate in terms of having
completely unmanageable responsibilities. In terms of the right to “life, liberty, and security of
person, the government of the United States would have to busy itself with the security of all
people across the world (not just on the national level - which it sometimes pursues - but on the
individual level). As it did this, it would exhaust its resources in an endless procession of human
rights battles. 33 Other nations would have to be doing the same.
Considering the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” as a univocal guide for
lawmaking almost implies if not requires the dissolution of nations as a concept. Given the
unlikelihood (not to mention the foolhardiness, we must consider the competing duties and
interests of a nation in its protection of its citizens against the human rights recognized by the
United Nations. Insofar as the United States is a society, it owes its citizens the best protection
by way of security that coincides with the recognition of individual rights and liberties founded
in its Constitution as well as the “Universal Declaration of Human Rights”. Given its distinct
31
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purpose and the existence of the “United States Constitution” and the “Code of Federal
Regulations”, the United States government must attend to the universal rights and security of its
citizens and residents first as a matter of law and sworn duty. Only then may it attend to the
universal rights of non-citizens, as recognized as a declaration by its membership in the United
Nations. We might explain this as an issue of what defines the “practice” of the United States
government in its role as an institution. 34 This is far from a carte blanche on the part of the
United States government to run roughshod over or neglect the human rights of non-citizens but
to recognize a pecking order as stated by its founding and purpose. Being involved in two
“practices”, sworn protector of borders and security for the good of citizens, legal residents, and
legal immigrant workers and protector of the general rights of all humans, one must take
precedent. Constitutional authority must take precedent as it is a matter of sworn legal contract
that preceded the allegiance to the United Nations which informs and attends but does not make
or enforce international law. Not to mention, through taxation, the government is to do its due
diligence to provide what has been paid for: security. With the current Immigration Law, insofar
as it is enforced, our government seeks the security of citizens, legal residents, and legal workers
while respecting the dignity of those who wish to enter its ranks through legal immigration
practices. With the impending passage of the Dream Act, we get even closer to the balance
needed between the first and most important responsibility of national security and the
recognition of the rights of all humans in general. Moves toward greater inclusion only foster this
balance further.
With the idea of setting priority and parameters for the “practices” of the United States
government, it is clear that the “Immigration and Nationality Act” and Section 8 of the Code of
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Federal Regulations in their current forms are morally justified in the name of achieving the
responsibility set forth by the United States Constitution and the “Universal Declaration of
Human Rights”, of creating a secure nation for citizens, legal residents, and legal workers. With
the provisions declared therein, the capacity of non-citizens to take part in residency or
citizenship is there but for the asking (and more difficultly but for the paying of associated fees).
There is no specific duty, either legal or moral, to provide immigration into the country for any
particular person, whereas there is a specific duty on the part of the United States government to
provide security for all citizens and residents.
Immigration Law, Lack of Enforcement, and Moral Evil
With a defense of the de facto existence of United States Immigration Policy at least
sketched, we must confront the most difficult problems: the question concerning the
lackadaisical enforcement of immigration law, and what moral implications this lack of
enforcement has with regard to the loss of our humanity.
In the pragmatic sense, perhaps the United States Government and its affiliates at the
levels of state and county government recognize the economic advantages of having illegal
immigrants working and consuming in our country. As detailed above, “falsely documented
illegal immigrants” and “formerly documented illegal immigrants” who work here would
typically be paid the market rate for the work they do unless being coerced about their illegal
status 35. In getting by the system, insofar as they have created or maintained a falsified/outdated
persona, these varieties of illegal immigrants pay all of the taxes that anyone here legally pays,
yet they may never be able to collect Social Security. With regard to paying property and sales
taxes, this is likely why some states have considered offering in-state tuition to illegal
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immigrants, because they pay property and sales taxes. 36 Regardless, it is the “undocumented
illegal immigrants” who are truly used in this sense. Insofar as they buy merchandise, they pay
sales tax. Insofar as they rent or buy property, they pay property tax. Most importantly, given
that they are most likely paid in cash and there is no record of their having been paid, they are
likely paid below the market rate for their work and this can include being paid lower than
minimum wage. If this is the case, the employer pays lower wages because he/she can, does not
need to pay into Social Security, and does not need to pay health or life insurance. Consumers of
the products and services of such businesses save money due to lower cost of production. Likely
the most significant reason for the lack of enforcement of United States Immigration Policy is
simply because it is just so profitable to so many.
Another issue of profiting takes place which may explain the lack of enforcement of the
law. While a bit far-fetched, it is at least possible while not justifying the violation of the rule of
law. If government officials actually recognize an equality among people in the country legally
and those here illegally, then the goal with immigration law is to enforce selectively with the
goal of weeding out criminals. In this way the United States government could be allowing
illegal immigrants to profit while here at various levels while only making them return to their
country of origin if they actively commit a felony or violent crime. 37 In this sense, businesses
and consumers would benefit financially from “undocumented illegal immigrants” through
cheaper labor costs. The “undocumented illegal immigrants” would benefit by having the
economic opportunity that they do not necessarily have in their country of origin while not
achieving the same economic benefit as all others. However, if this is the goal on the part of our
government, then in the name of spreading economic opportunity to all those interested in
36
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working here and saving United States businesses and consumers money on goods and services
in the process, they truly sacrifice our national security especially through inadequate border
control. 38
A last and very possible reason for lack of enforcement of immigration law is political
partisanship and the inability of both major political parties to reach a consensus, whether it is a
stout conservative measure for border security in the form of a fence/wall along both borders or a
more liberal measure like amnesty.
With motivations briefly considered and profiteering and partisanship the most likely
candidates, we can approach the moral implications of not enforcing immigration policy. These
moral implications can be divided into two types; those which are violations of political
responsibilities toward citizens, residents, and people in the country legally and those which are
violations of individuals and their humanity. In terms of political responsibility, we must
consider the moral implications of adversely affecting national security, the effect that illegal
immigrants have on joblessness, and the issue of appropriate taxation. In terms of violations of
the rights of individuals as equals, we must consider the issue of not punishing businesses, the
issue of not punishing illegal immigrants, and the issue of citizens not accepting responsibility
for their complicity.
Disappearing Political Responsibility
With regard to political responsibility and the adverse effects to national security of not
enforcing immigration laws and penalties, we must be careful not to create a straw man or straw
men. The following consideration is only a possibility and has never been proven to have
happened. Yet the possibility of terrorism from having loosely enforced borders, immigration
38
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policies, and work policies looms. There would seem to be a greater danger of the possibility of
terrorism originating from “falsely documented illegal immigrants” and “undocumented illegal
immigrants” rather than “formerly documented illegal immigrants” insofar the “formerly
documented illegal immigrants”, have been processed by Immigration and Naturalization
Services. To the extent that the United States Government disregards the existence of illegal
immigrants, regardless of how good the intentions of said immigrants might be, the possibility is
there for a terrorist to enter the country undocumented and do an incredible amount of harm.
Regardless of whether this happens or not, and we should hope that it never does, the United
States Government is guilty of nonfeasance with regard to national security by not enforcing
immigration law, a task that it is explicitly empowered by the law to perform, and that it has a
duty to perform in the best interest of everyone living here (both legally and illegally). The
violence of terrorism is not isolated to citizens and others living here legally. Illegal immigrants
can be hurt by acts of terrorism just as well. But when the United States Government shirks its
responsibilities to its citizens and residents, it violates the trust placed in it by both citizens and
residents and it violates a legal and moral contract. It violates its bound responsibility to make us
safe in the name of saving us money in the worst case scenario. It treats us without respect and as
lacking dignity. It treats us as less than fully human by violating our trust with regard to the
possibility of better security, for lower prices, hardly living up to its contractual and paternal
roles.
A second concern with regard to political responsibility is the effect that illegal
immigrants have on our rate of unemployment. With regard to “falsely documented illegal
immigrants” and “formerly documented illegal immigrants”, we can say clearly that individuals
who acquire such positions compete with citizens and legal residents equally in terms of
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appropriate fair market salary requirements but the very capacity of an illegal alien of either of
these types to take a job that a person here legally could have had means that the government of
United States and businesses that do the hiring are rewarding individuals for breaking the law.
The rewards come in the form of salary and benefits (although not all government benefits paid
for are assumed to be claimable by those who are illegal). With regards “undocumented illegal
immigrants” the situation is worse. Given that “undocumented illegal immigrants” are most
likely paid in cash and that as a result of the risk incurred, the business pays them below market
wages extending all the way to wages below minimum wage, then it is clear that citizens and
residents cannot compete with “undocumented illegal immigrants” unless they too are willing to
break the law by accepting cash wages. Once again the government is guilty of nonfeasance by
not protecting American jobs for American citizens and legal residents. By not protecting our
opportunities for employment, the government again shuns its responsibility to those for whom it
exists: citizens and legal residents. In this case it may even be putting citizens and residents in
the position of having to break the law and demeaning themselves in order to get a job by
accepting less than minimum wage.
Lastly, although it is not clear how much money this involves, “undocumented illegal
immigrants” are most likely to receive cash as wages. Given the payment of cash, as stated
above, they are likely to be working for below market value for their work to even the point of
working for below minimum wage. While it is true that “undocumented illegal immigrants” pay
sales tax and property tax, they would not be likely to file income taxes, and therefore if they did
in fact owe income taxes at the federal or state level, they would be shirking this responsibility.
More importantly toward this end of the discussion, the United States government is shirking its
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responsibility to enforce income taxation which again affects all of us who pay taxes, even
“falsely documented illegal immigrants” and “formerly documented illegal immigrants”.
Considering political responsibility, we as citizens and residents are left in a lurch. We
can view the abnegation of political responsibility on the part of the United States government as
a boon to those who come here illegally to find a better life but the hard fact is that we are left to
wonder, as citizens and residents, whether law is something to be taken seriously, what laws we
should uphold if any, and if our security is of importance to those sworn to maintain it. Our
nation fades in its purpose, as citizens and residents do in their identities as such.
Disappearing Citizens, Residents, and Illegal Immigrants
With regard to the effects of lack of enforcement on the humanity of individuals, we must
first consider the issue of punishment of businesses for violations of hiring practices. It is very
clear that when a business hires an illegal alien, it either fails to do due diligence by not assuring
that documentation is timely (“formerly documented illegal immigrants”), not assuring that
documentation is valid (“falsely documented illegal immigrants”), or simply not asking for
appropriate documentation (“undocumented illegal immigrants”), or intentionally avoids due
diligence by looking the other way altogether. Either way, when businesses break Immigration
and Nationality Act Section 274A by hiring illegal immigrants, they disregard the law, political
power, and the citizens and residents who the law represents, all in the name of either slovenly
human resources practices (unintentional) or increased profitability (intentional). This sets the
business and its owners above the law while effacing the humanity of those who the law
represents and those it is meant to protect. In addition, and certainly more egregiously, the
business adds to the problem of engaging in the payment of substandard wages and in some
cases wages below legal minimum. If minimum wage is the standard below which no human
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should be forced to work, if and when an illegal alien works for less than minimum wage, it is an
affront to his/her humanity by the business in question. In addition to any business not
recognizing the equality of human beings through adequate minimum pay, as a society we are
recognizing differing levels of human worth every time an illegal alien is paid less than the
standard wage or below minimum wage. 39
With regard to the morality of the treatment of illegal immigrants, if we are considering
human being as equals, as stated above, then recognizing them as equals, forces us to recognize
them before the law and to apply the Golden Rule in the application of written laws in our
society as a valid moral principle. This of course requires a brief excursion into retributive
concept of punishment. Given the defense of immigration law given above and the notion of
political responsibility as a practice to be upheld, illegal immigrants are in a position to be
punished as criminals. As Jeffrey Reiman tells us,
treating others as you would have them treat you means treating others as equal to you,
because adopting the golden rule as one’s guiding principle implies that one counts the
suffering of others to be as great a calamity as one’s own suffering, that one counts one’s
right to impose suffering on others as no greater than their right to impose suffering on
one, and so on. This leads to the lex talionis by two approaches that start from different
points and converge.
I call the first approach “Hegelian” because Hegel held (roughly) that crime
upsets the equality between persons and retributive punishment restores that equality by
“annulling” the crime.’2 As we have seen, acting according to the golden rule implies
treating others as your equals. Conversely, violating the golden rule implies the reverse:
Doing to another what you would not have that other do to you violates the equality of
persons by asserting a right toward the other that the other does not possess toward you.
Doing back to you what you did “annuls” your violation by reasserting that the other has
the same right toward you that you assert toward him. Punishment according to the lex
talionis cannot heal the injury that the other has suffered at your hands, rather it rectifies
the indignity he has suffered, by restoring him to equality with you. … A crime, rather
than representing a unit of suffering added to the already considerable suffering in the
world, is an assault on the sovereignty of an individual that temporarily places one person
(the criminal) in a position of illegitimate sovereignty over another (the victim). The
39
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victim (or his representative, the state) then has the right to rectify this loss of standing
relative to the criminal by meting out a punishment that reduces the criminal’s
sovereignty in the degree to which he vaunted it above his victim’s. It might be thought
that this is a duty, not just a right, but that is surely too much. The victim has the right to
forgive the violator without punishment, which suggests that it is by virtue of having the
right to punish the violator (rather than the duty), that the victim’s equality with the
violator is restored. 40
With one side of the argument provided by Hegel, Reiman then calls
the second approach “Kantian” since Kant held (roughly) that, since reason (like justice)
is no respecter of the sheer difference between individuals, when a rational being decides
to act in a certain way toward his fellows, he implicitly authorizes similar action by his
fellows toward him. A version of the golden rule, then, is a requirement of reason: acting
rationally, one always acts as he would have others act toward him. Consequently, to act
toward a person as he has acted toward others is to treat him as a rational being, that is, as
if his act were the product of a rational decision. From this, it may be concluded that we
have a duty to do to offenders what they have done, since this amounts to according them
the respect due rational beings. Hereto, however, the assertion of a duty to punish seems
excessive, since, if this duty arises because doing to people what they have done to others
is necessary to accord them the respect due rational beings, then we would have a duty to
do to all rational persons everything-good, bad, or indifferent-that they do to others. The
point rather is that, by his acts, a rational being authorizes others to do the same to him,
he doesn’t compel them to. Here too, then, the argument leads to a right, rather than a
duty, to exact the lex talionis. And this is supported by the fact that we can conclude from
Kant’s argument that a rational being cannot validly complain of being treated in the way
he has treated others, and where there is no valid complaint, there is no injustice, and
where there is no injustice, others have acted within their rights. 41
By Reiman’s account of Hegel, the offended party in a crime has a right to punish the offender
so as to restore the equality between human beings morally. The offended party also has the right
to forgive the offender of his offense thereby making them equal again in a different way. Then
by using Kant’s version of retributivism, Reiman concludes that the offender endows the
offended party with a right to punish him/her along with a right to forgive him/her of the crime.
This goes a great distance to explain the problem of not punishing illegal immigrants for
violating the law of the land. By living in the United States of America illegally, the illegal alien
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operates above the law making an exception to the law for himself/herself morally. In doing so,
we have a right to punish this person in order to restore this person to moral equality with us and
the illegal alien has transferred this right to punish him/her to us by his/her deed. Therefore, if we
caught all illegal immigrants and returned them to their countries of origins, we would be
following our right as a sovereign nation to punish offenders of the law, restoring them to
equality and humanity. If we forgave illegal immigrants for their crimes by giving them amnesty,
we would be following our right as a sovereign nation to restore equality and humanity in that
way. By doing nothing, we efface the humanity of illegal immigrants by continuing to allow
them to break our laws, provide us with less expensive products through their work, and taking
tax dollars from them for which they may never reap any benefit. By doing nothing we efface
our own humanity by ignoring the humanity in our lawmaking and law enforcement capacity.
Lastly, we must recognize that we all benefit from the employment of illegal immigrants
in some way. With regard to “formerly documented illegal immigrants” and “falsely documented
illegal immigrants” to the extent that these individuals are paid comparable wages to citizens and
residents, when they pay into social security, they are forced to pay for services they may never
be able to use. They may not be able to pay in-state tuition rates in spite of living in a state and
paying state taxes, property taxes, and sales taxes. If these individuals are not paid comparable
wages due to coercion about their immigration status, then they are financially penalized further.
Our complicity with their illegality disregards their humanity in terms of goods for services
rendered sometimes in the name of cheaper prices. With regard to “undocumented illegal
immigrants”, these individuals are more likely to be paid substandard wages, sub-minimum
wage, and even in cash. They are forced to pay property taxes and sales taxes and might never
file federal or state income taxes. If any illegal immigrants allow citizens and residents cheaper
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prices it is this group as these individuals are unlikely to receive health or life insurance benefits
and they will likely not be paying into social security nor will their employers. As we consume
products and services produced by this group especially, we as citizens are complicit with if not
directly profiting from their work without just compensation. The humanity of illegal immigrants
disappears as we profit from their labor and we disappear with them.
Possible Solutions
A number of possibilities exist by which we could restore the sanctity of political
responsibility. We could eradicate immigration law from the federal codes. Another possibility
would be to change federal codes in order to recognize broader inclusion of people wishing to
immigrate to the United States and with faster results. Lastly, we could simply enforce current
immigration laws. As I have argued above, only the second and third of these are morally
tolerable choices in terms of the mission of political sovereignty. Only when one of these two
choices is made can integrity be restored and purpose resumed fully for the United States
government in its promised mission of guarding the common wealth. In terms of restoring
citizens, residents, and illegal immigrants to their full equality and humanity a choice must be
made as well. One choice is to find every last illegal alien residing in the country and deport
them. This course of action, while legally sound, would be extraordinarily expensive to achieve
in terms of manpower and resources. More importantly it could be immoral. In spite of breaking
the law by being in the country and breaking other law by being employed, illegal immigrants of
all three denominations mentioned above pay into our economic system by paying property tax
and sales tax. “Formerly documented illegal immigrants” and “falsely documented illegal
immigrants” also pay income tax at the federal and state level as well as paying into social
security. If there are “undocumented illegal immigrants” who owe federal or state taxes, it is
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likely not an enormous amount given that they would typically be working for lower wages. All
illegal immigrants are breaking federal laws by living and working in the United States but
whether they have overpaid or underpaid in terms of taxation, they are a contributing
demographic of American society despite our continuing to disregard their humanity and the
humanity of all involved, especially the “undocumented illegal immigrants”. 42 The morally
righteous path would be to offer Reiman’s choice of forgiveness rather than punishment to
equalize things. Through amnesty for illegal immigrants currently living in the United States, an
increased staff at the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and a significant increase in the
number of new applications for permanent residency, the United States can offer hope to those
from other nations gravely in need of a better life and finally recognize the full humanity of all
citizens, residents, and illegal immigrants. Los Desaparecidos can finally reappear.

42

This balance sheet approach would be extraordinarily difficult to accrue for 12 million people but would be
one way of accounting for the situation morally and individually in terms of services rendered and money owed.
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INQUISICIÓN, CHOCOLATE Y CAFÉ:
UN MANUSCRITO DEL SIGLO XVII

MABEL GONZÁLEZ QUIROZ, PHD
LAGUARDIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE - THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF
NEW YORK

Inquisición, Chocolate y Café: Un Manuscrito Del Siglo XVII

El presente trabajo se centra en la descripción textual y temática de un manuscrito
inédito, que pareciera ser la única versión conocida de una obra satírica en contra del la
Inquisición española que debió haber circulado como pliego suelto hacia finales del siglo XVII.
1

La sátira se construye en forma de verso en torno a una acalorada discusión teológica

asociada a la censura inquisitorial sobre el chocolate y el café, novedosos brebajes que se
difundían rápidamente por Europa y cuyo origen se hallaba en América y el mundo árabe
respectivamente.
El manuscrito se encuentra en la ciudad de Nueva York, en la sección de libros raros de
la Hispanic Society of America y ha sido identificado con el incipit Relacion Verdadera del
Gran Sermon que predico en la Mesquita Parroquial de Babilonia Mahomet Calipapau… sobre
cual era mas suave y virtuosa bevida, si la del Coffi o la del chocolate. En adelante, nos
referiremos al manuscrito como Relación del Gran Sermón. 2
Tal vez por su carácter subversivo, esta obra no lleva firma de autor y, probablemente,
sólo circuló como pliego suelto. Los únicos rastro que han quedado en el manuscrito son las
iniciales ‘D.J.C.’ que se encuentra al final del capítulo undécimo (folio 49), y la palabra
‘Carrera’ hacia el final de la sección titulada “Palma y Corona de milagros…” (folio sin
numerar); desafortunadamente, búsquedas asociadas a estos datos son aun infructuosas.
1

Este trabajo forma parte de una proyecto de mayor envergadura que es producir una edición anotada del
manuscrito.
2

La referencia completa es la siguiente: Relacion Verdadera del Gran Sermon que predico en la Mesquita
Parroquial de Babilonia Mahomet Calipapau Russio de nacion, Gran Prior de Escandarona y Arçobispo de
Lepanto, Doctor Graduado en los Textos y Paragrafos del Alcoran En Presencia del Gran Sophi. Tocante a la
disputa grande que se tuvo en Armenia entre los doctores de Philosophia y Theologia de la Universidad de
Moscovia, sobre cual era mas suave y virtuosa bevida, si la del Coffi o la del chocolate: los cuales por no poderse
concordar bien se remitieron muy conformes al parecer y sentir del dicho Mahomet Calipapau A los 26 de Mayo de
1684 con vna Adicion de los Milagros y Maravillas que el Chocolate hizo en la Asia y en otras ptes. Sacados a Luz
Por el Dr. Tirlicutin de Capa. Docia.
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Rodríguez-Moñino aventura la hipótesis de un autor de origen judío, conjetura nada descabellada
si se considera la influyente presencia de una comunidad sefardí culta en Amsterdam durante el
siglo XVII que produjo numerosas obras en castellano y portugués (Diaz Noci, 219). 3 En cuanto
a su fecha de emisión, la portada del manuscrito indica 26 de Mayo de 1684, pero no hay indicio
del lugar. Rodríguez-Moñino sostiene que, tal vez por su estilo claro y limpio y el tipo de
cubierta o “pasta”, debió haber sido escrito en los Países Bajos (2:487).
El texto es una copia que se compone de 75 folios numerados en el margen superior
derecho, más dos folios sin numerar que sirven de portada. La numeración en arábigo es de mano
distinta y, probablemente, muy posterior a la escritura del manuscrito. El primer folio muestra un
escudo del impresor con dos inscripciones en latín y un título en castellano que parodia textos de
la época, tan desmesuradamente largo que debe ser continuado en un segundo folio. Tenemos
certeza de que se trata de una copia por el tipo de enmienda que presenta. Cuando el amanuense
omite involuntariamente algunos versos, los agrega al margen y, en el caso en que los versos
omitidos son demasiados, por medio de una singular marca, nos avisa que el texto faltante se
encuentra hacia el final del texto, desde el anverso del folio 70 hasta el folio 75.
La Relación del Gran Sermón consta de al menos 2545 versos agrupados en 183 estrofas.
Este conteo deja de lado 4 sonetos intercalados que aparecen en el manuscrito pero que no
guardan mayor relación con el texto que aquí analizamos. Es necesario advertir que no ha sido
posible determinar con completa certeza la cifra exacta de estrofas, puesto que hay una gran
variación en el número de versos que las componen; además, no siempre las estrofas están
claramente separadas por un espacio.

3

Recordemos que la denominación ‘sefardí’ se reserva para los judíos que fueron expulsados de España por los
Reyes católicos en 1492.
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En cuanto a su estructura, el manuscrito consta de una introducción, doce capítulos de
extensión variable, seis sonetos intercalados y una composición satírica final, que por su tema y
estructura, podría tratarse de un décimo tercer capítulo que no fue propiamente señalado por el
amanuense:
1. Introducción
2. Capítulo Primero – De cómo el chocolate dio la vida al Mahomet después de degollado.
3. Capítulo Segundo –De cómo el chocolate curó la gota
4. Capítulo Tercero – De cómo el chocolate curó el mal de angurria y las almorranas al gran
Señor.
5. Capítulo Cuarto – De cómo el chocolate curó un endemoniado de repente
6. Capítulo Quinto –De cómo el chocolate curó la sordez y el mal de los ojos
7. Capítulo Sexto –De cómo el chocolate curó el peligroso mal de los riñones y del Gran
Coloquio, el cual pasó entre el Gran Mogor y un Jesuita.
8. Capítulo séptimo – De cómo el chocolate libró la cristiandad de una cruel y formidable
invasión de los turcos.
9. Capítulo octavo –De cómo el chocolate libró a una preñada de los peligros y dolores del
parto.
10. Capítulo noveno –De cómo el chocolate resucitó un difunto
11. Capítulo décimo –De cómo el chocolate resucitó otro difunto
12. Capítulo onceno –De cómo el chocolate curó una corcova y una verruga muy grande.
13. Sonetos: “A un monstruo hermafrodita”; “A unos salvadores rapantes”; “A la
conversación de unos mudos afligidos”; “A los efectos obrados de un pendón”; “Admira
la permisión de tanto estrago”
14. Capítulo doce – De cómo el chocolate curó al Rey del Japón estando tullido y baldado de
todos sus miembros.
15. Soneto: “A una esfinge abominable”
16. Palma y Corona de los milagros del chocolate en la cura de un leproso.
La Relación Verdadera del Gran Sermón nos presenta un texto que pone de manifiesto
las complejidades históricas, culturales y religiosas existentes entre musulmanes, judíos y
cristianos exacerbadas por la interacción entre el Nuevo Mundo y el Viejo Mundo. La aguda
crítica del Tribunal del Santo Oficio o Inquisición, institución que también llegó a establecerse
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en América, es reforzada por medio del enfrentamiento del mundo musulmán, asociado al
consumo exclusivo de café, y el mundo cristiano, devoto del chocolate.
Según George Friederici, la palabra chocolate aparece documentada en lengua castellana
por primera vez en 1571, en el Vocabulario de la lengua mexicana de Fray Antonio de Molina
con la grafía xocoatl; una breve explicación, que hoy sabemos incorrecta, reza “cierta bebida de
maíz” (182). Sus orígenes se hallan en el Nuevo Mundo, en una región que abarca el Sudeste de
México y una porción del Este de Guatemala. Según Coe, sus vestigios más antiguos se
encuentran en la cultura pre-Olmeca 2000 años a. C. (36), es decir, fueron los mayas, y no los
aztecas, sus primeros consumidores y los que le dieron su nombre original al cacao. En cuanto a
su preparación, había varias recetas, pero invariablemente se consumía como brebaje, a menudo
en ceremonias religiosas, al que se le agregaba ingredientes y especias americanas. A los aztecas
les gustaba el chocolate frío mientras que los mayas lo preferían caliente, tal cual lo consumirían
más tarde los europeos en una variante en que al chocolate puro se le agregaba azúcar, vainilla y
canela (Coe 115). Una vez que el chocolate cruzó el Atlántico, empezó a ser copiosamente
consumido por los europeos junto a otros productos exóticos tales como té, tabaco, y café. En
España, llegó a ser símbolo inequívoco de nobleza y refinamiento, y parte esencial del protocolo
en tertulias, fiestas cortesanas y otros ritos celebratorios. Hacia el siglo XVII, se hallaba
claramente asociado a situaciones de requerimiento amoroso donde primaba la pasión erótica por
sobre el sentimiento casto (Norton 174-9).
En fin, el chocolate pasó, rápidamente, a formar parte de tratados de medicina y de
religión, para luego quedar ampliamente registrado en numerosas obras literarias hispánicas. Los
tratados de medicina del siglo XVII solían coincidir con la opinión popular en que el chocolate
estimulaba el cerebro, eliminaba la fatiga, servía de afrodisíaco y provocaba una sensación de
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alegría y bienestar general (Norton 237). La oscilación del chocolate entre materia sólida y
líquida fue asunto de numerosos tratados eclesiásticos a lo largo de 250 años, pues se intentaba
determinar si su consumo interrumpía el ayuno obligatorio impuesto por la iglesia católica entre
las 12 de la noche y la hora en que se recibía la sagrada comunión; la abstinencia también se
extendía a los días mandatorios de ayuno que incluía los cuarenta días de cuaresma (Coe 148).
Esta vacilación sobre la naturaleza del chocolate, sus efectos en el cuerpo y su relación con lo
divino, se refleja también en la historia de las diferentes órdenes religiosas y en relaciones
hagiográficas tanto en España como en América. Por ejemplo, las Carmelitas Descalzas en
Nueva España, lugar que abandonó Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz después de solamente 3 meses,
agregaron a sus votos ordinarios de pobreza, castidad, obediencia y clausura, el de “no beber
chocolate, ni hacer que otro lo beba” (Peñalosa 20). En el extremo opuesto, encontramos uno de
los milagros asociados a Santa Rosa de Lima quien, según cuenta la tradición, fue reanimada por
un ángel que le dio de beber chocolate cuando se encontraba desfalleciente (Barón 171).
Hacia el siglo XVII, el chocolate se hallaba representado, de una u otra manera, en todos
los géneros de las literaturas hispánicas y se hallaba tan arraigado en la sociedad que llegó a
suplir abundante material de literatura satírica. Uno de los ejemplos más sobre salientes se halla
en El discurso de todos los diablos (1628) de Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas (1580 – 1645), en
el que el chocolate y el tabaco, dos productos de origen americano, se convierten en verdaderos
demonios indianos que claman venganza por los daños sufridos por causa de los conquistadores
españoles.
Evidentemente, la Relación del Gran Sermón es un escrito que se alimenta de diversas
fuentes sobre el cacao en el contexto ideológico anti inquisitorial propio de la comunidad
sefardita de Amsterdam. A pesar de que los orígenes del cacao eran ampliamente conocidos, la
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Relación del Gran Sermón presenta el chocolate como una “angelical bebida” con supuestos
orígenes en la antigüedad clásica, mientras que el café es descrito como un brebaje de moros y
turcos heredado por razón de sus pecados:
Tomavan Chocolate antiguamente
Las Virgenes Vestales solamente
La Reyna del Catay; Las Amazonas
Las Romanas Matronas
Los Faunos, Los Gigantes
Los Heroes invictos, Los Athlantes
Las Nimphas mas rolizas
Mas como se murieron
Los Moros al Coffi principio dieron
y con el se han quedado
por castigo fatal de su pecado (folio 1-2).
La creciente diversidad del mundo de fines del siglo XVII se refleja en la sátira como una
acumulación y asociación de datos geográficos, culturales y religiosos totalmente disparatados.
Así, en la introducción aparece Mohamet Calipapau, un personaje de nacionalidad rusa, de
religión musulmana, conocedor experto del Corán, pero que al mismo tiempo ostenta los títulos
católicos de arzobispo y prior. Su sermón es una supuesta reflexión profunda a favor del
chocolate basada en el Corán, mezcla de ‘conceptos’, en su sentido barroco de asociación
ingeniosa de palabras e ideas, y de oración de un latín fingido que resulta muy cómico. La única
referencia al origen americano del chocolate se encuentra velada en una oración en latín en la
que se reitera la oposición de los brebajes en torno a ejes culturales diferentes, con el
consiguiente menosprecio de todo lo que se asocia al mundo árabe y turco, que prácticamente
son tratados como una misma cosa:
Istus potus indianus, facit corpus multum sanus
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Coffi solum est pro Scortis, Qui non lauda Chocolate
reus est Mortis. Ergo!
........................................
Chocolate est cordiale, Coffi totum est mortale
Chocolate es pro Magnatis, Regibus, et Principatis,
Coffi solum pro Barbatis, Turquis, Moris reprobatis. Ergo!
........................................
Chocolate stomacalis, Coffi causat multis malis
Chocolate est medicina, Coffi est un chuchumina… (folio 3).
Mohamet Calipapau, el primero de una serie de personajes que darán a conocer las
virtudes del chocolate, muere decapitado por el Gran Sophi, pues este no soporta la idea que
aquel prefiera el chocolate al café. No obstante, en el capítulo segundo, Mohamet Calipapau es
milagrosamente resucitado por un ermitaño que une su cabeza al cuerpo con un ungüento a base
de sesos de mosquitos, aceite de zurate y chocolate. En el capítulo segundo, el Gran Sophi al
enterarse del efecto redentor del chocolate en el degollado, decide ingerir dicho brebaje para
curarse de la gota, enfermedad de la cual es instantáneamente sanado. Enseguida, pide a
Mohamet Calipapau la absolución de sus pecados en señal de arrepentimiento y conciliación.
El tercer capítulo nos presenta el caso del Gran Turco, quien sufría de incontinencia
urinaria (mal de angurria) y hemorroides (almorranas); ambas dolencias son tratadas
satisfactoriamente con el chocolate proporcionado por un español de nombre Juan de Mena, que
se encontraba de paso por Constantinopla. Después de ser sanado, el Gran Turco pregunta a Juan
de Mena por la situación política de España, especialmente por la relación que guarda la
monarquía con la Inquisición; el personaje español, quien, en mi opinión, presenta solo una
conexión superficial con el famoso poeta del siglo XV del mismo nombre, responde con una
vehemente defensa de dicha institución: “…la Inquisicion por su gran puesto, es Pilar manifiesto,
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/ de nuestra Santa Fe, qu’es gran Señor / y aun de toda España Protectora, / pues por ella el Rey
piensa / tener de Dios, eterna recompensa…” (folio 12).
El capítulo cuarto presenta al Gran Kan de Tartaria, quien permanecía poseído por
diferentes demonios a pesar de múltiples conjuros fallidos. Fray Juan de Costa, “Inquisidor y
Abad de Monserrate” deja España para practicar sobre el Kan una especie de exorcismo
mediante un ritual que contiene una combinación de bautismo y chocolate. El fraile se enfrasca
en una larga discusión político-teológica con el secretario del Kan, quien con legítimos
argumentos que presentan un fuerte contraste con el tono jocoso predominante en la obra,
cuestiona el papado, la doctrina católica, la Inquisición y su relación con el rey de España. De
hecho, el secretario percibe la estrecha relación entre el rey de España y la iglesia católica como
una alianza desigual, en la que la figura del monarca se debilita por la influencia corrupta de la
Inquisición: “La España es vituperio de los Reyes, / por que no es Fe Divina, / la fe que causa al
Reyno su ruina/…y a su Inquisición yo la imagino, / un puro Don Quixote a lo Divino (folio 16).
Sin embargo, por ignorancia o conveniencia, el fray no da respuesta lógica a ninguno de los
argumentos planteados por el secretario y, al igual que Juan de Mena en el capítulo tercero,
justifica todo, una y otra vez, en el dogma de la fe:
y dixole: Señor; la Fe es primera,
La Fe nos lleva al Cielo,
La Fe nos ha de dar sin fin consuelo,
Con esta Fe vivimos,
Con esta Fe nacemos y morimos
y así: Viva la Fe, qu’es Norte y guía
aunque se pierda el trato, y mercancía
pues por la Santa Fe tan solamente
Dios nos dará la vida eternamente…” (folio 17-8).
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El capítulo quinto trata sobre el emperador de China, Morlacam de Chuchumina, quien
no podía gobernar su reino eficientemente a causa de sus cataratas y sordera. Una vez más, la
intervención del chocolate facilita la sanación milagrosa del jefe de un reino ajeno al mundo
católico, esta vez facilitada por un español enviado de Filipinas con una receta que incluía
pastillas de chocolate pulverizadas en un emplasto en el ombligo, listones atados en los oídos y
una bebida caliente. (folio 23-4).
El capítulo sexto es el más extenso de la relación y evoca la estructura de los diálogos
medievales, que funcionaban como una verdadera herramienta pedagógica en la que teólogos
cristianos ponían en boca de uno de los personajes argumentos para la defensa de los dogmas
cristianos mientras era constantemente cuestionado por un antagonista, a menudo musulmán o
judío (Alba, 33).
Este apartado ilustra la sanación del ‘mal de riñones’ del ‘Gran Mogor’ y el coloquio que
este sostuvo con un sacerdote jesuita de nombre Juan de Mota. El Mogol, en su ortografía actual
correcta, era la cabeza del imperio islámico que se estableció en India durante los siglos XVI y
XIX (Delgado, 156). El personaje, que se expresa con la inteligencia y elocuencia de un estadista
de su rango, intenta discutir, desde un punto de vista racional, con el reverendo Juan de Mota
cuestiones de doctrina católica. La imposibilidad de entablar una conversación coherente debido
a la ineptitud de su interlocutor, lejos de molestarle, le causa a la autoridad islámica gran
hilaridad: “Pero el Mogor quando le vio que hablaba/ la lengua Mogorina, / quizo con el, hablar
de la Dotrina,/ y cuando con razón lo convencia, / Señor, esso es de Fe le respondia, / de que
daban risada, / el Gran Mogor, y su Mogora amada (folio 34-5).
Luego, tal como en el capítulo cuarto, la discusión se centra en la percepción del imperio
español como una monarquía en decadencia a causa de la pasividad del rey frente a la expansión
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del poder político y económico de la Inquisición. Específicamente, el discurso del Mogol pone
de manifiesto la idea que la ruina económica de la nación ibérica se halla profundamente
arraigada en el fomento de la aceptación de la pobreza, que considera una falencia ideológica
básica del cristianismo. Además, responsabiliza a la inquisición de promover guerras y políticas
de estado racistas que afectan negativamente el crecimiento económico y la imagen de España en
el exterior. Por otra parte, se insiste en que la verdadera agenda de la inquisición no es corregir la
ortodoxia católica sino dar rienda suelta a toda clase de injusticias y arbitrariedades, incluyendo,
entre muchas otras, la expropiación de bienes de los condenados. Además de criticar la
displicencia del rey frente a las calumnias creadas por la inquisición, el Mogol alude a la masa de
exiliados que ha debido dejar España por causas económicas:
Tu Rey dessa manera es Innocente,
o, esfuerça que en su Reyno ay poca gente,
por que esos Sacerdotes cudiciosos,
con capta de Zelosos
iran detrás del Oro
y al español muy rico lo harán Moro,
y quedarán sus hijos y sus Madres,
aquestas sin marido, ellos sin Padres
y todos sin consuelo;
Lindo camino para andar al Cielo (folio 26).
Finalmente, la codicia y tozudez del Padre Mota acaban con la paciencia del Mogol y el
jesuita es expulsado del territorio islámico. Aunque, antes, el Mogol recibe el bautismo católico
por medio de agua de canela y bebe chocolate, con lo cual no solamente es curado del mal de
riñones, sino que además es capaz de procrear veinte hijos.
La séptima sección hace alusión a la batalla de Kahlenberg, conocido hecho histórico
acaecido en Septiembre de 1683 en que la ciudad de Viena fue sitiada por tropas del Imperio
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Otomano (Meyer 268). Tal como sucede en la historia, en el manuscrito, los turcos son
derrotados por una alianza de naciones cristianas que en rigor pertenecieron al Sacro Imperio
Romano Germánico y la Mancomunidad de Polonia-Lituania; a diferencia de la historia, en el
texto, el ejército musulmán es derrotado por los cristianos debido a una diarrea generalizada
causada por haber bebido café justo antes de la batalla. Como es de esperarse, el triunfo cristiano
fue reforzado por el consumo de chocolate, y en agradecimiento el rey manda a construir un
templo “para eterna memoria, / de tan grande victoria, / en septiembre alcanzada / beviendo
chocolate, y con la espada” (folio 39).
El capítulo octavo es uno de los más breves del manuscrito y relata el prodigioso
nacimiento de un niño, sin dolor alguno, gracias a la ingesta de chocolate batido caliente. Los
capítulos noveno y décimo también se destacan por su brevedad y comparten el tema de la
resurrección de muertos. En el primero, un andaluz sarnoso, que ya llevaba cuatro días muerto,
es resucitado por medio de un ritual en que se le aplica un ungüento preparado con chocolate,
romero y huevo. En el capítulo siguiente, un albañil canario, que ha caído de la torre de una
iglesia en el territorio portugués de Angola, es resucitado por un cura que le aplica un ungüento
de chocolate y coco.
El capítulo undécimo, que transcurre en Macedonia, refiere la historia de un hombre que
desarrolla una joroba como consecuencia de las heridas sufridas en una guerra y de su esposa,
quien tiene en la nariz una verruga del porte de un “melocotón de Andalucía” (folio 47). La
joroba, que pesa “diez libras y una arroba” (folio 47) desaparece cuando el cirujano le aplica al
paciente “Chocolate mixto con … ruda” (folio 47) una hierba conocida por sus poderes mágicos
(Lara, 291), mientras que la verruga de la mujer literalmente cae de la nariz con solo oler
chocolate tres veces (folio 47).
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El capítulo duodécimo transcurre en Japón, lugar en que las bondades curativas del
chocolate son aprovechadas por un rey donjuanesco que permanece tullido y sifilítico debido a
sus exageradas proezas sexuales. El rey de nombre Caupolicán –que nada tiene que ver con el
héroe indígena de La Araucana de Alonso de Ercilla –explica a su doctor la naturaleza de su
problema:
Dotor, Yo era muy fuerte
muy tieso, muy robusto, enamorado,
muy derretido, pero desconfiado,
y estando en compañía de unas Damas
fueron tantas las llamas
de mi amor glorioso,
que no hallando reposo
en mi grande tormento
quize hacer cabriolas sobre el viento,
y en una que erré de sola ignorancia,
estoy como quien tiene mal de Francia… (folio 55)
La curación del rey resulta ser una de las más elaboradas del manuscrito pues la receta contiene
medidas específicas de cacao, vainilla y canela e instrucciones detalladas en cuanto a su modo de
preparación. A pesar de que el chocolate, es presentado como un “medicamento santo y justo”
que ha dejado al rey en condiciones óptimas para enamorar “a Viudas, a Casadas, o, a
Donzellas” (folio 57), el mismo Caupolicán decide abandonar su afición por las mujeres para
concentrarse en ejercer su labor de monarca. De esta manera, la ironía sobre el efecto del
chocolate no solo tiene consecuencias en la salud física de quienes lo ingieren, sino que además
en su juicio moral y bienestar espiritual.
Finalmente, encontramos la historia de Farfotalla, un narcisista leproso que también era la
cabeza del imperio musulmán de la Canalla, territorio que supuestamente sobrepasaba en
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extensión e importancia a los de “Persia”, “Tartaria” y “China” (folio 60). Cuando un ángel le
anuncia al emperador Farfotalla que su enfermedad será curada por medio de chocolate, se
desata una búsqueda frenética con un gran despliegue de fuerzas armadas; pues, en un principio,
se pensó que el chocolate era “una fiera… feroz y salvage” (pliego 62). En fin, el chocolate es
hallado en manos de un boticario en Goa; impulsado por la codicia, más que por un espíritu
samaritano, el boticario se desplaza a Canalla para curar al emperador, aplicando jeringas de
chocolate en la zonas afectadas por la lepra, produciéndose una cura milagrosa y súbita.
Este episodio concluye con una celebración fastuosa y un edicto, que emula aquellos
emitidos por la Inquisición, en que se declara solemnemente la santidad del chocolate y se
ordena su veneración “so pena de la vida y honra perdida” (folio 68). Por lo demás, se ordena
que el chocolate forme parte del escudo de armas del imperio de Canalla con una jeringa de oro y
un caldero de chocolate junto a una leyenda en latín que rece: “Rex Doctorum / per omnia secula
seculorum” (folio 70).
Como reflejo de la expansión del poder imperial español, ya entonces en decadencia, los
milagros del chocolate llevan al lector en un viaje imaginario a territorios lejanos y exóticos:
Babilonia, Constantinopla, Tartaria, China, Viena, Sevilla, Angola, Macedonia, Goa y Japón,
entre otros. En cada región, hay un personaje enfermo y desesperado que es bendecido
oportunamente por las bondades del chocolate, y por extensión por las virtudes de la religión
católica. Sobresalen autoridades civiles y religiosas no cristianas cuya curación se traduce en
enriquecimiento sustancioso de clérigos y boticarios, pero también sanan, y resucitan, personajes
socialmente insignificantes, pobres y anónimos como una mujer preñada o un andaluz sarnoso.
Sin embargo, invariablemente, el efecto milagroso del chocolate resulta absurdo, pues pareciera
ser el resultado de magia, superstición o ingenuidad y no de intervención divina. De hecho, el
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aspecto ilógico de los milagros sirve para enfatizar la irracionalidad del discurso ideológico de la
iglesia católica que, en el texto, lo explica y justifica todo por medio de la fe.
En conclusión, hemos examinado el texto manuscrito Relación del Gran Sermón como
un ejemplo de literatura satírica del siglo XVII escrita, muy probablemente, por un judío español
desde el exilio. El argumento de la sátira está organizado sobre numerosas referencias en torno a
una simple dicotomía que ofrece el consumo del chocolate y el café como un contraste entre el
catolicismo y el islam. Sin embargo, el verdadero blanco de la crítica no es la fe islámica, sino el
cristianismo y, específicamente, lo que se percibe como una perniciosa influencia de
instituciones eclesiásticas católicas, especialmente de la Inquisición, sobre asuntos de política
interior y exterior del imperio español.
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Abstract
In order to explore the impact of “The Great migration” from the point of view of
African-American women during the peak period of black migration from rural southern regions
to an urban northern center (New York) of the United States, an exploratory study was conducted
based on information gathered through interviews with a sample of thirty African-American
women. Questions focused on the following factors: reasons for migration, hardships faced in the
northern environment, adaptations made to urban life, and the overall personal and lifestyle
changes made after the initial period of adjustment to urban northern culture and society. Results
of this study indicate that a combination of economic, social, political and educational factors
were responsible for African-American women’s exodus north. Migrants further revealed that
their personal and family lives changed primarily for the better upon migrating north. Thus, the
decision to migrate was considered to be a good one for it ensured their personal and family
survival.

Introduction
It has often been asserted that the movement of individuals from one country to another
or from one region to another within the same country has a notable “disruptive” effect on such
things as their cultural values, sexual mores, sex-role behavior, marital and family stability
(Frazier, 1939; Moynihan, 1965; Boyd, 2009). As Migrants are forced to give up such traditional
values as loyalty and deference to parents, conservatism toward sex, courtship, and traditional
gender roles, and take on different attitudes toward these same issues, they develop conflicting
feelings which inevitably leave a negative impact on the stability and functioning of their
families (Schwartz, 1983; Mindel & Habenstein, 1976). For instance, because many immigrant
women entered the paid labor force (i.e., factories and domestic work) early scholars and
laypersons considered this to be one of the contributing factors for the disruption of the family
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(Bentley, 1981). Social scientists later acknowledged that these women were justified in joining
the work force for they helped to ensure the survival of the family unit (Seller, 1977; Kessner &
Caroli, 1977; Price-Spratlen, 2008).
It was largely through the use of interviews, case studies and ethnographies that more
recent scholars have been better able to explain the work experiences and personal hardships of
immigrant and migrant women and how “they” feel their traditional roles within the family and
cultural values have been affected by their exodus across the Atlantic (Schwartz, 1983; Kessner,
1977; Bentley, 1981; Claiborn, 2012; Wilkerson, 2010).
Given the past assumptions concerning the disruptive effects of immigration on the lives
of its survivors, it is not surprising that the migration of black people from rural southern areas to
urban centers of the north have also been regarded as being detrimental to black families in
particular and the larger black community in general. In fact, studies conducted by early scholars
have implicitly suggested that migration effects have been more damaging to black families and
the black community as a whole than to white immigrant families and its communities (Colcord,
1919; Reed, 1934; Frazier, 1939). For example, in her study of “broken homes”, Colcord (1919)
found a higher proportion of husband/spouse desertions among black migrant families than
among families of other racial groups. Reed (1934) found rates of illegitimacy higher among
black migrants than among whites in New York City.
Frazier, whose work on the black family had been widely accepted as definitive, but later
proved to be quite controversial, further attested to the social, cultural, and economic inferiority
of African-Americans as compared to the “white race.” He asserted:
When one views in retrospect the waste of human life, the immorality, delinquency, and
broken homes which have been involved in the development of Negro family life in the
United States, they appear to have been the inevitable consequences of the attempt of a
preliterate people, stripped of their cultural heritage, to adjust themselves to civilization.
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The very fact that the Negro has succeeded in adopting habits of living that have enabled
him to survive in a civilization based upon laissez-faire and competition, itself speaks a
degree of success in taking on the folkways and mores of the white race. That the Negro
has found within the patterns of the white man’s culture a purpose in life and a
significance for his strivings which have involved sacrifices for his children and the
curbing of individual desires and impulses indicates that he has become assimilated to a
new mode of life (Frazier, 1939: 367).
Though the experiences of black migrants in the “new land” (the north and western US)
have been very similar to those of their European counterparts, it is generally argued that because
of the movement into more urbanized areas, they developed and continue to have higher divorce
rates, birth rates, and unemployment rates, as compared to European immigrants and native
white Americans (Johnson, 1934; Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Rainwater, 1970).
Moynihan (1965) argued in his government report entitled, The Negro Family: The Case
for National Action, that black Americans’ expectations of equal opportunities is not likely to
happen in the near future for two reasons:
First, the racist virus in the American blood stream still afflicts us: Negroes will
encounter serious personal prejudice for at least another generation. Second, three
centuries of sometimes unimaginable mistreatment have taken their toll on the Negro
people. The harsh fact is that as a group, at the present time, in terms of ability to win out
in the competitions of American life, they are not equal to most of those groups with
which they will be competing…(p. 1).
Such quotes highlight the general beliefs among scholars of the time. There seemed to have been
an assumption that blacks were lacking in the social, cultural and intellectual “graces” compared
to their European counterparts.
Migrant black women’s historical roles in the labor force and hence, their financial
contribution to the household was also argued to be one of the factors contributing to the
problems within the family. It was seen as undermining the traditional breadwinner role of the
male/father/husband (Clark, 1965; Rainwater, 1970, Moynihan, 1965). Walter Allen (1978)
argued that scholars holding such a view, “inappropriately suggest that many of the problems
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which have historically plagued black communities result from the dominance of black families
by female matriarchs” (p. 175). However, migrant women (just as their white immigrant
counterparts), were “pushed” into the labor force to help support their families. This became an
increasing necessity because of racial discrimination in jobs which affected not only the types of
jobs they held, but those held by their husbands/spouses as well. Letters and other personal
accounts of migrant women and men bear out the above assertion (Hale, 1980; Kessner, &
Caroli, 1981; Frazier, 1939; Walls, 1971).
The experiences and adaptations made to the dominant urban society in which AfricanAmerican women now live must be analyzed from their perspective. It is through their accounts
of how they feel their lives have changed as a result of their movement north that we may gain a
better understanding of the roles played by black women in stabilizing the home and ensuring its
continued survival.
The major purpose of this paper is to explore the effects of migration from the point of
view of the migrants themselves. The intent is to question older assertions concerning the
negative effects of migration on African-Americans’ personal and family lives, and expand on
more recent research on migration in general. Through the stories of African –American women,
we may gain more information regarding (1) the social, political, and economic reasons for the
exodus north (2) the hardships faced upon moving north (3) the adaptations migrants and their
spouses made to overcome those hardships and to ensure family survival in a new environment,
and (4) the overall personal and lifestyle changes that occurred once migrants adjusted to and
settled in “the promised land.”
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Black Migrant Women
A total of thirty African-American women from a variety of southern states (i.e.,
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, and
Florida) who migrated to the northern regions of the United States were interviewed between
1981 and 1982 (see Appendix). A majority of these women first settled in New York City. Later,
however, some dispersed into more suburban areas, such as Long Island, while others moved
further north into Massachusetts.
While most of the interview questions focused on closed-ended questions pertaining to
childrearing practices, valuable information was obtained by allowing the interviewees to discuss
their reasons for migrating, their worries and concerns for themselves and their families as a
result of living in urban centers, the contributions to family well-being made by husbands/fathers
and wives/mothers, and the perceived changes in their overall personal and cultural lives. It was
in this way that these migrants revealed the “effects” of their decision to migrate.
Though the reasons for black women’s exodus north were varied, most of them centered
around financial opportunities. When asked the question, “Why did you and/or your family move
away from the south?” The majority of interviewees (20 out of 30) said that they moved to seek
“better job opportunities.” It was in this way that they felt they would be able to find a “better
life” for themselves and for their family. Money has always been regarded as a major
determinant of one’s success in a society. Thus, gaining financial security was seen as the most
important way of ensuring the stability and survival of the family among African-American
women.
There were reasons other than “finding a better job” given for the movement north of
black women. Mrs. Carla Born*, a Virginian, left “home” simply to seek a better education, or as
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she stated: “I came to go to grad. school.” However, in many cases financial factors combined
with others such as educational opportunities, were responsible for luring young women away
from their southern roots. Mrs. Susan Johnson, a North Carolinian, stated: “I came looking for a
job and education.” Often times family members, such as a father, sister or brother, were already
north. They often sent letters (a “pull” factor) informing other kin of the better opportunities “up
north.” A Georgian woman recalled:
My parents couldn’t afford to send me to college, and my brother wrote and told me if I
was willing to work, I had a job. I was willing, so I came and got the job… Been working
ever since then.
Some husbands and fathers who had migrated earlier sent for their wives and family. According
to Mrs. Sara Ball: “My husband had already taken up residence in New York before we married
because of better job opportunities… We decided to make New York our home.” Some
respondents, however, left their southern roots simply because they wanted “a change of scenery
or environment” or “a change of pace.” One southerner expressed it in this way: “I wanted more
out of life… Experience getting as much out of life as I can.”
Though financial opportunities were the most frequently cited and major reason for
migrating among black women, they also acknowledged that they were drawn northward for
multiple purposes. A combination of all three factors: increased job opportunities, educational
opportunities and family members already north, were also cited as major reasons for their
exodus. New York and other northern states were held to be “the promised land” because they
provided more of these diverse life chances than the south. At least, that was the underlying
message that these women received from friends and relatives. But, when these women moved
north, they found that things were quite different from what they had been led to believe, and
hence, expected.
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Racial discrimination in jobs, in the educational system, and in their social worlds were
met in the north just as in the south. Those forms of discrimination disappointed the migrants
most because they presented obstacles to the opportunities that they dreamed of taking advantage
of. Obstacles to advancement represented the bulk of the concerns these women held for
themselves and their families. Migrants also became aware of the dangers and “temptations”
(i.e., drugs, criminals, sexual promiscuity, and personal safety) that city life can bring because of
its so-called “fast pace.” As they became more aware of “city life” and learned to cope with its
obstacles by taking advantage of the opportunities that were available to black people, these
women then transferred their concerns onto their children, who they knew (from past experience)
would also have to deal with those same constraints during their formative years.
A little over half (16) of the thirty interviewees considered parenthood in urban northern
areas problematical for a number of reasons: “availability of drugs, physical safety of children,
experimental sex, fast pace of life, type of friends, and quality of education.” For instance, Mrs.
Born, a mother of five, voiced her concerns for her children about a number of things:
Drugs… I am concerned that my children get a very good education. The city seems to
have so much to offer them, that I am concerned that it will entice them to lose interest in
getting a sound education. Also, sex too early. I would rather they wait until they are
sexually mature.
Another mother of five stated that she worries most about her children’s “safety” and
involvement in “sex.” Other women were concerned about their children “keeping the wrong
company” and/or “peer pressure.” Mrs. Elma Clerk, a mother of six, stated it quite clearly: “I
worry most about their being influenced by the wrong individuals, also by the occasional desire
to want to live life in the fast lane.” Mrs. K. Bart, a mother of two, put it another way: “Peer
pressure is the thing I worry most about… They want to be part of the group.”
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Though migrants acknowledged that the “temptations” of urban life can be found in the
south, they held that these same temptations are much more pronounced in urban northern areas
and therefore, represented their major fears for themselves and their family members. The close
living quarters, high crime rates, segregated neighborhoods (reminiscent of the south) found in
the north were seen as serious flaws of the “new land.” They represented examples of the things,
a stranger to a new environment could easily fall into simply by “living life in the fast lane”, as
one migrant woman put it.
The types of care provided by husbands/spouses helped to alleviate some of the pressures
of living in the city and the concerns migrant women held for themselves and their children.
Husbands’/spouses’ roles within the family were found to be complementary (not dominant) to
their female counterparts. Both male and female adult family members were forced to pool their
resources, both financial and emotional, in order to ensure family survival. Migrant mothers
maintained that husbands’/spouses’ contributions were very important in maintaining stability in
the home. However, they also asserted that it was the wife/mother who was mainly responsible
for “raising” the children.
When asked “Does your husband/spouse usually agree with you about most things when
it comes to raising the child (ren)?”, almost half of the women (fourteen interviewees) answered
“yes”, while thirteen answered “no” (largely because seven of these respondents were widows,
divorced or separated). It was further revealed that of those women who answered “yes”, their
husbands/spouses were in basic agreement with them concerning the “way” in which their
children were being raised. For example, when asked to discuss the things that her husband
agrees with, Mrs. June Gallos stated that he agrees with her “advice about her daughter’s
boyfriends” (she didn’t like them). Mrs. Vivian Lander, however, expressed more clearly and in
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more detail, her husband’s agreement with her: “The type of friends they associate with… how
late they should stay out of the house, and the type of community activities they should get
involved in.”
Some husbands/spouses shared with their wives the view that importance should be
placed on “developing a good relationship with the children.” Mrs. Born, a Virginian, asserted
that her spouse usually agrees with her concern that their children “not be self-centered… have
more social consciousness and that they learn to work through problems on their own.”
Independence was cited as a major goal amongst parents for their children. However, this could
only be obtained by instilling in children a sense that their relationship with their parents is a
good one. Thus, parents felt it important to not only be a “parent”, but to be a “friend” and
“confidante” as well.
Husbands/spouses, according to some migrant women, contributed to family stability in a
number of ways. As stated earlier, the interviewees saw husbands’/spouses’ contributions to the
household as complementary (not dominant) to their roles as providers and/or homemakers.
Therefore, husbands’/fathers’ roles in the home varied from that of breadwinner to homemaker.
Mrs. Anna Clerk gave the most frequent testimony concerning migrants’ spouses’ roles in the
home: “He would take care of their financial needs and often their disciplining.” Mrs.
L. Reynolds, however, expanded on Mrs. Clerk’s testimony by suggesting that the
husband/father plays the more powerful role when it comes to disciplining the children. She
explained that her spouse has “the final word when they do not listen to me… They will listen to
him even though he is saying the same as I had previously said.” Some husbands/spouses
performed multiple functions such as “helping with school work, attending P.T.A. meetings, and
taking children to recreational activities.” Non-traditional male roles were also performed while
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wives were out working. For instance, Mrs. D. Lander recalled that her husband usually “cooks,
cleans and babysits the children.”
The complimentary roles provided by husbands/spouses in the familial environment were
to their female counterparts, necessities in an urban setting. They contended that the financial
help, the caretaker role, and the emotional support of their male partners helped to ease the
strains that accompany the adjustments which have to be made in order to adapt to an everchanging environment. Husbands/spouses, through their functions in the home, provided further
incentive for their migrant spouses to take advantage of the job and educational opportunities
available in the north and to overcome the “disruptive forces” or “temptations” threatening their
lives and the lives of family members.
As a result of their exodus north, migrant women contended that their lives have changed
“a great deal” and “for the better.” This was due primarily to the increased availability of jobs,
educational opportunities and diverse social events as compared to the south. By taking
advantage of these opportunities, migrants were able to realize their goal of a “better life” for
themselves and their family, which was their primary reason for leaving the south. Mrs. Pannel,
for instance, suggested how diversified “city life” can be as she noted that the north provided
“accessibility to more and diverse opportunities for education, employment, and cultural events”,
all of which she had taken advantage. Mrs. Jackie Gallos also attested to the diversity in her life
since moving to New York: “My life has changed a great deal: go more places, less
discrimination, better job opportunities and higher pay.”
The impact of the social and cultural aspects of urban life affected migrants as well.
Some women have, in a sense, “hastened the pace of life” by becoming more involved in
community affairs such as becoming members of church and neighborhood groups, by taking
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part in their children’s school events, and by taking advantage of diverse forms of entertainment.
Lifestyle changes have not only been evident in the social and cultural affairs of which these
women have taken part. These changes have also affected these women psychologically. Their
testimonials suggest that the experiences of their exodus and the adjustments they have made for
the sake of survival and happiness have enabled them to grow mentally. Mrs. Kathy Green
explained:
I have become more knowledgeable about many things… one being my own selffulfillment. Another would be the need for better education and motivation needed by my
children… And I realize the strength of the woman in our home.
Mrs. Kraft stated that the experiences she has endured in the north have made her “more
understanding: I think about things more seriously…” Mrs. Robin Leby, on the other hand,
described how lifestyles can change into one of “a faster pace” in order to keep up with “city
life” and its diversified opportunities:
I live a hurried life in NY. There seems to always be something I must take care of or
find time for… Not that I’m complaining, it’s just that down south things run a bit
slower. I guess that’s because up here there are so many places to go and things to do.
As part of their period of adjustment, these women were forced into a different lifestyle
from which they had been accustomed in order to adapt to and be accepted into mainstream
society. Once they found a suitable niche in their new milieu, they went about the task of passing
on to their young, their self-taught survival skills and beliefs. It was found that not only had these
women learned coping strategies and developed and maintained positive images of themselves,
they in turn taught their children their newly acquired values and goals (developed in urban
areas) as well as the traditional values acquired from their southern upbringing. Thus, their
children were much better able to cope with and resist the strains and temptations of urban life.
They also learned to take advantage of the opportunities which, through the years (and through
their parents’ struggles) increasingly became more accessible to black people in general.
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Migrant women thus voiced their “pride” in the way they have brought up their children,
and therefore, felt that the changes they were compelled to make in their lives (including their
decision to migrate) were well worth their efforts. Thus, most of the women agree with
Mrs. Spank’s testimony: “I feel I raise (my children) well.” When asked what things they are
“most proud of in their children”, the majority of respondents focused on the values they instilled
in their children as well as their occupational and educational accomplishments. Mrs. Vaughan,
mother of four, stated the results of her efforts most clearly:
We got through to them… Making a living for themselves. Well-rounded, very helpful,
friendly, don’t put others down. Christians, (they) all go to church.
A similar response was made by Mrs. Born, a mother of three:
… their self-confidence, well-balanced disposition, leadership, ability to resolve
problems, intellectual capacity, social consciousness…
Some interviewees expressed pride in the accomplishments their children have made in their
school work and “their participation in school activities.” Parents were also proud of their adult
children’s successes in the job market. However, Mrs. Speaks, a Mississippi mother of six,
summarized the views of her counterparts succinctly:
Generally speaking, I am proud of just about everything my children strive for and
succeed in… also for being my children.
Through voicing their pride in their children, these mothers have also acknowledged their
successes as parents and in realizing both economically (though not always, since most mothers
were of lower-class status) and qualitatively, their desire for a “better life” for themselves and
their family. In other words, they realized at least part of their dream through the character of
their children.
Not only did these women feel that the changes in their lives were beneficial for them,
they also felt that their children’s lives were also much better because these mothers were able to
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provide for them. Through their concerns for their family, these women sought ways to
counteract the potential “disruptive forces” of city life which earlier social scientists (i.e.,
Frazier, 1939; Henderson, 1921; Johnson, 1941; Moynihan, 1965) argued almost completely
destroyed migrant black family life. They were able, in most cases, to steer themselves, and
hence, their children away from such forces primarily by setting themselves up as good examples
to their young through their efforts of hard work, financial independence and show of
responsibility. Their children, therefore, grew up with at least a sense of what “struggle” means,
even if they never experienced it themselves.
As stated earlier, those migrants with spouses did not see their functions in the home as
dominant over the roles of their male counterparts. They and their spouse often pooled their
resources, which made their roles and functions in the family complementary to rather than at
odds with each other. Survival of the family unit was most important to both women and men,
for it was one of the most basic of values learned from “home.”
African-American Migrants and European Immigrants: A Comparison
Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the stories of these African-American women do not
differ significantly from their European counterparts described in the more recent literature.
Although the bulk of European immigrants to these shores were males, a large number of
married and single women ventured across the Atlantic as well. They were either the wives who
were sent for after their husbands/spouses settled, the sisters who came along as a family unit
with their fathers and mothers, or they were aunts and cousins (kin) of the “uprooted.”
Regardless of their family status, early European women’s reasons for emigrating were
just as varied as the countries from which they came. Their reasons as individuals were also just
as varied, but as a group they were similar to those given by their African-American
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counterparts. These women also came to the “promised land” for economic, political,
educational, and/or religious reasons.
Sometimes European women ventured to North American shores because other relatives
(i.e., father, brother, sister or cousin) were already there and sent letters to their kin telling them
of the unlimited and better opportunities in the “new land”, as well as political and religious
freedom (which were also very significant factors forcing immigrants out of their countries of
birth). Still another reason found among European women was the “adventure of beginning a
new life in a new land” (Parillo, 1980; Mathieu, 2009). All of these inducements promised, to
most European and African-American migrants, a chance for a better life.
The “push-pull factors” for black women’s migration to urban northern areas of the
United States in this study were no less important or different from those of European
immigrants discussed in the literature (Kessner, 1966; Seller, 1977; Kessner & Caroli, 1981;
Schwartz, 1983). According to Parillo (1980, 2009), “Jim Crow laws and poor economic
conditions were major ‘push’ factors for moving north, while better wages, education, and
political freedom were the primary ‘pull’ factors”(1980: 363). Thus, black southerners and
European immigrants endured in their home environment, numerous hardships, both personal
and social, which prompted their decisions to “uproot” for better or for worse.
One of the most common reasons for the exodus either to the urban north from the south
or from Europe was the search for a better life. Ann Gilvarry, an Irish immigrant said:
… it’s not that Ireland is so poor. It’s better off than England now, I think… but it’s just
that opportunities are better in America. And that’s why I came here… for the
opportunities (Kessner & Caroli, 1981: 147).
A common theme in the stories told by both black and white migrants were the factors which
drew them to the “promised land.” Relatives who migrated earlier sent letters telling migrant
women of the so-called “better opportunities” in the urban north-eastern areas of the United
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States. These same relatives often sent tickets (i.e., bus, train and ship passages) and money to
family members in order to give them a better life (or at least the chance for a better life), even if
they themselves had not “made it” in America. Helen Gadomski sum up this theme as she
recalled:
Boys and girls would write home. They would tell the family how things were over there
in that new country. By comparison to what they had had, they must have written pretty
lavishly about America. Many of the boys sent money to their parents. Sometimes
villagers in the village would show this money which had come from across the sea.
Naturally people began to discuss this new country. How wonderful it was. They actually
thought that money fell from heaven and could be picked up in baskets on the sidewalk
(Schwartz, 1983: 10)
Not only are black and white women’s decisions to uproot similar, the accounts given of
the adjustments made while trying to assimilate into a new environment and culture share many
commonalities as well. Their stories revealed that their work experiences, the changes in values
and in their lifestyles occurred largely as a result of their efforts to “fit” into mainstream urban
society. However, their overall lifestyle changes and changes in values and attitudes stemmed
largely through their work experiences outside the home.
It was out of their work experiences, which increasingly put these women into contact
with a more diverse community of women and men that new values and lifestyles emerged.
These women became more independent and responsible individuals as a result of their entrance
into the outside workforce, which enabled them to become major contributors, both financially
and emotionally, to the home. Thus, their roles within the family became multiple roles:
breadwinner, homemaker and wife/spouse. They therefore, became a major contributor
(alongside their husbands/spouses) in ensuring the survival of the family unit and in ensuring the
success of family members in becoming as “American” as they could get so that their young
would be better able to live comfortably without the fear or ethnic and racial discrimination.
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Though they described their experiences in the new land in slightly different ways and in
different time periods, African-American and European emigrants acknowledged, either directly
or indirectly, the fact that their lives were much better off because of the increased freedom
socially and in the home, which came largely as a result of taking advantage of job and
educational opportunities. Thus, it was in these key ways that they felt their lives had changed
drastically, but overall, positively, from the life they led in their state and country of birth. Both
groups of women took great pride in the way they ran their households and reared their children.
Their pride stemmed from their additional role as “breadwinner or provider.”
The Phenomena of Return Migration
No discussion of the Great Migration should end without a few words about the “return”
or “reverse” migration of African-Americans to the south. The Great Migration seemed to have
come to an end around 1970, but some scholars argue the trickle of black migrants northward
and westward actually began during the latter part of the 1960’s (Price-Spratlen, 2008; Tolnay,
2003; Beale & Fuguitt, 2011). No matter the time period, this phenomenon of return migration is
causing a bit of a stir and more recent research is being directed toward understanding this
backward movement to southern regions of the United States. Questions are being asked about
what propelled such a movement. Why would a group with a brutal history of subjugation and
oppression move back to a region that pushed out millions of its people because of its history of
slavery, Jim Crow, Black Codes and legalized segregation? The answers to these questions are
varied and lead scholars to acknowledge that the South has indeed changed. The social and
political climate in many communities in the South has contributed to a change in the mind set of
black migrants and has convinced them that they can indeed lead a successful and productive life
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in a once hostile land. Hence, future research should continue to focus on the reasons for this
form of spatial migration.
Perhaps one of the major reasons for the reverse migration of African-Americans is
because of the Civil Rights Movement and its subsequent legislation. According to Sarah-Jane
Mathieu (2009), “The Great Migration effectively ended… in part because the rewards of
decades of civil rights work forced new openings in the south that attracted …some African
Americans back to the region” (p. 22). Such activism and legislation created a social safety net
for African-Americans. Price-Spratlen referred to this as “cultural or ethnic capital” that
influenced the destination patterns of black migrants (2008). In their study of return migration to
the rural south, Brown and Cromartie (2006) argued “that black return migration to rural places
in the South is driven by non-economic factors.” Their argument is related to Price-Spratlen’s
assertion of “cultural and ethnic capital”, in that for some migrants, the decision to move south is
also driven by kinship ties and ties to one’s place of birth (i.e., opportunity for land ownership).
Brown and Cromartie referred to this as “home place migration.” Denene Millner stated: “In the
surest sign of a sustained return migration to the ancestral land we left en masse during the Great
Migration from 1910 to 1970, analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data reveals that some three
quarters of Black population gains occurred in the South between 2000 and 2010” (p. 125).
Hence, over 50% of African-Americans now live in the south (Millner, 2011; Parillo, 2009;
Farley, 2010; Claibourn, 2012).
The reasons for the reverse migration southward are numerous and varied. Some scholars
assert that in addition to the reasons stated earlier, blacks moved to the South because of its
affordability, as a place to retire, the economic decline in the north, as well as the fact that the
North was not the land of equal opportunity that people had been led to believe (Tolnay, 2003;
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Millner, 2011; Wilkerson, 2010; Farley, 2010; Falk et al., 2004). It is also important to note that
the “improved racial climate in the south” has also influenced this movement. Hunt, et al. (2008)
in their article, Who is Headed South: U.S. Migration Trends in Black and White, 1970-2000,
stated:
The South may be described as “new” … because socially, politically and economically,
blacks have found greater opportunities and acceptance, allowing them to more fully
participate in all aspects of the region’s everyday life (p. 97).
Hence, improvements in the social conditions of the south has served to lure many black
migrants “back home.” For those who were born outside of the South, these improved social
conditions, as reflected in the educational system, less segregated social life, and better economic
and political opportunities, all serve as “pull” factors as well.
There were also “push” factors that contributed to the decision of many AfricanAmericans to return to the South. Falk, et al. (2004: 492) noted that “…in many ways, urban
north became a hostile place… Declining economic opportunities, huge increases in crime and
urban violence, and widespread drug use and other health-related maladies…” led to the
concerns of migrants for their personal safety as well as the safety and security of their children.
Other “push” factors motivating African-Americans’ southern movement is the desire for more
affordable amenities such as cost of living, buying homes in safe neighborhoods and good school
systems (Salmon, 2012). Thus, many factors, economic, social, political and educational impact
the decision of northern and western urban dwellers to relocate to the South.
The impact of this phenomenon of return migration on black women has very little
purposeful focus in the literature. Women’s experiences are often meshed with in the experiences
of the migrant population as a whole. However, some scholars have noted that African-American
women returned to the South for a number of reasons: (1) in search of better economic
opportunities, (2) because of ties to kin, (3) for educational opportunities, and (4) because they
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feel it is now physically safe to return (Mathieu, 2009; Brown & Cromartie, 2006; PriceSpratlen, 2008). Isabel Wilkerson (2010), in her moving accounts of the experiences of black
migrants, suggested that the Great Migration essentially “forced the South to search its soul and
finally to lay aside a feudal caste system” (p. 22). This change in the social, cultural, and legal
attitudes of the states in the southern region, made the decision to return to the South to live and
forge new lives possible for many African-Americans. In that decision, black women were,
therefore, no different than their male counterparts.
For many black migrants, moving South was as good a decision as any other given the
state of the times. They felt empowered because of the Civil Rights Movement, along with the
many other movements (i.e., Women’s Movement, The Poor People’s Campaign, Anti-War
Movement, and Native American Movement) that showed the national government of the United
States that there was great discontent and oppression and staunch inequality among the populace
in the so-called “land of opportunity.”
Conclusion
The changes and transformations, both good and bad, that occurs in the lives of women
who have participated in a movement from their homes to a new region or country, are
undeniable and to be expected. Each change marks the beginning of a new and better life for the
uprooted, for this is almost always their primary reason for leaving their place of birth, family
and friends. In most cases, both black southern and European immigrants adjusted to the
“promised land” quite well and took advantage of both economic and educational opportunities
for the sake of personal and family survival.
As shown in the present exploratory study, black women who have migrated to the urban
north, have undergone similar experiences to their European counterparts. Both groups of
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women encountered problems, in that they were forced to play multiple roles (i.e., breadwinner,
homemaker, and spouse) within the household in order to assimilate into mainstream culture.
However, black women faced and continue to face a triple dilemma in American society, that of
being black and female, a provider and a homemaker. Thus, their chances of fully assimilating
into mainstream society in the south as well as the north have been further complicated by racial
prejudice which has become a part of the larger social institutions of society.
Future research must be directed toward the application of the same type of flexible
theories used in recent works (i.e., Schwartz, 1983; Kessner, 1977; Bentley, 1981) on European
immigrants, to studies on the effects of migration on African-Americans and their families.
Through the use of in-depth interviews, case studies, and ethnographies of African-American
female migrants, we may gain a much better understanding of the coping styles used to
overcome the structural constraints that are due to racism as well as sexism.
This exploratory study suggests that there are similarities in the experiences and the
adjustment period of those individuals who have participated in any type of exodus, in spite of
race and ethnicity. New theories on immigration/migration must also recognize that larger social
forces are often not under the migrant’s control, but greatly affect her/his life conditions and
opportunities to excel in the “promised land.” Thus, by analyzing the effects of migration on
groups in general, and African-Americans in particular (through their own words) scholars can
avoid past “blaming-the-victim” arguments for black people’s caste-like status in US society.
They can then conduct more comparative cross-cultural studies to gain even more insight into the
effects of change of this type, on the social, cultural and family lives of the uprooted.
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Appendix
Frequency Distribution of State of Birth of Respondents
Alabama

2

Mississippi

5

Georgia

6

North Carolina

4

South Carolina

2

Virginia

6

West Virginia

1

Florida

4
30= Total

Note: The names of the respondents have been changed to pseudonyms to ensure their anonymity.
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RIDE TO GLORY, RIDE AND SING!

DR. WILLIAM FRANKLIN GROSS
FORT VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
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Ride to Glory, Ride and Sing!

The life of Congressman John Lewis is a tragic–and beautiful–ride, to glory! The ride
takes off in rural Alabama, rides through the forefronts of the Civil Rights Movement, and lets
off at the United States Congress, where it still rides today. Along the ride, through years of
protesting, rallying, and campaigning for the betterment of society at large, Congressman Lewis
has shined light upon countless important issues which reflect our nation’s world perspective. At
every turn, Mr. Lewis steps not into his own spotlight, for he knows that true glory comes only to
him, or her, who waits patiently for it, and then gracefully shares it with everyone.
For John Lewis, certain things do not cloud the thought process in ways they might cloud
someone else’s; self-gratification, ego, social class, etc. According to his book, Walking with the
Wind, the first–and, arguably, most important–step in motivating one’s self is cleansing the mind
of nearly every aspect of the ‘self’ (64). Similar to a religious person who performs a ritual to
cleanse the body before approaching a deity, Lewis cleanses his own mind before making
important decisions. Recognizing the holiness of each passing moment, as well as the
ramifications his choices carry for the people around him, Lewis acts, wholeheartedly, as a
vessel for improving the human condition. And he takes this idea one step further when he
speaks to student groups, telling them that shame begets those who do nothing out of a sense of
community (65).
A community–the Beloved Community–was all John Lewis had to support him for years
upon years. His parents, choosing always to admire their son’s efforts from afar, did not pave the
way for the ride he took. If anything, they resisted it with silence; when Lewis travelled to meet
Dr. King for the first time, his father rode him to the bus station without saying a word (67).
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Thus, there is toughness, or stoicism, to Congressman Lewis, even while he is kind and
soft spoken. At a young age, he developed a strong conviction for taking risks in order to arouse
change. Lewis also learned quickly to trust one’s own knowledge and instincts, which, in his
case, begot from studies of the bible–often interpreted through Dr. King–and the life’s work of
Mahatma Gandhi. These provide Lewis the lens through which he determines right from wrong,
and makes judgment calls for the future.
If Lewis sensed–while growing up– that a law was unethical, then he refused to follow it.
If someone acted violently toward him, Lewis reacted with dignity and love. To this day, the
Congressman claims that all of humankind lives in the same house. He also believes that a
natural spirit is guiding his life and the lives of others–he calls it the Spirit of History (64). But to
characterize Lewis as a mystic is to overlook the clarity with which he expresses his ideas. For, it
was, perhaps, mostly his level-headedness that won Lewis positions of leadership with some of
the most well-known humanitarian organizations. Before entering Congress, Lewis was
chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and associate director for
both the Field Foundation in New York, and ACTION, a federal agency for volunteer services.
If his spiritual beliefs serve as the impetus for his actions, it is hard work and years of
daily service to our country that have earned Congressman Lewis a coveted role in government.
There are certain concerns that Lewis let go of completely as a young man, in order to work
harder on what he thought was truly important. The concerns Lewis let go of related to himself;
where he would sleep, what he would eat, etc. But the concerns of others–especially the poor,
sick, and disenfranchised–became Lewis’ primary concerns. Jumping forward to today, when
half the country, it seems, still wants the government to hold as small a role as possible in the
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daily lives of its citizens, Mr. Lewis stands up for the needy; he walks with them and talks with
them, and urges other members of government to do the same.
John Lewis holds a keen awareness of how image plays a role in forming stereotypes
within people’s minds. He understands that white Americans trying to help minorities can be
seen in negative ways as “do-gooders.” He also understands why African Americans who use the
phrase “black power” are often misunderstood, even if unfairly. But during his days as chairman
of SNCC, notably when situations became dire and the kind of racial stereotyping
aforementioned drew people apart rather them brought them together, Lewis never let
stereotypes affect his image of himself or his colleagues. Unfortunately, this did not work well
for him regarding his elevated position with SNCC.
When practically all the members of SNCC turned against Lewis because they could not
see his pacifist position as an asset to their organization, he was crushed. Lewis felt that the pain
of that experience was something he would never be able to forget; and he has not. But perhaps
the seeds sown by various members of SNCC after Lewis’ departure paint a clear enough picture
as to what kind of social objectives create more success for more people. A later chairman of
SNCC, Hubert Brown, nicknamed “Rap” and known for wearing dark sunglasses while riling up
large crowds, eventually got involved in firearms violations, became a fugitive in Canada, and
wound up in prison for robbery, among other crimes (394, 427). James Bevel, an energetic friend
of Lewis ever since their days at The American Baptist Theological Seminary, lost his mind after
years of doing great work for the advancement of minorities. Locking Spelman students and
members of the Southern Christian Leadership Council in a room for several days, Bevel ordered
followers to drink his urine in order to prove their devotion to him.
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The accounts of Brown and Bevel are stark contrasts to the future which lay ahead of
Lewis after he left SNCC: Lewis got up–and still gets up–before 5:30 a.m. each morning, with
passion for holding his country to the highest order of decency. Today, he does this as one of the
most highly respected Americans in Washington, DC. Lewis’ persistency reflects that of the
eloquent Frederick Douglass, who once said, “Agitate, Agitate, Agitate” (489). Lewis’ unifying
world perspective reflects the genuine, loving persona of Dr. King, who, after the most infamous
Birmingham bombing, said, “In spite of the darkness of this hour, we must not lose faith in our
white brothers” (234). Lewis’ method of communicating through nonviolence at all times has
roots in Mahatma Gandhi’s ability to fundamentally shift the intentions of his soul inward so that
outward expressions of love are more aptly given to others (126).
The admiration, respect, and love that John Lewis extends toward someone very special
reveal the genuine sincerity of his world view. Fanny Lou Hamer, a Sunflower County
sharecropper lost her job, and was arrested and beaten when she tried to vote in Mississippi.
While she suffered a lifelong limp because of it, her family was also terrorized in similarly brutal
ways. In Walking with the Wind, John Lewis reveals how much he loved Ms. Hamer’s spirit–
how she seemed more excited than anybody else to move the movement forward with
cooperation from various different races. In August 1964, Fannie Lou Hamer carried the loudest
voice as the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) appealed to leaders at the
Democratic National Convention in Atlantic City for more votes, more representation, and more
civil rights.
John Lewis poignantly calls this moment the ‘turning point of the civil rights movement.’
What happened next caused a great many African Americans to say, in regards to whatever hope
they still had in the American government, ‘F-^* it!’ President Johnson cut Ms. Hamer off in the
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form of a live broadcast in order to indirectly discredit her and the MFDP. Instead of helping a
group of people he largely agreed with, Johnson chose to play politics as usual in order to
preserve the vote of the Southern white supremacist. John Lewis believes that at that moment,
more so than any other moment during the movement, Johnson “lost the faith of the people”
(291). What made this sign of disrespect so hard for Lewis to swallow was that, in his mind,
Fannie Lou Hamer represented the best kind of American: hard-working, ethical, deserving of
prosperity and respect. Lyndon Johnson’s inability to treat her as such showed his cowardice and
insincerity, and put into question all of the things he had previously done to aid the cause of civil
rights.
Today, there are a lot of liberals, black and white, who are still saying, ‘F-^# it!’ Some of
them might ask, ‘What’s the point?’ When it comes to creating a Beloved Community which
extends far beyond a small portion of the Deep South, and includes multitudes from all races
under the sun, is this even possible? Drawing on the energy of others who do still care, who do
still sense the importance of moving forward, John Lewis proves that it is still possible. Closing
his book with the old African proverb, “When you pray, move your feet,” Congressman John
Lewis reinforces the power of progress. And so: May this great man’s ongoing life’s work
beseech us to look deep within ourselves in order to cleanse the mind of selfish impulses, listen
with openness to the Spirit of History, and, above all, turn the notion of nonviolence into a
proactive manifestation of our love for one another, our dedication to creating a bright future
together, and our care in holding up the walls of our house–the one we all share–called America,
and, most broadly, the world.
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LA CREACION DEL SUJETO COLONIAL CRISTIANO
CONTRARREFORMISTA EN LOS INFORTUNIOS DE ALONSO RAMÍREZ DE
SIGUENZA Y GÓNGORA

IVÁN HERNÁNDEZ TORRES
FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, BOCA RATON CAMPUS

La creación del sujeto colonial cristiano contrarreformista en Los infortunios
de Alonso Ramírez de Sigüenza y Góngora

En 1690 queda publicada en Nueva España la relación Los infortunios de Alonso
Ramírez, obra de la autoría de Don Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora. Se propone como “relación”,
término que en la época refiere a un tipo de discurso historiográfico definido como informe
solicitado por la Corona sobre las cosas del Nuevo Mundo y sobre las acciones de los españoles
en él, destinado a constituir probanza de méritos y servicios (Invernizzi Santa Cruz 7). Aunque
catalogada como una relación histórica, existe un debate en cuanto a la historicidad del relato, y
más aún, en cuanto al género literario al cual pertenece. Irving A. Leonard opina sobre la obra de
Sigüenza y Góngora, en su ensayo A Great Savant of the Seventeenth Century, que “this tale of
adventure might be classed with the epics of Cabeza de Vaca, Serrano, Orellano, and other
Spanish adventures” (406-07). Lucía Invernizzi Santa Cruz también hace un comparación de la
obra de Sigüenza y Góngora con la de Cabeza de Vaca, específicamente ente Los infortunios y
Naufragios, y menciona que ambas “relaciones” utilizan la forma autobiográfica y “refieren
historias de súbditos del imperio español que, animados del propósito de servir al rey o mejorar
su situación, emprenden acciones destinadas al logro de esa finalidad las que en su desarrollo
enfrentan múltiples obstáculos que desvían su curso y las conducen a un resultado muy distante
de aquel que los sujetos se propusieron alcanzar” (Naufragios e Infortunios 7). Con esto la autora
establece un patrón utilizado en la época donde las obras autobiográficas siguen un canon
preestablecido de aventura, lo cual resta credibilidad a la historicidad de los hechos descritos por
el autor. Antonio Castro Leal asevera que “la historia unas veces aparece y otras está tratada
como obra de ficción” (La novela del México colonial 21). Por otra parte, Manuel Romero de
Terreros menciona, en el prólogo de Relaciones Históricas, que “con esta relación, basada en un
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hecho real, Sigüenza y Góngora da el primer modelo de novela histórica” (de Sigüenza y
Góngora VI). Con el término ‘novela histórica’ Romero de Terreros nos da a entender que la
historicidad de la obra ha sido impregnada con elementos novelescos donde el autor juega
libremente con el recuento de la historia de Alonso Ramírez. Es por esto que no se puede
estudiar la obra de Sigüenza y Góngora sin estudiar la vida del autor, para poder entender sus
posibles añadiduras estilísticas a la historia convirtiéndola en una moraleja a la par con las
creencias del autor, y más aún, con las creencias de sus protectores en el gobierno novoespañol.
Una posible lectura de la relación es observándola a través del ojo cristiano contrarreformista de
la época en que fue escrita y teniendo en cuenta el trasfondo jesuita del autor. Si analizamos la
vida del escritor, la influencia tanto de su religión como de su relación con el Conde de Galve, y
sus formulas estilísticas en otras de sus obras, podríamos ver cómo Sigüenza y Góngora utiliza la
historia de Alonso Ramírez en un intento de establecer a un sujeto colonial, cristiano y
contrarreformista a través del cual se promueva un nuevo impulso para el catolicismo colonial en
tiempos donde está siendo fuertemente atacado en Europa y a nivel mundial. La importancia del
personaje de Alonso Ramírez es poder dar una voz más popular a las enseñanzas cristianas de la
obra, viniendo ellas de las voz de un criollo puertorriqueño y no de la de un jesuita y protegido
del gobierno.
Don Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora nace el 14 de agosto de 1645 en Nueva España. Poco
se conoce de la polifacética vida de este autor fuera de lo documentado históricamente en cuanto
a sus puestos y alianzas con el gobierno y las instituciones jesuitas. Leonard menciona que “a
cursory examination of the ordinary manuals of Spanish literature fails to afford us any real clues
to the identity of this figure, who, in the history of Mexican literature, is placed in the same
category with Sor Juana Inés and Ruiz Alarcón” (399). Sí se conoce que a los 15 años entró “a la
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Compañía de Jesús, que gozaba más que ninguna otra orden de prestigio científico, y dos años
después hizo sus votos en el convento de Tepotzotlán” (Posada 379). Este tiempo es de gran
importancia ya que Sigüenza y Góngora siempre mostró inclinación por las ciencias. Después de
la Compañía de Jesús fue enviado al colegio de los jesuitas en Puebla donde permaneció hasta
1667. La razón de su salida del colegio es una área de debate entre los que han estudiado su vida.
Germán Posada establece que el autor “salió y no por su voluntad” (Sigüenza y Góngora,
Historiador 379). Elías Trabulse dice en cuanto al tema que “el 9 de agosto fue expulsado del
noviciado del Colegio del Espíritu Santo de la Compañía de Jesús en Puebla por razones
rigurosamente disciplinarias ya que acostumbraba escapar a excursiones nocturnas” (La obra
cartográfica de don Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora 265). Por otra parte Romero de Terreros
menciona en el prólogo a las Relaciones Históricas que:
Por motivos que se ignoran y que han dado origen a diversas y encontradas suposiciones,
abandonó la Compañía, después de siete años de permanencia en ella; pero seguramente
no fue por causa grave, puesto que, a raíz precisamente de haber abandonado la Orden,
escribió su Oriental Planeta Evangélico, poema en honor y alabanza de San Francisco
Javier, gloria de la Compañía de Jesús, y conservó siempre profundo afecto y respeto a
los jesuitas, “sus maestros”, al grado de legarles en su testamento su rica biblioteca, su
colección de códices y antigüedades mexicanas y sus instrumentos científicos, para el
Colegio de San Pedro y San Pablo de la ciudad de México (X).
De mayor importancia a la razón por la cual deja de pertenecer al colegio jesuita es el hecho de
que Sigüenza y Góngora siempre mantuvo contacto y respeto por la orden, razón por la cual
podemos ver sus escritos influenciados por doctrinas cristianas jesuitas y sus votos formativos de
obediencia, pobreza, y castidad. Algunas de estas ideas se pueden observar en la historia de
Alonso Ramírez, donde el criollo sufre sus infortunios por intentar salir de su situación de
pobreza, “una ‘peregrinación lastimosa’, destinada a no llegar a buen puerto porque se motiva en
una aspiración imposible… aspiración que se castiga con el fracaso que clausura todas las
secuencias relativas al intento de realizarlas” (Invernizzi Santa Cruz 20).
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Lo cierto es que en su tiempo Sigüenza y Góngora alcanzó mayor prestigio como hombre
de ciencia que de letras (Posada 381). Este es uno de los aspectos más barrocos del autor; es un
hombre de ciencias, pero es un hombre de fe y devoción a la Virgen de la Guadalupe. En 1692,
después de los motines de indígenas debido a desastres en sus cosechas, escribe Alboroto y motín
de los indios de México. En él, según Ruth Hill, “he explains in scientific rather than religious
terms how the wheat harvest was ruined by the natural effects of the eclipse (The New
Philosophy and the Sacred in Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora’s Rhetoric and Poetics 132). En Los
Infortunios podemos observar el lado científico del autor en el gran uso de su experiencia
cartográfica para descripciones específicas de la geografía de los lugares por los que viaja el
personaje principal. En la obra Alonso describe detalladamente su viaje en camino a las
Filipinas; en un segmento el personaje comenta “luego, por entre las angosturas de Isla Verde y
Mindoro, se navegarán al Oeste once o doce leguas, hasta cerca de la isla de Ambil y las catorce
leguas, que desde aquí se cuentan a Mariveles (que está en 14 grados 30 minutos) se granjean
yendo al Noroeste, Norte y Nordeste” (de Sigüenza y Góngora 14). Aquí podemos observar
cómo los conocimientos de Sigüenza y Góngora se infiltran en el recuento de Alonso Ramírez ya
que es muy poco probable que el personaje, quien emigra de Puerto Rico a los trece años, haya
tenido suficiente educación para conocer toda esta información técnica de navegación marítima.
Invernizzi Santa Cruz menciona en una nota al calce de su ensayo que en Los infortunios
Sigüenza y Góngora “se infiltra en la narración autobiográfica a través de una serie de indicios”
(18) entre los que se encuentran “las precisiones geográficas del capítulo II, propios del discurso
técnico del geógrafo y no del improvisado marino que es Alonso Ramírez, quien confiesa en otro
lugar del discurso (capítulo V) su ignorancia en estas materias” (18). Esto nos conduce a otro
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aspecto del método de Sigüenza, el de la intervención del hecho religioso, muy frecuente en sus
escritos, como en todas las formas de la vida de la época colonial (Posada 394).
Esta visión científica de hechos contrasta con la imagen cristiana, específicamente de la
Virgen de Guadalupe, que es una figura central a la trama o resolución de algunas de las obras de
Sigüenza y Góngora, incluyendo la de Alonso Ramírez. Es verdad que Sigüenza sustituye
siempre que puede una fábula por un hecho comprobado, que aquilata desde el punto de vista
científico sus documentos, en cuanto se refiere a la historia civil; mas en cuanto a la historia
religiosa, basta que sus datos provengan por tradición oral o informaciones incomprobables para
ser ciertas (Posada 394). Otro de los indicios que menciona Invernizzi Santa Cruz como
evidencia de la voz de Sigüenza y Góngora, a través del personaje de Alonso Ramírez, es:
los enunciados religiosos de alabanza a la Virgen de Guadalupe y ruego a Dios por la
salvación de herejes inicuos pertinentes al sacerdote mexicano y no al puertorriqueño de
origen que no manifiesta especial devoción a la guadalupana virgen, salvo en momentos
de máximo riesgo y no podría tener personal interés en la salvación de herejes que lo han
hecho víctima de crueles torturas (18).
Cabe notar que la Virgen de Guadalupe es una imagen más bien mexicana, y por lo tanto, es
poco probable que un puertorriqueño fuese devoto a ella. Aunque se podría debatir este hecho
diciendo que Alonso comenzó su devoción cuando vivió en México, se desconoce la devoción de
la figura histórica de Alonso, mas no la de Sigüenza y Góngora. Es importante observar como
ésta no es la única vez que Sigüenza y Góngora hace uso de la imagen de la Virgen de
Guadalupe. Hill hace mención de la prevalencia de la imagen guadalupana en la obra Primavera
Indiana de nuestro autor. Hill menciona como “flowers in this Indian Spring are the symbol of
rebirth and they symbolize what cannot be touched or felt – the divine essence of the pure
‘intact’ Virgin Mary, of which the Virgin of Guadalupe image in Mexico is another earthly
representation or allegorizaton” (141), también aseverando que “throughout the poem, the Virgin
of Guadalupe is the undeceiving agent of God’s mercy and Light” (141). En Los infortunios
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vemos cómo Alonso Ramírez hace mención de la Virgen de Guadalupe desde el capítulo VI,
invocándola cada vez que se encuentra en aprietos. Uno de los momentos en los que el personaje
la llama es cuando se encuentran a punto de morir por no tener agua, donde Alonso dice:
le pedimos a la Santísima Virgen de Guadalupe el que, pues era fuente de aguas vivas
para sus devotos, compadeciéndose de lo que ya casi agonizábamos con la muerte, nos
socorriese como a hijos, protestando no apartar jamás de nuestra memoria, para
agradecérselo, beneficio tanto. Bien sabéis, Madre y Señora mía amantísima, el que así
pasó (de Sigüenza y Góngora 51).
Cabe señalar que esto ocurre cuando el personaje ya ha abandonado sus intentos de enriquecerse,
y salir de su posición dentro de las escalas sociales, y se encuentra en una posición de obediencia
y pobreza. Como recordaremos, estos son dos de los votos que tomó Sigüenza y Góngora en sus
estudios jesuitas. Alonso sale corregido y advertido acerca de la inconveniencia de la
desmesurada aspiración y moldeado según la norma impuesta por un sistema que obliga a acatar
y a seguir ocupando el lugar asignado desde siempre, sin pretender cambiarlo (Invernizzi Santa
Cruz 20). Con esta tan fuerte imagen de salvación Sigüenza y Góngora está enviando al lector un
mensaje de devoción a la Virgen de Guadalupe; un mensaje de salvación gracias a la fe, donde
“sólo la Providencia y las conductas fundadas en los principios del catolicismo pueden ser
instancia protectora o de salvación” (Invernizzi Santa Cruz 19). Así la “real y verdadera historia”
de los “trabajos” e infortunios de Alonso Ramírez enfrentado a la adversidad adquiere el sentido
de lucha que, en el plano terreno, objetiva el sobrenatural combate entre las fuerzas del Bien y el
Mal, representadas aquí por virtuosos católicos súbditos del imperio español – entre los que
descuellan el virrey y Sigüenza y Góngora – y por herejes ingleses, feroces enemigos del
catolicismo de España (Invernizzi Santa Cruz 19). En cuanto a la Guadalupe, también sabemos
que el Conde de Galves fue quien convidó al autor para que presenciara las fiestas de la
dedicación de la Iglesia en honor a la Virgen, razón por la cual escribe Glorias de Querétaro,
dónde fue incluido en el apéndice el poema a la Virgen antes mencionado.
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Un dato importante sobre Los infortunios es que la obra fue dedicada al Conde de Galve
Gaspar de Sandoval Silva y Mendoza. En su dedicatoria Sigüenza y Góngora escribe:
Alentado, pues, con lo que de esta veo cada día prácticamente y con el seguro de que
jamás se cierran las puertas del palacio de vuecencia a los desvalidos, en nombre de quien
me dio el asunto para escribir la consagro a las aras de la benignidad de vuecencia esta
peregrinación lastimosa, confiado desde luego, por lo que me toca, que, en la crisis
altísima que sabe hacer con espanto mío de la hidrografía y geografía del mundo, tendrá
patrocinio y merecimiento (de Sigüenza y Góngora, Los infortunios de Alonso
Ramírez 53).
Esta dedicatoria sirve dos funciones: la de enaltecer la figura del Conde de Galve, protector de
Sigüenza y Góngora, y la de reesforzar la idea de que el relato de Alonso Ramírez es uno de
calidad histórica, donde el cristiano navegante puertorriqueño ha sido salvado por la Virgen de
Guadalupe de las garras de los protestantes ingleses y traído ante la benevolencia del Conde,
pero ya en su posición original de pobre y humilde criollo. En 1680 (Sigüenza y Góngora) fue
nombrado “Cosmógrafo del Reino” por Real Cédula de Carlos II (Trabulse 266). Cabe notar que
de la época de protección del Conde es de donde datan algunos de sus escritos más conocidos,
incluyendo a Los infortunios, y que Sigüenza y Góngora se había “convertido en cronista del
virreinato, aunque sin el nombramiento correspondiente” (Posada 382). Las obras que escribió en
calidad de cronista de sucesos contemporáneos, bajo la protección del virrey de Galve, crónicas
que abarcan territorios de toda la América septentrional (y otras partes del mundo), muestran su
gran conocimiento histórico-geográfico de este continente (Posada 404). Este conocimiento se
puede ver plasmado en Los infortunios al notar la exactitud con la que Alonso Ramírez logra
recordar toda su travesía, particularmente por Asia, y dar específicos detalles geográficos de la
misma. Es curioso ver como el autor trata de rectificar este error en el capítulo V, cuando Alonso
Ramírez se pierde navegando en el Caribe, a pesar de ser original de Puerto Rico, donde le hace
decir a Alonso “habiendo salido de mi patria de tan poca edad, nunca supe (ni cuidé de ello
después) qué islas son circunvecinas y cuáles sus nombres” (de Sigüenza y Góngora, Relaciones
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históricas 44), lo cual contrasta grandemente con el conocimiento marítimo mostrado por Alonso
al principio de la novela. En cuanto a la protección del Conde de Galve, Posada menciona que:
El único gobernante que comprendió y protegió sin reservas a nuestro historiador fue el
virrey conde de Galve. En su Gobierno se desarrolló un sistemático plan para defender el
territorio americano de las incursiones de los franceses, y para este fin se fortificaron los
puertos, se practicaron reconocimientos geográficos y se fundaron avanzadas colonias
militares. Para casi todas estas obras solicitó el virrey la colaboración científica de
Sigüenza y Góngora… (Sigüenza y Góngora, Historiados 381)
Esta información es importante ya que podemos ver cómo en la obra Alonso Ramírez demuestra
desconfianza en los franceses, a pesar de ser católicos al igual que él. En el capítulo V Alonso le
sugiere a su tripulación acercarse a la isla francesa de Guadalupe para pedir asilo “pues los
franceses eran católicos… les obligaría la piedad cristiana a patrocinarnos” (de Sigüenza y
Góngora, Relaciones históricas 44) a lo cual toda la tripulación se niega por desconfianza en los
franceses. Es importante ver como el autor establece aquí que el verdadero cristiano es el
español, ya que los cristianos franceses no son de confianza; esto muestra la influencia del
discurso del Conde de Galve en la historia de Sigüenza y Góngora quien lo dice a través del
relato de Alonso Ramírez. Esta no es la única obra donde Sigüenza y Góngora hace mención
sobre la situación entre los españoles y franceses con especial referencia al Conde de Galve. Hill
menciona que en la obra de Sigüenza y Góngora Trofeo de la justicia española en el castigo de
la alevosía francesa (1691) “he writes that the minds of the lanzeros was put at ease by orders
given by Count de Galve, the viceroy of Mexico who coordinated Spain’s triumph over the
French” (The New Philosophy 132). Como podemos observar era de gran importancia para el
Conde de Galve el exaltar su figura, y la figura española y mexicana, por encima de la francesa
vilipendiando así la figura del cristiano francés por debajo de la del cristiano español. Hill
también menciona que “Sigüenza y Góngora “lauds the Viceroy and Count de Galve Gaspar de
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Sandoval Silva y Mendoza’s sucoring of those garrisons that depend on the Capital to defend
them from European pirates and frontier natives” (The New Philosophy 132).
La imagen más importante en la construcción del sujeto colonial cristiano
contrarreformista en la obra de Sigüenza y Góngora es la imagen de los piratas ingleses. Los
ingleses eran unos de los grandes propulsores de la reforma cristiana, apartándose de las
reglamentaciones del Vaticano, y eventualmente de la fe católica. En la obra Alonso describe el
primer encuentro con los piratas ingleses como uno violento:
Llegar casi inmediatamente sobre nosotros las dos embarcaciones grandes que habíamos
visto y de donde habían salido las piraguas y arriar las de gavia, pidiendo buen cuartel, y
entrar más de cincuenta ingleses con alfanjes en las manos en mi fragata, todo fue uno…
mientras a palo nos retiraron a proa, celebraron con mofa y risa la prevención de armas y
municiones que en ella hallaron… (de Sigüenza y Góngora, Relaciones históricas 18).
Muchos no pensarán que el hecho de que los piratas sean ingleses tenga que ver con la
caracterización del protestante malvado en contra del cristiano bondadoso, pero no es por
casualidad que los piratas son ingleses, y protestantes, y no de otro país católico. La
caracterización de los ingleses y los españoles – incluyendo al malvado andaluz que aparece por
ahí – y los indios de ese mundo abigarrado del Oriente, es suficiente para reconocer que nuestro
autor realizaba conscientemente una tarea literaria (Castro Leal 52). Un ejemplo de esta
caracterización está en el relato de Alonso en el capítulo IV donde describe a Miguel, el
sevillano que viajaba con los ingleses. Alonso dice:
No hubo trabajo intolerable en que no nos pusiesen, no hubo ocasión alguna en que no
nos maltratasen,… que no viniese por su mano y dirección, haciendo gala de mostrarse
impío y abandonando lo católico en que nació, por vivir pirata y morir hereje…
Acompañaba a los ingleses, y esto era para mí y para los míos lo más sensible…
Alúmbrele Dios el entendimiento, para que, enmendando su vida, consiga el perdón de
sus iniquidades (de Sigüenza y Góngora, Relaciones históricas 40-1).
A través de toda la obra se establece una relación binaria (ingles-español / mal-bien / protestantecristiano) de la cual el autor jamás se desvía y la cual ayuda a reforzar la idea de que el sujeto
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colonial católico es el que representa el bien y la salvación de cualquier situación de peligro.
Sigüenza y Góngora atribuye las victorias, las derrotas, los levantamientos, todo el recurso de la
historia a los dictados de la Providencia, que gobierna a su antojo en este mundo de autómatas
mortales (Posada 395). Según esta fórmula debido a las faltas a las leyes de la providencia es que
Alonso es raptado por los ingleses y, debido a que de busca riquezas para abandonar su
verdadero lugar en la sociedad colonial, Alonso continúa teniendo infortunios mientras sigue sin
rendirse en cuanto a sus metas de prosperidad. No es hasta que decide regresar a México, y
entregarse de lleno a su devoción a la Virgen de Guadalupe, que Alonso es salvado y regresa a su
verdadera posición en la tierra de Nueva España. Según Invernizzi Santa Cruz “ese lugar es el
marginal, subordinado, dependiente… (donde el autor) impone su dominante presencia de
entidad que controla, regula e interpreta” (Naufragios e Infortunios 21). Ha sido una fortuna que
la narración haya sido puesta en boca de Alonso Ramírez, porque así Sigüenza y Góngora se ha
visto obligado a usar una prosa sencilla, de sintaxis coloquial y léxico ordinario, muy distinta de
la que acostumbraba generalmente (Castro Leal 52). Este lenguaje fácil de entender garantiza
que la enseñanza moral cristiana que propulsa el catolicismo, y la devoción a la Virgen de la
Guadalupe, sea asequible al pópulo y no se estanque sólo en las esferas de alta sociedad criolla.
Se consideraba que la “santidad” de este grupo (los criollos) era dudosa, dado al medio social del
cual surgía el criollo, dominado por el afán de éxito y ascenso social, la codicia y el
resentimiento (Moraña 238). El hecho de que se utilice la voz de Alonso Ramírez le da una
credibilidad a la salvación donde deja de ser un sermón contrarreformista de un sacerdote y se
convierte en un testimonio viviente de un criollo pobre que ha sido salvado por su catolicismo
por encima de los infortunios causados por los protestantes herejes que han rechazado su
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salvación en busca de riquezas que los apartan de la humildad y de los votos de un verdadero
jesuita.
El personaje de Sigüenza y Góngora es un hombre honrado y sincero, de no muy grandes
alcances; incapaz de imponerse al destino, más bien víctima de él; que tiene una religión y una
moral; que es servicial y bondadoso y al que la vida le ha dado suficientes experiencias para no
dejarse engañar (Castro Leal 51-2). La existencia histórica de Alonso Ramírez es inconsecuente
al estudio del personaje como una construcción literaria de Sigüenza y Góngora para crear un
sujeto colonial contrarreformista; haya existido, o no, la realidad es que el personaje que vemos
en Los infortunios de Alonso Ramírez no es histórico, sino literario. Eso es lo que Sigüenza y
Góngora realiza con su “relación más difusa” en la cual, con diestro manejo retórico, elabora la
historia de los ‘trabajos’ de Alonso Ramírez dándole el sentido de caso ilustrativo de la situación
imperial española de fines de siglo XVII (Invernizzi Santa Cruz 18). A través de Alonso
Ramírez, Sigüenza y Góngora intenta crear un modelo a seguir, un ciudadano ejemplar, un
verdadero criollo católico, quien abandona su búsqueda de riquezas y escalamiento social por
una verdadera unión con la Virgen de Guadalupe. El personaje muestra que las codicia sólo lo
llevó a ser raptado por piratas, a ser maltratado, a estar perdido por mares desconocidos, a sufrir
hambre, y a estar en constante peligro. Al mostrarnos a los personajes de los ingleses y otros
herejes como el andaluz protestante, que sólo buscan riquezas, el autor nos muestra el otro lado
de la moneda, el ejemplo negativo, del protestante malvado que es alejado de la virtud por su
codicia. Alonso Ramírez así deja de ser el Alonso Ramírez tal vez histórico y se convierte en un
personaje ficticio, producto de la imaginación de Sigüenza y Góngora, que sirve la función de
propagar la agenda cristiana contrarreformista del autor a través del territorio colonial.
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Deconstructing Trayvon Martin: Helping Prospective Teachers Read between
the Lines as They Confront Class in the Classroom and Teach Social Justice

African American and Caucasian youth have starkly different views about the shooting of
Trayvon Martin and the “Stand Your Ground” law; however, in the realm of education we are
not providing students with the stage for meaningful learning and healthy debate about this
event.
Classroom conversations about race and racism can be difficult. Often teachers and students find
deflectors to avoid the topic. Often times when these topics are addressed in the classroom, the
conversations are superficial, shallow, and simplistic. Jane Bolgatz, author of Talking about Race
and Racism in the Classroom, postulates that talking about race and racism takes courage. She
further states that teachers must help students view racial issues through a critical lens that
attends to current and institutional aspects of racism. The most critical media race issue since the
1996 O.J. Simpson trial is the killing of Trayvon Martin. Many teachers did not integrate the
discussion of Trayvon Martin into their classrooms. The incorporation of current events into
classroom instruction improves students’ critical thinking skills. Teachers can effectively use
current and controversial events instruction to address a wide variety of standards and even
mandated content, but this often means they must work carefully and incrementally to integrate
this new approach in their classrooms. Teacher preparation programs must help prospective
educators examine black masculinity from a variety of perspectives—not looking for consensus
but for insight. Deconstructing Trayvon Martin’s case needs to be presented in classrooms as a
multifaceted collage of American black males and as issues of civil right and liberties. This
current event can be used as an instructional tool to enhance the critical thinking skills of
students; however, we must prepare teachers to effectively and skillfully handle the insertion of
these ideas and principles into the learning community.

There is a gaping racial divide in the views about the Trayvon Martin case. According to
the results in a poll conducted by the Washington Post, eight in ten African Americans say they
think Martin’s killing was not justified, compared with 38 percent of Caucasians. Intense focus
on the Martin case demands a broader conversation about racial disparities in America. African
American and Caucasian youth have starkly different views on the shooting of Trayvon Martin
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and the “Stand Your Ground” law; however, in the realm of education we are not providing
students with the stage for meaningful learning and healthy debate about this event.
Classroom conversations about race and racism can be difficult. Often teachers and
students find deflectors to avoid the topic. Often times when these topics are addressed in the
classroom, the conversations are superficial, shallow, and too simplistic. Jane Bolgatz, author of
Talking About Race and Racism in the Classroom, postulates that talking about race and racism
takes courage. She further states that teachers must help students view racial issues through a
critical lens that attends to current and institutional aspects of racism. Trayvon is a black male
youth seen through the media lens, through stereotypes, through the eyes of fearful black parents,
and through the novice eyes of American youth.
Many teachers have not integrated the discussion of Trayvon Martin into their
classrooms. The question becomes why? Are teachers not sure how or are they not interested in
engaging minds in the practice of learning? I am fully aware that many teachers feel constrained
by district-mandated pacing guides that squeeze out this kind of content, while others feel they
would not even know where to start with such a project. Still others are concerned with the
controversies that might be created by including this particular current event in their classrooms.
The incorporation of current events into classroom instruction improves students’ critical
thinking skills. Fortunately, like a lot of curriculum changes, this kind of move can be
accomplished on an incremental basis, allowing teachers to experiment with different
approaches. For example, teachers can integrate current events discussion into a unit plan, using
examination of current events as a way to reflect on the past (as in a social studies or history
classroom) or as a way to teach basic literacy skills through reading, writing, and speaking about
nonfiction texts (as in a language arts classroom). Teachers can effectively use current and
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controversial events instruction to address a wide variety of standards and even mandated
content, but this often means they must work carefully and incrementally to integrate this new
approach in their classrooms. Teacher preparation programs must help prospective educators
examine black masculinity from a variety of perspectives, not looking for consensus but for
insight. Deconstructing Trayvon Martin’s case should be presented in classrooms as a
multifaceted collage of American black males and issues of civil right and liberties. This current
event can be used as an instructional tool to enhance the skills of critical thinking for students.
On August 3, 1857, Frederick Douglass delivered his “West India Emancipation” speech
at Canandaigua, New York, on the twenty-third anniversary of the event. Most of the address
was a history of British efforts in pursuit of emancipation as well as a reminder of the vital role
of the West Indian slaves in their own freedom struggle. Consequently, shortly after he
commenced, Douglass sounded a foreshadowing of the coming Civil War when he uttered two
paragraphs that have become the most quoted sentences of all public orations. It began with the
words, “If there is no struggle, there is no progress.” The general inference of mankind is that a
man who will not fight for himself, when he has the means of doing so, is not worth being fought
for by others, and this sentiment is just. For a man who does not value freedom for himself will
never value it for others or put himself to any inconvenience to gain it for others. This speech is
more symbolic of the passion that one must possess in order to ignite his or her freedom journey.
This freedom journey is the voyage that pre-service teachers must embark upon for the learning
excursion of their prospective students
The details surrounding Trayvon Martin are symbolic to America. Trayvon Martin is
much more valuable to America as a dead young Black man than he ever was alive. As a dead
symbol, President Barack Obama can claim him as a son he never had. As a living Black man,
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however, the American criminal justice system claims one out of three young Black men born
after 2001. The school system purports Black as another dead symbol, stating that only forty four
percent of Black Males nation-wide graduate from high school (Schott Foundation for Public
Education). As a dead symbol, Republican presidential candidates can claim that Trayvon
deserved his right to live as an American; but, many living young Black men, like Trayvon, are
stripped of their rights daily as a result of harsh, racially targeted and overly punitive laws
created by and pushed by the “lawmakers”. In the book The New Jim Crow by Michelle
Alexander, she reminds us that more Black men are presently in prison than there were Blacks
enslaved in America in 1850. She postulates that America has never really ended Jim Crow, but
has simply given it another name: the criminal system. We can also call it the education system
or the economic systems, nonetheless, each of these new systems equate to a new system of
racial control of African Americans that mirrors Jim Crow. America knows how to maximize the
use of the symbol of a dead young Black male to achieve its objectives. When symbols are used
correctly; sweatshirt companies profit, candy companies profit and ice tea companies profit. Forprofit prisons flourish and America cleanses it conscious, while the deplorable plight of young
Black males in America remains the same. Where do we teach the importance of symbols? What
lessons are taught as it relates to deconstructing or valuing a symbol? Traditionally, we have left
those rigorous efforts and issues to the classrooms of America. What happens to the essential
lessons of social justice when teachers are not prepared to use the skills of critical thinking and
analysis, or if teachers are unwilling to engage students in the inquiry process of such
controversial issues like the Trayvon Martin case?
The death of Trayvon Martin is a symbol of the plight of young Black males in America.
As a glaring symbol, his senseless murder is something to which most Americans can relate.
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However, the realities of Black males’ lives in Florida and across the nation are the realities to
which most Americans do not want to relate. The truth is that America is comfortable with
young Black males as symbols, being where they are in society, being like they are-black hoodie
and all. Addressing symbols are quite useful and practical when society lacks the courage and
integrity to deal with its disturbing realities. America is in love with Black males like Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and even Trayvon Martin after they are dead. It is the masculine
bravado, the positive stature, and extreme vocals of Black males that they have trouble with
while they are alive. If the nation continues on its present course, the symbols of Black males in
America might change. Unfortunately, however, the realities will remain the same or become
worse. And America will be the lesser for it. We must teach to the issues of today in order to
change to outcomes of the future.
Educational Issues
The second month of the year of 2012 was consumed with the inhumane killing of
Florida teenager Trayvon Martin. During the month of February in most classrooms, teachers are
discussing issues surrounding President’s Day, Black History month, as scarcely as possible, and
preparing to celebrate the commercialism of Valentine’s Day. The February killing of Trayvon
Martin has both perplexed and spurred people across our nation. The resultant outraged cries for
justice, in the form of arresting and trying the shooter, have arisen from united voices of
disparate races, ethnicities, ages and socioeconomic levels. Without question, this transcendent
unity is an unexpected but striking byproduct of the horrific event. Yet, students still know little
about the historical, sociological and personal contexts that have provoked the mélange of
anguish and anger compelling so many to take to the streets in rallies. Educators-regardless of
their own race and ethnicity are uniquely situated to provide these contexts, to enlighten this
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concurrent generation-in short, to educate. Rather than flee the hot buttons of race and power in
our society or avoid the intricacies attendant to these matters, educators can explain historic
issues surrounding race, the social implications of discrimination and stereotyping in our society,
and the influential power of technology via social media to arouse individuals around a cause.
During the month of February teachers could masterfully use slavery, the civil rights movement
and countless episodes during the last fifty years as a backdrop. Educators must provide the
catalysts for deeper student engagement and research on the issues surrounding this case.
Nationwide, teachers are espousing the need to make a difference by being strong contributors to
their chosen profession. Well, stand up, make a difference: Now is not the time for timid
education. This is a moment in history that educators must seize for the good of all their students.
Teachers must be willing to talk with their students about the Trayvon Martin case and the issues
that have aroused such deep emotions in so many watching the case. Educators must invite
students to discuss it, require them to research the past, to delve into the present issues and to
present their findings. For many students, this will not simply be a history lesson or current
events discussion but rather the precursor to real-life experience. In her book, Prisoners of
Childhood, Psychoanalyst Alice Miller divulges many of the struggles associated with her abuse
and recovery of her childhood. She explains that she had to learn how to rethink and theorize
prevailing social and critical thought through the perspective of a childhood learner. She
postulates that in the space of childhood we remember “crucial information”, answers to
questions which have gone unanswered. When our lived experience of theorizing is
fundamentally linked to processes of self-recovery, of collective liberation, no gap exists
between theory and practice (hooks, 61). Teacher preparation programs of Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) must take up the mantle and ensure our programs and
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curricular outcomes will produce a cohort of educators that will fundamentally understand the
dire need to educate students of color for liberation and not perpetuate the process of educating
them for incarceration. How do we move from theory to practice in teacher preparation? In The
Significance of Theory Terry Eagleton says:
Children make the best theorists, since they have not yet been educated into accepting our
routine social practices as “natural,” and so insist on posing to those practices the most
embarrassingly general and fundamental questions, regarding them with a wondering
estrangement which we adults have long forgotten. Since they do not yet grasp our social
practices as inevitable, they do not see why we might not do things differently.
Integrating Controversial Issues in Teacher Education
There are no escaping controversial issues. Major and minor, great and small, they fill
many of the moments of all our days. To attempt to keep the controversial out of the classroom is
nothing more than a weak surrender to the ivory tower. This is particularly true in the education
of teachers. The school can play its role in influencing social change only if teachers are not
merely aware of the currents and cross-currents of their culture but have thought clearly their
own position where controversy exists and are prepared to act in accordance with their
convictions. Any sound teacher education program must accordingly be deeply imbedded in the
problems of society (Snyder, 1951). Questions loom around the handling of controversial issues
in the classroom-questions of what, when and how. Teacher preparation programs must engage
pre-service educators in the methods of how to best answer these questions.
•

What: All issues which are or can become real to the learner and for which he has the
maturity to deal with such adequacy as is satisfying to him.

•

When: Continuously in the context of the total program.

•

How: With the utmost skill possible, considering the maturity level of the student, in the
use of the scientific method; with application of the principle of the integration of
thought, feeling and action as basic to sound behavior.
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Under the assumption that the traditional college age is from eighteen to twenty-two for
most students preparing to be teachers, the normal developmental tasks of this age are natural
stepping stones to consideration of the most profound of the many controversial issues of today.
Young learners at this developmental level have a strong urge to realize themselves as
individuals in their own right, to establish their independence and to find a mate. These young
learners are on a mission to develop their own personal value base which inevitably leads young
adults into conflict situations within the context of our traditional teacher preparation programs.
Faculty within most teacher preparation programs are seasoned educators who have retired from
educational districts and are now focused on teaching rather than still examining the stages of
development of the learner in order to develop the best lessons and teaching strategies.
Approaching adulthood universally brings with it questionings of values, morals, and beliefs.
Problems with relations, religion, politics, and pedagogy are areas of perennial controversy to
which each student must ultimately find their own answers (Snyder, 1951).
Faculty in teacher preparation must give genuine recognition to the developmental tasks
of college-age students as determinants of the curriculum. Those areas in which controversy is
dominant should form the core of the curriculum. The controversy of the moment is often the
best point of departure in the classroom approach to areas of how to engage prospective teachers
in the teaching of controversial issues. Engaging in this type of learning experience will give
students an opportunity to understand their own feelings, values, and impressions of what
precipitates conflicts. This pedagogical strategy should lead to an almost overpowering demand
to understand the reasons behind the differences in attitude. A teacher needs to be aware both of
the universal drives of the maturity level of students, of specific individual needs of his or her
students, and of the crucial issues of the time. There is no issue that should be considered too
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dangerous to be handled in a teacher preparation classroom. The students at college have reached
the age when only a courageous look at what at reality can be satisfying. To do this, it is
necessary that the curriculum, as was implied in what was said earlier, be based not upon subject
matter as an end but upon the problems of living as a continuous and branching stream of
inquiry. The selection of those problems should be made in terms of their representing the
unfinished business one generation passes to another.
The issues surrounding Trayvon Martin are symbolic of the “unfinished business”. A
faculty analyzing the social scene from this perspective must map out in advance those areas of
living which hold the urgency of this burden the upcoming generation must assume and prepare
future teachers that will compel students to stretch beyond the horizon of present thinking and
create a paradigm shift that will effectively teach the ideas of justice and equality for all. In
teacher preparation courses, there must be an integration of Critical Race Theory (CRT) into the
curriculum and pedagogy of faculty. Critical Race Theory examines White privilege and
institutional racism. When viewing a racially diverse classroom with the tenets of CRT, a White
teacher who takes a “colorblind” approach to teaching Black and Latino students and ignores
social inequalities, inadvertently promotes a racially prejudiced hegemony (Kohli, 2012).
The Challenge
How do we teach the Trayvon Martin case in our teacher preparation classrooms? As
teacher preparation faculty, we must prepare future teachers who will be proficient in strategies
that will help students understand, without fueling discord or planting seeds of animosity. It is
imperative that teacher preparation programs particularly that are centralized at HBCUs teach
teachers that will effectively incorporate hot button topics of race and power in our society rather
than flee these topics due to a lack of preparation and fear. It is our obligation in these critical
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preparation programs to empower and enlighten the next generation of teachers with the skills
necessary to not avoid the complexities attendant to the matters of race and social justice but
rather run to these issues with an educational mallet that can be used to mold and shape the
educational foundation of the next generation of students-leaders. Pre-service educators need to
be able to explain the historic issues surrounding race, the social implications of discrimination
and stereotyping in our society, and the influential power of technology via social media to
arouse individuals to rally around a cause. With slavery, the civil rights movement and countless
episodes during the last fifty years as a backdrop, educators can provide the catalysts for deeper
student research and discussion on these critical issues. The Trayvon Martin case is a call to the
educational community for a paradigm shift in the ideas of critical thinking as it relates to the
world and our students’ democratic position in it. Now is not the time for timid education. This is
a moment in history that educators must seize for the good of all their students.
Issues that are likely to be sensitive or controversial are those that have a political, social
or personal impact and arouse feelings and/or deal with questions of value or belief. The Trayvon
Martin incident is an example of a controversial issue. Students throughout the world rallied,
protested, demonstrated and showed solidarity by walking out of schools. There was very little
education given to these students in regards to the issue. What were the lessons learned by
students? Did the educational community miss a teachable moment by taking our usually
cowardice colorblind stance of policy and conformity to curriculum standards as it relates to the
underlying issues of race that our young people continue to struggle with? What is so
disconcerting about the Trayvon Martin controversy is that the educational community has
ignored the incident and disregarded his death with the notion that our villagers, the students,
would not react. Students throughout the country symbolically view the hood as character and
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potential. Even without the hood, black students are faced with having their character, learning
potential, and their essence impugned and their visibility diminished.
For young people the world seems to be a difficult labyrinth that can appear not to be
maneuverable from a personal and global level. Education and our educators should serve as
guides through this confusing maze. It is our obligation to prepare teachers who will help clarify
students’ emotions and values and assist them in learning to think critically and become globally
informed citizens.
“The power of the data is not only in the numbers themselves, but in the impact
that it can have married with the courage and the will to change the status quo.
The undeniable truth is that the everyday educational experiences for many
students violate the principle of equity at the heart of the American promise. It is
our collective duty to change that.”
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan
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Looking Beyond “Los Ojos De Cristal”: Vision and [In]Sight in “La Vieja” by
Caterina Albert I Paradís [Victor Català]

AMELIA. Yo cierro los ojos para no verlas
ADELA. Yo no. A mí me gusta ver correr
lleno de lumbre lo que está
quieto y quieto años enteros.
~Act 3, La casa de Bernarda Alba 1

In contrast to her very private and subdued personal life, Caterina Albert’s rural stories
seemingly explode off the page with a disquieting vehemence portraying what, in the words of
Pilar V. Rotella, is nothing less than “a continuous struggle against destructive natural and
human forces with women the most affected and victimized” (134). 2 Further, Rotella asserts that
Albert’s tales “paint a disturbing picture of feminine reality at the end of the [19th] century with
unwanted pregnancy, infanticide, rape, madness, and a lonely old age seen as occupational
hazards […] that powerfully affect and often destroy women’s lives” (142-43). It is precisely this
final occupational hazard, that of a lonely old age, as expressed in Albert’s “La vieja,” that I
would like to examine here. 3
“La vieja” is indeed painful to read; in this harrowing tale, we, the readers, are just as
helpless as the nameless title character with regards to her appalling life and excruciating death,
her very literal “struggle for survival” (Beider 32). Amidst a relentless drumbeat of negativity,
bleakness, and despair, perpetuated by townspeople mired in their own harsh lives, all of the
1

My thanks to my Winter Quarter, 2012 Spanish 450 students, and most especially to Callie Muri. I envision
this study as a first step in a more extensive project aimed at bringing introducing a wider audience to the works of
Caterina Albert.
2

Maryellen Beider characterizes Albert (1869-1966) as “a private person who maintained a careful distance
between her writing and her personal life” (32). This calculated separation of public and private, combined with her
works’ startling subject matter, accounts for her lifelong use of the pseudonym Victor Català. See Anne Charlon’s
article for a detailed review of Albert’s appropriation of the male name.
3
Most of what has been written about Albert has to do with her position as a female writer using a male
pseudonym and with the type or character of the fiction she writes. With regard to her short stories, very little
analytical criticism exists; her 1905 novel, Solitud, has been somewhat more extensively studied.
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tale’s secondary characters—from the brusque carrero at the beginning of the tale to the vieja’s
busy family to the well-meaning, but insensitive gente who utter the final, cruel truth at the
end—see in the old woman only a lifeless shell with “ojos de cristal.” We, on the other hand,
with our bellies full and at the safe distance of an armchair, have the ability to look beyond those
seemingly dead eyes to glimpse an inner reality trapped and concealed within a paralyzed body
and a mute voice, a life-affirming reality; the glimpse is short-lived, however, serving only to
heighten both our sympathy and sense of helplessness in the face of the overwhelming and
unforgiving misery presented in “La vieja.”
We are introduced to the poor old woman, having suffered a stroke five years earlier,
“clavada como una momia en la silla baja”(71), alone in the family hovel, but for some farm
animals (71). She now has “la boca torcida” (72) 4 and “pómulos salientes” (75); “no podía
hablar, ni mover el brazo y la pierna del lado derecho” (72); “no podía coser ni hacer calceta, ni
mover brazos ni piernas, y apenas con fatiga balbucear alguna que otra palabra” (75). She can
count on some movement in “los dos o tres dedos ágiles de la mano izquierda” (78), with which
she can, at least, hold her rosary beads, albeit not without pain, thanks to some “golpes” and
“patadas” offered up by the carrero who found her in the middle of the street on the day of her
stroke (72); and she can brush away flies, that “se la comían viva”… only with her eyelashes
(77).
The townsfolks’ attitude toward the pathetic, paralyzed vieja is revealed just minutes
after her collapse in the street, when a passing woman exclaims: “¡Buen regalo para el hijo! Se
ha quedado inútil y más valía que Dios se la llevara” (72-73). This insensitive but pragmatic
mindset permeates the entire tale, as seen in the family’s opinion of medical attention: “De

4

This detail is repeated three times: twice on p. 72 and then again on p. 75.
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llamar al médico no se habló; bien sabían que las heridas, cuando son graves, no tienen remedio,
y los médicos, después de todo no hacían más que atrapar dinero” (73). The vieja, herself,
understands this way of thinking and accepts it without question: “estaba acostumbrada a ver,
toda su vida, como la cosa más natural, que al ser desgraciado y al viejo inútil no se le guardara
ningún miramiento, jamás se quejaba de aquel trato duro y sin piedad, en que no había un poco
de amor y respeto” (75); and her plight is all too common in a small, rural community during
threshing season: “En todo el pueblo apenas quedarían media docena de viejos inútiles,
acomodados en un rincón anterior” (77). La vieja, in her devastating isolation, sadly, is not alone.
It is noteworthy that in this tragic litany of misery and ineffectual body parts, there are no
fewer than 14 references to the vieja’s ability to see—ojos, miradas, and the like—in a story of
only 11 pages. Indeed, sight is referenced more than any other sense or faculty. I would argue
that, in this way, Albert unambiguously demands that her readers “see” beyond the external
reality of a better-off-dead old woman to uncover a truth to which the other characters of the
story are, regrettably, blind.
The townspeople and the old woman’s family see nothing more than a “cara al espacio”
(71, 76) that “miraba distraída a lo lejos” (72) with “los ojos abiertos y fijos” and an “impasible
indiferencia” (75). They perceive little more than a “bulto” (72), “seria e inmóvil, siempre muda
y mirando a la lejanía” (74) with “ojos en blanco” (72) or “ojos de cristal” (74-75, 76)externalities all. They do not grasp that, from the outset of her paralysis, right there in the middle
of the street, the vieja’s eyes flashed signs of life: “De los ojos espantosamente abiertos de la
vieja, cayeron dos gruesas lágrimas: oía y veía la pobre mujer” (73); 5 unbeknownst to all, she
bears painful witness to the passing woman’s hurtful if practical remarks.
5

Interestingly, the author does not highlight the old woman’s ability to hear as she does her ability to see, thus
adding credence to my thesis.
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With the rest of her body inútil, the old woman’s eyes become her sole means of
communication, 6 as in the day following her accident when her daughter-in-law brings her a
meager meal: “Los ojos espantados de la enferma parecían querer hablar” (74). In fact, it is with
regard to food that this visual communication especially reveals itself: “Unicamente se le
animaba el rostro, relampagueando la mirada, cuando le traían el plato de sopa” (76). The flash
in her eyes, her “insaciable voracidad,” are both clear signs of life, aptly communicated under the
dire circumstances (76). Regrettably, no one is paying attention; no one bothers to look into her
eyes.
If anyone were to look into the eyes of this vieja—their madre, suegra, abuela, vecina,
comadre—they would see something far beyond the seemingly cold, lifeless, “ojos de cristal”
that are so externally obvious. As evidenced by her lágrimas in the street and the relámpago
conveying her hunger, her eyes are her sole means of expression; and, as reflected in “aquellos
ojos espantados,” fear is, understandably, the emotion most visible there (72). In fact, espanto is
the emotion most often mentioned in the text; it is the only emotion attributed to the vieja, and it
is always seen in relation to her ojos. 7
If the old woman’s eyes outwardly reflect fear, importantly, they are also her lone entrée
to her only solace, her only means of escape from this, “so miser Vida” (76)—the window,
through which she is able to glimpse a patch of blue sky: “Al very la Viejas un torso de cello
serene, splendid, ensile la Mirada mass allay de quells horrid as parades queue le hacienda dank”
(74). Albert’s use of the verb “ensile” here is significant; by allowing her protagonist to “aim”

6

With her inability to communicate in mind, the irony of the following information cannot be lost on readers:
“Después se acostaron todos, diciendo a la enferma que si necesitaba algo avisara” (73-74).
7
It is mentioned four times in relation to the old woman—on pp.72, 73, 74, and 78; it is mentioned on p. 80
(“con alarido de espanto”) with regards to a townswoman’s discovery of the house fire that establishes the story’s
climax.
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her gaze beyond her confinement, the author affords the Viejas a subtle measure of selfdetermination, control, and authority that belies her powerlessness, her helplessness. Like her
younger, more famous literary sister, Lorca’s Adela, searching the night sky for shooting stars as
seen in our epigraph, the Viejas makes the conscious choice to open her eyes wide, to look, here,
to the daytime sky, beyond her circumstances to something better, brighter, more life-affirming.
Ironically, this conscious choice gives rise to an instance in which her life now, for all of
its unspeakable difficulty, is actually better than life before her stroke: “Durante so trabajosa vida
no había tenido un momento libre para contemplar con ensueño amoroso el cielo” (74). She now
has the luxury, yes, luxury, to take time to enjoy something as simple, yet as delightful, as
soothing, as the sky: “De ahora en adelante, inútil ya para toda labor de la tierra, lo miraría a su
antojo, cariñosamente complacida. Y comenzó a gustar de aquella belleza consoladora que para
siempre había de ser su único solaz y su mejor amigo” (74). Indeed, skywatching—”mirando
siempre con fijeza de esfinge, aquel cielo tan azul y hermoso, pero tan lejano para los que
sufren”—becomes the old woman’s only diversion (76); so important it is that our omniscent
narrator reminds us of the cryptic and covert, yet still very present, effects of such an affirmative
pursuit: “Nadie adivinaba—ni [la vieja] misma dábase cuenta—los extraños pensamientos que
rebullían en aquel cerebro primitivo, paralizado por la hemiplejia, ante aquel cielo espléndido, ni
qué sensaciones podía despertar el más allá maravilloso que contemplaba siempre su espíritu
inquieto y vivo dentro de aquel cuerpo casi muerto y momificado” (76-77). Whereas Bieder
points to “the process of psychic disintegration” prevalent in Albert’s works, I would argue that,
here at least, we are witness to precisely the opposite—a renewal of sorts (32); this old, broken
woman is alive, even thriving in some sense, thanks to her priceless ability to see.
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Regrettably, that life is locked deep within a worthless body, and, while its existence is
clear to the readers, it is invisible and valueless to the old woman’s family and community, busy
people all with tasks to accomplish and no time to contemplate the sky or to look beyond the
surface, into the eyes of a burdensome old woman. Throughout the tale, the readers are privy to a
view unobserved by the townsfolk. It is no wonder, then, aware as we are of the propitious spark
of life, that the ending is, for us, all the more disturbing, sickening, even cringe worthy. We are
helpless bystanders forced to witness “aquel terror supremo,” (79)—the house fire, the burning
straw, the stench of smoke, the frightened bellows of the chained cow, the vain attempts of the
woman to scream and to stand, now “con los ojos desencajados” by the extreme effort (80).We
share her terror in light of her “irremediable desamparo” and recognize, as she does, that these
are her final excruciating moments of life (79). Not surprisingly, our author chooses to indicate
these final moments, indeed, by blinding her protagonist, and in a particularly agonizing
manner—”El humo la cegaba […] llenando los ojos de la vieja de ceniza caliente (80); by
extinguishing her ability to see, she undeniably extinguishes the old woman’s entire life—”y el
cuerpo se desplomó” (80). Then, as her coup de grâce, Albert offers up the image of the lone
tooth that “le atrevsó la lengua” (80); she could hardly have conjured a more haunting
verification of the vieja’s demise. 8
Unlike the readers, the townspeople come upon the scene after the fact when, already,
“todo era un montón de ruinas”—the “cerdo tostado,” “algún hueso calcinado,” “siete u ocho
gallinas chamuscadas” (82); they see only the devastating economic inplications of “aquel fuego
que había destruido la hacienda entera del pobre [Rubio]; la casucha, el cerdo, la vaca preñada”

8

Despite the naturalistic tone of this image, Rotella points out that Albert is not precisely a naturalist. Because
of her personal chronology, she is much more influenced by Catalan Modernisme (145) and interested in
communicating an “implicit denunciation of a state of things asking for redress,” in keeping with those modernists
who endeavored to use their art to transform society (144).
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(82). As for the old woman, the narrator simply reports, “De la vieja nadie habló” (82). As plain
as the words are, they strike a harsh blow to the readers who have just witnessed, at close range,
the lamentable life, the small triumphs, and the torturous death of another human being. So
when, in the final lines of the story, the townspeople, blinded by smoke and ash and grief, in a
terrible circularity, echo the words of the woman in the street at the outset of the tale, when they
declare, without a touch of irony, “¡Bien hizo Dios en llevársela! ¡Para lo que servía en el
mundo…!,” we, the readers understand—we see—the situation very differently (82); throughout
the tale, the townspeople have always been blind to what we, the readers can see. Indeed, we see
the original Adela who opens her eyes to even the most limited of possibilities, a woman who
feels and lives and ekes out meaning even in the most insufficient, unforgiving, challenging, and
insurmountably difficult circumstances. Like the townsfolk, we too suffer a loss, but it is far
beyond economic. We see and ache for a woman who is more than a burden; we are powerless
onlookers to a human life, mercilessly devoured, squandered, by Catalina Albert’s always
“implacable view of the human condition” (Bieder 32).
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Abstract
With an increasing diverse nation and an ever-smaller world, global awareness is a necessity for
students today, and in the future. International literature can be used to help teacher-educators
expand their world view while developing mutual respect for cultural diversity. In order to
sustain a healthy global environment in today’s world, religion and ethnicity are important social
markers. A good understanding and mutual respect for these social markers will lay the
foundation for a more harmonious global world. This article will discuss how teacher-educators
used international literature and readers’ theaters to develop lessons to teach K-4 students.
Life doesn’t count for much unless you’re willing to do your
small part to leave our children – all of our children – a better world.
Even if it’s difficult. Even if the work seems great. Even if we
don’t get very far in our lifetime.
~President Barack Obama, Speech, June 15, 2008~

Advances in information and communication technologies have contributed to making
the world a global village by eliminating the division among people of different races and
cultures. More than ever before in human history, we are interconnected to a globalized world
economy where people from different races and cultures communicate and interact with one
another on a daily basis. For the present global communication and interaction to flourish, there
is an urgent need to ensure that our future generations are exposed and culturally aware.
A structured way to impart global cultural awareness to future world citizens is through
education. Teachers should be in the forefront in preparing world citizens for global cultural
awareness through the use of international literature. Teaching is a complex endeavor and there
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is no [one] correct path to improvement. As educators of teachers, we must prepare future
teachers to take charge in managing their own professional learning. Even though there are
numerous research-based ways to help them, using hands on knowledge is an excellent vehicle to
further inspire teacher.
In this article, the writer explored the process that was implemented in helping prepare
teacher-educators in developing and teaching lessons using international literature. Teachereducators were education majors who had been accepted into a teacher education program. They
were in their third year of the program. According to (Parson, 2004) teachers tend to select
materials that ignite students’ interest and curiosity in order to encourage learning. The writer
used the same process in preparing teacher-educators for global awareness. The writer agreed
with Genesee (1994) and Vygotsky, (1986), that learning is a cultural and social endeavor. While
any form of literature could have been selected, this article will focus on the use of international
literature through use of a readers’ theater format. According to (Cornwell, 2009), “Readers’
theater is readers reading a script adapted from literature” (p. 1). He further indicated that this
strategy helped to improve fluency, vocabulary knowledge, and to increase comprehension.
Reading comprehension is a skill that many children struggle with because it is a somewhat
difficult skill to teach. It is important for teacher-educators to learn how to incorporate new
teaching methods in their lessons to help develop the reading skills of children. Pollock (2007)
suggested that teachers step out of their comfort zones by supplementing their teaching
techniques and materials. She further suggested that they develop explicit lessons. The
consideration of international literature is a great literacy resource for teacher-educators to use as
it will help students connect the content to a global learning perspective.
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In developing lessons, the teacher-educators’ perspective created access on how to use
international literature and provide a pathway for making global awareness connections.
Teacher-educators developed lesson plans and activities that showed integration experiences.
They shared those activities with peers, and used those experiences as strategies for ongoing
teaching.
Sustaining a Healthy Global Communication and Interaction
An educator who can embrace resources that encompass strong global awareness,
character leadership, subject competencies and personal experiences creates a formula that
produces desired results that will benefit classroom participants.
The traditional way of teaching will always play a major role in learning, but since
children come to us with different learning styles, cultures, languages, media experiences, the
internet, etc., we must be creative. Knowing how to use different teaching modalities, and
understanding that children approach the world from a variety of perspectives will provide
experienced teachers and future teachers with a powerful combination of tools that will ensure
quality learning experiences for all students (Sternberg, 2003).
Over the years, considerable research has been conducted in literacy and arts education.
Research has shown that the use of teacher-centered and student-centered instruction is essential
in order to accommodate children with different learning modalities. It has been proven that
some students can learn more effectively by using a combination of the two. This process holds
true for college students as well. Pransky and Bailey (2003) further substantiated the writer’s
thoughts by stating:
We believe that the teaching and learning process is much improved when teachers
critically inquire about their own and their school’s values and assumptions about
education. Building upon these insights, teachers can create a truly cultural sensitive
classroom (p. 370).
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In short, to properly prepare teacher-educators for a global experience, teachers must consider
both theoretical and practical knowledge.
Through the engagement of international literature, teacher-educators can develop the
complex knowledge and understanding of appropriate skills based on theories, practice, and
standards. The state and national standards and Common Core Standards provide an important
framework when planning for students. Theories provide the background on how learning will
take place, and practical experiences provide the performance knowledge.
Theoretical Knowledge
Numerous research studies have been conducted on the importance of using a theoretical
framework to guide integrating subjects throughout the curricula. In order for educators to
effectively prepare future educators, it is imperative that current best practices be instituted. It is
not enough to say that all children can learn, we must equip future educators with both practical
and theoretical knowledge to make this happen. Vygotsky’s theory postulated that children use
knowledge that develops from their culture, such as speaking and writing, to navigate through
their social environment. Research has shown that children learn effectively through social
integrations with others (Vygotsky 1978). Culture dictates what we learn and how we are
impacted by our experiences. The central role of language is made possible because of our
culture. Social interaction plays a major role in children’s learning. According to Tompkins
(2011), Louise Rosenblatt’s theory proposed that children should read aesthetically for
enjoyment and efferent to locate information or facts. This same thought process can be used to
prepare teacher-educators for global awareness. Each educator has a different background and
different experiences, therefore producing a different knowledge base for teaching students.
Dewey (1934/1989) defined this learning occurrence as individuals’ interactions with the
environment. The benefits of this experience will sensitize and expand the intellectual thought
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process of students. Further, he advocated that schools should teach children how to think, but
not what to think. Pablo Freire, a pragmatics, believed that the increasing social and cultural
diversity in the world creates an urgency to resolve the inequities and injustices in the world.
Further, he advocated that children should be empowered to become agents for social change. As
educators, we must provide opportunities, books, and materials, and a desire for inquiry that will
promote critical thinking. Piaget describes learning as the modification of a child’s cognitive
structures. Children use prior knowledge to formulate an understanding of new information
(Tompkins, 2011). Teacher-educators are active learners and should be involved in their own
learning process.
It is vital that teacher-educators are taught how to blend content and pedagogy. Ryan and
Cooper (2013) defined this pedagogical content knowledge as “…knowledge that bridges
content knowledge and pedagogy with an understanding of how particular topics can best be
presented for instruction, given the diverse interests and abilities of learners” (p. 177).
Practical Knowledge
Davies (2010) discussed the importance of providing teacher-educators with activities
that helps them to develop confidence in their use and their understanding of the benefits for
children. According to David (2009), educators should help students in becoming engaged
citizens (p. 83). So that means we will have to make that happen for the 21st century children. As
educators, it is important that we provide the forum for global learning to occur. The practical
exposure will give teacher- educators an opportunity to see the theoretical at work.
Toren and colleagues (2008) suggested that teacher-educators be provided with
theoretical experiences, observations of model lessons, and opportunities to practice lessons in
the classroom. Dowdy and Campbell (2008) suggested that actually using the arts strategy
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(readers’ theater) in the classroom as a model for developing a culturally responsive environment
displays diversity.
According to (Sternberg, 2008), “When we teach only for facts, rather than for how to go
beyond facts, we teach students how to get out of date” (p. 25). The goal of educators should be
to teach our 21st century children to go beyond facts to be globally conscious. In order to prepare
our children, we must prepare the teacher-educators who will be teaching them. To accomplish
this goal, it is imperative that our teachers are exposed to culturally authentic global literature.
Often, students have very little exposure to other cultures, it is important to help them see the
ways in which people of other cultures and countries think and live, and to parallel that to their
own ways of life. The actual engagement with global or world literature will help our teachereducators to begin thinking globally. Educating teacher-educators on global literacy awareness
will help them translate global literacy to K-4 children. Short (2009b) states that:
When students recognize the cultures that influence their thinking, they become more
aware of how and why culture is important to others. They no longer see culture as about
the “other” and as exotic, but recognize that it is at the heart of defining who they are as
human beings (p. 4).
Teacher-educators must be able to recognize students’ abilities, specific experiences, and
the culture of which they are a part as vital to their learning experience and academic
performance. They must have knowledge of how children develop, knowledge about their
background, and in-depth knowledge about children’s literature (Ogle and Beers, 2012). To
motivate today’s students and to prepare them for a world that will require them to be innovative
and culturally connected, educators must be far more deliberate in making global connections
that foster the skills that matter most.
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Teaching and Leaning (Process)
Three semesters ago, the writer decided to look at the literacy standards that would help
teacher-educators develop global awareness. Students from two classes were selected to create
lesson plans as an assignment using multicultural and international literature. The writer looked
at a menu of best practices to select suitable strategies that would help improve teachereducators’ global awareness knowledge. We looked at Ford (2005), analogy in developing lesson
plans. Ford equated developing lessons with preparing a meal. Teacher-educators had to select
multicultural or international literature that was authentic. Multicultural literature can be defined
as “a group of works used to break monopoly of the mainstream culture and make the curriculum
pluralistic” (Cai, 2002, p.4). According to MacDonald (2001), Yokota’s presentation offered her
version of international literature as “While the term international literature is often used to refer
to books that were originally published outside the United States, Yokota explain that definition
“to include books published in the U.S., but primarily concerned with people and cultures
abroad” (p. 5).
Teacher-educators need for teaching ideas and examples of instructional models lead to a
clearer understanding of the connection of global awareness. In essence, many educators believe
that using particular content and strategies in teaching help students to remain interested and
engaged in the lessons; this is no different with the teacher-educators enrolled in class.
According to Ogle and Beers (2012), “The pleasure of literature for students is bound with the
nature of their development…The selection of literature is key to providing an experience that
promotes enjoyment, literacy development, and a lifelong reading habit for students” (p. 384).
As the instructor, I planned each class meeting with the teacher-educators; I was
purposeful in creating a class environment that would make room for creativity. I used authentic
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literature when discussing and modeling how to integrate different genres as part of a learning
experience. There were times when we would break the components down to see how the model
lesson would support children’s literacy learning. In looking through a constructivist’s eyes, it
can be said: “Knowledge cannot be transmitted directly from the teacher to the learner, but rather
is constructed by the learner and later reconstructed as new information becomes available”
(Ryan & Cooper, 2013, p. 307).
According to Jacobs and Tunnell (2004), younger readers can encounter positive
experiences in books from other cultures and nations that “Fosters an awareness, understanding,
and appreciation of people who seem at first glance different from the reader” (p. 216). This
same concept was used when working with teacher-educators. Literature portrays many aspects
of a culture – its values, beliefs, ways of life, and patterns of thinking, among others. Future
world citizens need to have a good understanding of not only their culture, but the culture of
others with whom they communicate and interact (see and read about). They can be prepared for
this task through international literature.
The teacher-educators were given opportunities to select partners for the lesson
development. The teacher-educators had four weeks to select the international focus, develop a
lesson or unit plan, and be prepared to present it to their peers. They had to select authentic
literature based on Yokota and Cai’s definitions of multicultural and international literature.
Students’ presentations were assessed using a rubric created by this writer.
On week five, teacher-educators were scheduled to present international literature using
the readers’ theater method. The assignments included lesson plans, proof of author’s
authenticity, collections of multicultural or international children’s literature, and copies of
readers’ theater selections. Teacher-educators were required to write one lesson plan, take
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original literature and create a readers’ theater. Students had to explain lesson plan and present
activity to class. The following is a typical example of how teacher-educators used Madeline
Hunter’s modified lesson plan model to develop lessons and activities:
Target Grade Level:

The grade level of this lesson is 4th grade.

Subject & Topic of Lesson:

Understanding the different cultures of United States of America and
Kenya by using reader’s theatre.

Objectives:

Students will compare and contrast the different cultures of Kenya
and The United States of America.
Students will compose a script for the sisters in the story, “My
Sister’s Wedding” and for two typical sisters in America.
Students will do reader’s theatre to show the differences and
similarities between Kenya’s and the United States’ cultures.
Lesson will be aligned with Common Core and Reading Standards

Rationale Statement:

Students need to be exposed to the other cultures of the world
especially since USA has diverse cultures. To further understand this
concept the students can act out the different ways of these cultures.

Proposed Sequence of activities
Anticipatory Set:

The teacher will give the students’ their Venn diagram that they
made the other day. (They will use this to help develop a script for
the story, My Sister’s Wedding.”

(Teaching) Input:

The teacher will review that there are many different cultures of the
world. She will discuss that the ways of life may be different here
than in other parts of the world. She will define culture as the way of
life for a certain group of people. She says that the students will be
developing a script by using the Venn diagram to compare and
contrast the different traits of the cultures of Kenya and America.
They will then act out those scripts.

(Teaching) Modeling:

The teacher notes a few similarities and differences in a Venn
diagram map. She notes that in both the United States and Kenya,
people get married. She notes that in Kenya, women pay diaries
before they get married. In the United States, we usually do not do
that. She says a line by acting out a scene from the story such as, “In
Kenya my sister has to pay a dairy when she gets married. On the
other hand the sister in America may say, “My sister is getting
married. She and her husband to be are sharing the costs for the
wedding”.

(Teaching) Checking for Understanding:

The teacher will ask the students, if they understand the directions
that she has given to them. If they reply yes, then she will move on
to guided practice. If not, she will entertain any questions for review
of the instruction.

Guided Practice:

The teacher will have the students to give her another example. The
students may respond with that both countries have spoken
languages. A student may make and say a script such as, “In our
country we say ‘wimwega’ for a greeting.” Another student may say,
“In America we say, ‘Hello’ as our greeting.”
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Closure:

The students will orally discuss what they learned from both
Kenya’s and America’s cultures as refreshers before completing
their assignment.

Independent:

The students will work in groups to develop a script for the sisters of
Kenya and America. About 5 students will write the script about
Kenya’s sisters, 5 students will work on a script for America’s
sisters, 5 students will act out the play for both pairs of sisters.

Materials needed:

•
•
•
•

Classroom set of the book “My Sister’s Wedding”
Venn diagram
Pencils/pens
Paper

Modifications/Adaptation:

For a student, who is blind, the teacher will have someone there to
read the directions (provided by the teacher) and that person will
also assist the student with acting out or writing the play.

Next Related Lessons:

The next related lesson will focus on the different landforms of the
world.

****Classroom Management:
Teacher will use pasta discipline. The class will be grouped into tables .The teacher will have a jar for each group.
If a student does something good the teacher will take a small handful of dry pasta and put it into that groups jar.
If a student does something bad the teacher will take pasta out of that group’s jar. Whoever fills their jar first in a
two week period will get the agreed upon reward (e.g., stickers, fun erasers).

Readers’ Theater
The Sisters’ Diaries: Kenya
Adapted from the book, My Sister’s Wedding
Narrator: Wambui sits outside thinking about her sister, Wangari. Wangari will soon get married and will have a
new life in her home. She will no longer be around to do many things with Wambui as she did before.
Wangari is happy for her sister; however, she will miss her so. She then decides to start a diary entry
about how she feels.
Wambui: Good morning! I am Wambui. I am a resident of Kenya which is in the country of Africa. My sister,
Wangari is going to get married soon. There are various things that she has to do before she gets married.
However there are so many things that we have done here that I will miss when she is gone. For
example, I will miss how she does my hair in the morning.
Narrator: Wangari also thinks about how much she will miss her sister, Wambui. She too writes in her diary.
Wangari: I will miss how I sing songs and riddles to my sister. I will miss showing her how to make dolls out of
sticks and banana leaves. I will also miss reading her bedtime stories and being there with her when the
weather is bad.
Wambui: I am now at my family gathering around Wangari. They sing songs and bring her many gifts for her new
stepping stone in life. She is overjoyed.
Wangari: This is such a wonderful celebration! I’m so excited. Mungene’s family has just presented a dowry to
me. Then I see my sister and pull her to the side. I call her name, Wambui. I told her that I want her to
have my beaded necklace and that I will always love here. She cries in my arms. Then we hug each other
for the longest time ever.
Wambui: Even though my sister knows that she will get married soon, she does not know it will be today. It is
custom of our people for the wedding to be a surprise for the bride.
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Wangari: As I walk outside, I follow Mungene’s mother. She leads me to a place when all of a sudden; a group of
women picked me up and carried me. Then I realized they must be taking me to my new home. When I
made it there, there was another party and even more gifts for me. I am so happy about this day. They
even sang Kirio songs for me. The songs say that even if they are sad that I am leaving, they are still
happy for me. These songs last for 8 days. On the 10th day, I will come back home for my parent’s
blessing. I will also be able to see my little sister.
Wambui: In a few days I will see my sister again. Until then I won’t stop thinking about her. Tonight I wish she
was here to comfort me through this storm. However I smile when I hear her voice in my head saying
don’t worry Wambui, you will be fine.
Narrator: After both sisters have written in their diaries. They smile and thought about when they will see each
other again. Then they prepare to go to bed.

The Sisters’ Diaries: America
Adapted from the book, My Sister’s Wedding
Narrator: Anna sits in her chair thinking about all of the good times she has had with her sister, Amy. Amy will
soon get married and have a new life in her new home She will no longer be around to do many things
with Anna like she used to. Anna is happy for her sister; however, she will miss her so. She then decides
to write a diary about how she feels.
Anna:

Dear Diary. My name is Anna. I’m from the United States of America, which is in North America. My
big sister, Amy is getting married. I’m both scared and excited at the same time. I will miss a lot of the
things we used to do. I will miss when she does my hair. I will miss when we go for walks in the park
together. I will definitely miss when we go to the grocery store together.

Narrator: Amy also thinks about her little sister who she will miss dearly. She decides to write in her diary as well.
Amy:

Dear Diary: I am getting married to David very soon. I will miss my family dearly, especially Amy. My
wedding is tomorrow which means I need to get plenty of rest tonight. I enjoyed my bachelorette party
and the many gifts that my family and friends have given me. Most importantly, I’m going to miss
watching TV with my little sister, along with spraying each other with water guns. Our sister bound is
like no other.

Anna:

It is getting closer and closer to her wedding day. She has moved most of her belongings out of the
house. This place feels so empty without her. I feel a little sad but I’m ecstatic about her new life.

Amy:

I read my sister a bedtime story last night. This would be my last time reading her one before I would
move on to my next stepping stone in life. Hopefully, after I get everything situated into the house and
take care of the expenses of the wedding and honeymoon, I will visit my family. I will take a trip to the
reservoir with my sister as well.

Anna:

After my sister gets everything in her new life situated, I hope she takes me to the reservoir. I really like
hanging out with her there. Until then I will think about her none stop. She is the best big sister ever!

Narrator: After both sisters have written in their diaries. They smile and thought about when they will see each
other again. Then they prepare to go to bed.

My literacy class, one of the last two reading courses required by the students, is
designed to equip teacher-educators in understanding the learning in young children and focuses
on oral language development, early learner reading skills, and early learner writing
development. When considering the importance of using learning strategies to enhance the lives
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of children, the literature is quite clear. The use of the readers’ theater provided opportunities for
children to represent their learning and make meaning in a variety of ways. The use of global
awareness strategies opened doors for appreciating and welcoming diversity. To prepare our K-4
students to be globally aware, teacher-educators must be able to locate and understand best
practices, be able to develop a lesson and teach with consideration of student environmental
experiences.
Educators need to have a solid understanding of how teacher-educators describe their
own learning experiences; portraiture case study provides the opportunity for researchers to share
these experiences with teacher- educators in a meaningful way.
The literature that does exist provides an understanding that using international literature
can help teacher-educators develop the global awareness that they need to help them become
more confident in their abilities to teach K-4 students.
Throughout this project, I have endeavored to highlight the work and voices of teachereducators who participated in the class project I facilitated. In this article, my intention is to
provide an understanding of the historical context surrounding the project and to illuminate the
classroom environment in an effort to help the teacher-educators understand the use of
international literature to global awareness.
The Toren, Maiselman, and Inbar (2008) found in their study that, through “observation,
theoretical study, and practical experience” (p. 329) teacher-educators developed skills for
curriculum integration. In this project, observation, theoretical study, and practical experience
were key components in helping students integrate international lessons. Throughout the
semester, teacher-educators were helped to understand the content-connection from teachermodeling. After teacher-modeling, teacher-educators were then asked to model concepts learned
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in front of their peers in class, and with some pre K-4 grade students. Below are examples of the
format or graphic organizers that teacher-educators used to create and model before their peers:

It is important that teacher education educators prepare teacher-educators for the learning
environment by helping them understand the many ways that students approach the world. This
awareness will give teacher-educators first-hand practice.
Using international literature is one way students can be exposed to global matters in the
classroom, and should be a part of a comprehensive curriculum in teacher preparation programs.
However, simply extolling the benefits of global awareness is not enough to prepare teachereducators to effectively use it in their classrooms. They must also develop confidence in their
abilities to use it in their teaching while developing a working understanding of the strategy form
they wish to use (Oreck, 2004). Moreover, as teacher-educators work with other educators that
bring a variety of approaches to education, they will observe different modes of instruction. It is
imperative that teacher-educators begin to merge their own ideas with those of their peers
wherever they find intersections and connections because they will learn the significance of
teaching in a variety of ways in order to facilitate learning among students who think differently.
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They will begin to understand that there are numerous learning and teaching styles and that not
all children learn in the same way, and they will be better able to engage student learners.
It is important for teacher-educators to be able to teach innovative and relevant lessons to
facilitate student learning (Feiman-Nemser, 2003). When teacher-educators ascertain that
children approach the world from a variety of perspectives, they ensure their ability to provide a
quality learning experience for all students (Sternberg, 2003). Understanding the necessity of
different modes of teaching can lead teacher-educators to openness toward integrating
international literature in the classroom. The effectiveness of teacher-educators is tremendously
important to students’ lives.
“When the voices of children are heard on the green
And laughing is heard on the hill,
My heart is at rest within my breast and everything
else is still.”
William Blake “Nurse Song”
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Chinese Students’ Perceptions of Classroom Interaction in a Canadian
Secondary School Setting

Abstract: Recent studies of overseas Chinese students documented at the tertiary level
and few studies on Chinese students from Mainland China in secondary school level are found.
This study discovered Mainland Chinese students’ perceptions on Western/English classroom
interactions in a Canadian secondary school setting. Data were collected from multi-sources
including classroom observation, questionnaire survey, and interviews. Data analysis showed
that the majority of the Chinese students perceived that they could learn more easily in Canada
than in China due to less homework and less pressure. Although participation regarding
challenging the teacher, raising questions, and answering questions voluntarily is still low, it
mostly was due to lower language proficiency level rather than cultural concern of losing face or
bothering others. Most of them like group work and think using Chinese in group work can help
them better understand each other’s points. Although this hampers adjustment and English
development, the Chinese students were not as worried as they used to be in the previous studies.
A great majority of the students perceived that Canadian teachers were friendly and encouraging
while many of them think the Chinese teachers were more caring.

Introduction
Western belief on learning is influenced fundamentally by Socrates’ dialogic style of
“questioning, criticizing, refuting, arguing, debating and persuading” (Major, 2005, p. 85), while
Chinese belief of learning is greatly influenced by Confucius who valued “effortful learning,
behavioral reform, pragmatic learning, acquisition of essential knowledge and respectful
learning” (Tweed & Lehman, 2002, p. 91). The difference in learning believes has led to
different behaviors and attitudes toward classroom interactions between western educational
world and Chinese students who studying in a western educational environment. While the
western instructors think the Chinese students are passive (Barker, Child, Gallois, Jones &
Callan, 1991; Biggs, 1996; Pratt & Wong, 1999; Samuelowicz, 1987) and the Chinese students
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consider the instructors are unhelpful and do not care (Campbell & Li, 2008). According to the
authors months-long observation in a university and a secondary school in Canada from October
to November 2011, different learning believes also cause different time allocation on classroom
interaction with more lecturing in the Chinese classroom and more dialogues between teacher
and student and more activity time in the Canadian classroom.
Current studies on Chinese students’ performances and perceptions in Western/English
classes were documented in tertiary education level and the subjects were adults. For example,
Yang (2010) investigated 5 Chinese ESL students doing presentation experience in a Canadian
university; Zhou, Knoke & Sakamoto (2005) examined 10 Chinese Ph.D. students’ experience of
sharing indigenous knowledge in classroom settings of Canadian academic institutions;
Campbell & Li (2008) explored Asian students’ (16 Chinese international students) perceptions
and levels of satisfaction with their learning experiences at the New Zealand university; Wong
(2004) studied the Asian international students’ learning difficulties in an Australian university.
The limited state of current knowledge regarding the cross-cultural classroom experiences of
Chinese students (especially teenagers from mainland China) and the potential impact of a
school context where students with Chinese ethnicity become a dominant cultural group
motivated further inquiry. Given the increasing number of students from mainland China in
North America and other Western/English speaking world, it is important to understand how
their differences in socio-cultural and linguistic backgrounds interact with aspects of the
Western/English educational contexts to shape their learning experiences (Zhou, Knoke &
Sakamoto, 2005).
This paper reported a research conducted in a secondary school with a high concentration
of Chinese students in Vancouver, British Columbia. The purpose of the research is to discover
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the Chinese students’ learning behaviors from an intercultural perspective by investigating on
how they see, feel and judge the classroom interaction in the Canadian public school
environment. With more and more Chinese students coming to study in Canada, this
understanding is essential in every educational system which encourages equality and
intercultural communication.
Studies of Chinese students in Canadian secondary school settings
Bolton (1993) explored the critical incidents which hinder or facilitate the adjustment in
Canada by interviewing 16 Chinese students between the ages of 16 to 18 from Hong Kong and
found that language acquisition was listed as the most difficult obstacles to all the students and a
helpful school environment and positive peer interaction lessened the stresses of acculturation for
many students.
Minichiello (2001) conducted a research on the adjustment experiences of 23 Chinese
students from Hong Kong in a secondary school in Vancouver. The interview data disclosed the
language acquisition, peer relations, education system and school environment and mental health
problems the Chinese students encountered. It was found that as members of the largest cultural
group, the Chinese students chose behaviors that hindered their adjustment and adaptation. They
did not form Canadian friendship, learn English easily, make cross-cultural adaptation, or excel
in school. Concerning the education and school environment, some of the students felt the ESL
label hampered them forming friendship with Caucasian students, impeded adjustment and
prevented them from getting meaningful credits for tertiary education.
Duff (2001) observed ESL students with Asian backgrounds in two Social Studies 10
(SS10) mainstream classes over a two-year period of time. One class had 17 ESL students and
other 8. Most of them were Chinese from Hong Kong and Taiwan, and a small number of them
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were from Korea, Japan and Indonesia. She found that regardless of their language proficiency
level, motivation to excel academically, or years in Canada, the ESL students remained quite
removed from open discussions. And the reason were partly due to their weak academic English
proficiency, partly to lacking of current knowledge of popular North American culture, massmedia and newsworthy events, the ability to express a range of critical perspectives of social
issues and enter quick-paced interactions and a great deal of confidence.
In the past 10 years, almost no research about the Chinese students’ learning experience
in the Canadian secondary school classroom setting has been found published. It is this gap in
research that this article addresses, with the view that given the differences in political, historical,
geographical, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds of Chinese students, their in-class behaviors
and perceptions on the Western/English learning environment have great educational value. As
such, the study focused on the Chinese students’ perception on classroom interaction in the
Canadian secondary school setting, and the research questions are addressed as follows:
1. How do the Chinese students report their performances in the classroom interactions?
2. How do they feel in the classroom interactions?
3. What are their judgments on the classroom interactions?
4. What are the reasons for their behaviors and perceptions toward classroom
interactions?
Research Setting
The study was conducted in a public secondary school in Vancouver. Its student
population is under 1200 with grades 8-12. Students with Chinese ethnicity are around 40% of
the total population. ESL classes in this school are graded into three levels. A student whose skill
in English is that of a primary student (Grades 1-3) is placed in ESL1; one whose comprehension
is that of a lower intermediate student (Grades 4-5) is placed in ESL2; one whose level is upper
intermediate (Grade 6-7) is placed in Transitional. In the Transitional level, texts from the
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regular English and Social Studies programs are used; however, the pace is usually slower, and
there is more emphasis on vocabulary and basic English skills than there would be in a regular
class. Two support courses ELC1 (for transitional English students) and ELC 2 (for students in a
regular English class) are also arranged.
Working Definition for Terms Used in the Study
Terms such as “Chinese student” “perception” have been used to mean different things in
different studies. Therefore clarification of boundaries is essential before data collection.
“Chinese student” has been used by Watkins & Biggs (1996) to refer to students from
Confucian Heritage Culture (CHC) which includes China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore,
Korea and Japan. In Canada, the second generation Chinese is referred to as CBC (Canadianborn Chinese). Given the increasing number of Chinese from mainland China to North America
as well as previous literatures mainly studying Chinese students from Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore (see Cheng, 2000; Wong, 2004; Volet, 1999; Kubota &Lehner,2004), this study
focused on Chinese students from Mainland China. Compared with other Chinese student
subgroups (e.g., Taiwanese and Hong Kong students), they come from an educational setting
influenced less by Western pedagogy (Rui, 1997). In the following parts, Chinese students
narrowly refer to those who were born and raised in Mainland China.
“Perception”: has been used by academics to refer to attitude (Bakhuizen, 1998), value
orientation (Ladeira-McCalman, 1995), and judgment (Ding et al., 2008). The Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary defines perception as “an idea, a belief or an image you have as a result of
how you see or understand something”. Students’ perception in this study is technically defined
to focus on the following three aspects: (1) How they see themselves as a performer in class. For
example, a survey question will be designed as “when I have a question in class, (a) I will ask
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immediately in front of the whole class, (b) ask the teacher later after class, (c) ask classmates
nearby, (d) do nothing, (e) others, please specify”. (2) How they feel of some classroom
activities. For example, a statement like “I feel embarrassed when the teacher calls on my name
to answer a question in front of the class” is designed for choice such as “agree” “disagree” or
“uncertain”. (3) How they judge the classroom activities. For instance, in a survey, student will
be asked to choose questions like “I think the time spent in doing exercises in class (a) is too
much and the teacher should lecture (teach) more, (b) is just fine, and I learn by doing these
exercises, (c) is not enough, and I cannot even finish the exercises in class, (d) other, please
specify”.
“Classroom interaction” activities were comprehensively summarized in the Flanders
Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) which was developed by Ned Flanders (1970) and has
been commonly used in analyzing teaching and learning patterns, especially interaction between
teachers and students and among students during instruction (Sahlberg & Boce, 2010). Based on
FIAC, the current study refers classroom interaction as including the following four categories
with seven aspects (see Table 1):
Table 1

Teacher and Student Classroom Behavior

Category

Teacher talk

Teacher-student
interaction

Student-student
interaction
Student self study

Aspect
1. Lectures: Giving facts or opinions about content or procedures;
expressing the teacher’s own ideas, asking rhetorical questions.
2. Instructions: Giving directions, commands, or orders with which a student
is expected to comply.
3. Discipline: Making statements intended to change student behavior from
unacceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling out someone; stating why
the teacher is doing what he/she is doing; extreme self-reference.
4. Interaction (1): To the whole class, teacher initiates the contact or solicits
student statement, student response; Student initiates the question,
teacher responses.
5. Interaction (2): Teacher gives student individual support.
6. Students do group work.
7. Students do exercise individually, learn by themselves.
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Research Methods
The research was designed in four phases. First, classroom observation was used to get
the status quo of classroom interactions at the Canadian secondary school. The observations were
conducted by one of the researchers as a Chinese visiting scholar in Canada. The observations
took place over a month during November to December in 2011, and the sample classes
observed have covered from grade 8 to grade 12, including social studies, science and language
type. As an experienced teacher in China, the observer had found obvious differences between
the Chinese classrooms and the Canadian ones, with obvious less lecturing, more teacher-student
dialogues, more student self-study time and freer discipline in the Canadian classrooms. These
findings built the foundation for predicting the differences the Chinese students might encounter
in the new environment.
Second, based on the classroom observation, a survey questionnaire was designed to get
the data of how the Chinese students see, feel and judge the differences (see appendix A). A total
of 81 questionnaires were collected in 5 classes namely ESL1, ESL2, ELC1, ELC2, and Social
Studies 10 (SS10 regular) in March, 2012. The writing of the questionnaire was based totally on
volunteering. The collected data showed that there were 20 students from Hong Kong and
Taiwan, therefore the questionnaire information from the 61 students from Mainland China was
used for analysis. It was also found that over 90% of them have arrived Canada for less than 3
years.
Third, interviews with students were conducted to discover why students see, feel and
judge the differences in their way. The interviewees were chosen through the contact information
students left on the questionnaires on a volunteering base. The total 12 participants were
interviewed face to face or through QQ chatting after school in a relax atmosphere for an average
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of 30 minutes each. The questions used for the interview were exploring the reasons for why the
students chose the answers in the questionnaire (See Appendix B). The student interviews were
conducted in Mandarin with an aim of reducing the language barrier for in-depth expression of
feelings and ideas.
The fourth phase was designed to understand the Canadian teachers’ expectations on
students’ classroom performances. Although this phase seems to have no direct connection to the
research questions, knowing teachers’ expectations is an inseparable part of mutual
understanding between the Canadian teachers and Chinese students, which is the ultimate goal of
this research. 9 teachers from the same school accepted the research invitations through email
contacting or socializing. Among them, there were two ESL teachers, three Social Studies
teachers, one PE teacher, one Math teacher, one Chemistry teacher, and one student teacher who
was doing her practice training in the school where this research was sited. The interviews were
conducted around 30 minutes each in the teacher’s office or staff room of the school and guided
by a semi-structured open- ended question list (see Appendix B).
The questionnaire answers were counted manually and both the interviews with the
students and teachers were recorded and later transcribed. In the following sections, themes
emerged in connection with the research questions are discussed.
Perceptions on Teacher-students Interaction
The teacher-students interaction includes the teacher raises questions and the students
answer as well as the students raise questions and the teacher answers. Statistics from the survey
questionnaire shows that 70% of the students reported when they do not catch what the teacher
says in class, they will ask classmates nearby; when the students have questions, 21% of them
choose to ask the teacher immediately in class, 27% choose to ask the teacher after class, 53%
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choose to ask classmates; when they disagree with the teacher, 22% of them will express their
opinion in front of the class, 9% talk to the teacher after class, 46% will discuss with classmates
and 25% choose to keep silent. Furthermore, when the teacher opens up a question to the group
as a whole, 65% of the Chinese students reported that they will only answer the question when
the teacher calls on his/her name.
The above figures show that the Chinese students more tend to resolve problems through
peer discussion, and most of them are reluctant to express their opinions publicly. Some of the
researchers attribute this reticence to Confucian heritage such as modesty, keeping harmonious
relationship, respecting authority (Chan, 1999). However Liu & Littlewood (1997), Cheng
(2000) argued that Asian students’ reticence in class was more context-related than culturebounded. Data from the interviews of this research show that students’ relative lack of
spontaneity in class is due to their low English language proficiency. Most of the interviewed
expressed they would raise questions, and answer questions from the teacher if they were
confident in their language. Students said:
Here you don’t feel loose face to ask questions. People here don’t think like that. If I
don’t have language problem, I will certainly ask.
I don’t ask question because my peers laugh at my poor English. If it is not that, I will
ask.
Most of the time, I know how to express in Chinese but don’t know how to say in English
or how to say clearly in English.
Some students expressed that they will raise a question or challenge what the teacher said only
after they have consulted with their classmates, consulted the textbook and were very sure that
really is a question. They said:
Why bother to ask the teacher if you can solve by asking your classmates? Normally, in
our circle, if one doesn’t know, you can ask another, and there is always one who can
answer your question. If really, nobody knows the answer, then go to the teacher.
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If I think I can find the answer from the textbook or from my friends, I will not go to the
teacher. You know the teachers here are very busy, right?
Referring to the low rate of raising questions by the Chinese students in class, some
admitted that they do not have questions because they did not have the habit of preparing for the
lesson. Another student said “it is just so easy” and he almost “has no question in class”. He does
have some questions unrelated to the content of the textbook, which he found by reading other
books, but he will not ask them in class and he may consult with the teacher after class.
Regarding raising questions and challenging the teacher in class, some teachers,
especially teachers of Social Studies, consider it as an essential part of participation.
Now there are lots of students from China. Sometimes they have difficulty because they
don’t realize that they have to bring questions and they have to discuss. And to them it
seems easy. They don’t have so much homework, and they don’t have to memorize
everything. It’s not the big amount of information. What they don’t realize is there are
skills and their participating in the class is very very important here. And they don’t
know.
I also think culturally challenging authority, thought and critical thinking is part of the
process here, part of the western experience. Challenge, meaning I don’t agree with you,
makes a really great classroom. And you got students that challenging your ideas, not
taking what you’re saying as the truth. It makes a very interesting classroom.
Some Chinese students come here they just accept what the teacher says without
challenging it. The students think what the teacher said I just memorize and I agree with
them and on the exam later I will write down what they want to hear. That’s not that at
all here.
The Social Studies teachers’ views echoed the findings by Laderira-McCalman (1995) that
“American teachers normally expect students to raise questions and challenge what they have
said” (p. 5). However, some teachers in this study said they usually ask the students if they have
any questions instead of waiting for the students to ask them questions. Nevertheless, all teachers
interviewed expressed their willingness and expectations of students asking them questions. For
the challenging issue, all the teachers said they do not feel offended if they are challenged by
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their students. However, some emphasized that the challenge must be really a question with
thought and the student can support his/her view and ask in a respectful manner.
Perceptions on Student-student Interaction
Group work is the most common style of student-student interaction in class. When in
group work, 48% of the students expressed their willingness to work with their Chinese peers,
while 42% of the students said they would like to work with anyone nearby. The data from the
interviews with the students show that the reasons to choose to work with the Chinese students
are both linguistic and cultural. Some said that they could not express them well if working with
the native English speakers and they expressed that if they had no language barrier, they would
like to work with the local students. Whereas some considered that they could only work well
with the Chinese students.
We have different thinking way. Although there is no problem in daily communication,
when coming to a project work, you need to exchange ideas in deep level. When working
with the Chinese students, it’s easier for us to understand each other no matter in English
or Chinese. If we can work things out, why bother to immerge to another group? To
them, it is also a burden to accept us. Why bother to do such a lose-lose thing?
The above view reflected typically the large numbers reality in both school and Vancouver. As
Minichiello mentioned that “the comfort provided by large numbers made it possible for the
Chinese to live totally within an Asian community inside the Canadian landscape” (Minichiello,
2001, p. 84), and this reality has influenced their perception of classroom interaction.
The local students’ behavior is another reason for the Chinese students choosing their conationals. A student described his experience of working with the local students in group work:
Actually I would like to work with the Canadian students, but I wondered I might bring
trouble to them. Last time when I worked with the Canadian students, they didn’t discuss
with or even ask me. They finished all the tasks and then gave me the part they had done
for me. All I need to do was just recite the part and then presented! If I work with the
Chinese, usually I lead the group and do a lot.
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When in group discussion, most of the Chinese students (64%) chose to listen to others
instead of speaking actively. However in the later interviews, 10 out of the 12 students
interviewed said they were active in group discussion, and would like to share their ideas with
others. One student admitted that she did not have many ideas to contribute due to her lazy habit,
and the other one said that he listened to others first because he was not quite sure whether his
idea was right or wrong. Although the tendency of choosing listening instead of speaking was
not discovered clearly, one of the ESL teachers’ comments on the Chinese students might give
some hints. He said:
As far as I know by talking to other teachers, the students in 80s and 90s were higher
achieving than they are now. And I think the reason is, I’m not sure is that the kids who
we were getting from Hong Kong and Taiwan were from wealthy families. They wanted
to get higher marks than others. The kids we’re getting now from Mainland China don’t
seem to be motivated the same way. They actually seem much lazier. I’m not the only
person who thinks so. There are other people as well. And I’m no sure why. They are
definitely not motivated as they were in 1980s.
Regarding the attitude toward group work, the great majority of the students (84%) holds
a positive view. Many of them (33%) think it is good for them to improve their English and most
of them (51%) think it is a good way of socializing. With a group full of Chinese in discussion, it
is doubtful that the members’ English can improve hopefully. Although most of the teachers
interviewed hold a very positive attitude toward group work, and think it is a good way to draw
participation and cooperation, one of the ESL teachers said that she used less group work than
she should be.
I find it (group work) a little bit chaotic for me sometimes…and I don’t do lots of it. I do
some. It’s limited, because some students will work well, others will waste time. So I use
it in a limited way.
Her ESL teaching experience told her that group work in the ESL class might not be an effective
way to improve the students’ language ability in a context where Chinese students form the
majority in one class.
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Perceptions on Teacher Lecturing
The experience getting from the previous classroom observations made the researchers
assume that the Chinese students might have problems in getting much less lecturing than they
did in China. The data from the questionnaire show that nearly half (47%) of the students feel the
lecturing here is enough for them to understand, and the other half (44%) think the amount does
not matter and one has to rely on self-learning. Most of the students interviewed emphasized the
importance of self-learning here. Some of them have learned to take the responsibility of
themselves rather than relying on the teacher. However, for a group of students, the reason for
regarding the amount of lecturing time not matter is because they have their own private tutors
and have taken extra-class lessons. One student told the secret:
If I can’t understand in class, it doesn’t matter. Later my tutor will teach me again.
Some of the students chose the extra-class lessons because they cannot learn enough from
the ESL classes. One student said:
It’s just so simple. We have learned all that in China, but the teacher think we don’t
know. It’s just so boring. I have to take the extra-class lessons where more vocabulary,
more complicated texts are taught. I know the problem. There are some students who just
don’t learn. They make mistakes in the simplest sentence.
On the other hand, the ESL teachers have a different view on the difficult level of language. One
teacher said:
If they just read the story, they think they know it at first, then you start to ask them what
about this and what about that, they have no idea. They haven’t thought even about the
questions. It is the same to enjoy movies, to enjoy stories. If you have never done any
analysis, you just left and destroyed your mind.
It is obvious the teachers emphasize reading behind the lines while the students perceive the
grammar, the vocabulary taught in the ESL classes are too simple.
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Perceptions on Self-study and Exercise Time in Class
The majority (63%) of the students think the time allocated in doing exercises in class is
just adequate and they can learn by doing exercises, although a small number (17%) of them
think the exercise time is too much and the teacher should lecture more. When asked what they
do if they have finished the exercises, 54% of them reported that they would chat with
classmates, and a small number (9%) reported that they did not know what to do next. A student
interviewed described his classmates as follows:
Of course they are satisfied. When doing exercise, they can chat with their friends and
the teacher thinks they’re discussing.
Some teachers have noticed that and they commented:
We have longer classes here. We want to give class time to do the assignment and our
expectation is they use the time well. If they have questions, they can ask their teacher,
ask their friends. And a lot of them I find are just tricky in the ESL class or the Social
Studies class. A lot of them just think oh we have half an hour. I have done and the
homework I can do it at home, so I can chat with classmates now.
Most of the teachers interviewed think they have arranged enough exercises in class. If
the fast students have finished, they can start to do their homework or read books. However, in
China, a class lasts 40 to 45 minutes, which is just half of the Canadian one, and the class
arrangement is stricter and tighter with the control of the teacher. When coming to Canada, the
Chinese students are not used to making their own decisions in class time. Some of them even
think “I can do my homework at home, why I do it in class time?” Obviously, the Chinese
students need more direct instructions from the Canadian teacher.
Silent reading in the English class and the ESL class is considered by the teacher as an
effective way of helping student forming a good habit of reading. Before starting anything,
students are given around 20 minutes to read whatever books they borrow from the library. From
the teacher’s point of view, students can choose what they like to read, and they must be happy
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and should have the interests to read. Nevertheless, for most of the Chinese students all the
things, places, names written on the books are just totally new to them. Even though they can
choose, they actually have no idea what to choose. Furthermore, although most Chinese students
have learned English in China for more than 6 years, they seldom have chance to read English
books except the textbooks. One student described his feeling toward silent reading:
It’s just boring. I read the words but they don’t make sense to me. I just can’t help
reading the Chinese novel which I downloaded into my mobile phone. Lots of my
classmates do the same.
What the teacher hopes the students to read behind the lines could not be achieved by
simply giving them time to read.
Perceptions on the Overall Learning Environment
A great many (89%) of the students likes the Canadian classroom atmosphere. They
perceive it as freer and more relax than the Chinese one. Comparing to Chinese teachers, 80% of
the students agreed that Canadian teachers are more encouraging than criticizing. However, there
are still around half (46%) of the students think that Chinese teachers are more caring than
Canadian counterparts. The freer and encouraging atmosphere has made more than half (52%) of
the Chinese students feel free to express themselves and become more active than they used to be
in China.
Regarding the Chinese students’ perception of freer and more relaxed classroom
atmosphere, the Canadian teachers have critical comments on the Chinese students’ classroom
behaviors.
The worst behaving class is my first year class. They are not the ones who come fresh and
really well behave, and then they get worse and worse. They come here and feel they
have so much freedom, they can say anything, they can do anything, and they even think
at the beginning for sometimes they can be rude with me! (an ESL teacher)
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They (the Chinese students) are on the holiday, and they even use that expression
sometimes among themselves. Holiday. Easy. And then they don’t do well. （a Social
Studies teacher）
I found, relatively speaking, the ESL students are less motivated. What they expect just
pass the exam. They don’t care too much whether they really learn something. In the PE
class, the ESL students are less willing to participate and involve in. (a PE teacher)
These relative negative comments from the teachers and positive perception from the students
indicates a gap of communication and a changing image and psychology of the Chinese students.
Students from the Confucian Heritage Culture (CHC) used to be considered by their western
teachers as passive, silence/reticence, obedient, but diligent, hardworking and respecting their
teachers. (e.g., Jin & Cortazzi, 1993; Flowerdew & Miller, 1995; Walkins & Biggs, 1996;
Jackson, 2002; Liu, 2002; Holmes, 2004). The newly emerging “holiday” image of the Chinese
students requires a more comprehensive social study which is beyond the focus of the current
one. However, some expressions from the interviews with the students, which will be presented
in the following parts, can contribute to a better understanding of the current picture of the
Chinese teenagers in a Canadian setting where Chinese have become a large cultural group.
Acculturation is a hard process in the context where the minority tried very hard to adjust
themselves to the mainstream culture. At the individual level, it is associated not just with
changes in daily behavior, but with numerous measures of psychological and physical wellbeing. The willingness degree of adjustment depends on the comparison forces of the minority
and the majority. In Vancouver where Chinese has become a large ethnic group, the new coming
Chinese do not feel the urgency to adjust harshly so as to survive in the society. One student’s
saying represented typically this phenomenon:
Integrating is necessary, but we’ll not do if we are not forced to. You can see the CBCs
(Canadian-born-Chinese), even though they are born here, they are still standing alone
as a group. To the Caucasians, I don’t think they are always happy to look after a new
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comer, because they have to slow down their speed, change their topics, which is an
unhappy thing to both sides.
The Chinese young people even do not worry about their future. For choosing the future
company to work with, they think they will choose only those whose company culture attracts
them, and these company cultures are not necessary English culture. The confidence in the young
Chinese represents a more multicultural world, in which Chinese culture is playing a more and
more important role.
The Chinese educational system has always been criticized by the overseas Chinese
students as stricter, involving more homework, and based largely on memory, while the
Canadian system has been regarded as comprehensive, with a focus on developing skills in a
variety of areas such as presentations and homework projects (Minichiello, 2001). Ten years
later, the Chinese young people perceive the Canadian education as less pressure, more practical
and emphasizing cooperation, while the Chinese education is good at developing sturdy basic
skills and more academically demanding. That is why when the Chinese come to Canada within
the first few years, they find learning here is much easier with less homework and relatively
simple content knowledge. They do not have the motivation to ask the teacher questions because
what is learning is not demanding. What the two students said here may represent two extremes:
What has been taught in the ESL we have learned in China. Those grammars we have
learned, but the teacher thought we didn’t know. Step by step, I felt bored. (a student in
Grade 10, has been in Canada for one and half years)
I don’t even have questions. All that the teacher taught, I understand and I haven’t had
any problem. (a student in Grade 11, has been in Canada for two and half years)
For the teacher-student relationship, friendly and encouraging are two words used most
frequently by the Chinese students to describe their Canadian teachers. However, encouraging
was considered by some students as not telling the truth. One student reported:
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The teacher just says you are very good, very good; whatever your level is, they just say
you are good; not like the Chinese teacher who will tell you directly your weak point…I
actually prefer the more direct way.
One student further depicted the friendliness of the Canadian teacher. He said:
The Canadian teachers will not care your personal life. If the Chinese teachers see you
don’t feel well, they will ask and give you a heart talk to help you solve the problem
fundamentally. The Canadian teachers are friendly to the extent that they will answer
your question if you ask. They seem don’t care what you think. It’s their culture. I
understand and I’m not complaining and expecting the teachers here to do the same as
the Chinese teachers do.
After being in Canada for a year, most of them have learned that they need to take the
responsibility on their own study and their life. As one student said: “The teachers will not push
you to study, and will not criticize you if you have done wrong. They will certainly keep the
record if you skip the class, if you don’t do the homework and at last you will fail”. One of the
teachers’ expressions confirms the student’s perception:
There is much accountability on the students to respond to instructions, and do it. In the
way I’m asking you to do, but if you don’t do it, you probably fail. If you don’t do it,
that’s your choice…Making somebody to do something and convincing them to do
something is different. There is a choice here.
Students reported that the most benefit they get from Canadian education is to learn to
take responsibility, and to learn to make choice. When being asked whether learning here is
easier than in China, the majority (62%) of them reported that they felt they could learn more
easily here. “Easy” is defined by the Chinese students as “less pressure, less homework, and easy
pass”. If a student want to get “A” (the highest grade), it is more difficult than in China. One
student’s summation presents many of the points students described:
In China, your achievement is determined by one final examination. In case you did not
do well at the beginning, but if you work harder later, you can make up. If you did not do
well in grade 10, but you can do well in Grade12, you can still pass the entrance
examination and go to the university. Here in Canada, it is not the case. If you want to do
well, you have to keep that effort all the time, because the final credits are the
accumulation of every mark you get from every quiz, every homework, and every
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presentation. Easy is depends on how well you want to achieve. If you just want a Pass, it
is easier here than in China.
The perception of easy or difficult in the students’ side is determined by the marks they
get, and by the assignments they do. However, from the teachers’ side, they expect active
participation in classroom discussion, critical thinking, and analytical expression, which might
not be accurately marked technically. In the language class especially, the marks students get
might not reflect their real performances. For example, one ESL teacher said:
In the ESL2, when I tested the students, for their language, it maybe just 30 to 40 percent.
But maybe I think they know the content and their understanding is much higher. With
this in concern, I often gave them B, which is 50 percent, with which they can go into the
higher level. But actually their language is not at that height.
Language learning in particular is not easy as perceived by the students. As one ESL
teacher pointed out:
I think their perception is that things are easy but sometimes they are not as easy as they
think. They might do an assignment, think it is easy, but they didn’t do it well. Like when
you read a novel, you say that novel is easy, but not really understand the novel. It’s
about the depth.
Discussion and Implication
The literature of studies on Chinese learners has been largely documented in adult
learners in general and in undergraduate and graduate students in particular. The subjects of
those studies were mainly from Hong Kong and Taiwan. The profile of the Chinese overseas
students has been depicted as listening to the teacher carefully but seldom contributing in class
discussion, well-disciplined and obedient, being shy to make public speech, working hard and
good at Math and Science (Holmes, 2004; Watkins & Biggs, 1996). Byrne’s (2001) study of
learning experiences of Asian and Caucasian students indicates that Asians were more depressed,
had more fears of loss of face, held more negative belief about the self and the world, and they
perceived to have received less social support when compared to Caucasians (cited in Campbell
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& Li, 2008). Zhou, Knoke & Sakamoto (2005) reported that graduates students from Mainland
China “perceived that they took the class ‘very seriously’ while their Canadian counterparts
seemed to behave casually in class”. “Some Chinese students didn’t ask questions in class
because they thought it is their won problem for not understanding the class, and they ‘didn’t
want to bother others’, they worried that their questions ‘could slow down the class schedule, or
might not interest other students’, or they didn’t want to ‘lose face’ in front of other students
because of their confusions about the class” (p. 296). While in this study, the Chinese teenagers
from Mainland China seem to be more relax and happy about their learning experience in
Canada. Although they still hold the idea “only questioning the teacher after consulting with
classmates and quite sure it is really a problem”, they don’t feel a kind of losing face or
bothering others. Just as one student replied when being asked the feeling loosing face issue:
“How can one think so far? I have never thought about that”. Three reasons seem to explain the
changing psychology of the Chinese students. The first is the teenage nature of the subjects in
this study. Persons between the ages of 13 and 19 are in a transitional stage of physical and
mental development. They are inclined to be influenced more easily than adult by new
environment. As in this study, more than half (52%) of the students reported that they were
influenced by the relatively relaxed classroom atmosphere and became active and felt free to
express their ideas. The second is the large numbers of ethnic groups. The large numbers enable
them to find friends easily, and avoid the sense of isolation. One student described his
experience: “When I was in Italy, I was the only foreigner. I felt so lonely and always kept silent.
But in here, there are so many Chinese, and there are Japanese, Koreans as well, I feel safe and
speak a lot in class.” Zhou, Knoke & Sakamoto (2005) also reported that when the Chinese were
few in a class, they worried whether their voices would be heard and chose to be silent and the
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presence of other ethnic groups in the class increase their feeling of safety to speak. The third is
the growing importance of Chinese economy and culture in the world makes Chinese people feel
more confident as a whole. Just as the young Chinese in this study expressed: “if I can do well,
why bother integrating, which is a torture to both sides?” It is obvious that although English
culture is still the mainstream, the world is becoming more diverse and multi-valued.
On the other hand, the new appearance of Chinese students’ lazy and less-motivated
image may also be attributed to the fast development of Chinese economy which produces the so
called “second-generation wealthy”. Most of the young people studying in Canada are from the
newly emerged wealthy families in Mainland China. Some of them immigrated with their parents
and some are here as international students. It cannot be denied that there exists a group of
students who were no doing well in China and thus not doing well in Canada. They lack the
motivation to compete due to the inadequate perception of wealth.
It is still sound that the lack of motivation may be due to the starting of ESL’s grammar
practice which has been done a lot in China. And the silent reading at ESL 1 might need more
guided reading and background information introduction. Guided reading means helping the
students choose the books which meet their interests, introducing the background in which the
story happened, listing the idiomatic expressions which may not be found in the dictionary and
explaining beforehand, checking their understanding by asking them retelling the story etc.
Multimedia can also be used to reduce word barrier and elicit interests. For example if a movie is
introduced first, then the novel on which the movie is based becomes easy to understand.
The study also showed that the perceptions of the Chinese students and the expectations
of the teachers toward learning in the Canadian setting did not match, with the Chinese students
focusing on passing the exam and the Canadian teachers’ focusing on participation and critical
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thinking. The study also showed that some of the students have learned to adjust their learning
style although the expressing of critical views in class depends largely on the development of
language ability which is a gradual process.
Conclusion
This study depicted a general picture of the Chinese students’ perceptions on classroom
interaction in a Canadian secondary school setting by adopting both quantitative and qualitative
methods. The multi-methods design includes classroom observation, questionnaire survey and
interviews with both students and teachers. The classroom observation lies foundation for the
survey questions to pinpoint the differences between Chinese and Canadian classroom culture.
The observer’s Chinese working experience provides advantage for such a comparison. As an
outsider of the learning environment and native Chinese speaker, the researcher’s interview to
both the students and teachers can elicit more true feeling and honest expressions.
The findings of this study show that the majority of the Chinese students perceived that
they could learn more easily in Canada than in China due to less homework and less pressure.
Although participation regarding challenging the teacher, raising questions, and answering
questions voluntarily is still low, it mostly is due to lower language proficiency level rather than
cultural concern of losing face or bothering others. Most of them like group work and think using
Chinese in group work can help them better understand each other’s points. Although this
hampers adjustment and English development, the Chinese students are not as worried as they
used to be in the previous studies. A great majority of the students perceived that Canadian
teachers are friendly and encouraging to the extent they will help students solve problems
regarding studying. According to the ESL teachers, the Chinese students are less motivated and
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lazier than they used to be in the 1980s and 1990s. The reason for this new perception requires a
more comprehensive social study which will encourage future enquiries.
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Appendix A
Survey on Perceptions of Classroom Interaction
Instructions：
(1) The aim of this survey is to know how you think and feel about the classroom interactions in
PG. It has nothing to do with your grades or marks for any
class.（本问卷的目的是了解你对PG课堂的感受，与你的成绩无关）
(2) Your answers would be kept as confidential and would be used for this research
only（你的回答仅作本研究之用，你的答卷将保密）.
(3) This survey will be carried out anonymously so that no personal information would be
revealed（答卷为匿名作业）
(4) There are two parts in this questionnaire. Part One has 13 items totally. Part Two has 6
statements. Choose the one that best describe your situation. If none of the answer
describes your situation, please write your answer at the spare part of each
item.（本问卷分为两个部分。第一部分总共有13条题目，第二部分有6个陈述。请选出符合你
情况的选项。如果没有符合的，请在划线处写下你的答案）
Part One （第一部分）
1. I have been in Canada for (我来加拿大
a)

no more than 3 months （不到3个月)

b)

3-6months （3-6个月）

c)

6-1year （6个月-1年）

d)

1-2years （1-2年）

e)

2-3 years （2-3年）

f)

other, please specify （其它，请说明）

2. I am from （我来自）
a)

Mainland China (中国大陆)

b)

Hong Kong （香港）

c)

Taiwan （台湾）

d)

Other, please specify （其它，请说明）

3. When I don’t catch what the teacher says in class, I will （上课我听不懂时
a) ask immediately in front of the whole class.（我会马上问老师）
b) ask the teacher later after class.(下课后问老师)
c) ask classmates nearby.（问旁边的同学）
d) do nothing.（不问，保持沉默）
e) other, please specify （其它, 请说明）
4. When I have a question in class, I will （上课我有问题时)
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a)

ask immediately in front of the whole class.（我会马上当着全班同学的面提问）

b)

ask the teacher later after class.（我会下课后问老师）

c)

ask classmates nearby.（我会问旁边的同学）

d)

try to solve the problem by myself after class.（想办法自己找答案）

e) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
5. When the teacher raise a question, and I think I know the answer, I
will（当老师提问时，我知道答案)
a)

answer immediately in front of the whole class.（我会马上回答）

b)

answer only when the teacher calls my name .（只有老师点我的名，我才会回）

c) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
6. When I disagree with the teacher, I will (当我不同意老师的说法时)
a) express my opinion in front of the whole class.（我会当场发表我的意见）
b) talk to the teacher later after class.（我会下课后跟老师交流）
c) discuss with classmates in class.(我会跟旁边的同学讨论)
d) discuss with classmates after class.（我会课后跟同学讨论）
e) do nothing.（保持沉默）
f)

other, please specify （其它，请说明）

7. When choosing group member, I’d like to work with （小组活动时，我希望)
a) Chinese students.（跟中国学生在一组）
b) non-Chinese students.（不跟中国学生在一组）
c) whoever nearby (无所谓，就近)
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
8. When in group discussion, I （课堂小组讨论时)
a) am very active, and speak a lot.（我非常活跃，积极发言）
b) like to listen to others.（一般主要听别人说）
c) think it’s a waste of time.（觉得小组讨论简直是浪费时间）
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
9. A lot of time is spent on class activities here. When I finish the job
（这里的课堂活动很多，当我完成了老师的要求时)
a) I will read a book.（我会自己拿出书来看）
b) I will chat with my classmates nearby.（我会跟旁边同学聊天）
c) I don’t know what to do next.（我不知道该干什么）
d) I will go to the teacher and ask what to do next.（我会问老师，接下来要做什么）
e) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
10. Comparing to the classes in China, the teachers’ lecturing here is
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（跟中国的课堂相比，这里的老师)
a) less and not enough to understand the content.（讲得太少，所以我理解有困难）
b) enough for me to understand.（讲得刚好合适，我基本上能懂）
c) not important. You should learn by yourself.（讲多讲少无所谓，关键靠自学）
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
11. I think group discussion in class （我觉得课堂的小组讨论)
a) is a waste of time, because students don’t know the right
answer.（很浪费时间，因为学生不知道正确的答案）
b) is very helpful for me to make friends.（很好，有利于我交朋友）
c) is very helpful for me to improve my English.（对提高我的英文水平有好处）
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
12. I think the time spent in doing exercises in class （我觉得这里课堂上用来做作业的时间)
a) is too much. The teacher should lecture (teach ) more. （太多了，老师应该多讲一点）
b) is just fine. I learn by doing these exercises.（刚好，我从作业中学到的更多）
c) is not enough. I can’t even finish the exercises in
class.（不够，我几乎完不成课堂作业）
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
13. I think the students here in class （我觉得这里的学生
a) talk too much. They often interrupt the teacher. I think it wastes a lot of
time.（在课堂上讲得太多了。他们经常打断老师的讲课，很浪费时间）
b) are very active. This makes me feel free to express
myself.（很活跃，我也受到感染，在课堂上自由表达自己的想法）
c) are free to drink, to eat, to speak, to relax. To me, it is too much.
（在课堂上吃东西，随便讲话、走动，我觉得过于自由了）
d) other, please specify （其它，请说明）
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Part Two （第二部分）:
Instruction: In the following part, there are 6 statements, please tick the answer which
describes your situation. (下面的表格有6个陈述，请选择你对这6个陈述的意见)
statements

Your answer

I like the classroom environment here. It’s free.
我喜欢这里的课堂气氛，很自由

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

I feel I can learn more easily here.
我感觉在这里学习更容易一些。

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

I feel embarrassed when the teacher calls on my name to answer a question.
当老师上课点名要我回答问题时，我觉得很尴尬。

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

I feel embarrassed to ask a question in front of the whole class.
我觉得在全班同学面前回答问题很不好意思，我很紧张。

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

I feel the teachers here encourage me more than my former Chinese teachers.
我觉得这里的老师比中国老师更倾向于鼓励学生。

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

I feel my former Chinese teachers care me more than the teachers here.
我觉得中国老师比这里的老师更关心学生一些。

Yes No Uncertain
同意 不同意 不知道

Please leave your contact information here if you would like to talk to me. All of your personal
data will be strictly protected for confidentiality and privacy. Thank you!
我是广西师范大学的老师，专门研究中国学生的学习方法。如果你愿意接受我的访谈，跟我进一
步聊聊你的感受，请留下你的联系方式。你所有的信息都会保密。
Email: Telephone:________________________________
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Appendix B
Interview Questions to Students
1. Did you tell the teacher in class if you don’t catch the point? If yes, how did you do? If no,
how did you solve the problem?
2. Did you answer the teacher’s question in the case that nobody’s name is called? If yes, how
often did you do that? If no, why not?
3. Did you raise questions in class? If yes, how often did you do that? If no, why not?
4. When you think your answer was better than your classmates, did you choose to present
your ideas in front of your class?
5. When you disagreed with your teacher, did you say out and present your idea?
6. How do you think of the group work in class? Is it effective for your learning?
7. How do you think of the teacher-student interaction here?
8. How do you think of the teacher’s lecturing here?
9. How do you think of the learning environment here?
Note: The interview questions will be slightly varied according to the participant’s answers to
his/her questionnaire.

Interview Questions to Teachers
1. What do you expect your students to do in class? Do you normally expect them to raise
questions?
2. Do you normally expect your students to challenge what you have said? If they do, are you
offended?
3. Do you think that if the students have questions they will certainly come to you without
hesitation?
4. How much time (percentage) do you think should be allocated to lecturing in a class?
5. The time spent on finishing a task varies student to student. What do you expect the
students to do if they finish their task faster than others?
6. Do you believe a relax atmosphere should be created for effective learning? If so, how relax
it should be? If not, what should it be like?
7. How do you think of group work? What’s the benefit of group work to students?
8. How do you evaluate a student’s presentation?
9. What are your criteria of a good student?
10. How do you think of the Chinese students’ performance here?
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An Examination of the H-2A Guest Worker Program in Relation to Two Public Policy
Models: Implications for Higher Education Land-Grant Institutions

Although higher education revenues are generated from diverse sources, public universities
remain dependent upon state funding (Brown & Gamber, 2002). Thus, higher education
institutions have a vested interest in deepening their understanding of governance processes and
how they shape public policy. Given the pervasive and prominent role of government institutions
and public policy in contemporary society, there is the opportunity for the higher education
sector to think differently and creatively about its relationship with the government sector. There
is also the potential for higher education leaders to “step outside of the box” or “think as if there
is no box” regarding the cultivation of partnerships with government as opposed to mere
recipients of public largesse. Considering the opportunities for strategic partnerships and
engagement, this paper explores pathways for higher education participation in the policy arena
by illustrating the role of policy models in shaping avenues of engagement. A case study
approach focusing specifically on the H-2A Agricultural Guest Worker Program is employed for
greater examination of the aforementioned objectives, while providing stakeholders with an
application-based perspective.

Introduction
Purpose and Rationale of Study
The purpose of this paper is to explore how public policy can be shaped in ways that
influence or determine how and whether the higher education sector may be engaged in tackling
and resolving issues of import to the broader society. Since the golden years of higher education,
roughly the period following World War II through the mid-seventies, the higher education
context has become increasingly complex as the academy struggles to respond and grapple with
seemingly conflictual and contradictory demands and expectations (Cohen, 1998; Lucas, 2006).
On the one hand, declining levels of government support in terms of financial aid, direct
appropriations and research dollars have adversely affected the higher education sector
(Blumenstyk, 2008; Duderstadt & Womack, 2003; Hirsch & Weber, 2002). These growing
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trends are compounded with steadily increasing cost of higher education at rates that outpace
inflation and an increasingly unsettled public that questions higher education’s lack of
accountability for the levels of public support enjoyed (Archibald & Feldman, 2008; Hirsch &
Weber, 2002; Lee & Clery, 2004). Even as higher education is challenged to respond to the new
world order defined by market and knowledge driven economies, there remains considerable
pressure for greater accountability and transparency in achieving designated performance
outcomes associated with the traditional emphasis on teaching, research and service (Altbach,
Berdahl, & Gumport, 1999; Keller, 1983).
Although higher education revenues are generated from diverse sources, public
universities remain dependent upon state funding (Brown & Gamber, 2002). Thus, higher
education institutions have a vested interest in deepening their understanding of governance
processes and how they shape public policy. Moreover, given the pervasive and prominent role
of government institutions and public policy in contemporary society, there is the opportunity for
the higher education sector to think differently and creatively about its relationship with the
government sector. In addition to the transactional arrangement between higher education and
government in terms of legislative appropriations and earmarks for the education sector, there is
also the potential for higher education leaders to “step outside of the box” or “think as if there is
no box” regarding the cultivation of partnerships with government as opposed to mere recipients
of public largesse. This entrepreneurial approach may shift public perceptions of the higher
education sector as higher education leaders present their institutions as partners in tackling key
societal issues — rather than self-interested stakeholders seeking what many may view as
government hand-outs. Yet, the opportunity for higher education to redefine and expand its
relationship with government, may be influenced, hindered or enhanced by how citizens and
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public servants perceive the role, nature and functionality of public policy and public policy
processes. Stated differently, is there a role for higher education in the public policy arena and, if
so, what determines the nature and scope of higher education’s engagement? This study aims to
explore this basic question through the lens of policy models. While there may be multiple
factors that influence higher education engagement in the public sector, this paper posits that the
prevailing policy model that guides and shapes public engagement on a specific issue may also
influence “who is at the table,” the roles that individual players may assume and what can be
accomplished through such roles. To explore this issue in depth, this paper shall employ a case
study approach focusing specifically on the H-2A Agricultural Guest Worker Program.
Organization of Paper
Therefore, a logical starting point for this study is a literature review that provides an
overview of the H-2A Program, including the pros and cons of its effectiveness in tackling the
scarcity of labor in the agriculture sector. The literature review also provides a definition of the
term policy model and describes two very different models for thinking about labor issues in the
agriculture sector. Lastly, the authors examine the scholarly literature to determine whether and
to what degree the higher education sector is or should be presently engaged in immigration
policy. In this regard, particular attention is focused upon the 1890 land-grant institution given its
mission to support disadvantaged agricultural producers, rural families and rural communities
through teaching, research and service. Following the literature review, the paper sets forth the
key objectives to be accomplished, engages in an analysis and discussion of the key objectives,
outlines implications for higher education, presents recommendations for future research and
concludes with a summary of the paper’s key points.
Literature Review
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An Overview of the H-2A Program
Guest worker programs in the United States were initially established as a solution for
addressing the shortfall of workers during wartime. Evidence of this can be seen with the
development of the Bracero program, which brought several million Mexican agricultural
workers to the U.S. during World War II. It was not until 1952 that the Immigration and
Nationality Act (INA) authorized the H-2 program for temporary foreign workers. The INA was
later amended by the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA), which subdivided the
H-2 program into the H-2A and H-2B programs (Bruno, 2009).
To import an H-2A agricultural guest worker, an employer must first apply for labor
certification from the Department of Labor (DOL). To obtain labor certification from the
Department of Labor, (a) the employer must validate that there are insufficient workers who are
incapable of performing the work; and (b) that there are not any adverse effects regarding wages
and working conditions for U.S. workers who are comparably employed. Potential employers
must also provide housing, transportation, and other insurance benefits (i.e., workers’
compensation) to workers. Employers are not required to provide health insurance coverage to
guest workers (Bruno, 2009).
According to Mayer (2004), guest workers are being cheated out of their wages and
denied basic protections in the workplace. In their communities, they are subjected to racial
profiling and harassment by law enforcement – and are frequently forced to prove themselves
innocent of immigration violations, regardless of their legal status (Mayer, 2004). Security
concerns such as terrorism and heightened protection of American borders has also been a
concern of opponents for this program (Bruno, 2009).
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Advantages to the guest worker program is the potential to receive “credit” for their work
in America while also having the monies earned from the work applied to the retirement system
in their respective countries. Moreover, the temporary workers are also able to contribute part of
their earnings to a savings plan. The employment of skilled workers who are willing to work
long hours and take few breaks further enhances the appeal of this program (Schiff, 2004).
Common Violations under the Guest Worker Program. Holley (2001) acknowledges
that nonimmigrant temporary workers have “substantive rights superior to those of domestic
farmworkers” (p. 574); nevertheless, he argues that these rights are rendered meaningless due to
the following considerations:


the isolated conditions under which H-2A guest workers must live and work;



legal requirements that perpetuate abusive work conditions and retaliation against
those workers who assert their rights;



laxity in DOL investigative procedures in circumstances where complaints are made
and violations have been alleged;



legal prohibitions against federal lawsuits brought by H-2A workers; and



inappropriate state court remedies that are available to H-2A workers.

Proponents of farmworker rights have long criticized the H2-A guest worker program for
its lax labor protection and enforcement of regulations as set forth by the Bush Administration.
Under the present Obama administration, more stringent regulations have been set forth that
would enforce labor protection regulations (Farmworker Justice, 2010). However, how
“stringent” are the new enforcement provisions? Given the fact that the U.S. Department of
Labor (DOL) has the duty of enforcing the new provisions of the guest worker program, this
section will examine a few components of the enforcement provisions of the Hour and Wage
Division of the DOL’s Federal Register Notice to determine whether or not the enforcement of
these provisions are sufficient.
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Remedies for H-2A Rule Violations. This section describes specific grounds to disbar
an employer from using the H-2A program. Although this language is specific, it does excuse
employers who commit “minor, unintentional mistakes” (United States, 2010). What warrants a
minor, unintentional mistake? How many mistakes must an employer make to receive some type
of reprimand? Despite the fact that these mistakes are perceived as unintentional or minor, the
DOL’s Federal Register should ensure that monetary penalties be visited upon employers for
these mistakes.
The Final Rule does state that failure to pay fees or provide required wages to H-2A
workers especially if this is done multiple times is grounds for debarment. However, this
language is somewhat lenient in that the employer could possibly get away with this action on at
least one occasion (United States, 2010). This rule should be strictly enforced so that employers
understand that failure to pay required wages is not tolerated. Although certain processes and
procedures are addressed (i.e., the listing of administrator and division responsibilities), there
still seems to be a lack of clarity in this area. An example of this is the filing of wage-based
complaints (United States, 2010). Also, as stated in the register, the DOL lacks sufficient
resources and personnel (United States, 2010), thereby possibly contributing to the lag in present
enforcement processes and procedures. Clear and succinct processes are critical in ensuring the
enforcement of H-2A program provisions by employers.
Overview of Policy Frameworks
Role of Policy Models. Dye (2008) defines a model as a ‘simplified representation of
some aspect of the real world” (p. 11). In the case of public policy, he observes that “conceptual
models” (p. 11) are useful in clarifying how one may think about politics and public policy and
that they also help to create an analytical framework for identifying and ranking what is most
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important or least important about a given issue. Finally, through conceptual models that deepen
the understanding of public policy processes, it is also possible to develop explanations for a
given policy alternative and to predict the consequences that may flow from its implementation.
(p. 11) In his publication, Understanding Public Policy, Dye (2008) identifies eight policy
models: institutional, process, rational, incremental, group, elite, public choice and game theory.
According to Dye, while each model “offers a separate way of thinking about policy,” they are
not “competitive” in terms of competing with each other to offer the “best” illustration of how
public policy works (Dye, 2008, p 12). In many instances, a particular policy may lend itself to
explanation by one dominant model and at the same time reflect a combination of different
models at work (Dye, 2008). For purposes of this paper, attention shall be given to the
institutional and group policy models as examples of how two very dissimilar models can
influence pathways for public policy engagement as well as determine who plays a role in the
problem-solving process. These two models were chosen because each one represents a
distinctive view or perspective of public policy. Succinctly stated, institutionalism begins with
structural arrangements as a framework for understanding group behavior and public policy
outcomes while group theory sees group dynamics and behavior as the guiding framework for
understanding institutional and public policy outcomes (Dye, 2008).
Institutionalism – Policy as Output of Government Institutions. Dye (2008) identifies
two reasons why the study of government institutions has been a central preoccupation of
political scientists. First, he observes that “strictly speaking, a policy does not become a public
policy until it is adopted, implemented, and enforced by some government institution” (p. 12).
Second, he identifies three integral and distinctive characteristics that government institutions
convey upon public policy. These characteristics are legitimacy, universality and the power of
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coercion. By use of the term legitimacy he is referring to “legal obligations that command citizen
loyalty” (p. 12). The term universality refers to the uniform application of laws to all persons in
society and the term coercion refers to government’s accepted authority when respect to the
imprisonment of persons who violate government laws (p. 12). Institutionalism, as characterized
in the U.S. system of government, is defined by the American constitution as the “‘supreme Law
of the Land’ (Article VI)” (p. 12). The constitution sets forth the roles and responsibilities of the
three branches of government at the national level and also clarifies powers held by the federal
and state tiers of government. In addition to establishing the structural features of American
federalism, the constitution also articulates core principles of governance through articles and
amendments that enforce “separation of powers and checks and balances among the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches of government” (p. 13).
The scholarly literature on institutionalism identifies two camps within this school of
thought, generally characterized as the new institutionalism and the old institutionalism
(Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; Hirsch & Lounsbury, 1997; March & Olsen, 1984; Selznick,
1996). Selznick (1996) acknowledges that his Leadership in Administration (1957) “is often
cited as a source of the ‘old’ institutionalism in organization theory” (p. 270). In this work, he
explores institutionalization as the process whereby an organization “takes on a special
character” that enables it to “achieve a distinctive competence or, perhaps, a trained or built-in
incapacity” (p. 271). He further observes that institutional theory is concerned with the
“emergence of distinctive forms, processes, strategies, outlooks, and competences” that evolve in
response to “internal and external environments” (p. 271). Stated differently, he sees
“institutionalization as a neutral idea, which can be defined as ‘the emergence of orderly, stable,
socially integrating patterns out of unstable, loosely organized, or narrowly technical activities’
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(Broom and Selznick, 1955:238)” (p. 271). Selznick (1996), though unconvinced of the radical
newness of “new” institutionalism, describes this aspect of institutionalism as the “reconception
of formal structure as ‘thickly’ institutionalized (Selznick, 1992:235),” whereby the design of an
institution “is created within a received and constructed framework of culture and constraint”
(p. 274). As such, “the formal structure must itself be seen as an adaptive product, responsive to
environmental influences, including cultural definitions of propriety and legitimacy” (p. 274).
Koelble (1995) describes the new institutionalists as falling “into three broad categories: rational
choice, sociological, and historical institutionalists” (p. 232). Rational choice theorists argue that
institutions are the products of “utility-maximizing individuals with clear intentions” (p. 232).
Historical institutionalists are described as those who assert that institutional “outcomes are the
product of the interaction among various groups, interests, ideas, and institutional structures” (p.
232). Finally, sociological institutionalists see individual decisions as products of not only the
institutional setting but “of a much larger frame of reference” (p. 232). Individual actors are
‘embedded’ within “cultural and organizational ‘fields’ or ‘sectors’ which determine the very
concept of ‘self-interest’ and ‘utility’” (p. 232). Hirsch and Lounsbury (1997) endeavor to
reconcile the old and the new institutionalisms in their article entitled, Ending the Family
Quarrel. They posit that the key distinction between the old institutionalists and the new
institutionalists is that of action versus structure. They elaborate upon this distinction in the
following manner:
The old institutionalism’s diversity and richness of action, therefore, becomes less visible
(and important) in favor of smoother, more macro explanations of events. The old
institutionalism focuses on informal action, influence patterns, coalitions, cliques, and the
like. The new, by contrast, locates irrationality in the formal structure itself. The old
concentrates on action that is embedded in face-to-face local communities, whereas the
new looks to organizational sectors and fields, societies, and beyond. (pp. 410-411).
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In order to bridge the gap, Hirsch and Lounsbury (1997) argue that “approaches to the study of
institutions should not be arbitrarily limited to some structurally determined paradigm or
restricted to the study of action” (p. 414). Instead they postulate that:
What is needed instead is attention to ongoing sociological debates regarding the
construction of more complex and complete forms of explanation that makes links from
the micro to the macro and account for the ways in which various levels of explanation
interpenetrate. In addition, institutional analysis must better account for both change and
the emergence of novel institutional structures. This requires a more complex theory of
action that may incorporate phenomenological approaches with those that focus on
socially legitimated agency (pp. 414-415).
What are the implications of the new-old institutionalism debate for understanding
institutionalism approaches to policy formation? Perhaps, with respect to the old institutionalism
school of thought, one would be interested in how federal structures emerged in the colonial
context and how they have evolved over time in response to changes and dynamics in the
internal and external environments. This would then influence perceptions of how such
structures have influenced policy outcomes on specific issues over time. On the other hand, if
one was to explore the workings of federal government through a new institutionalism
framework, perhaps the focus would shift to how the constitution influenced the structure of
government and how such macro structures influence the range of actions and behaviors that
then lead to policy outcomes.
Group Theory – Policy as Management of Group Equilibrium.
According to Dye (2008), “group theory begins with the proposition that interaction
among groups is the central fact of politics. Individuals with common interests ban together
formally or informally to press their demands on government” (p. 19). Group theorists view the
political process a struggle between and among diverse groups. In essence, the essential function
of the political system is to mediate the conflicting demands of groups by setting the “rules of the
game” (p. 20), facilitate compromises and balance competing interests, enact legislation and
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public policy the codifies compromises agreed upon by diverse groups and, finally, to enforce
the compromises agreed upon through formal legislation (p. 20). Dye (2008) also notes that the
strength of individual groups vary and this is what leads to coalitions that come together to
influence public policy in a general direction. Factors that may determine the strength of a
specific group include the size of membership, “wealth, organizational strength, leadership,
access to decision makers, and internal cohesion” (p. 20). The idea of policy as a function of
group equilibrium is based on the idea that as the influence of any one group or coalition of
groups increases it is counterbalanced over time by the emergence and coalescing of new groups
and coalitions (p. 20).
Unlike the scholarly literature on institutionalism, which is dominated by the old-new
institutionalism debate, the literature on group theory is diverse and explores theoretical
applications and implications from multiple perspectives. In The Governmental Process, Truman
(2004) describes the “total pattern of government over a period of time” as a “protean complex
of crisscrossing relationships that change in strength and direction with alterations in the power
and standing of interests, organized and unorganized.” He identifies three categories of factors
that may influence a group’s “effective access to the institutions of government.” These include
“(1) factors relating to a group’s strategic position in the society; (2) factors associated with the
internal characteristics of the group; and (3) factors peculiar to the governmental institutions
themselves.” However, Truman (2004) also identifies what he sees as certain difficulties in the
application of group theory to real-world politics. The first difficulty is that group theory, as
argued by some, tends to diminish the importance of the individual. The second difficulty is that
the application of group theory to political processes leads to “an explanation that inevitably
must ignore some greater unity as society or the state.” However, for various reasons, he does
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not consider neither of these difficulties as sufficiently compelling to negate the benefits gained
through the application of group theory to the workings of government and political institutions.
McFarland (1987) and McFarland (1991) explore the application of group theory to
government in the United States context. In Interest Groups and Theories of Power in America,
McFarland (1987) compares and contrasts three interest group models: pluralism, plural elitism
and the triadic power theory. Truman (2004), as cited above, along with Robert A. Dahl and
Charles E. Lindblom were leading thinkers in the pluralism school of thought, a theoretical
proposition that fundamentally rested on government as the mechanism through which the
interests of competing groups were mediated (McFarland, 1987, p. 129). However, this school of
thought met its demise in the sixties and early seventies when it failed to provide a coherent
explanation of the reasons underlying U.S. government intervention in Vietnam. This led to the
emergence of plural elitism as essentially a conglomeration of views in which special interest
coalitions dominate government decision-making processes in specific policy domains.
McFarland (1987) sees the triadic model as the most advanced and useful of the three models
explored. This model looks at the dynamics between countervailing interests, power and agency
(bureaucratic) autonomy. Though it represents a “simple concept,” McFarland (1987) sees this
model as having “the special capacity to link together a variety of theories of the policy process:
traditional pluralism, plural elitism, state autonomy, corporatism, social movements and the role
of traditional institutions” (p. 147).
In the article Interest Groups and Political Time: Cycles in America, McFarland (1991)
again looks at group theory in relation to the American system of governance. In this work, he
presents two important themes, the first being that interest group mobilization tends to occur in a
cyclical context alternating between business group domination of policy processes and
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counterbalancing reform movements. He outlines this perspective within the context of critical
pluralism, a theoretical framework that incorporates a cyclical analysis of interest group
formation and behavior, focuses on the important or dominant role of business groups and allows
consideration for autonomous agency behavior. McFarland (1991) also summarizes Huntington’s
cycles theory which is also relevant to the focus of this paper though the emphasis is on
American citizenry in general rather than interest group behavior in particular:
Huntington argues that Americans generally believe that their government exists, not
simply to govern, but also to express universal ethical principles of liberty, equality and
freedom, now often called ‘human rights’. At sixty-year intervals in American history,
Huntington observes, significant numbers of Americans become angry at ‘the idealsversus-institutions gap’ and engage in collective behaviour to restore the seemingly
corrupted institutions to the ethical level of the creed that American government
represents eternal principles of justice. (pp. 274-275)
According to McFarland (1991), Schlesinger’s The Cycles of American Politics also looks at
intervals in time to observe swings in American citizenry behavior. However, in this instance, he
focuses on the “alternation between public purpose and private interest,” including the
“fulfillment of self” (pp. 275-276).
Similar to McFarland (1987), McFarland (1991) and Truman (2004), Landé (1973)
applies group theory to governance in a specific geo-political context. However, in this instance,
he illustrates the global dimensions of group theory analysis by analyzing networks and group
political behavior in Southeast Asia. Landé (1973) acknowledges the general scholarly consensus
that interest groups do not play as prominent a role in the governance of developing countries.
Nevertheless, he postulates that dyadic or patron-client relationships do have some bearing on
group structures and formation and how such groups interface with broader political processes
(Landé, 1973).
Finally, Smith (1995) and Lowery (2007) look specifically at interest group behavior in
relation to lobbying and legislative processes. Of the two, Smith is of particular interest to this
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study. In the article Interest Group Influence in the U.S. Congress (1995), Smith (1995) conducts
a critical review of the literature that explores the degree and manner by which lobbyists and
interest groups influence the U.S. Congress. First, Smith (1995) examines the role and influence
of campaign contributions and lobbying activities on the decisions and actions of Congressional
members. With respect to the former, he concludes that “campaign contributions of interest
groups have far less influence than commonly thought, although even the scholarly work suffers
from methodological problems and data inadequacies that make firm conclusions difficult”
(p. 91). With respect to the literature on lobbying, Smith (1995) concludes that, “while recent
statistical evidence of the actual impact of lobbying activities on the voting decisions of
Congress is mixed” (p. 98), he also observes that recent research indicates that “lobbyists may be
more capable of influencing the decisions and actions of members of Congress than the
conventional wisdom would suggest” (p. 97). Second, Smith (1995) looks at the policy
formulation process and how interest groups may exert influence through agenda setting, gaining
access to members of Congress, subgovernment arrangements and policy outcomes. With respect
to agenda setting, Smith (1995) cites research that shows how organized interest groups may
influence what is or is not part of the congressional legislative agenda and the degree to which
there are clear stands versus compromises on a given legislative issue. Access is members of
Congress, according to one study cited by Smith, is a function of two factors. The first is “when
interest groups enjoy competitive advantage over their rivals in meeting congressional reelection
needs” and the second is “when legislators expect the issues and circumstances that established
the competitive advantage to recur” (p. 112). Smith (1995) observes that the literature on
subgovernments, that is, sophisticated structures and networks that co-opt and control policymaking in specific domains of engagement, “claims that subgovernments are no longer as
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common as they once were and that policy making is better ‘described as taking place within
issue networks’” (pp. 113-114). However, he also acknowledges that some scholars “argue that
‘we need more complex images to catch the protean richness and complexity of the emerging
systems of interest representation and policy making’ than are conveyed by concepts like
subgovernments and issue networks” (p. 115). While certain scholars argue that “some classic
subgovernments do exist,” what is “more common are the ‘larger concatenations of groups and
officials, most of which are too large, too heterogeneous, and too unstable in their linkages to
qualify as real networks, and certainly not as old-fashioned triangles’” (p. 115). Finally, on the
question of policy outcomes, Smith (1995) concludes that “overall, the literatures conclude that
interest groups appear to have low to moderate levels of success in influencing congressional
outcomes, although the non-academic, narrative case studies (Birnbaum 1992; Birnbaum and
Murray 1987; Choate 1990; Edsall 1988; Smith 1988) tend to depict interest groups as far more
influential” (p. 117). Generally speaking, Smith (1995) concludes that while the research
conducted on interest groups is “quite impressive in both its scope and its overall quality,” much
of it is inconclusive and “more work needs to be done across the board” (p. 122).
Overview of the Land-Grant Institution
As previously stated, this paper is interested in the role of higher education, specifically
the land-grant institutions, in the public policy arena. Though generally overlooked in the history
of higher education, substantial credit for the concept of the land-grant institution belongs to
Jonathan Baldwin Turner. Herren and Hillison (1996) give an account whereby Turner outlined
the parameters of a state-funded agriculture and industrial college during the 1851 Farmers’
Convention that took place in Granville, Illinois. In Leadership and Learning: An Interpretive
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History of Historically Black Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, A Centennial Study (1990), 1
a more detailed account of Turner’s efforts are presented that conflicts somewhat with this
account. In chapter one, “The Roots of Black Land-Grant Institutions,” Turner began advocating
for agricultural and industrial universities during the mid-1840s and outlined a plan for founding
such an institution for Illinois during the Illinois Teachers Institute held in 1850 in Griggsville,
Illinois. The first such national legislation was sponsored by Justin Morrill, U.S. Senator from
Vermont, and was initially vetoed by President James Buchanan in 1859. Subsequent legislation
passed by both houses of Congress, due in part to the secession of the southern states, was signed
into law by President Abraham Lincoln in 1862 (Leadership and Learning, 1990). The
subsequent 1890 land-grant act broadened support for existing land-grant institutions and made
special provision for separate land-grant institutions for the education of African Americans, still
largely illiterate and uneducated as a result of generations of slavery and involuntary servitude
(Leadership and Learning, 1990). In recent decades the federal government has expanded landgrant status to tribal colleges and Hispanic-serving institutions.
Table 1. illustrates the range of areas in which land-grant institutions have engaged
according to a selected survey of the literature. The table is intended to be illustrative rather than
exhaustive and reflects the diverse areas through which land-grant institutions have impacted

1

This publication was issued in celebration of the centennial anniversary of the Morrill 1890 land-grant act. The
publication was prepared as a collaborative venture of several parties: James Wesley Smith, the initial drafter; the
1890 Institutions’ Centennial Committee and the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges (NASULGC). Additional research and manuscript input was undertaken by The Association of Library
Directors, library staff at selected 1890 land-grant libraries, the advisory committee, the 1890
Presidents/Chancellors, former 1890 Presidents/Chancellors (who contributed to the oral history section in chapter
VII and a host of other individual scholars, faculty and staff). The publication does not list any one specific
individual or organization as author.
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Table 1. Areas of Rural Development Engagement by Land-Grant Institutions
Areas of Engagement
Boosting Agricultural Production
Civil Rights Leadership Development and
Engagement
Community/Educational Organizing at Grassroots
Level
Comprehensive Agricultural Education
Cooperative Extension
Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Development
Home Economics and Human Sciences
International Programs/Extension
Prevention of Land Loss of African American
Owned Farms
Rural Catalyst for Change and Transformation
Rural Development Research
Scientific Research
Small Farm Preservation

Sources(s)


Leadership and Learning (1990)



Johnson (unknown date)






Peters (2002)
Grant, Field, Green and Rollin (2000)
Comer, Campbell, Edwards and Hillison (2006)
Ilvento (1997)





Robinson, Dassie and Christy (2004)
Leadership and Learning (1990)
Leadership and Learning (1990)







Gilbert, Sharp and Felin (2002)
McDowell (2003)
Davis (1994)
Leadership and Learning (1990)
Steele (1997)

rural communities and society. Of particular relevance is McDowell’s Engaged Universities:
Lessons from the Land-Grant Universities and Extension (2003). The third in a series of seven
reports, McDowell (2003) drew upon the work of the Kellogg Commission on the Future of the
State and Land-Grant universities and its cogent perception of public and land-grant universities
as “increasingly irrelevant in a world that has passed them by” (p. 32). This paper also explores
the question of relevance through two avenues of inquiry. The first deals with the role of the
land-grant university in the area of public policy. The second deals with the role of the land-grant
institution in addressing the needs and challenges faced by rural immigrant communities as a
case in point. Because of the politically divisive issue of immigration reform in the American
polity, the two issues are indisputably connected. Neither of these areas is reflected in Table 1.
and may prove indicative of potential areas of engagement whereby public and land-grant
institutions may demonstrate their continuing relevance in an increasingly global society.
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Objective(s) of the Study
The question of institutional relevance is not one that can be pursued in a vacuum. As the
enterprise of higher education is at heart a social enterprise (Duderstadt & Womack, 2003), it is
important to observe that colleges and universities function in integral relationship to their
broader environment. Thus, there are complex dynamics regulating and mediating an array of
social, cultural, political and economic interchanges between individual and corporate units of
any one institution of higher education. As this is principally a theoretical study, primary
consideration is given to the nature and role of a given policy regime and how it may influence
strategies through which an institution of higher education may engage with a specific issue.
Thus, the scope of this paper is defined by the following objectives:


What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of the institutionalism and group
theory policy models?



Which of these models best characterize the policy regime governing the H-2A guest
worker program for non-immigrant agricultural workers?



How might the existing policy regime for the H-2A guest worker program influence
the need and manner through which land-grant institutions engage in this issue area
and what are some of the potential opportunities as well as pitfalls of engagement?
Analysis and Discussion

Relative Advantages and Disadvantages of Two Policy Models
The key feature of the institutionalism model of public policy is that the process of
governance and its related outputs and outcomes is seen principally as a result of bureaucratic,
institutional processes (Dye, 2008). This implies that the more integrally connected or
entrenched a given player may be the greater influence the individual, group or unit of
governance may possess. For example, members of the U.S. Supreme Court possess substantial
power through their role in interpreting and deciding the constitutionality of a given law. On the
other hand, a federal district judge may possess considerable influence in the interpretation of
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federal legislation and the determination of its constitutionality, such decisions may be overruled by appellate or Supreme Court justices. Likewise, the power of a state governor is
substantial but pales in comparison to that of the U.S. President. Thus, while individuals engaged
in government institutions have more influence than those who do not, not all roles and functions
are equal in power and influence. Those who are not directly involved in governance processes
have less influence than those that do; however, certain individuals or groups may have greater
access and influence than others. For example, when an industry trade group is formally or
informally invited to provide input on specific legislation or lobbies effectively for certain
administrative rule changes, it is exerting influence roughly equivalent to that of a congress
person or executive agency official. Such access, however, may be relative to which party is in
power. For example, a trade official with substantially unlimited access to power brokers in one
administration may find such access severely curtailed in favor of administration preference for
input from civil society or non-government organizations, typically referred to as public interest
groups.
Conversely, the key feature of the group theory model is that governance occurs through
coalitions of interests which, presumably, include actors both within and outside of the
machinery of governance. Access to the policy-making process is primarily determined by
interests united by common goals or values rather than formal authority as an elected official,
political appointee or civil servant. This model places less emphasis on the structure and
processes of government institutions and more interest on the relative influence of group
coalitions as determined by their “numbers, wealth, organizational strength, leadership, access to
decision makers, and internal cohesion” (Dye, 2008, p. 20). In some respects, the group theory
model can be viewed as more democratic in that historically disadvantaged individuals and
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groups can impact public policy through the formation of strategic alliances that bolster numbers,
wealth and access to decision makers. The American civil rights movement is an excellent case
in point.
Policy Model Governing the H2-A Guest Worker Program
The H2-A guest worker program can be described as being closely aligned to the
institutionalism policy model. This can be said as a result of several considerations that can be
deduced from the literature (Holley, 2001; Farmworker Justice, 2010). First and foremost, H2-A
guest workers are not U.S. citizens and do not vote. This, by definition, constrains their level of
engagement and involvement in U.S. governance processes. Second, the literature indicates,
guest workers function in relative isolation from U.S. society. Their living and work conditions
are controlled principally by their U.S. employers. Third, the relative isolation of guest workers
diminishes group engagement in the policy process. This is reinforced by, fourth, a rigid set of
laws and regulations that can only be influenced or mediated by complex law-making, judicial or
rule-making processes. Such processes in general have been more closely aligned to the interests
of agriculture producers and businesses. While rule changes under the Obama administration
may tend to allow more consideration for the rights of the guest workers, substantial barriers for
their enforcement persist. It is conceivable that the typical guest worker may be ill-informed of
his or her rights and could furthermore have difficulty asserting such rights given the relative
isolation in which he or she works.
However, it is also important to note that policy models can change over a period of time.
For example, the civil rights movement is an example of how higher education institutions joined
forces with a wide range of citizens and organizations to challenge and ultimately dismantle a
deeply, entrenched institutionalized system of legal segregation at all levels of governance. Thus,
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it is conceivable that higher education could work with existing groups and coalitions to advance
laws and programs that reduce the isolationism surrounding agricultural guest workers while
fostering enhanced civic and community engagement on issues, such as the H2-A program. In
the prevailing policy regime, there has emerged over time a stark juxtaposition of vastly unequal
dynamics whereby the federal government — inclusive of Congress, the Supreme Court and
accompanying state and federal judicial systems, the President, executive departments, and
myriad administrative agencies – has created a complex regulatory structure that has to be
comprehended and mediated by vulnerable, generally uneducated and isolated farmworkers who
generally do not speak English. New guidelines initiated under the Obama administration, as
published in the Federal Register, cover more than 100 pages of dense, detailed and intricate
regulations (United States, 2010). This profound imbalance between the American regulatory
and judicial system and disempowered foreign workers can be potentially best addressed by
effectively strengthening and expanding the number and network of individual, organizational
and institutional actors that are engaged with immigration public policy. In essence, this would
require a transition from the dominant institutional policy framework to the group policy model
or framework. While the group policy model generally tends to look at issues of conflict or
competition among various groups in society, it is also a framework within which alliances can
be forged to achieve mutually beneficial objectives (Dye, 2008). This is precisely what occurred
during the American civil rights movement, for example.
In particular, there is a strong need to engage the African American community with
respect to issues that impact the agricultural guest worker community. This is due to the fact that
the increase in the number of agricultural guest workers has increased primarily due to the rise in
their numbers in the U.S. South where large numbers of African American reside (Holley, 2001).
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Such a development, given that a substantial number of guest workers are undocumented or here
illegally, contributes to tensions between the African American and Latino communities. That
said, the conditions under which guest workers live and work in the U.S. are reminiscent of
conditions that African Americans faced under slavery and the subsequent sharecropping system
implemented in the years following the American Civil War. Paradoxically then, the rights that
African Americans fought to achieve for themselves and all Americans are in jeopardy under the
present guest worker arrangement.
Motivations and Rationale for Land Grant Engagement in Guest Worker Issues
The existing H2-A policy regime can pose certain challenges for engagement by landgrant institutions, particularly the 1862 institutions, from the vantage point of both the
institutionalism and group theory models. For example, unlike the H2-A workers who are
foreign workers coming from generally poor, developing countries, the agricultural producers
have the means and capacity to lobby elected officials and can exert this influence over an
extended period of time. Though they are not actual players in the policy making process, they
constitute an outside group with substantial influence relative to the foreign agriculture workers
that they employ. From a group theory perspective, agriculture producers, particularly those that
manage large, export-driven farm operations, may already belong to formal and informal group
coalitions that include land grant institutions, particularly the 1862 institutions. Consequently,
faculty and extension agents and, hence, the leadership of such land grant institutions may see
themselves as part of an extended family of interests designed to benefit large producers rather
than the H2-A workers. While there may be benefits in the public interest for promoting a higher
level of fairness and equality in the treatment of H2-A workers, certain land grant institutions
may not be willing to pay the price to undertake such roles.
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On the other hand, other land-grant institutions, such as the tribal colleges, Hispanicserving institutions and the 1890 colleges and universities may conceivably approach the
challenge of immigration rights policy engagement from a different vantage point. With respect
to the 1890 institutions in particular, they belong to a legacy and tradition that has required a
careful balancing act between opposition to rigid, highly institutionalized structures that foster
inequality and injustice while simultaneously coexisting with such structures in generally
peaceful, cooperative working relationships. This paradoxical dynamic is illustrated in the
literature. On pages 19-20, Johnson’s paper, The 1890 Morrill Land-Grant College Act and the
African American Civil Rights Movement, cites examples of Presidents at Hampton Institute,
North Carolina A&T and Tuskegee Institute who were intentionally accommodationist in their
dealings with white-controlled state governments, in some instances accepting less funding that
to which they were entitled. In Leadership and Learning (1990), chapter seven, Maceo Nance,
President of South Carolina State College, engaged with his Governor from a deliberately
aggressive posture in order to resolve a potentially explosive dispute between students, police
and owners of a whites-only bowling alley:
I called him the night before and the next morning raising hell with the governor and
asked him how did he expect me to do my job…if I wasn’t getting the cooperation of his
people…I raised hell and he told me to meet [with the state attorney general] who was
[coming down] the next morning. (p 133)
These examples illustrate how leaders of historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs)
dealt with power structures from generally marginalized and vulnerable positions, having limited
access to decision makers and power players in organized political structures.
A group theory analysis also supports a rationale for policy engagement on immigration
rights, particularly by the non-1862 land-grant institutions. First, the formal and informal
alliances and constituencies of these institutions include limited resource farmers, small farmer
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cooperatives and historically disadvantaged rural communities. Such constituencies may not see
a radical differentiation between their interests and those of H2-A guest workers. Second, the
line between legal and illegal immigrants can be fluid and dynamic. While the H2-A program is
designed for temporary foreign workers who will return to their countries of citizenship at the
conclusion of their work contracts, family members who accompany such workers may not in
fact be in the country legally. Also, workers who enter the U.S. as H2-A workers may
conceivably re-enter a year later as illegal non-immigrant workers. Another conceivable
proposition is that, while both legal and illegal workers may voluntarily choose to return to their
countries of citizenship, others may opt to remain in the U.S. indefinitely (Pastor and Alva,
2004). The children of such workers who grow up in the U.S. with limited or no ties to their
homeland are increasingly viewed as viable and valid U.S. citizenship prospects, thus comprising
a pool of prospective college applicants. Such students are the intended beneficiaries of proposed
legislation, popularly known as the Dream Act. According to the National Immigration and Law
Center, the proposed Dream Act “would eliminate a federal provision that penalizes states that
provide in-state tuition without regard to immigration status” and would also provide a legal
pathway through which immigrant students may become U.S. citizens (Dream Act: Summary,
Updated May 2011, p. 1). Finally, as the literature illustrates, 1890 land-grant institutions have
demonstrated a historic commitment to broadening the rights of disadvantaged and marginalized
persons and enhancing access to equal justice. For example, “students at land-grant campuses
played a pivotal role in the civil rights struggle of the 1950s and 1960s,” including the “famed
sit-in at a Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greensboro by North Carolina A&T State University
students” (Leadership and Learning, photo insert, p. 48).
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Implications of the Paper
In chapter one of Understanding Public Policy, Dye (2008) presents several definitions
useful for clarifying and articulating the implications for the engagement of land-grant
institutions in the policy arena. These definitions explain the meaning of important terms, such as
policy, political science, policy analysis and policy advocacy. Dye (2008) “discourages elaborate
academic discussion of the definition of public policy” (See notes on p. 9) and defines policy as
simply “whatever governments choose to do or not to do” (p. 1). Dye (2008) defines political
science as the “study of ‘who gets what when and how’” (p. 3) with three broad domains of
inquiry: (1) “institutional arrangements as well as the philosophical justification of government”
(p. 3); (2) “political processes, that is, campaigns and elections, voting, lobbying, legislating, and
adjudicating” (pp. 3-4); and (3) “the study of public policy – the description and explanation of
the causes and consequences of government activity” (p.4). Of these three, the latter is what Dye
(2008) refers to as policy analysis.
These definitions as articulated by Dye (2008) serve as a basis for clarifying the term
policy engagement. For purposes of this paper this term refers to the full range of lawful
activities that may influence and inform government policy, both directly and indirectly. This
definition is intended to be fluid and dynamic, broadly capturing diverse ways in which
individuals and organizations may engage in the policy community. In relation to the higher
education sector, such activities would fall under the threefold mission of education, research
and service. For example, laws may vary regarding the legality of higher education officials in
state universities holding public office; however, it is not unusual for higher education faculty to
serve on city councils or hold positions on advisory boards established by government agencies
for designated purposes. Again, ethical or legal considerations may vary regarding the role of
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higher education officials in political campaigns and elections; however, there may be
circumstances in which higher education faculty may take temporary leave to serve on
presidential campaigns. Alternatively, they may conduct research on voter behavior or specific
issues central to a contested race. Finally, higher education can play an important role in
analyzing the viability of various policy options for addressing an issue of vital concern in the
broader society. All of these examples elucidate the various ways in which the higher education
sector can engage in the policy arena.
Table 2. illustrates the role and contribution of the higher education sector as it relates to
policy engagement in specific reference to the H2-A guest worker program. The table envisions
the kinds of policy related activities, directly and indirectly, according to the threefold mission of
education, research and service. This approach to policy engagement takes into account the
short-term and long-term aspects of policy engagement. Baldwin Turner, for example, was a
college professor and administrator who wrote, taught and publicly advocated for agricultural
and industrial education for a period spanning decades. His tireless efforts laid the foundation
that enabled the Morrill land grant act to become a reality. Interestingly, the first sponsor of the
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Table 2. Potential Pathways for Higher Education Engagement in H2-A Guest Worker Issues
Mission Area
EDUCATION

RESEARCH

Mission Area
SERVICE

Types of Engagement
Curriculum Design
 Incorporation of content in existing courses
across academic disciplines such as education,
business, political science, and law
 Development of new course(s) dealing with
immigration issues, including H2-A program
 Creation of major, minor or area of
concentration in immigration studies
Curriculum Innovations
 Incorporation of guest lecturer on immigration
issues
 Use of audio visual, resource materials on
immigration issues
 Faculty-led study abroad with focus on
immigration/bi-lateral relations between two
countries
 U.S. study tour to communities, states or
regions grappling with immigration issues
 Faculty and student research and publications
on H2-A and other immigration issues
 Faculty and student presentations on
immigration issues at seminars and
conferences
 Preparation of fact sheets
 Preparation of background briefing papers
 Sponsorship of seminars and conferences
 Establishment of interdisciplinary research
centers and institutes focusing on immigration
issues
Types of Engagement
 Meeting with lawmakers to present and discuss
research findings
 Providing feedback on proposed legislation
 Working with immigrant and community groups
to develop a community-based ombudsman
system for H2-A workers
 Student service-learning projects with churches
working with immigrant community
 Audio visual project that educates citizens and
community on H2-A guest worker issues
 Collaborating with citizens and community
groups to review and develop alternative
legislative models and programs, e.g., a multiyear community grants programs for pilot or
demonstration projects that target H2-A
workers

proposed land-grant legislation, though unsuccessful, was Richard Yates, an Illinois member of
the House of Representatives and former student of Turner. (See detailed account in Leadership
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and Learning, pp. 3-10) Turner was also a friend of President Abraham Lincoln who signed the
1862 Morrill Act into law. Thus, Turner’s life illustrates how multiple interventions over time
not only helped to inform a broader populace but also led to the forging of relationships and
alliances that had a profound impact on the government policy-making process. Indeed, the
initial version of the land-grant act proposed in 1853 was crafted by Turner, President of Illinois
Teachers Institute at the time (Leadership and Learning, 1990, p. 4).
Recommendations for Future Research
This theoretical paper helps to frame issues that can elucidate or serve as the basis for
further research. Such research can prove useful in clarifying avenues for higher education
engagement in the policy arena, broadly defined as well as in relation to H2-A guest worker
issues. For example, a more in-depth case study of Baldwin Turner’s life and the contributions
he made to the land-grant act may generate enormous insights regarding the role that higher
education leaders may play in transforming public policy. It would also be useful to know if
there are other more recent historical examples of this nature. Research focusing on the history of
tribal colleges and Hispanic-serving institutions would be useful in framing potential motivations
and modalities for engagement on H2-A and other immigration issues. Statistical and
demographic data documenting U.S. population trends, projected numbers of illegal and legal
migrants, and how these trends may impact industrial and non-industrial labor trends would also
be helpful. Such data may provide justification for policy interventions based on economic or
financial incentives. It is conceivable that some of the research needs identified in this section
may already be in progress; however, the scope of this paper was designed to focus broadly on
land-grant institutions with specific emphasis given to the 1890 group of institutions.
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Conclusion
The higher education sector in the U.S. is under increasing pressure to adapt and respond
to demands for greater accountability and relevance to the evolving realities of American society.
One avenue through which higher education can rethink its role is in the policy engagement
arena. As a case in point, immigration policy is a potentially contentious and controversial area
of engagement precisely because underlying shifts in population demographics impact upon the
social, economic and cultural way of American life. Such shifts also have the potential to
increase or decrease the pool of prospective student applicants to higher education institutions.
Thus, the higher education sector should not shun taking a closer look at the role it can play in
making positive and constructive contributions to the on-going debate and problem-solving
process. Baldwin Turner tackled the issue of agriculture and industrial education during a period
in time when the emancipation of millions of slaves substantially altered and changed the course
of American history (Leadership and Learning, 2010). Similarly, the manner and modalities
through which American society integrates increasing number of immigrant populations may
also alter the course of national history.
As a further case in point, each year American agricultural producers hire large numbers
of temporary foreign workers who are employed under what are generally referred to as the H2A provisions of the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA). These farmworkers can
be described as vulnerable and marginalized nonimmigrant labor whose mistreatment is
perpetuated by a system of isolation and deprivation. However, to address what are perceived as
rampant abuses of the H-2A program, it is necessary to take into account and balance the
following competing interests and/or stakeholders: American society and its ideals, agricultural
producers, non-immigrant labor and the American workforce. As a nation committed to the rule
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of law and democratic governance, there is an inherent interest in protecting the rights of the
vulnerable and abolishing systems which are unfair and abusive in nature. For example, while
the American system of slavery may have been a profitable enterprise, it was established upon
values so antithetical to rights enshrined in the American constitution that its demise and
abolishment became a national imperative that led to this country’s first and only civil war. With
respect to agricultural producers, they play an important role by contributing to the state and
national economy and ensuring that there is an adequate food supply for the nation and the
world. The presence of large numbers of nonimmigrant labor in the United States (U.S.) can be
attributed to conditions of poverty and under-development in the countries from whence they
come. They seek employment in the U.S., often under harsh working conditions, in order to
provide for the economic needs of their families at home. The incomes earned, typically referred
to as remittances, are a major source of cash revenue for their national economies as well. Last,
but not least, are the interests of American workers who have an interest in ensuring that the
supply of foreign labor is properly managed to ensure that the rights of American citizens are not
circumvented by unfair labor practices in the marketplace. To a certain degree, one may argue
that this is also a national interest. If American citizens are substantially displaced from
employment opportunities due to low wages paid to foreign workers, the federal government
must spend more dollars to subsidize the income of families through welfare payments,
unemployment insurance and food stamp programs. Moreover, social instability can occur when
large numbers of persons are displaced from key sectors of the economy. The interplay of these
issues illustrates the complexity and myriad of interests impacted by immigration laws. Yet, they
also demonstrate a compelling public need for the attention and resources that can be provided
by the higher education sector.
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Against this backdrop, this paper has highlighted certain considerations that higher
education leaders need to take into account when engaging in the public policy arena. One
consideration is that the laws and actions undertaken by government are influenced and shaped
by any one or more public policy models. Before shaping interventions, it is important to
therefore analyze a particular policy regime to determine whether and to what degree it has been
influenced by any one of the models articulated by Dye (2008). Second, any given institution
must assess its own environment, including historical and cultural relations with diverse
stakeholders. The dynamics of a given environment may open or close doors for policy
engagement on a specific issue. A third consideration is that the work of policy engagement need
not distract a college or university from its core mission of education, research and service.
Rather, there are ample opportunities to enhance the execution of university mission in creative
and diverse ways that simultaneously advance work in the public policy arena. All of these
considerations illustrate important factors that higher education leaders should consider in
expanding roles and contribution to the policy formation process – beyond the transactions
involved in requesting and receiving government appropriations.
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Austin Tan Cerca de la Frontera and the Struggle to Redefine the Border
Paradigm

It appears lately that organized labor is getting pounded from every side. With the
support of big business assets, the rights of public employees to bargain collectively were
recently rescinded by Governor Walker in Wisconsin. Other states are poised to follow suit. The
conservative offensive to debilitate organized labor is vehement, and many unions have gone
into retreat, temporarily or permanently. In at least one important area, however, organized labor
has been making headway. Advances in organized labor strength have been notable in the area of
transnational solidarity, which arose as a reaction to the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). As one scholar recently put it, “NAFTA—the concrete embodiment of globalization
in North America—had the unanticipated consequence of catalyzing labor transnationalism…”
(Kay, 2011, p. 2).
The 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organization, Austin Tan Cerca de la Frontera
(ATCF), as indicated on the organization’s website (2011), was founded by a handful of activists
opposed to corporate run sweatshops and substandard working conditions particularly in
developing countries, in order to help counter the ill effects of the North American Free Trade
Agreement on workers on the Mexico side of the Texas border. The 501c3 nonprofit group
began in 1999 as a project of the American Friends Service Committee (ca. 2010), the social
action arm of the American Quakers. The stated mission of ATCF is to promote attempts to
improve the quality of life and working conditions of the women and men who work in the
maquiladoras, often with typical characteristics of large industrial sweatshops/factories on the
Mexican side of the border (2011). The majority of all maquiladoras are US-based and multinational corporations that have moved a part of their operations to the north of Mexico to take
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advantage of the unenforced Mexican minimum wage and labor laws (Castillo and Rosenberg,
2012). In order to realize its stated mission, ATCF supports the efforts of the Mexican labor
union, the Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s (CFO) in its opposition to sweatshop conditions,
substandard wages, and routine abuses that take place at the maquiladoras. ATCF (2011) has
continued to nurture its relationship with the CFO over the past 13 years by contributing
regularly to the CFO and sending quarterly commissions, or delegations consisting of
approximately 12 guests or delegates, chosen from among interested members of the general
public to meet with the CFO representatives and maquiladora workers, share meals, exchange
views, and tour the grounds where the maquiladoras are located. Delegates commonly talk about
how impressed they are by the delegation experience, and many relate how the time spent with
workers, the CFO and ATCF continues to affect them even after returning to Texas or wherever
else they are from (some come from as far the Midwest or New York). Many find the experience
of driving with the workers outside the maquiladoras or sharing meals and visiting with workers
in their homes deeply moving. After returning home, former delegates have become more active
in progressive and border-related causes, such as standing against many cruel practices in the
immigration detention centers, or supporting labor movements on the US side of the border
(Castillo and Rosenberg, 2012). In 2010, owing to budgetary concerns of the American Friends
Service Committee, ATCF became autonomous, though because the ATCF and Quakers share
many values, these groups still retain ties.
ATCF got its start in 1999 when a few women, maquiladora workers and union
organizers, came to the US to describe the conditions they face in the maquiladoras and what
they are up against as organizers with personal, firsthand knowledge of the material hardship,
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harassment and indignities suffered by maquiladora workers. The material hardships include
harsh working conditions and long work hours for low pay (Personal Testimonies, 2012).
Social setting around the time of ATCF’s founding
The year 1999 marked the largest anti-neoliberal, anti-globalist demonstration in the
history of the United States, just months after the formation of ATCF. Tens of thousands of
progressive, mostly young trade unionists and environmentalists took to the streets of Seattle to
protest a scheduled meeting of the World Trade Organization (WTO). While there was some
storefront looting—a small group of anarchists broke shop windows and vandalized
storefronts—the vast majority of the demonstrators were peaceful (Postman, 1999). The police,
apparently alarmed at the vast number of well-organized protesters present, used aggressive
tactics such as tear gas and rubber bullets, in an attempt to drive the crowds back, however.
About 600 protesters were arrested. A federal jury appointed after the demonstration found that
the police had overreacted and arrested many protesters without due cause. Norm Stamper, at the
time Seattle chief of police, ended up resigning (Anderson, 1999).
Seattle’s was not the first, nor the last, demonstration opposing institutions of global
capital, but it was the first one that was highly visible and publicized widely in the United States.
Some months earlier, in June of 1999, tens of thousands of counter-hegemonic activists had
staged a massive rally against the G8 in Cologne, Germany. The previous year had seen
demonstrations in Birmingham, England, also in opposition to the G8. Around the same time,
anti-corporate protests had also taken place in a range of international cities, including
Barcelona, Spain, Melbourne, Australia and many others (Ainger, 1999).
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The North American Free Trade Agreement
Understanding NAFTA is important for understanding the civil society organization
Austin Tan Cerca de la Frontera (ATCF). As Kay noted, the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), which went into effect on January 1, 1994, essentially formalizes and
reinforces a pre-existing relationship of economic, political and social power linking the US,
Canada, and Mexico (2011). While eliminating tariffs between the US, Canada, and Mexico,
NAFTA effectively made it possible for multinational business to contest a plebiscite,
occasionally even overriding the vox populi (Shapren, 2003). In other words, NAFTA, along
with other global economic treaties, may on occasion effectively usurp the power of the people
to make independent, democratic choices when these choices conflict with international laws
protecting big business. Consequently under NAFTA, American and multinational corporations
became more powerful than ever. While greater corporate control generally led to greater wealth
among investors, many ordinary working people in the US, Canada and Mexico lost jobs. Many
others may have retained their jobs, but often did so at the expense of their benefits or job
security.
Scholars point out that NAFTA did not generally serve the interests of the Mexican
working and middle classes. Sandler and Mein note that in the aftermath of the NAFTA signing,
Mexico “experienced a massive devaluation of the peso, sending the country into a downward
spiral,” which hurt poorest citizens the most. In addition, beginning right after NAFTA came into
force in 1994 until 2011, Mexico experienced only 1% economic growth, compared to 3.2%
growth between 1948 and 1973 (2010, p. 166).
This has had a far-reaching effect on the workers in the maquiladoras. Maquiladora
workers are seldom promoted, remaining at the bottom of the employment ladder and making the
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rounds from one factory to another. Last year, the typical maquiladora worker in Piedras Negras
made between $60 and $70 US for 48 hours work. In addition, for years the rate of inflation in
the north of Mexico has soared, making it very nearly as expensive to live in Piedras Negras,
Ciudad Acuña or Reynosa, as in Eagle Pass or Harlingen to the north, across the border
(Personal Testimonies, 2012). Moreover, the Mexican economy remains addled in part because
money raised from the sale of products assembled in Mexico tends to go into the pockets of
overseas investors and not spent in Mexico (European Network, 2012).
In any case, the internationalization of US, Mexican and Canadian economies was a
process. It did not happen overnight, and it was not the result of NAFTA or any other single
accord. Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, multinational corporations,
deregulated and left to their own devices, became stronger and the formal NAFTA treaty was the
final blow to labor (Kay, chap. 1). On the other hand, corporations prospered by zeroing in on
locations where there was a concentration of cheap labor, nearby access to resources and
demand, and setting up factories in those locations. One environment extraordinarily well
adapted to corporate needs was the US/Mexico border. The border region has given corporations
access to cheap Mexican labor, and nearby US markets with their demand for manufactured
goods.
A brief reference
Although it is not standard procedure, so as to assist the reader to understand what life in
the maquiladoras was like in the 1990s around the time ATCF’s sister organization, the Comité
Fronterizo de Obrer@s was formed, it may help to consider a Carlos Fuentes story (1995) set
during that period in Ciudad Juárez on the Mexico/Texas border. The story, “Malintzin de las
maquilas,” depicts some of the abuses and indignities to which Mexican maquiladora workers
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were subjected in the border city of Ciudad Juárez in the 1990s, coinciding quite closely with the
passage of NAFTA. During this period in Ciudad Juárez a series of gruesome femicides, which
left some 400 women dead, also took place (and appears, appallingly, to be ongoing). In
“Malintzin,” Fuentes depicted the atmosphere of promiscuity, sexist manipulation, and almost
comical indifference to exploitation that permeated Ciudad Juárez, and he linked it to the
maquiladoras. This cavalier, lurid maquiladora environment stood in stark contrast to the very
traditional atmosphere prevalent in many of the small Mexican towns from which the women
workers, many of whom were barely past girlhood, came. The exploitation, youth and
inexperience of workers appears to have resulted in an unusually large number of single parents,
and in particular, of single mothers (Petras, K. 2006, p. 22). This has created a generally
unfulfilled need for child care. To this day, parents of young children who work in the
maquiladora often point out that finding ways of providing for the care and safety of their
children, is a major concern (Personal Testimonies, 2012). In “Malintzin” Fuentes offered a
plausible reading of events in and around the maquiladoras in the 1990s in Ciudad Juárez that
tasks the cynicism and indifference of management, as well as the major stockholders in large
corporations, with some responsibility for the tragic incidents that ensued. 1
Conditions in the maquiladoras
We have mentioned the Fuentes story to remind the reader of the dire conditions
surrounding the maquiladoras in the 1990s and the difficult task of leaders who took it upon
themselves to organize maquiladora labor. The events alluded to in the story provide a general
backdrop to conditions throughout the north of Mexico in the 1990s. Moreover, though the actual
center of Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s operations is farther southeast, in the region running
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See Appendix A for a plot summary of Fuentes’ “Malintzin de las maquilas.”
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along the Rio Grande from Ciudad Acuña to Piedras Negras (opposite Del Rio and Eagle Pass,
Texas), it is likely that elements of the maquiladora culture permeating Ciudad Juárez at the time
were present throughout the border area.
Among the conditions that present themselves in maquiladoras throughout the border
region is the pervasive custom of the paying workers what amount to sweatshop wages.
Maquiladora workers take home on average just $60 to $70 US for 48 hours of work in Piedras
Negras (Worker testimonies, 2012). Considering that the cost of living has dramatically increased
in regions where there is a high maquiladora density in recent years, and now approaches the
cost of living in towns on the US side of the border, $60 to $70 for 48 hours a week is not a
livable wage for a family of four. In families with four members at least two breadwinners are
necessary just to cover the cost of basic needs. Couples with small children, arrange when
possible to have sequential work schedules that permit one spouse to remain at home at any
given time to care for the children. In addition, workers commonly speak of employee dress
codes which, though designed ostensibly to protect them from workplace accidents, often have
little functionality apart from that of enabling management to convince multinational observers
and stockholders maquiladoras observe in-shop safety requirements. Employees, moreover,
complain that they have to pay for uniforms, including shoes, out of pocket which constitutes a
hardship for those who are already struggling to make ends meet. (Women on the Border, 2012)
Despite the obsession with safe clothing, the machinery many workers use can be
dangerous and workplace accidents are not infrequent. When a worker complains about unfair,
dangerous, or generally exploitative working conditions, a common management response is to
lay the worker off. Often workers are laid off just a few days before they have built up the
seniority necessary to be entitled to severance. This is the rule in many, if not in all, factories,
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according to numerous workers’ reports in fact (Worker Testimonies, 2012). Romero and
Cruthirds point out that rather than promote employees or permit them to build up the seniority
necessary to have a legal claim to severance, managers often lay workers off in the unspoken
expectation that workers will rotate from factory to factory (2011).
Finally, maquiladora workers report continued on-the-job harassment to ATCF and the
CFO. Workers complain of having to raise their hand and wait to be called on to use the toilet or
of being deprived of bathroom breaks altogether. Request for sexual favors by supervisors,
particularly form the newer hires, continues to occur. (Worker Testimonies, 2012)
In the face of these and other substandard working conditions, as was mentioned, three
spokeswomen, workers and trade union activists/organizers from the CFO, came to a meeting of
American Quakers in 1999 to give a talk about maquiladora life and describe the small victories
and trials of the Mexican labor leader. In so doing, they inspired a handful of Austin-based
activists to found the Austin Tan Cerca de la Frontera. The activists who founded ATCF were
seeking to provide external support to the CFO in its struggle to achieve fair labor practices and
justice (ATCF, 2012). It is not ATCF’s approach to meddle in the affairs of the CFO. Rather,
ATCF embraces Paulo Freire’s admonition “to walk with, not for” the oppressed (Freire 1983,
p. 33).
Maquiladora management and civic relations
With regard to the maquiladoras as corporate entities, one of the main stumbling-blocks
they face when attempting to set higher standards, improve working conditions, and enhance
their image in border towns like Piedras Negras is the history of mistrust surrounding
multinational corporations in general. According to surveys done in 2004, Mexican charitable,
non-governmental organizations expressed a great reluctance to ask maquiladoras for financial or
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other assistance. (BPP, 2005). The following chart shows why Mexican NGOs cited for not
asking for maquiladora help in 2004:

*Source: “Challenges and Struggles…,” www.icfdn.org/publications/cs/008_04.htm.

Whether because of the imposing image presented by the maquiladora, or because of
mistrust of management resulting from a history of worker mistreatment and indifference to local
communities, Mexican NGOs and civil society organizations often feel discouraged from
seeking assistance from maquiladoras located in their communities. It seems quite plausible that
maquiladoras suffer major image problems among local populations.
If US-based and foreign corporations made more of a point of reaching out to local
communities, it is at least possible that the level of trust felt between citizens and foreign
businesses in local communities could increase over time. Improved relations, however, would
likely involve maquiladoras adopting more culturally sensitive and appropriate models. This
seems rather likely as long as corporate responsibility to shareholders, i.e., profitability,
continues to be the main priority (BBP, 2005, p. 14 no. 4 and p. 26).
Finally, political pandering to investors by rich local elites is particularly rampant in
some Mexican border towns. A N.Y. Times reporter recounts that a former mayor of Ciudad
Acuña, Mr. Ramón Valdez, declared to potential investors he had managed to suppress all labor
union activity. “I’ve always managed the situation so that there are zero unions,” he told a
reporter for the N.Y. Times (Dillon, 2001).
The Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s
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Surprisingly perhaps to some, Mexico has an extremely progressive set of federal labor
laws. For example, labor laws in Mexico guarantee to the worker a more complete package of
benefits and worker protections than do US federal, or individual state labor laws (Ley Federal,
1980). The problem for Mexican workers is that Mexican labor laws are only seldom enforced,
though whether this is due to the inefficacy of the government, external pressure, or corruption,
is not always easy to discern. Moreover, as one might expect, few big businesses go out of their
way to inform workers of their rights (Personal Testimonies, 2012). Since many Mexican
workers have little education and are accustomed to the neglect of institutional bureaucracies and
government officials, many have concluded that workplace exploitation is an inevitable fact of
life. The most powerful Mexican labor union, the Confederación de Trabajadores de México
(CTM), though originally pro-worker, has, according to workers and organizers of other unions,
become transfigured over time into what many refer to popularly as a “cowboy, ghost or sham
union” (“sindicato charro o fantasma”) that does little more than mimic a committed stance that
favors the worker. In the meantime, it is widely assumed that the CTM collaborates in secret
with big business and the Mexican government. The workers and organizers with whom we
broached the subject expressed unanimous contempt for the CTM. On the other hand, there are
unions and labor organizations which seem genuinely committed to the workers’ cause. They
include the Mexican Electrical Workers Union (Sindicato mexicano de electricistas or SME) and
the Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s (CFO) in the maquiladoras on the US border (Worker
testimonies, 2012).
The CFO, whose organizers unfailingly greet ATCF delegates when they arrive in
Piedras Negras, Ciudad Acuña or Nuevo Laredo, conceives of itself as a conduit by which the
workers gain awareness and knowledge of their basic rights as in the Mexican Labor Law. The
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CFO accomplishes this in a variety of ways. One of the most common of these is role-playing
with workers what happens in workplace situations if the worker finds him or herself bullied or
intimidated by a supervisor. In a typical role-play, the CFO organizer plays the role of a
supervisor who insists, for example, that a pregnant worker work long hours almost until the
baby is due, and return to work immediately after the childbirth. The organizer/supervisor would
perhaps cajole the worker, insist, and then threaten to take away her job if she does not comply
with the “supervisor’s” demands. The worker, at first meekly at the CFO’s promptings, would
open a copy of the Mexican Federal Labor Law, and indicate to the “supervisor” the passage
guaranteeing to Mexican women not merely a couple of days of maternity leave, but six weeks
paid leave both before and after the birth of a baby (Ley Federal, 1980). 2 Whether or not the
organizer/supervisor continues to insist on the obedience of the worker, she is encouraged not to
back down. The fact that both the law and the CFO support her cause should embolden her.
(Worker Testimonies, 2012)
While many US-based CSOs aim to promote warm ties with Mexican individuals as well
as churches and schools in Mexico, ATCF seeks to foster and maintain a deep, durable
relationship with the Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s (CFO), an organization that shares its
respect and appreciation for maquiladora workers. The issue is addressed on the ATCF webpage:
“The Comité Fronterizo de Obrer@s…hosts each group’s visit enabling US delegates [ATCF] to
meet with workers who are defending human rights, justice and dignity in a harsh labor
environment” (2012).
The Mexican workers we addressed in Piedras Negras and Ciudad Acuña voiced
unanimous support for the CFO as the organization workers rely on with confidence to defend

2

See Appendix B for text of the Mexican law.
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their rights and interests. Not all Mexican labor organizations receive the same worker approval.
However, without a thorough study of the region’s history, which is unfortunately beyond the
scope of the present study, other reasons for worker aversion to so-called unions such as the
CTM are complex and not easy to pin down (Castillo and Rosenberg, 2012).
ATCF’s place alongside other civil society organizations
What sets ATCF apart from other border CSOs is the fact that ATCF’s clients are not
isolated individuals with very little or no political clout, e.g., the migrants aided and honored by
BorderLinks (2012), a CSO which resembles ATCF in many other respects. Instead, ATCF’s
client, or to be precise “partner,” is an organization, the CFO. This means that ATCF and the
CFO are roughly equals in the sense that while neither wields great power, neither is completely
powerless. Both organizations are free to play complementary roles in a larger, though not much
publicized, scheme: helping to constitute a transnational system of fair and equitable labor
practices that do not exploit working women and men anywhere in Mexico, North America or if
possible the world. This frees ATCF and the CFO from an implicit sense of superiority, or of
weakness and co-dependency, that often plague border CSOs and their clients. To clarify, USbased CSOs often provide a disproportionate share of capital and resources, as well as expertise
to their relationships with Mexican clients. This may give to US-based CSOs the erroneous,
often unconscious, impression that the CSO is an eternal source of active, engaged philanthropy
while its Mexican partner is only a passive drain on the CSO. Members of US-based CSOs often
experience frustration which, in extreme cases, may result in CSO dissolution. For their part,
Mexican clients are often disappointed by the inability of many CSOs to keep their sometimes
extravagant promises. This may deepen the sense of hopelessness and neglect that many clients
already feel. In the worst cases, CSOs and their Mexican clients may begin to believe the myths
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about themselves. It is this self-perpetuating cycle that defeats a well-meaning CSO’s purpose
(Castillo and Rosenberg, 2012)
For this reason, ATCF prevails on delegates not to give money or gifts to individual
clients. Any gift giving, policy makes clear, must be organizational. ATCF makes donations to
the CFO as a whole, not to individual members, and ATCF avoids expressing disapproval or
satisfaction about how donations are used or distributed. The CSO and ATCF are partners. There
is no hierarchy bestowing on either organization any power or ascendency over the other (ATCF,
2012). Moreover, ATCF avoids meddling in the CFO’s inner workings. The CFO and ATCF are
wise to be cautious. Old assumptions and prejudices are deeply ingrained, and it is easy to fall
back on stereotypes that for many years have undermined and continue to undermine the
missions of US-based border CSOs.
Finally, the three maquiladora workers CFO organizers who came to Austin to speak to
Quakers in 1999 apparently did not strike their audience as meek and ineffectual at all. On the
contrary, those present at the event who were interviewed expressed great admiration for the
courage and determination of the speakers. They were inspired by the speakers. ATCF founders
also confirmed that the impetus to create ATCF arose out of admiration for the strength of the
CFO speakers, not pity owing to any perceived weakness (Castillo and Rosenberg, 2012). It
seems logical to conclude that ATCF sought a partner to achieve an even greater goal. As a
former ATCF board member puts it, “If multinational corporations can erase national borders to
make more money…, then American consumers can also join in solidarity with workers in other
parts of the world to produce a more globalized economy” (Arriola, n.d.). This helps explains
why ATCF can partner with the CFO without meddling or trying to influence or pressure the
CFO. ATCF’s mission is the result of its founders’ vision. ATFC and the CFO are partners on a
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mission, each playing a role in the larger scheme of things. Moreover, they will likely go on
reaching out to support each other for as long as each continues to play its essential role in
bringing about a fairer, more just and humane order. That, in essence, is what keeps the ATCFCFO relationship strong.
Sample delegations
After delegates arrive in Piedras Negras, Ciudad Acuña, or Nuevo Laredo, they meet with
workers and the CFO. The venues for the meetings are not designed to be particularly
comfortable. (Would-be participants who desire comfort will, it is assumed, seek out a tour of a
different sort.) Instead, tours offer authenticity, camaraderie, and a frank and open look at
workers’ lives, communities, workplaces, and the places where they meet to discuss labor
strategy. Locales where delegates are received and addressed are small and often crowded.
Sometimes delegates have to sit on the floor because chairs are in short supply and even the ones
available are not always comfortable. However, for a journalist, researcher, or someone who
wants to get a first-hand, eye-witness account of the lives workers and labor organizers in
Mexico, these meetings are ideal. Open, honest discussion invariably ensues because the ATCF
has taken care to nurture a relationship of trust with the CFO. If ATCF promises the union it will
provide some sort of assistance to the CFO, it keeps its promise. Moreover, ATCF does not
judge the CFO in any way. ATCF adheres strictly to Paulo Freire’s prescription for elites who
wish to remain in solidarity with those Freire speaks of as the “oppressed” (1983). ATCF
commitment to the Freirean stance is clearly elaborated in the group’s mission statement: “ATCF
seeks to address conditions of social and economic injustice along the Texas/Mexico border […]
and to find community-driven alternatives through transnational solidarity and fair trade” (2012).
As one of ATCF’s founders, Rosenberg, and others have pointed out “One of the most important
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aspects of delegations are the home visits, eating and ‘communing’ (‘conviviendo’) in the homes
of workers, sharing food and space” (2012).
At the conclusion of every delegation, just before the delegates prepare to return home,
there is a period of reflection of two or three hours in which workers and delegates sit together
one last time and meditate about everything learned, and the emotions stirred up by their
experiences. On the last delegation to Piedras Negras and Ciudad Acuña (January, 2012), of the
12 or so delegates, all but one spoke conversational, if not completely fluent Spanish. Each was
given a turn to express what the delegation had meant to him or her. One young Chicana woman
wept because her parents had remained stolidly laconic about all the suffering and poverty they
had endured before and after crossing the US-Mexico border and arriving safely in the US.
Hearing the workers’ perspectives had stirred up the sadness she felt at having lost some deep
connection to her Mexican ancestry. Another delegate, who knew no Spanish at all, left an
indelible impression when she summed up her experience of the nearly three days spent in
Mexico. An African Studies major at the University of Texas at Austin, she talked about the time
she had lived in Africa and how in many ways her African visitation both resembled and was
different from her maquiladora experience. One of the things the maquiladora visits had in
common with her sojourn in Africa is that, she noted, those who enjoy the fruit of the
backbreaking labor of the workers, whether in Africa or Mexico, are sadly not the workers
themselves. On the other hand, those of us who are privy to a whole host of privileges, and enjoy
the fruits of the workers’ labor in developing countries rarely reflect on the workers themselves.
She noted that the upholstery in the van we were using could have been made by the workers at
one of the factories we had visited. As she said this, she lovingly ran her hand along the seam of
the fabric covering the seat. Her words matched the mood that had settled over us in the early
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evening of our last day of the trip. This non-Spanish-speaking delegate had absorbed the mood as
well as anyone, and perfectly summed up the experience all of us had shared.
Una dinámica
Towards the end of an ATCF delegation to the maquiladoras, when the delegates are
about packed up and ready to go home, the CFO has a custom. The custom is to engage in a
group exercise in which all participate. In Spanish, this exercise is often referred to as “una
dinámica.” It seems, therefore, appropriate to conclude this brief tour of ATCF, the CFO, and the
maquiladoras with “una dinámica.” Once you have finished reading the lines that follow, close
your eyes and think of the border. If you have experienced it firsthand, you can call to mind
memories; if not, imagine it based on what you have heard from friends or news accounts. Then,
imagine first that you are a helicopter pilot and next a jack rabbit. In each of those cases, how
does what you see on the border change based on your, or the various perspectives? Finally, ask
yourself what function the border plays in grand scheme of things and, whose interests it really
serves.
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Appendix A
A Plot Summary of Carlos Fuentes’ “Malintzin de las maquilas”
The main characters are Marina, the “Malintzin,” or the “traitor,” referred to in the title, and
three co-workers and companions in the maquiladora (TV assembly plant): Dinorah, Rosa Lupe
and Candelaria. Each of these young women/girls is described in some detail along with their
love relationships or lack thereof. In the factory, Rosa Lupe is stripped once for not wearing a
regulation uniform by her supervisor in full sight of everyone, and later on again, by another
supervisor. To cheer up the depressed Rosa Lupe, who has also been physically accosted in
addition to being stripped, the still very naïve, Marina takes off her shoes and runs barefoot on
the manicured lawn fronting the factory in defiance of a sign warning: “keep off the grass!” The
Mexican factory owner and his US partner, who are beating around the bush for an excuse to
demolish the workers’ homes and speculate on land on which the workers’ homes are located,
catch a glimpse of Marina’s “betrayal” and, we are led to believe, use the workers’ “lack of
loyalty” to justify the home demolitions. Instantly, and apparently without warning to anyone,
they order the demolition. One of the workers, Dinorah, is a single mother who, either because
she is unable to afford the cost of childcare or simply unable to find any, has tied her child to the
bed before going out Friday evening with friends. While Dinorah is away, her child dies in the
destruction. Dinorah is overcome. Marina, in another parallel, and somehow related
development, catches her boyfriend in bed with another woman, thereupon losing her innocence
and girlhood.
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Appendix B
Text of the Ley Federal de Trabajo (Federal Labor Law), Artículo 170, in Regard to the Rights
of Working Mothers in Mexico
Las madres trabajadoras tendrán los siguientes derechos:
I.

Durante el periodo del embarazo, no realizarán trabajos que exijan esfuerzos
considerables y signifiquen un peligro para su salud en relación con la gestación,
tales como levantar, tirar o empujar grandes pesos, que produzcan trepidación,
estar de pie durante largo tiempo o que actúen o puedan alterar su estado psíquico
y nervioso;

II.

Disfrutarán de un descanso de seis semanas anteriores y seis posteriores al
parto;…

V.

Durante los períodos de descanso a que se refiere la fracción II, percibirán su
salario íntegro…

Working mothers will have the following rights:
I.

During the pregnancy period, they will not perform jobs that demand great effort
and presuppose a danger for their health as it affects gestation, such as lifting,
throwing or pushing large weights that produce shaking, standing for long periods
of time or realizing actions that can alter, or act in such a way as to alter, their
emotional or nervous state;

II.

They will perceive the advantage of a vacation of six weeks prior to, and six
weeks subsequent to childbirth;…

V.

During the vacation period alluding to in section II, they will receive their full
salary…
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The Interrelationship between African American Culture and American
Culture

Abstract
The interactions between Black and White Americans have evolved into a unique and sometimes
troubling relationship. This article will highlight some of those relationships, both positive and
negative, which have shaped the American landscape.

Introduction
African Americans have played a significant role in the development of American
culture, society, schooling, and politics. America has even produced its first black president. This
has not been an easy path, but there is no place in the world where a story like the Obama story
could have taken place. Where, but in America, could this have happened? Where, but in
America, could an African American, a minority, been elected to one of the most powerful
positions in the world? Many did not think that the American people would have the audacity,
the will, or the nerve to vote for, let alone elect a black person, to this position. This is especially
so when one looks at the history of America with black Americans having to fight for civil rights
including the right to vote. Given this recent history (the Civil Rights era of the 1960’s) it does
not seem that America would be ready for a black president. It is a testimony to one of the
greatest achievements for one of the greatest countries in the world. The question is, since his
election, why don’t many of the American people see it as that? The American people should
take great pride in this accomplishment. That an African American could one day live in the
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White House, a structure built by enslaved Africans, is one of the greatest feats of all. Instead
there is a great deal of negativity that continues to define the tenure of Barack Obama’s
administration.
In discussing this negative attitude, which manifests itself in the behaviors of many white
Americans with a colleague, the reason that she offered was that of racism. This colleague
explained that racism has such negative aspects. It has no joy; there is no celebration. That being
said, racism is so out of character with great accomplishments of America, but at the same time
is something that many African Americans have come to expect. In America whites don’t have
to think about race, but it is a constant concern for blacks. We also discussed the fact that racism
is learned early on and, unfortunately, from parents and others in close association with young
people. We speculated that perhaps the attendance of young people in the colleges and
universities of America, where there is diversity of ethnic backgrounds, would act as a change
factor. This colleague, however, stated that negative feelings about people who look different
from you don’t just disappear, even with college attendance, but that those feelings and attitudes
grow up in you. She also stated that for those persons who have been marginalized, called
names, and systematically excluded from the society in which they live, that becomes a part of
their reality. Finally, for those dominant groups who have marginalized and ostracized other
groups, there is little incentive for them to change their minds, especially given the privileged
status they have always enjoyed.
African American history is American history. The history of African Americans and
whites in America is intertwined and one can’t talk about one without the other and be truthful.
This paper will present some of the struggles, as well as achievements, of African Americans
that have formed the American identity. It will also address the legacy of slavery and the
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detrimental effect it has had on American society and quite possibly how people from other
nations might perceive African Americans. Finally, it will examine the contradiction, the
challenge, the insanity of electing the first black person to one of the most powerful positions in
the world. For the purposes of this paper the terms African American and Blacks will be used
interchangeably.
Historical Background
People of African descent have always been a part of American history but as Huntley
(2007) stated there has been an “ongoing discussion of the necessity to study Black history…for
more than 100 years (p. 66).” He continues by stating that “Black people felt it necessary to
justify their existence (p. 66).” Huntley further states that the “early initiatives were defensive in
nature and sought to prove the worthiness of Black people to be part of the politic of this
nation[America], and in fact, members of the human race (p. 66).” Huntley also suggests that
laws such as the Fugitive Slave Act, and the Three-Fifths Compromise of the United States
Constitution laid the basis for white supremacy doctrine and justification for treating blacks as
inferior to whites.
On the other hand, Hutchinson, (1997) states that in the eagerness to teach African
American history, through the black studies movement of the 1960’s that a disservice was done
to the entire concept. He maintains that black history courses were for “blacks only”, thereby
leaving out the “wider academic community.” Black history month became a month where
everyone “squeezes” in some documentary on blacks and when February is over, its back to
“business as usual.” Both writers make valid points particularly because while many might
concede that although black history may be relegated to one month, it is still necessary.
Otherwise, the history would be totally lost, not only to blacks but to whites alike. American
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history would be inaccurate, as some critical theorists such as William Tate, Cornell West, and
researcher James Loewen currently claim. It is important for all Americans to have accurate
information about its people.
For example, many people do not know that Africans traveled with the Spanish
conquistadors. They traveled with Balboa in 1513, and with Cortex in Mexico. One African,
Stephen Dorantes “Estevanico” traveled with Cabeza de Vaca when he explored the
southwestern portion of the United States. An African also discovered and established the site
that would later become Chicago, Illinois.
Africans were in Jamestown, in the first English settlement in the Virginia colony.
According to Bennett (1993), in his book Before the Mayflower, these first Africans arrived on a
ship in 1619, and unlike the books I read as a student, were actually indentured servants not
slaves. Bennett (1993) states that Isabel and Antony were not listed as slaves in the records of the
times. There was no distinction made between African or European indentured servants. Both
groups worked for a period of three to seven years and paid for their freedom. They went on to
acquire land and purchased the services of other indentured servants to work for them. During
this time blacks could vote, testify in court, and interact with the white colonists on an equal
basis. It was only after a period of about 40 years when the practice of chattel slavery began.
Likewise, the first Africans in the Massachusetts colony were indentured servants in 1638. It was
the decision to use chattel slavery rather than indentureship which marked the beginning of the
tensions between blacks and whites in America. This was the beginning of prejudice by color
and the beginnings of the future relationships between black and white Americans.
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The Struggles of Blacks to Achieve the American Dream
The Beginning of Slavery
As stated, the initial interactions between the early immigrants, both black and white, was
on a relatively equal footing, therefore something else intervened that changed that. That event
was the establishment of slavery. Slavery has existed for many hundreds of years. Many ancient
civilizations such as the Israelites, the Egyptians, the Greeks and the Romans had slaves. Many
of the medieval African city states had them also. It was not until the idea of chattel slavery
(American slavery) that it was taken to such cruel extremes. The American slave trade began
with attempts to enslave the native peoples of the Americas but since they sickened and died or
simply ran away this did not prove to be a good option. The decision to use Africans was based
on the fact that they did not know the terrain so they could not run away. They were also easily
recognizable by skin color and they were perceived to be strong by the enslavers. This was also
accompanied by the idea that they came from Africa and a warm climate which would be similar
to where they would labor. As chattel, a slave master could do whatever he wanted. Families
were broken up and sold away from each other. They could not marry, own property, and meet in
groups. They were forbidden to learn to read or write. African people were brought as slaves to
South America and to Mexico by the Spanish and could, buy their freedom or obtain freedom by
bearing a certain number of children. Bennett (1993) also notes that there was a “relative lack of
color prejudice (p. 52) The Spanish and Portuguese were willing to marry blacks” (p. 52).The
Africans brought to the English colonies, which would become the United States of America,
were treated more rigidly and had great difficulty in securing their freedom, if at all.
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The Origin of Racial Construction
How could one group of people justify the inhuman treatment of another? One way to do
this was to create the idea of an inferior race of people. Ashley Montague, a noted cultural
anthropologist (1942, 1997) stated that race is a social construction. It is one way that privilege
can be conferred on one group while limiting economic, social and political access to society to
another group. Scott (2005) notes in referring to Eitzen & Zinn (1998) that,
“Racial distinctions are a way of classifying people with certain characteristics.
Although racial categories operate as if they were real, there is no such thing as biological
race (p. 2).” “Race is a social construction used by societies to rank people in a hierarchy,
claiming that some are inherently ‘better’ than others, although no sound scientific evidence
supports this claim” (Macionis, 2002- 2004, Scott, 2005. p. 2).
The concept of black and white skin color defining the worth of an individual was indeed
manufactured in the early founding of America. It was done in preparation for instituting outright
slavery. White indentured servants were singled out as being better than black indentured
servants. Bennett (1982) noted in his book Before the Mayflower that whites self-identified as
Christian or Englishmen (p. 40). He further states that the term “white, with its burden of
arrogance and biological pride, developed late in the century, as a direct result of slavery and the
organized debasement of blacks (p.40). Skin color became the indicator of status in American
society. It prohibited acquisition of an education, and the possibility of economic, political, or
social mobility.
The influence of Slavery
Slavery has left a legacy of negative feelings, attitudes, and behaviors on the American
people which have been difficult to overcome. Ruef and Fletcher (2003) describe a concept they
call an “institutional legacy.” The authors describe “institutional legacy” as “the reproduction of
material-resources and cultural conditions from a social institution despite the fact that the
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institution has been formally dismantled” (p. 447) in this case slavery. They state that even
though the institution (of slavery) may have been officially dismantled, it created inequalities
that have become long lasting. Ruef and Fletcher (2003) point to the negative effects on blacks in
the South. Furthermore the authors state that much is misunderstood about the slave system in
the South. They write that there were many more categories of workers than field and house
slaves and that some slaves were considered artisans of their trade because of their skills. Some
plantation owners would “hire out” those slaves, but this would foster antagonism from the white
skilled artisans because these skilled and semi-skilled slaves were viewed as competitors. Ruef
and Fletcher (2003) maintain that after emancipation, whites limited access to work in these
higher status occupations outside the black community. They continue by stating “institutional
and cultural norms were intended to separate the races and limit mobility” (p. 453).
The legacy of slavery also had ramifications for blacks who lived in other parts of
America. This durable inequality or long lasting negative economic situation that the writers
described affected blacks who moved through the three waves of migrations of blacks from the
South. Ruef and Fletcher (2003) describe the first of these migrations as occurring after the
disruption of the plantation system of slavery. A second migration was the westward movement
of blacks in the late 1870’s and the third was the “Great Migration” to the North from 1916 to
the 1970’s. In the South very strict control was maintained over those who had been enslaved
through the black codes and sharecropping. Black homesteaders were not welcomed in the West.
During the Great Migration when Blacks went north, they were not welcomed either. Blacks
were again in competition with white workers. They even found themselves living in poorer
conditions in ghettos. It appears that “racism in slightly new forms performed the same function
for the social system that slavery had once served” (Escott, 1979, p. 164).
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The Legacy of Slavery on America and Globally
The Effect on American Society
Many of the attitudes, beliefs and behaviors toward black people are the direct result of
the effects of slavery on the minds of white Americans. Slavery has left a legacy of negative
feelings, and attitudes, which have manifested in the subsequent behaviors towards blacks in
America, which have been difficult to overcome. In addition, it has perpetuated a negative view
of African Americans on the people of other nations. The atrocities that were inflicted upon
blacks occurred nearly 400 years ago, but the idea of making one group inferior to another has
been perpetual. While it began with the earliest American colonies when white indentured
servants were placed above the black ones, it continued with the various laws that proclaimed
that blacks were inferior.
The Fugitive Slave law of 1850 required the return of runaway slaves even for those who
escaped to Free states. According to Huntley (2007) laws such as the Fugitive Slave Law
extended the slave trade for 20 years. This law also perpetuated the operation of the
Underground Railroad system. He also cites the Three Fifths Compromise of 1787 that
designated African American as 3/5 of a human. This helped paved the way for white supremacy
a concept that African Americans are inferior to whites. Many of the early laws that were
enacted were designed to disadvantage blacks.
The Tension between Whites and Blacks in America
The tensions fueled by the racism and struggles of those early African people were so
intense that many thought to return to Africa and were encouraged to do so by many whites.
Some blacks did return to Africa during the back to Africa movements that occurred. Sierra
Leone was established for blacks from Britain and Nova Scotia in 1820 and Liberia for blacks
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from America in 1792. They built their own cities and started their own government based on the
American government model but the country was very dissimilar from the villages of the people
around them, and indeed there was disease and sickness as well as disputes over land ownership.
These blacks who returned to African went to what was essentially a foreign land. While
blacks may have maintained or salvaged some of the cultural traits, or customs from a long
forgotten memory, there are at least two issues with returning to Africa. First, why would one
seek to leave a place after providing free, hard labor to build it up? Second, why would one
choose to go a country which has become foreign and essentially uncomfortable for them? When
blacks were taken from Africa, the attempt was made to erase all traces of their language, their
customs and indeed their culture. Much of the native African culture was lost, as was the
language, and these were replaced with American cultural ideals, values and traditions. In
essence there was a mixing of what remained of African culture with the culture of whites who
had previously emigrated from various European countries. Once this type of assimilation occurs
and the original culture is lost it becomes foreign or at the very least a blended culture.
The Civil Right Era
Throughout the history of the United States there have been efforts made on the part of
African Americans to gain the rights stated in the Declaration of Independence. Most people are
only familiar with the March on Washington orchestrated by Dr. Martin Luther King. However,
the first time a March on Washington was planned was by A Philip Randolf to protest racial
discrimination in the war industries and to propose the desegregation of the American Armed
forces. The march never took place, but the threat of one was enough to compel President
Roosevelt to issue The Fair Employment Act of 1941.
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Of the organizations formed to assist blacks, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was in the forefront of the legal battles to better the
life of blacks in America. Coupled with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference SCLC,
headed by Martin Luther King and Dr. Ralph Abernathy during the Civil Rights era of the
1960’s, the Civil Rights movement had a platform. It used non-violent methods to draw attention
to the injustices to which African Americans were subjected. Two of the major victories for
African Americans were the right to vote in 1965 that outlawed discriminatory voting practices,
and the desegregation of schools which started with colleges and graduate schools and ended
with in the Brown V Board of Education, Topeka Kansas decision in 1954 for elementary and
secondary schools.
Global World View
Unfortunately, the Civil Rights movement of the 1960’s did not right all of the wrongs
against blacks in America. Many of the differences between blacks and whites, politically,
sociological or psychological remained the same. In addition negatives views about blacks also
emerged in the media. The views of people from other countries are very much affected by the
way in which African Americans are portrayed, particularly in the media. Programs which show
blacks as lazy, stupid, or criminal propagate negative stereotypes. Fujioka’s (1999) study looked at
stereotypes of African Americans that were created through vicarious contact with the television
media and its effect on white and Japanese international college students. This study found that
“Japanese respondents rated African Americans substantially lower than whites in the following
traits: rich, hardworking, intelligence, trust, drug dealing, and education” (p. 63). It was no
surprise that the lack of direct contact with black Americans fostered these negative perceptions.
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Unfortunately, many white American students in this study, held those same negative
perceptions. However, while the perceptions of the Japanese students became more positive,
with positive television portrayals, it did not affect the white students in the same way. The
researcher accounts the differences being due to the long standing race relation issues between
blacks and whites in America. The researcher continues by stating that Japanese international
students have not had to face such racial issues because of having grown up in a country which is
basically homogeneous.
Another study by Dixon (2006) finds that Blacks are systematically misrepresented as “as
perpetrators of crime and whites as victims or of defenders against law-breaking” by news
programs. He goes on to state that over time this repeated exposure to these negative portrayals
“may contribute to the formation and maintenance of stereotypes about blacks” (p. 131). His
study also looks at skin tone bias and how darker skin tone is often associated with more
negative and stereotypic evaluations.
The Cultural Connections between White and Black Americans
The relationship between black America and white America has been very difficult and
even harsh. However it is impossible to separate black Americans and their culture from white
American culture. Black people have been so thoroughly acculturated into the American culture
that the original African culture, for the most part, is foreign. While it is commonly known that
the practices of the Atlantic Slave Trade destroyed intact family ties and structure; some
researchers (Herskovits, 1941) maintained that not all traces of culture were erased. Researchers
maintained that while the ability of African Americans to practice their cultural traditions was
restricted because of slavery, many practices, values, and beliefs survived. Those traditions that
did survive have been modified and blended with the culture of white Americans. Herskovits
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(1941) discussed this in his book The Myth of the Negro’s Past. Certainly some of the cultural
traditions have manifested themselves in music and other distinguishing features in the lives of
blacks in America.
Scott (2005) writes that African Americans have lived in American society longer than
any group and that results are the synthesis of both African American culture and white
American culture. He, too, states that the amalgamation of the two cultures has been shaped by
slavery. Scott (2005) in discussing Charles E. Farger (1967) stated that American blacks are
different from American whites in that blacks have their own history. That history not only
involves slavery but also the discovery that blacks do indeed have a cultural heritage and history.
Scott (2005) goes on to state that there are distinct cultural patterns of speech, music, dance, selfexpression, and relationships. These cultural patterns were not only fashioned by the past but
have been synthesized into new creative energies and have become a part of the larger American
culture.
The Interactions that Have Forged the American Identity
Blacks have contributed to every aspect of American life. Their contributions and
interactions in American society are numerous but only a few examples are included here.
Blacks have fought in all the America’s wars even when, there was no advantage for them such
as for freedom in the Revolutionary War or recognition for heroism in the subsequent wars.
African Americans traveled west with whites to establish towns and communities. They have
invented items to make life easier and they have contributed to music and the arts in many ways.
Some examples follow here.
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Black contribution to American Life: Service to Country
The status of the enslaved Africans did not stop them from participating in every war
involving the United States. The Black Minutemen, Peter Salem, Cuff Hayes, and Salem Poor
fought at Lexington in the Revolutionary War, alongside the white patriots in Massachusetts.
Many Africans fought in the hopes that this display of loyalty and the promise of the Declaration
of Independence that “all men were created equal that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,”
(http://www.ushistory.org/Declaration/document/). meant them.

Blacks fought in the Civil War. They made up the Ninth and Tenth Calvary and the 24th
and 25th Infantry of the United States Army. Unfortunately they had to serve in segregated units
with white soldiers as their leaders. These soldiers were dispatched to the West to protect the
white homesteaders who traveled to the West to build their homes. They were given the name
Buffalo Soldiers by the Native Americans. Although African Americans fought in every war
often their heroic deeds were not recognized.
The Tuskegee Airmen were pilots who escorted the American war planes to their targets
in World War II. They were extremely successful in their mission, but they were not recognized
for their bravery until many years later. In 2007 the Medal of Honor was to given the remaining
Tuskegee Airmen, in recognition of their extraordinary service. These servicemen received better
treatment from those in foreign countries than they did in their own and the armed forces
remained segregated until after World War II when President Truman issued Executive Order
9981 to desegregate.
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Black Contribution to American Life: Settlers and Cowboys
Blacks also traveled west and settled their own towns. Some of these were Nicodemus,
Boley, Langston. They started their own businesses but in some cases they became the target of
whites who lived nearby. This was the case of the Greenwood community of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The black residents there had their own stores, theaters, restaurants, and other businesses. It was
so successful that it was called the Black Wall Street of the West, but whites came and burned it
down. They claimed that one of the black male residents had insulted a white woman.
There were others who traveled west and they became the cowboys who helped to “tame
the West.” They were people such as Bill Pickett and Nat Love and helped to form the western
tradition. Some of the present day rodeo events, such as bull-dogging, were inspired by them.
Other Contributions to American Life: Exploration, Science, The Arts
In the area of exploration one of these early explorers was Jean Baptist DuSable, the son
of a Frenchman and former slave on the island of Haiti. He is considered the founder of one of
the greatest cities in America, Chicago, Illinois. An explorer of the nineteenth century was
Matthew Henson. He was one of the first people to reach the North Pole with Commodore Peary
but because he was black, this accomplishment was not recognized until just recently. The
Congress of the United States awarded Henson a duplicate of the silver medal given to Perry in
1944. Both Presidents “Truman and Eisenhower honored him before he died in 1955”.
In the area of science, blacks created some of the items that Americans take for granted.
Some of these include the stop light, the pencil sharpener, and the elevator. Although Thomas
Edison had invented the light bulb, Howard Lewis Lattimer invented the carbon filament which
allowed the bulb to burn longer making it more affordable. Charles, Drew, an African American,
discovered a way to process and store blood plasma, and began the blood bank for the English.
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He was asked to do the same for the American Red Cross. When they started putting “B” on the
blood plasma to identify it as coming from a black person, he resigned. There are many more
than can be covered in this paper, but there are many more inventions that many Americans do
not know about.
Music/ the Arts/Language
African Americans have contributed to the world of music with their own style. When
blacks were deployed in the war zones in Europe, they brought with them some unique cultural
contributions. They brought their music. The blues and jazz are a uniquely African American
creation and not only was this style of music shared with Americans, it was exported by blacks
who served in the military in other countries, particularly France. The big band sound of Count
Basie and Duke Ellington of the early 1900’s was as famous at that time as are the African
American artists today with the sound of Michael Jackson, Lionel Ritchie, Jay-Z and others.
The Obama Phenomenon
The Contradiction
The contradiction of the election of Barack Obama rests on the history of race relations in
America. Since we know that skin color became the basis for racism, even with all the
accomplishments in every segment of American social, economic and cultural society by blacks,
how did a black man get elected as President? The election of Obama surprised many people,
blacks included. Most blacks in America live with the racial boundaries that skin color has
established through the legacy of slavery. While President Obama states that he is “rooted in the
African-American community,” for black Americans, a great majority who voted for him, his
ancestry is not like theirs. His racial heritage did not include ancestors who were enslaved
through the Atlantic slave trade. This is not to say that President Obama did not suffer some
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forms of discrimination or other discomforts because of his skin color which he himself
acknowledges in his book. However, because President Obama was raised in an international
setting in Indonesia and in Hawaii, much of the discrimination came in the later years, when he
moved to the mainland to attend college.
Many blacks in America are also of a racial mix with white Americans. This mixed
heritage; however is because the white slave holders had children by the black female slaves.
President Obama’s racial heritage does not include the same racial mix produced through slavery
that many blacks share because his father is from Kenya. He, in fact is, one of the few blacks in
America who can trace his ancestry to a particular country in Africa. According to Daniels
(2009), however, President Obama can also point to his white side. Although President Obama
states that he is not defined by his race, Daniels (2009) points to the fact that the interracial
makeup of his family allows him to draw support from his white raciality. He can discuss his
white mother and his white grandparents who raised him. Daniels (2009) also points out the
effect that his white uncle, a World War II veteran, who came to support him in the Democratic
National Convention in 2008, may have had on others who were in attendance.
Daniels (1990) suggests that President Obama also had the additional appeal to white
voters in that he graduated from an Ivy League college, and considered safe. It seems plausible
that President Obama’s mixed racial heritage may have been a factor for white voters and a
significant one at that because the majority of American voters are white. African Americans
only make up 13% of the United States, and Latinos 14% according to the most recent U.S.
Census. In terms of voting, however, 95 percent of African Americans voted for Obama, as did
66 percent of Hispanics (retrieved from http: //www. dailymail. co.uk/news/article1083335/Breakdown-demographics-reveals-black-voters-swept-Obama-White-
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House.html#ixzz1jvwEtwUo. Mail Online also reported that 56% of women voted for Obama,
63% of Asians, and 78% of Jews. It also appears, however that Obama also appealed to young
voters. It was reported by Mail Online that 66% of voters under the age of 30 voted for Obama.
This was an impressive increase over the previous elections.
The Collective Conscious
What does the collective consciousness of most Americans reveal? Sniderman and Hagen
(1985) in their study, report that many whites feel that discrimination, based on race or skin
color, is wrong but many do not know how to remedy the situation or at least do not agree on a
solution or solutions. While steps have been taken over the years in the form of various civil
rights laws and even affirmative action, discrimination still occurs. Many people also
acknowledge the fact that African Americans have less of the “good things in life” than whites.
The question in their study was why people thought this racial inequality existed and what
should be done about it (Sniderman and Hagen, 1985). The study also concluded, that the
respondents, who were mostly white, thought African Americans should have equal rights,
however, the respondents did not know what “being in favor of equality” meant. Equality was
favored but mostly in the abstract (Sniderman and Hagen, 1985). The challenge is for Americans
both, black and white, is to make real changes that positively impacts all citizens, particularly those
for whom it has been difficult economically, socially and politically

The Challenge Socially, Economically. Politically
Many whites would like to believe that racial issues are a thing of the past in America,
but it is not as easy as that. The excitement over the election of Barack Obama has led many
researchers to tout that America has entered into a post- racial era. The notion, however, is a
fleeting one as discussed by Lum (2009) who notes that many scholars who write about race
disagree that America has reached a post-racial society. Daniel (2009) notes that “since the
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election of Barack Obama in 2008, “authorities have noticed increased hate group membership,
as well as more threatening writing. There have been more internet postings, and negative
activity and threats directed against Obama than with any previous President. Thus this idea that
America is in a post-racial era is not validated.
America is a great country. Americans are a great people and Americans can achieve great
accomplishments, it just has to have the will. There are some difficult problems to confront. The
issue of racism has to be addressed, head on. A dialogue has to begin across ethnic groups. Racism is
a difficult topic and most of the time uncomfortable to discuss. It is only when we as a nation are
willing to be uncomfortable can there be an understanding of the causes of racism, what perpetuates
it, and, more importantly, what to do to combat it.

Conclusion
This paper started with the comment that only in America could a person from a minority
group become President of the most powerful country in the world. Americans can do what they set
their minds to do. The irony of the building of the White House by slaves which is now the home

of the first black President is a testament to that ability. Certainly the relationship between blacks
and whites in America has been extremely difficult at times. However, that has not suffocated
the will of blacks to succeed and contribute to American society. Blacks arose to the challenge
and did not allow the white supremacy ideology that was originated first by slavery and later
supported by segregation to deter them. The struggle continues still today even with all of the
cultural intermingling of black and white traditions. It continues despite all of the contributions that
African Americans have made to the development of the United States because it is often easier to
change laws than it is to change hearts and minds. This paper has discussed some of the difficult
relationships between blacks and whites in America and the reason for them. However, it has also
highlighted the ways in which African American culture has influenced the development of the
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American society and acknowledged the influence of white ethnic group culture on African
Americans. Sadly, many people are unaware of this symbiotic relationship that has combined to
create one of the most unique countries in the world.
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Latina Literature: the Re-Envision of History through Fiction, Myths, and
Personal Stories

The influx of immigrants to the U.S. from Latin America during the last decades has
increased significantly the Latino populations in the nation. The massive migration opened the
way for the recognition of the large Latino presence in the U.S., a force that is now expanding
within the U.S. borders which many Latino writers have proclaimed as “the increasing and
inexorable latinization of the U.S.” (Zavalia 29). Chicana activist Gloria Anzaldúa (1942-2004)
proclaimed the coming of “the new mestiza”-a racial, ideological, cultural and biological crosspollination-the “raza cósmica”…at the confluence of two or more genetic streams, with
chromosomes constantly ‘crossing over’” (1987, 77). Terms such as transculturization,
cannibalization, biculturalization are used to describe the cultural traffic between the U.S. and
Latin America whenever cultures meet and clash.
Translation played a major role in the linguistic and cultural interplay of Latinos and their
southern brotherhood. The boom of Latin American literature in 1960s and 1970s embodied an
intellectual movement beyond geographic, linguistic, and cultural borders, and effectively
prepared the U.S. audience for the Latino literary boom. Works by foremost Latin American
writers such as Gabriel García Márquez (1927-), Mario Vargas Llosa (1936-), and Carlos
Fuentes (1928-2012) have played a major role in the fermentation of inspiration of Latino
literature in the United States. Equally, reviews, anthologies, and films1 over the last twenty
years helped shorten the cultural distance between the U.S. and its geographically close, yet
culturally distant, southern neighbors. (Zavalia 32-33) The translation to numerous world
languages of García Marquez’s novel One Hundred Years of Solitude, Nobel Prize winner in
1982, stirred universal interest in Latin American culture, and set the mold for the Spanish
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American literature. Although the “magical realism” has served as the esthetic and thematic
foundation for García Márquez’s masterpiece, and has become the ready-made formula used to
label any works produced by Latin American authors after the boom, the Latino literary boom
fermented through assimilation and resistance during the last decades represents a shift from
magical realism to the reality of the barrio, constructing thus a Latino identity. Zavalia further
affirms that the emergence of Spanish-American writers on the U.S. scene prepared the stage for
the discovery of local Latino writers (39). After the Latino boom, points out Ilán Stavans, the
demand for translations for Spanish-American works diminished because the magical realism
quota was now being filled by Latino writers.2
The history of Latina writers in the U.S. traced back to the century-old cultural matrix
that conditioned their works as their lands and their history appeared in stories. Women’s
writings prior to the twentieth century were mostly romanticized works of family,
autobiographies, and landscape. They wrote about folklore, food, family, race, as well as their
inner world. These early contributions to Hispanic literature, with few exceptions,3 remained
mostly obscure, unrecognized by the general public until the Chicano movement in 1960s. The
U.S. Civil Rights Movement of the fifties and sixties spawned the black, Chicano, and feminist
movements, which gave a voice to ethnic American writers. During the next decade, as more
Latinos entered college, they began to publish scholarly works, both anthropological and
documentations of their experiences. Nevertheless, access to mainstream publishers was not
readily available to most of the Latino writers who flourished throughout the Southwest United
States and became a communal search for identity, self, and a place within the larger society
until the last two decades.
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Because of the multi-perspective linkages between the U.S. and Latin America,
contemporary Latina writers often set the historical context of their creative works in that of
Latin America, and seek validation for their literary models in their ancestral roots. In Dreaming
in Cuba (1992), for instance, the Cuban American writer Cristina García (1958-) relates the
Cuban revolution and exile through the story of the Del Pino family. Featuring three generations
of a single family, the novel focuses particularly on the females-Celia del Pino, her daughters
Lourdes and Felicia, and her granddaughter Pilar. The themes include family relationships, exile,
important historical events, and cultures, specifically the elements of santería throughout the
novel. The book explores the impact that exile has on those living away from the island and
those left behind, an experience lived by hundreds of thousands of Cubans. The politics polarizes
the Del Pino family’s relationships, reflecting the dilemma many Cuban families faced. Celia’s
support of the Revolution links her more closely to her son Javier, but distances her from her
daughters Lourdes and Felicia. At the same time, Lourdes’s pro-U.S. patriotism distances her
from her daughter Pilar. Lourde’s vision of Cuba is different from that of Pilar as the former uses
the exile as an attempt to ignore the past dark memory left behind while the later feels distant
from her family roots and cultural heritage due to her mother’s unwillingness to speak of them.
The narration swings from the matriarchal grandmother, to the dramatic daughter, and the
impatient granddaughter, telling a controversial and dynamic personal family story and the
stories of many immigrants. In the novel García shows the difficult transition to leave Cuba and
start afresh in a new country, and portrays vividly issues such as discrimination, cultural uproot,
and lack of sense of identity. Her writing is an invitation to reflect upon immigration and
acculturalization.
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Another novel of immigration is How the García Girls Lost Their Accent (1991) by Julia
Alvarez (1950-). The novel exploits the family saga genre to recount the story of the García
family under the dictatorship of Trujillo in the Dominican Republic, and their subsequent
immigration to the United States. This family epic follows several generations of the García and
De la Torre families as they struggle to hold together a sense of family solidarity in the midst of
migration, divorces, family disputes, and cultural change. Like the García sisters, Julia Alvarez
was born in the Dominican Republic and migrated to the United States in 1960. With many of
the same tribulations the author had faced, How the García Girls share some things in common
with the typical Dominican immigrant experience, such as the painful dislocation of family ties
and difficult cultural readjustments. However, most Dominicans living in the U.S. did not come
from the privileged background that the García family enjoyed. Though the girls dwell on the
financial hardship they faced during the first year of life in the U.S., the family drew on
tremendous financial and political resources that many Dominicans did not enjoy. They perceive
hardship only in comparison to the luxurious lifestyle they were used to in the Dominican
Republic when the family could afford numerous servants and expansive estates. Even in the
United States, the girls were given expensive private education and numerous opportunities to
travel. In this sense, the novel does not represent the typical Dominican immigrant experience.
However, it contributed to mainstream awareness of the differences between American and
Dominican culture, as well as the psychological difficulties that children have to face when
forced to suddenly move from one cultural context to another. The question of whether the
García girls have truly lost their accents is a critical one given the fact that Alvarez expresses in
her novel a desire to retain access to the language and culture of the home nation while at the
same time incorporating oneself into the new country’s culture, economy and political system.4
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In addition to the stronghold of past history, in many of the literary texts the evocation of
mythic authority is an esthetic style and a self-conscious positioning to many writers. Most of
these literary works imitate and reveal the underlying cosmogony. As literature is a product of
historical events traversing space and time, which reaffirms a group’s concept of cosmic order, it
is thus, “a retrospective action, a recreation of the creation of the tradition which, in turn,
empowers the present group to evoke their myth.” (Bruce-Novoa 3) Often Latino writers seek
ideological construction of origin myth. A typical example is the actos of El Teatro Campesino5
founded by Luis Valdez (1940-) which were products of the farm workers’ strike in Delano,
California in 1965. The dramatic presentations of the actos were originally designed to both
entertain and instruct the farm workers during the period of strike, which evolved into a quest for
identity and sociopolitical justice of the Mexican Americans in the nation. The actos personified
a series of desired value tied to the earth, representing a sentimental nostalgia for the lost past
rural and Mexican Revolutionary ideals of land. This canon of contemporary Chicano literature
initiated by Rodolfo “Corky” González 1929-2005), Abelardo Delgado (1931-2004), Ricardo
Sánchez (1941-1995) and Alurista (1947-) would include subsequently a female writer during
the 1970s-Estela Portillo Trambley (1927-1998). Viewed as a pioneer in Chicana literature, her
drama Rain of Scorpions and Other Writings (1975) was well received by Chicana feminists.
Portillo Trambley is known for her plays and fiction that portray strong women who rebel
against oppressive patriarchal society and cultural values traditionally prescribed for womenchastity, nurturing, obedience, and tolerance. Although she focuses on the issues of Chicana
women in particular, Portillo Trambley attempts to place their problems in the context of
universal human concerns, drawing upon a wide variety of images and symbols. She described
her protagonists as “angry women” whose rage stems from the conflicts between their own ideas
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and the sets of rules and orders imposed upon them by their male counterpart as a result of
gender stereotyping. Josefa, the powerful and strong character in her renowned drama The Day
of the Swallows (1971), originally perceived as an angel, loved and admired by the entire town,
rebels against marriage-which she views as slavery-and eventually establishes a lesbian
relationship with Alysea whom she rescued from forced prostitution and offered sanctuary and
home. Out of gratitude and in need of affection, Alysea accepted Josefa’s attention and love, and
became her lover. When this relationship was discovered by a young boy, Josefa cuts out his
tongue to silence him. When her secret was about to be revealed and her yearning forbidden,
Josefa dressed in white, symbol of purity, and drowned herself in the lagoon on the eve of the
legendary Bath of the Virgins, when all the virgins in town would participate in this ancient
ritual bathing in the mythical lagoon, wishing for a suited husband. Josefa’s death was an
awakening of the yarning in many others, a sacrifice to give light and guidance to those confined
by the traditional values, like the light and guidance her swallows bestowed on her.6
By late seventies and early eighties, when Alfredo Mirande and Evangelina Enríquez
compiled La Chicana: The Mexican American Woman (1979), Latinas, like their non-Hispanic
counterparts, were demanding equal rights. Hispanic women began to voice their discontent in
their writings. Cherríe Moraga (1952-) and Gloria Anzaldúa (1942-2004) edited This Bridge
Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color (1981), a feminist anthology centered in
the experiences of women of color. An angry response to institutional racism, the book was
accepted as one of the most important feminist works of the era and a critical reading in
women’s studies courses. As one of the leading Chicana lesbian writers of our times, Moraga
broke silences surrounding taboo topics such as ethnicity, feminism, sexuality, lesbianism,
sexism, homophobia, Chicano culture, and racism (Mendoza 198). Co-founded the Kitchen
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Table/Women of Color Press with the goal to write, collect, edit writings of color minority
women, and give them a voice in print, Moraga uses her writing to bridge the gaps between
various minority groups she belongs to: white feminist writers vs. ethnic writers; heterosexual
Chicanos vs. gays and lesbians of the same ancestry; women vs. the machos (Mendoza 199). Her
book Loving in the War Years: Lo que nunca pasó por sus labios written in 1983 became the
first published book by an openly lesbian Chicana which shed light in her multi-labeled identities
as a Chicana, lesbian, and feminist.
Books by other feminists like Gloria Anzaldúa, Josefa López (1969-) and others have
equally done much to advance the role of women. An array of writings by Chicanas flooded the
Hispanic literary scene ever since. Simply Maria or the American Dream (1992) by Josefina
López brought feminine consciousness to center stage through her depiction of restricted
patriarchal world and lack of choices for women. López gave depth and intelligence to her
character and broke new ground by articulating the strict codes women lived by through the
dramatic description of María, the young immigrant child from Mexico who was told by her
father that in America she could be all she wanted to be, but when she intended to go to college,
she was impeded by her parents since the traditional role of woman is to get married, raise
children, and serve her husband. The play presented a surreal exploration of María’s mind
through different, conflicting voices and constant debates between a traditional María and a
modern María in her dreams, which represent the cultural myths that she is being forced to
accept. The myth begins with the “American Dream”, but ironically would lead to her role as a
traditional Mexican mother and wife as expected of all Hispanic females. The final decision of
María’s leaving home for college symbolizes the coming of age of a new intellectual and self-
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determined generation of Latinas in rebellion against the cultural values traditionally prescribed
by a patriarchal society.
Following the success of foremost Latina writers in the 1980s, New York publishers and
other small presses had begun to recognize the commercial value of writings by Hispanics and
blacks, which led to an influx of publications. Sandra Cisneros (1954-) was the first Latina to
receive a major publishing contract and a leading writer in Latino Literature. Her novel House on
Mango Street (1983), a vivid portrayal of life in a poor Hispanic neighborhood in Chicago, was
highly acclaimed by American critics and has become a required reading in many high school
classrooms across the country. The book has been translated into twenty-seven different
languages, and has sold more than 2 million copies. The novel reflects one poor girl’s childhood
in a cramped house in a large city, longing for her own room, and longing to fit in.8 Although the
novel was criticized for reinforcing Latino stereotypes, it is nevertheless characterized as
“powerful, eloquent, lyrical, vigorous, playful, and filled with compassion.” (Mendoza 201)
Nilda (1973), another fictionalized autobiography also aimed at young readers written by
Nicholasa Mohr (1938-), is based on the author’s impoverished New York childhood. The book
depicts a Puerto Rican child who rises above the crushing humiliations of being poor and a
minority. Nilda’s pain comes from Mohr’s heart as the author depicts a school age child who is
repeatedly treated with contempt by adults in positions of authority: teachers, nurses and social
workers. At home, though, she is surrounded by a large and loving family that supports and
encourages her artistic abilities. The protagonist experiences the onset of World War II and
watches anxiously several brothers’ going off to war, stepfather’s poor health condition, and one
lavish brother’s leaving behind a pregnant girlfriend which added two more mouths to feed to the
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family’s already dire situation. This award-winning novel offers a poignant look at issues of race,
religion and machismo.9
In the late eighties and early nineties, Hispanic immigrants from Latin America wrote
popular and highly commercial books. Cristina García’s Dreaming in Cuba paved the way for
similar best-sellers such as When the García Girls Lost Their Accent by Julia Alvarez. A
significant number of Latina writers began to gain great access to large commercial publishing
houses with their works written in English among whom, Ana Castillo (1953-), Lorna Dee
Cervantes (1954-), Denise Chávez (1948-), Helena María Miramontes (1954-), and Evangelina
Vigil (1949-). In the last two decades we are witnessing a female boom as women’s voices are
surpassing those of their male counterparts in many anthologies. Publication by major U.S.
publishing houses such as Vintage, Harper and Alfred Knopf, attest to the mainstream success of
Latina writers. Translation becomes an important issue again when U.S. Latino writers who write
in English are now being translated and published in Spanish in the U.S. One example is Ana
Castillo’s first novel, The Mixquihuala Letters which was originally published by Bilingual Press
in 1986, a rather small publishing house, but was later been republished by Doubleday, a major
publishing company. This means more visibility and wider distribution in major bookstores, such
as Barnes and Noble. Moreover, many works by Latina have been first written in English, and
later translated into Spanish to meet the demands of a growing Spanish-speaking audience in the
nation and in Latin American countries. An example is When I was Puerto Rican (1994) by
Esmeralda Santiago (1948-) who first wrote the novel in English, and translated herself into
Spanish. In the introduction to the Spanish version of her novel, Esmeralda Santiago explains:
When I write in English I have to translate from Spanish, the keeper of my memories;
when I speak in Spanish, I have to translate from the English that defines my present.
And when I write in Spanish, I find myself in the midst of three languages, the Spanish of
my childhood, the English of my adulthood, and the Spanglish that constantly crosses
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over from one world to the other, just as we crossed from our neighborhood in Puerto
Rico to the “barriadas” in Brooklyn. (xvii)
Esmeralda Santiago voiced out the contradictory, opposing sentiments of being labeled, a
“foreigner” and “non-American” due to her skin color and accented speech. In search of her
cultural identity, Santiago began to write essays about her identity and her life as an immigrant in
New York. Her story reflects her own life growing up first in a tiny barrio in Puerto Rico and
then in the vivid contrast of New York. This fictionalized autobiography speaks of the author’s
poverty-stricken but happy upbringing in Puerto Rico and her own cultural transitions and quest
of identity, losses, and joys. Her second memoir, Almost a Woman (1999), was made into a film
of the same name. This memoir carries the story into her challenging adolescence in Brooklyn,
where she moved with her mother and siblings in 1961 at the age of thirteen. Both books have
become classics in the literature of cultural awakening, and have won Santiago an enthusiastic
readership. When asked what it was like to see her life turned into a movie, Santiago responded,
It is the most bizarre thing that has ever happened to me! It is so strange to see scenes
from my life being played out by somebody who looks the way you did, because Ana
Maria Lagasca looks a lot like I did at that age. Plus everything is so distilled and
compressed and combined…In fact, this was a movie; it was not a documentary. And
also I had to control myself not to get emotionally involved in the process of the film,
because it would have interfered with my ability to be of use to the filmmakers. So it was
an emotionally exhausting time for me.10
This TV-film was the first broadcast as part of the award-winning PBS anthology series
Masterpiece Theater. It is the first film by a Hispanic author to be featured on Masterpiece
Theatre’s American Collection.
Another example of linguistic shifting is the translation of Sandra Cisnero’s House on
Mango Street to Spanish by the Mexican renowned writer Elena Poniatowska (1932-). The intent
was to bring Chicano writers into the Mexican intellectual market. In spite of the growing
demand for works written in Spanish, some authors continue choosing to write in English
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because it puts them in a better position to move from the periphery to the centre, which offers
access to a larger audience. To these writers, English is the language of schooling, and Spanish
belongs to the private and more personal domain; to others, Spanish is the touchstone of their
political positioning and creative device. Often, however, “the boundaries between English and
Spanish no longer exist; a hybrid language is forged (such as Emerald Santiago’s “Spanglish”)
and attempts to use either English or Spanish exclusively create a feeling of being lost in
translation.” (Zavalia 41) Furthermore, due to different sociopolitical positioning, there are
works that resist acculturation, and others that dialog with the other component of the dual
identities. At the same time, there is also the need to preserve one’s own individuality. To
Guillermo Gómez Peña, preserving specificities is a way of avoiding depoliticization, and at the
same time, enables the writer to surpass the boundaries of stereotyping and the homogenizing
labels that freeze groups into “emerging voices” or “exotic minorities.” (Zavalia 42)
It has also to be noted that a significant number of Latina writers, mainly poets and
essayists such as Gloria Anzaldua, Cherríe Moraga, and Aurora Levins Morales (1954-) and
many others, have completed higher education. They have explored in depth the relationship
between genre and ethnic identity, entering in realms considered taboos, such as sexual identity,
by former generation of Hispanic writers. This group of writers has emerged from the
mainstream and its institutions. This literature is more accessible to a wider segment of Englishspeaking audience and has better opportunities to get published.
In essence, Hispanic literature of the U.S. is one of transnational nature that emerges and
remains intimately related to the crossroad of the political, geographical, linguistic, cultural, and
racial borders with their southern ancestral roots. In the U.S., the Hispanic culture continues
existing through family relations, ethnic linkages, travels and all means of communications. The
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introduction and presence of Hispanic culture in the U.S. and the development of different
cultural positions, languages preferences, and construction of identities by individuals who were
born in the country or through immigration or exile form an integrate part of the daily life of the
Hispanic community in the nation. This paradigm of diversification will continue for the
generations to come, and the transnational and borderless nature of the Hispanic culture in the
U.S. will be more obvious with each passing day. Meanwhile, the press and literature will
continue cementing the relationships among the Latinos in the U.S. and the rest of the Hispanic
world. By now mainstream publishers has accepted that the ethnic American women’s
experience is not homogeneous. Like their counterparts, Latinas writers in the U.S. are
spokespersons of social injustice, acculturalization, and constant defy deeply rooted
discrimination against women. They have found writing a useful and powerful tool in their
struggle for equality, and it is through literature that Latina writers experience a sense of
freedom, creativity and power in their language. They are finally free to talk about their desires
and their dreams as more and more women writers have broken out of the stereotypes to portray
real, rebellious, anxious, and concerned human beings who love, fear and hate. As we celebrate
female contributions to Hispanic literature in the U.S., we ought to give Latina writers the place
they deserve and recognize that they reveal new dimensions in our lives and bring new dignity to
all women.
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Notes
1.

Films based on literary works by Latin American authors such as Like Water for Chocolate (1992) by
Laura Esquivel, and The House of the Spirits (1993) by Isabel Allende, are well received by American
audience. The first won awards at the Bavarian Film Awards, German Film Awards, the Golden Screen
(Germany), Havana Film Festival, and Robert Festival (Denmark), as well as from the German Phono
Academy and the Guild of German Art House Cinemas. Like Water for Chocolate earned all 11 Ariel
Awards of the Mexican Academy of Motion Pictures. The movie became the largest-grossing foreign film
ever released in the U.S. in 1992.

2.

Ilán Stavans stated in a conversation at Amherst College, October 1995. The affirmation was quoted by
Julia de Zavalia in her article cited in this study (p. 39).

3.

María Amparo Ruiz de Burton (July 3, 1832 – August 12, 1895) was the first female Mexican American
author to write in English. In her career she published two books: Her award-winning novel Who Would
Have Thought It? (1872), and The Squatter and the Don (1885). She also published one play: Don Quixote
de la Mancha: A Comedy in Five Acts: Taken From Cervantes’ Novel of That Name (1876). Her work is
considered to be a precursor to Chicano literature.

4.

For more information see http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/garciagirls/context.html. Julia Alvarez won the
ALA Award for How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents, the Americas Book Award for children’s and
young adult literature for Before We Were Free, and the Nebraska Book Award (2002) for Fiction for
Cafecito Story. Child Magazine named How Tía Lola Came to (Visit) Stay the best Children’s Book of
2001 and In the Name of Salomé was chosen as one of the Top Ten Books of 2000 by Latino.com. Alvarez
was honored as Woman of the Year 2000 by Latina magazine. In 2002, she won the Sor Juana Award and
the Hispanic Heritage Award for literature. Her novel, In the Time of the Butterflies (1994) commemorates
the real-life murders of the three young, brave Mirabal sisters who were assassinated for their opposition of
the dictator Rafael Trujillo.

5.

Luis Valdez and El Teatro Campesino began their theatrical journey during the Farmworkers Movement in
Delano, California in 1965. The group worked collectively to develop the acto, a type of skit, which
utilized stock characters and humor to educate and inspire the audience to social action during the period of
strike.

6.

Critics point out that although many of Portillo Trambley’s women resort to violence, they do so because of
a desperate need to assert themselves. They strive for freedom, in some cases choosing death over
continued servitude. However, some of Portillo Trambley’s female protagonists manage to rebel and
survive to develop as complex, well-rounded individuals. For more information see
http://www.enotes.com/estela-portillo-trambley-criticism/trembley/estela-portillo.

7.

Cherrie Moraga is a recipient of the National Endowment for the Arts Theater Playwriting Fellowship
Award. Her plays include Giving up the Ghost: Teatro in Two Acts (1986), Shadow of a Man (1988), and
Heroes and Saints (1992). Her work Wastsonville: Some Place Not Here (1996) was the first play
performed at the Brava Theater center in San Francisco. Watsonville won the Fund for New American
Plays Award from the Kennedy Center for Performing Arts.

8.

Sandra Cisneros received the MacArthur Foundation “Genius Prize” in 1995, and the National Endowment
for the Arts fellowship in fiction. Woman Hollering Creek and Other Stories (1991) was selected
Noteworthy Book of 1991 by the New York Times and as one of the Best Books of 1991 by the Library
Journal.

9.

Born to a Puerto Rican family of seven children in New York’s Spanish Harlem, Mohr’s father died when
she was only eight. Her sickly but supportive mother encouraged her to make contributions to the world
with her artistic talent. Through odd jobs, Mohr earned enough money to travel to Mexico to study the
great painters and muralists like Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo and was inspired by their bold, strong colors
and designs. Her first novel Nilda was named an “Outstanding Book of the Year” by The New York Times
and one of the “Best Books of the Year” by the American Library Association when it was first published.
Other books by Mohr include El Bronx Remembered (1975), Rituals of Survival: A Woman’s Portfolios
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(1985), Going Home and Other Stories (1986), All for the Better: A Story of El Barrio (1994), and The
Song of El Coquí and Other Tales of Puerto Rico (1995).
10. See http://www.bbs.org/wgbh/masterpiece/learningresources/index.html. The film was aired on PBS in
2002 and won the 2003 George Foster Peabody Award for excellence in electronic media. Active in the
community, Esmeralda Santiago is also a spokesperson for public libraries and is involves with programs
for teens and shelters for battered women and children.
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Health Literacy in a Salinas Valley Rural Latino Population, and Its
Ramifications on Chronic Disease Health Care Delivery

Prologue
It is well known and documented that ongoing demographic changes in California have
led to a very language diverse population, with an equally varying range of educational
attainment. At the turn of the millennium The California Endowment’s Cultural Competence
Initiative approximated 6 million Californians as Limited English Proficient. These language and
educational diversity were concurrently documented by the Monterey County Health Dept., in a
landmark survey of language and literacy conducted at partner institution, Natividad Medical
Center (Morgenstern J, 2007). Language, literacy and even “numeracy” will be very challenging
in health care settings especially as we move to the more patient-centered approaches that health
care reform is encouraging. Institutions will require new services and approaches to address
these changes in Community Health Center (CHC) populations, particularly with the main CHC
workforce of primary care physicians.
This survey is the result of a Joint Commission recommendation for a partner Central
California Community Health Center, Clínica de Salud del Valle de Salinas, dating back to fall
of 2007.
At that time, this partner, an FQHC based in Salinas, CA, was given the directive to
better assess patients’ educational needs and services available at the clinic system to better share
information and educate, across the continuum of care. For this purpose a patient needs
assessment survey was developed and given to all patients. The results and implications will be
presented here.
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Method:
This particular group of respondents was from a Community Health Center Diabetic
Clinic over a 3-4 month period beginning in September 2007. The patient responses to this
survey were elicited by an intake bicultural, bilingual MA, further completed by some physician
determined information. The data most scrutinized will be the patient preference data, although
the information ascertained by the physicians may yield some useful information. The utility of
which is limited in its lack of “patient-centeredness”, a concept not fully understood by the
provider community in 2007.
Data
Demographics:
104 respondents form the Alisal area of Salinas, Monterey County, CA
-average age of 60
-101(97%) Hispanic
-97(92%) Spanish language speaker
-67 female (64%)
-67 sixth grade or less education (64%)
-56 fourth grade or less (54%)
-15 had no education (average age 71.26 yrs)
Results
Preferences choices- between verbal, demonstration, written, film
68% (69) chose verbal instruction, alone or in combination with another method
35% (36) of total, chose a combination of options
-Combination of demonstration & verbal (22% of total, 63% of those choosing a
combo.)
-Combination of verbal & film (3% of total, 8% of combination choice)
-verbal & written (5% of total, 14% of combination choice)
33% (34) verbal alone
28% (29) demonstration alone
28% (29) written alone
23% (24) chose film
Provider Perceived barriers
Language 77%
Literacy 64%
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Emotional factors 32%
Financial 12%
Interpretation
This traditionally (for Mexico) educated group of rural Latino chronic disease patients
living in Monterey country preferred verbal presentation of information, often backed up by
another educational method. The largest percentage of respondents after choosing verbal chose a
combination, preferred verbal and demonstration. This is consistent with traditional rural
agricultural method of boys entering the labor force very early and girls getting more formal
education. This style of educational has significant impact on literacy and the newer concept of
numeracy.
These preference findings have important implications on health educational approaches
for this growing demographic of diabetic patients in the Salinas Valley. Particularly important is
the known preference for own language instruction, supported by the choices of verbal and
demonstration, presumably culturally and linguistically appropriate.
The particular office where the survey occurred had a Spanish speaking Registered
Dietician, and few demonstration materials, although the clinic system had materials at another
site. That dietary instruction at the other Salinas site was by an especially trained bilingual RN.
At the time, specifically trained bilingual/trilingual peer educator “promotoras de salud” were
available within the system, but not being used for specific diabetes education.
Roubidoux and Gohdes, as early as 1988 found that diet therapy in diabetes has been
less-than-successful among ethnic groups for three key reasons, usually resulting from a cultural,
linguistic disconnect. Her work did coincide with ours in that she recommends a variety of tools
are needed to teach this curriculum (Gohdes, 1988) (Roubidoux, 2000).
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Besides the obvious cultural Anglo/Latino cultural dialectic, culture in this context must
include the culture of paternalism and privilege traditionally inherent in medical environments.
As part of “cultural humility” (Tervalon M, 1998) in this setting we must consider basic concepts
like, have dietary goals been clearly articulated; are the recommendations relevant to the
patient’s cultural, education and literacy situation. The importance of developing health
education materials that are relevant for specific ethnic groups and tribes has been established.
More recent research from the Stanford Geriatric Care Center and others (Mendoza L,
2011) (Rosal MC G.K., 2004) have advised best practices such enhancing cultural
appropriateness by using ethnic food models, native language and possibly even Latino music
and film into the education process.
In terms of individual educational settings, as occurs during an office visit; processes
addressing language barriers, strategic deployment of interpreters, structured programs
emphasizing easily taught survival skills (SMBG, hypoglycemia recognition and prevention),
simplified diet and medication regimens and techniques (e.g., pens versus syringes, Spanish
language meters, talking meters). The above mentioned supported by easily referred to
psychosocial support services with case management, to support care after the visit.
Effectiveness studies dating back to 2002 show improvement in short term knowledge
and awareness of diabetes information and glycemic control among various ethnic populations
(Rosal MC G.K., 2004) (Ziemer, 2005), when culturally concordant approaches are used. Later
studies (Hawthorne, 2008) have shown HgbA1c improvements lasting throughout the 12 months
study period, when self-management was taught by a culturally and linguistically concordant
health care team for a Mexican border population in Texas, and in a “promotora de salud” based
program, employing telephone reminders. (Lorig K, 2008)
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The work of Project Dulce in San Diego County is ongoing, but as earlier as 2004, began
reporting about the various structures of diabetes education programs for the Mexican-American
diabetic population. They were also able to document parameters as above, but also clinical
concerns such as a shift in locus of control and in patient satisfaction, as well as longer term cost
efficiency as measured by QAYL measures becoming more important now as the Patient
Centered Medical Home concept is developing (Philis-Tsimikas A, 2004)..
Regarding the language and cultural concordancy, several of these studies point out the
need for and shortage of language skill licensed practitioners. This was certainly at work in our
survey as well despite the provider’s having studied language in Mexico. This will have
potentially heightened significance considering the existing primary care provider shortage,
compounded by the difficulty recruiting to rural areas where many Federally Qualified Health
Centers operate (Salsberg E, 2006). The need for a cultural shift where institutions and their
licensed providers work together to develop a cadre of skilled, unlicensed yet specially trained
caregivers to augment, support and make the visits more efficient (Rosenblatt RA, 2006).
Conclusion
Our survey of a rural California aging agricultural population and these studies selected
referenced, spanning over a decade, exemplify various care concerns and raise several questions
which later work is beginning to address, namely:
•

The culture of Latino farm laborer at risk for chronic illness

•

Provider “cultural humility” and its role in the Patient Centered Medical Home

The preference for a variety of educational tools and fostering modern approaches for this
population
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The evolving concept of a chronic disease management within the diverse population of
community

health

centers,

striving

for

self-management,

patient-centeredness

empowerment.
The ongoing study of long term effectiveness of these interventions
Defining and appropriately training the healthcare workforce teams for effective healthcare
reform.
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ONE NATION UNDER TWO GODS:
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One Nation under Two Gods: America’s Continuing Theological Dilemma

Since the white man, your friend, took your language away from you, during slavery, the only
language you know is his language, your friend’s language. So you call…from the same God he
calls for. When he’s putting the rope around your neck, you call for God and he calls for
God…and you wonder why the one you call on never answers.
Malcolm X, Ford Auditorium, February 14, 1965

Malcolm’s words bring to bear one of the more neglected dilemmas in American history.
While gross inequities between the races in American history have been well documented,
socially economically, and politically, those differences have not been discoursed about well
regarding Christian faith. At the core of this dilemma is Malcolm’s brilliant unearthing of the
maldistributed nature of black suffering that exists for blacks while at the same time being given
a form of Christian faith in which we could all coalesce without the suffering being addressed or
that if it is, the solution for black people by white Christian leaders was to simply endure that
suffering until the Parousia or Christ’s return.
Malcolm’s challenge does not preclude us from asserting that God has answered black
people. In fact, even though Malcolm had inherited a context of acute black suffering his arrival
onto the scene was predated by the Emancipation Proclamation, black citizenship, and the right
to vote – accomplishments in American history that most blacks would conclude could not have
happened if not for the intervention of a God that is in fact more powerful than the forces of
white supremacy!
Yet precisely because of our different experiences of Americanism, whites and blacks
continue to see America differently and more important, continue to see divine acting in different
ways. Whites have historically been committed to a God whose will is to preserve an America of
white privilege either by direct or indirect pedagogy. Blacks on the other hand, have been
committed to a God that acts in human history to free black people from white oppression even if
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and especially if God acts without the help of black people themselves i.e., a “turn it over to the
Lord” mentality. In this regard, Malcolm’s critique that black people’s thinking theologically is
nothing more than a capitulation to slaveholding theology is worthy of our attention. At its
existential height, there is no doubt that if a white man is putting a rope around a black person’s
neck, the white man is trying to kill that black man and that black man is seeking to preserve his
life. Put more analytically, that white man is trying to preserve a way of life of which he benefits
tremendously while that black man is trying to destroy that way of life to preserve life for
himself and his posterity.
In such an historical and religious milieu, the question of God then becomes of acute
significance. If, returning to Malcolm’s illustration, both men are calling on God at that moment,
one to end a black man’s life, and one to preserve that life, two theological scenarios
immediately suggest themselves: either they are praying to the same God to bring about
diametrically opposite realities regarding a black life or these two men could not have possibly
been praying to the same God! Malcolm would maintain that they are praying to the same God
but that since the God of Christian faith was given to us by the same man who is putting the rope
around your neck chances are that God is listening to the white man and not the black man.
While Malcolm’s critique is formidable, I take this presentation to demonstrate that the second
scenario is more apt - that because of our different histories under the single canopy of
Americanism, blacks and whites could not be praying to and worshiping the same God! From its
inception, precisely because of the history of acute suffering of blacks and the history of acute
privilege of whites, America has been de facto one nation under two Gods!
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Divine Revelation and American History
While the being of God for black people is similar to that of whites, affirming Malcolm’s
critique, what we have called on God to do for us as different communities mirrors our historical
experiences. While both races see the efficacy of God as manifesting itself in a fulfilling
existence for its community and its children, black people have been praying for a continual
change in their condition to realize God’s efficacy while whites have sought to perpetuate the
current situation because the efficacy of God has already manifested itself in the privileged
existence of whites. This is why social reform movements designed to bring about change in the
racial status quo have been met with so much expectant hope by black people and for the most
part have been looked upon with suspicion by most whites. Such a difference has yielded a
resultant Christian theology that, for blacks, calls for an end to black suffering as part of God’s
eschatological reign but, for whites, seeks to promote the virtues of Americanism, patriotism and
loyalty to country and makes little or no provision for black suffering. This is due to the proper
recognition, according to the black prophetic radical tradition, that white privilege has been
obtained through black suffering and is thus the historical source of black suffering. Theologian
James Cone highlights how these two experiences of Americanism have unfolded historically:
White theologians built logical systems; black folks told tales. Whites debated the
validity of infant baptism or the issue of predestination and free will; blacks recited
biblical stories about God leading the Israelites from Egyptian bondage, Joshua and the
battle of Jericho, and the Hebrew children in the fiery furnace. White theologians argued
about the general status of religious assertions in view of the development of science
generally and Darwin’s Origin of Species in particular; blacks were more concerned
about their status in American society and its relation to the biblical claim that Jesus
came to set the captives free.1
Cone brings to light a very important point. For as God is considered the creator of humankind to
most persons of faith, there is a real sense in which the God of faith is a product of human
experience as well relative to a community’s theological encounter with divine reality.
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While Cone’s dichotomous analysis of black experience and white theology may seem a
bit too conveniently structured, it does provide a suitable framework for our thesis that black and
white people still view America in different ways and subsequently divine activity in human
history in different ways as well.
Michael O. Emerson and Christian Smith, in their timely work, Divided by Faith:
Evangelical Religion and the Problem of Race in America,2 render a sobering critique of the
practice of Christian faith in American life. Beginning with the Ante-bellum period and walking
us through to the present, they establish a separation between the races in plantation life that
affirmed that separation as divine will. Further, they also establish that whites, particularly
evangelicals, and blacks view the severity of race in American life in very different ways.
Emerson and Smith maintain that evangelicals desire to express faith away from blacks, but
more important, they establish that most of those same evangelical white Christians do not see
this as a contemporary manifestation of white privilege or a cause of racial polarization in
America. Emerson and Smith identified the two most frequent comments by white evangelicals
regarding race as either: 1) black people hate white people too much; or 2) there is no race
problem. They identify those particularly in the latter group i.e., those white who said there was
no race problem, as those most isolated and who have not spent a lot of time around black
people. They also identify those of the latter group as those who have little grasp on how history
affects the present precisely because so much of their religious pedagogy emerges out of an
individualistic view. But more important for our analysis, this convenient ahistorical religious
consciousness for Emerson and Smith serves to assuage the guilty conscious of whites in first
creating an historical problem and then divesting themselves of its solution. It is religious
pedagogy that either by divorcing religious language from black oppression or by condoning it as
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a product of black people’s lack of industry that has served this function well. One consequence
of thoroughgoing evangelical individualism is a tendency to be ahistorical, to not grasp fully how
history has an influence on the present.3 In short, the religious isolation brought on by
contemporary faith patterns racially does not even compel the white Christian to see the
historical connection between white Christian indoctrination during the slavocracy and separated
worship patterns today. But more important, the lack of exposure to black people perpetuates a
racist tunnel vision for white Christians that is rooted in a programmed indignation for any
reference to human inequality as an American or Christian theological problem. In such a
theological milieu, it is not difficult to see why socially progressive movements are frowned
upon by most white evangelicals as being unchristian, namely because in their thinking, there is
no theological necessity for such movements. Rather, Christian conversion and frequent church
attendance was/is considered the solution for everything or what is theologically termed the
“miracle motif”! Yet what the respondents failed to recognize is that black churches are running
over with black Christians who have been converted to Christian faith and it still has not stopped
them from being the victims of a racist status quo that favors those same evangelical white
Christians and other whites socially, economically, and politically. So clearly we have a
hermeneutical chasm. In other words, the methodology and structure of religious pedagogy and
the separation (read segregation) it validates provides little hope in its current construction in
leading the way in a national theological discourse that will create greater racial progress.
Emerson and Smith were led to this fundamental conclusion:
This helps us to understand why our respondents, apart from being irritated at the racial
inequality question, were not at all bothered by the racial inequality itself. Except for a
few people, inequality in no way troubled, moved, or animated our respondents. It was
matter of fact, par for the course, as acceptable as a Sunday-afternoon nap. Given that
white evangelicals – and Americans in general it appears – are both comfortable with the
black-white gap and inclined to do nothing about it, we do not think it too risky to
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conclude that evangelicals will make little contribution toward reducing the black-white
gap.4
Our point is to establish that white Christian pedagogy itself promotes and perpetuates an
understanding of faith and subsequently of God that conveniently validates white privilege and
renders black humanity as an afterthought in American life.
Andrew Hacker, in his best-selling book, Two Nations: Black and White, Separate,
Hostile, Unequal,5 did one of the better jobs of our generation in demonstrating the differences
between black and white life in America. Not only did Hacker illuminate the degenerative effect
of racial separation on the achievement of black aspiration, he also demonstrated that this
separation and historical deprivation is evident in all major American institutions. In first
establishing that race is a, “human creation,” with no ontological basis aside from skin hue, he
also concludes as did Emerson and Smith that whites think a race problem exists but have no role
in creating it either directly or indirectly. According to Hacker:
If white Americans regard the United States as their nation, they also see it beset with
racial problems they feel are not of their making. Some contrast current conditions with
earlier times, when blacks appeared more willing to accept a subordinate status. Most
whites will protest that they bear neither responsibility nor blame for the conditions
blacks face. Neither they nor their forebears ever owned slaves, nor can they see
themselves as having held anyone back or down. Most white Americans believe that for
at least the last generation blacks have been given more than a fair chance and at least
equal opportunity, if not outright advantages. Moreover, few white Americans feel
obliged to ponder how membership in the major race gives them powers and privileges.6
Hacker correctly analyzes a trend endemic to white privilege in American history – deny that the
privilege exists or admit to the privilege and place contemporary inequalities on black inferiority.
Yet Hacker takes this work to rightly identify America as essentially a white nation, and more to
the point, a white male nation that has been consistent in its deprivation of the basic freedoms to
blacks.
America is inherently a “white” country: in character, in structure, in culture. Needless to
say, black Americans create lives of their own. Yet, as a people, they face boundaries and
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constrictions set by the white majority. America’s version of apartheid, while lacking
overt legal sanction, comes closest to the system even now being reformed in the land of
its invention.7
Hacker’s and Emerson and Smith’s analysis lead us to the conclusion that we have indeed two
America’s lived racially: one of uninterrupted historical privilege and one of uninterrupted
historical oppression. Because of these different historical experiences, I argue with this paper
that white and black Americans also see America differently and as a result see God differently.
In this regard, German theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg is right in his contention that God’s
revelation is inextricably bound with the historical experiences of human beings.8 But more to
the point, it is philosopher Karl Marx’s assertion that it is not our consciousness that determines
our social reality but our social reality that determines our consciousness that is of ultimate
import here.9 If indeed our social reality determines how we think existentially, it also conditions
how we think theologically given that theological constructs emerge in consciousness. In other
words, tell me a human being’s historical experiences and I can with relative accuracy tell you
what that being thinks about divine reality. Hence, what God communicates to communities of
faith has fundamentally to do with what that community has envisioned about God and what that
community has envisioned about God has fundamentally to do with that community’s historical
experiences. America’s continual theological dilemma is how to construct a theological
understanding of God that is at once and the same time ultimately efficacious for two races that
have lived different historical experiences of Americanism.
Divine Revelation and Human Liberation
Malcolm’s struggle with a God that does not answer a black person in a context of human
oppression is less an indictment on God’s justice and more a challenge to black people to
reimage God in such a way that God is committed to their liberation and not further oppression.
His analysis is no doubt based on his knowledge of slaveholding theology and the impact its
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internalization has had on the theological psyche of black people. In short, he is struggling with
the fact that slaveholding theology has sought to equate divine will with black oppression.
Moreover, he was consistent in his career regarding a blistering critique of Christian faith and its
historic application to black people and its persistence into the contemporary era. Thus, it is more
accurate to describe slaveholding theology in the contemporary era as white privilege theology in
a post-slavery context.
I suggest that we reimage God as Malcolm is implying but if Marx is true in his
contention that social reality determines consciousness rather than vice versa, then we must first
change social reality. I contend that social reality must and can be influenced most to be changed
by reimaging God. That reimaging begins with divorcing God from theological methodologies
that seek in any way to equate God’s will with human oppression either by: 1) God being the
author and facilitator of white supremacy; or by 2) God not being concerned about black
suffering. In my book, White Religion and Black Humanity,10 I take the chapter on God to make
the distinction between these two Gods describing the first God as Avowed White Supremacist
and the second God as Sovereign Lord. In the first instance, God commands whites to enslave
and segregate blacks as the ultimate service to God. Uncivilized heathens being “picked up”
from Africa and exposed to European civilization was considered the highest calling of the white
Christian and was carried out with due diligence for over a century. In this understanding of God,
no amount of torture, labor or pain was considered excessive in making the black person a
“human being.” I say black person and not slave inasmuch as this theological approach made its
way well into the twentieth century and into the era of the civil rights and black power
movements i.e., Malcolm’s context. It is in this era of public Christian faith that we saw the
Hamitic Hypothesis, The Tower of Babel, the whitening and “spiritualizing” of Jesus, and the
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book of Philemon being used as major biblical planks in an approach to Christian faith that
unashamedly sought a national reality of black oppression in the name of God and Jesus. Any
type of language used to dehumanize black people was free to be expressed in public. Nigger,
darkie, shine, hambone, coon were often used terms to make sure black people clearly
understood their place in this nation.
In the second type of God, Sovereign Lord, we move into the post-Civil Rights era and
the era of political correctness. It has become no longer fashionable to use that above mentioned
language to publicly mock the aesthetic features or spiritual endowment of black people. With
white privilege, however, still being a major objective God needs to be reimaged and even
though we see the emergence of the God as Sovereign Lord in the early nineteenth century
leading up to Emancipation, the typology laid dormant for generations but is clearly operative
today. In this understanding of God, it is even fashionable to admit that it was wrong to use
Christian faith to enslave blacks. But now that slavery is over the convenient understanding is
that approaches to Christian faith that equate God’s will with black oppression are no longer
operative. Yet I contend that could not be further from the truth. In fact, I argue that the
Sovereign Lord typology is even more dangerous than the Avowed White Supremacist typology
insofar as it makes contemporary Christians think that we no longer are victim to such
conceptions of God. In other words, it leads contemporary Christians into a false sense of racial
liberation. For in this conception of God, derogatory terms about the humanity of black people
are no longer used publicly. The Hamitic Hypothesis, the theological misuse of Paul’s letters and
the book of Philemon are no longer staple parts of the biblical hermeneutics of the church. Yet
the damaging dimension of this conception of God is that God is no longer interested in issues of
collective human domination like race, or gender, or class. God is now styled as a God who is
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only concerned about one’s personal issues and not the collective human condition. Hence, the
church has conveniently lost its “radicalism,” a trait historian of religion Gayraud Wilmore
thought was lost on the black church even as long ago as the early twentieth century. This was
due in large part to the devastating impact the Plessy vs. Ferguson decision in 1896, making
segregation legal, had on the resolve of black people to realize freedom in America. Thus, God
has become for the most part an object of praise that gets Christians through the “individual”
travails of life but is not concerned with issues of collective hegemony. Jesus is still white but is
now more of a socially detached spiritualist who in no way conceives of human liberation in the
kingdom building process. In this sense, even moreso than during his lifetime, Malcolm’s
critique is on target – that God will not keep a rope from a black man’s neck!
What is needed is a God that does not fall prey to such ideological misuses of Christian
faith. What is needed first and foremost is a God whose will can never be wed with human
oppression. A God whose revelatory power extends beyond the realm of human oppression and
is decidedly a God whose will is synonymous with bringing to an end all forms of oppression
that prevent humans from living lives of achievement of human aspiration. A God who demands
that no human on the basis of any distinguishing physical characteristic is to be subject to
structural oppression for the furtherance of privilege of any other group. In this light,
theologically, God must become a God of human liberation rather than one of group privilege. In
this light, biblically, the Exodus narrative, the central themes of human justice in the prophetic
books particularly Ezekiel, Micah and Amos and more importantly Jesus’s public battles with the
perpetuators of social injustice in the oppression of his own people must weigh prominently in
the teaching of the church. The hope is that this will go a long way in changing the human
condition and in turn will ultimately produce a liberating consciousness in Americans of all
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races. But more important, it will reimage God as a liberator and not an outright or tacit
oppressor and force this nation to truly bring its consciousness before the bar of divine justice.
This is a burden that belongs to the oppressed community first and then to others since the
former are the victims of that structural hegemony. Who knows, if successful, maybe we can
even get Malcolm to say from his eternal home that the one you call on in the way of challenging
human oppression will answer this time!
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Gender and Diversity Trends of BS Engineering Graduates

Abstract
An analysis was performed of engineering graduates (for the past 9 years) from ABET
accredited BS engineering programs at Colleges of Engineering in the USA. The sources of data
were contained in the Annual Profiles of Engineering and Engineering Technology Colleges
published by the American Society for Engineering Education for the nine year period of 2003
through 2011. [1] Trends in the gender and ethnicity of engineering graduates were explored.
The data were analyzed for all US universities, Historic Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU), Hispanic (and Latino) Serving Institutions (HSI) and Other Minority Institutions
(OMI). [2]
Several interesting trends were observed. During this period, all US universities, HSIs,
and OMIs awarded an increasing number of BS engineering degrees. The total number of BS
engineering degrees awarded by HBCUs was relatively constant. It appears that the percent of
female engineering graduates is declining in all four of the university groups analyzed, some
more dramatically than others. The number of female engineering graduates was relatively
constant. In other words, the increase of BS engineering degrees during this period was due to an
increase of male graduates.
The most apparent trend revealed was that HBCU BS engineering graduates became
more diverse over the nine year period as the percent of African American BS graduates
decreased nominally from 74% to 64%, while the percent of BS awarded to other race/ethnicity
groups increased. For example, BS awarded to Caucasians increased from 15% to 21% in
HBCUs. Another trend was that the number and percent of Hispanic engineering graduates
increased steadily during this period. In all US universities, Hispanic engineering graduates
increased from around 4500 in 2003 (6% of engineering BS awarded) to over 6000 in 2010 (8%
of engineering BS awarded), showing a 33% increase in number. A similar trend was observed
in HSIs and OMIs for Hispanic engineering graduates. The percent of Asian American
engineering graduates declined in all US universities during this period from 13% to 11%,
coupled with a slight decrease in numbers. A similar trend was observed in HSIs, but more
dramatically. In OMIs and HBCUs, the number and percent of Asian American graduates were
relatively constant. The number and percent of Foreign engineering graduates decreased slightly
in all US universities during this period, while the same trend was not observed for the other
(HBCU, HSI and OMI) university groups analyzed.
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Background
The motivation for undertaking this investigation originated from observations of gender
and diversity trends in our School of Engineering graduates. We wanted to ascertain if trends
observed locally were national trends and/or if other gender and diversity trends were taking
place nationally. Further, we analyzed the trends in Historic Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU), Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI) and Other Minority Institutions (OMI) to
determine if national gender and diversity trends were reflected in each of these university
groups. Data analyzed were obtained from [1] compiled by the American Society for
Engineering Education which reports data from ABET accredited engineering (and Computer
Science) programs that submit their data (about 345 universities) each year in an annual survey.
Nine years (2003-2011) of data were included in these analyses.
HBCUs, HSIs, and OMIs are defined by their historical origin, a student body of 25% or
more that identify with a Hispanic/Latino heritage and a student body of which 50% or more
identify with some minority group. These definitions are completely articulated in [2] which
examined the role of these universities in solving the engineering pipeline challenge. Table I lists
the thirteen HBCU’s by Carnegie classification for which data were available. There is one
additional HBCU with ABET accredited engineering programs which did not report data. Four
HBCUs in Table I began ABET accredited engineering programs during this nine year period
and one that began in 2010 did not report data for 2011. Thirteen reported data for 2010 and
twelve reported data for 2011.
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2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Carnegie
Classific
ation

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Howard

Jackson
State

Jackson
State

Jackson
State

Jackson
State

Jackson
State

RU/H

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

North
Carolina
A&T

RU/H

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

Morgan
State

DRU

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

Tennesse
e State

DRU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

FAMUFSU

DRU

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Prairie
View
A&M

Master’s /L

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Southern
U. and
A&M

Master’s /L

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Alabama
A&M

Master’s /L

Norfolk
State
UDC

Tuskegee

UDC

Tuskegee

UDC

Tuskegee

UDC

Tuskegee

Master’s /L

UDC

UDC

UDC

UDC

UDC

Master’s/S

Virginia
State

Virginia
State

Virginia
State

Virginia
State

Virginia
State

Master’s/S

Tuskegee

Tuskegee

Tuskegee

Tuskegee

Tuskegee

Bac/diverse

Table I. List of HBCUs

Table II lists the twenty Hispanic Serving Institutions of which fifteen are also OMIs.
Data were analyzed with the HSI group. The HSIs are listed in the order of their Carnegie
classification and one did not have a Carnegie classification.
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HSI

Carnegie Classification

University of California-Riverside*

RU/VH

The University of New Mexico*

RU/VH

New Mexico State University*

RU/H

Florida International University*

RU/H

San Diego State University

RU/H

University of Texas at San Antonio*

RU/H

University of Texas at El Paso*

RU/H

Texas A&M University – Kingsville*

DRU

University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez*

DRU

California State University-Los Angeles*

Master’s/L

City College of the City University of New York*

Master’s/L

California State University-Northridge*

Master’s/L

California State University-Fresno

Master’s/L

California State Polytechnic University-Pomona

Master’s/L

Saint Mary’s University*

Master’s/L

California State University-Fullerton*

Master’s/L

The University of Texas-Pan American*

Master’s/L

New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology

Master/M

Colorado State University-Pueblo

Master’s/S

Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico*
* Those Universities are also OMI.

Table II. List of HSIs

Table III lists the eighteen universities that were OMIs sometime during the nine year
(2003-2011) period. They are listed in the order of their Carnegie Classification in 2011. It is
interesting to note that nine of the thirteen 2011 OMIs had the highest possible Carnegie
classification (RU/VH).
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20032005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Carnegie
Classific
ation

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

UC Berkeley

RU/VH

UC Davis

UC Davis

UC Davis

UC Davis

UC Davis

UC Davis

UC Davis

RU/VH

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

RU/VH

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

UC San
Diego

RU/VH

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

U. of Hawaii
at Manoa

RU/VH

U. of
Houston

U. of Houston

U. of Houston

U. of Houston

U. of
Houston

U. of Houston

U. of Houston

RU/VH

Stanford U.

Stanford U.

Stanford U.
Columbia U.

UC Santa
Cruz

RU/VH
Columbia U.

Columbia U.

RU/VH

UC Santa
Cruz

UC Santa
Cruz

RU/VH

USC

RU/VH

New Jersey
Inst. of Tech

New Jersey
Inst. of Tech

New Jersey
Inst. of Tech

New Jersey
Inst. of Tech

RU/H

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

Polytechnic
Inst. of New
York U.

RU/H

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Cal. State
Long Beach

Master’s/L

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

San Jose
State U.

Master’s/L

Cal. State
Sacramento

Master’s/L

Loyola
Marymount
University

Master’s/L

Smith
College
CUNY

CUNY

Bac/A&S

CUNY

CUNY

CUNY

CUNY

CUNY

Bac/Assoc

Table III. List of OMIs

Figures 1 and 2 display the race/ethnicity and gender data for all United States graduates
from ABET accredited engineering programs for the nine year period, 2003 thru 2011 indicating
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that the engineering pipeline challenge in the USA may be on the way to solution if graduates
continue to increase as they have in each of the last two years (about 5% each year).

Figure 1. All US Engineering BS Race/Ethnicity Distribution
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Figure 2. All US Engineering BS Gender Distribution

Figures 3 and 4 show the race/ethnicity and gender data for graduates from HBCUs. Two
significant trends are apparent: (1) HBCU graduates are becoming more diverse (by 10%) with
an increase in the percent of Caucasian and foreign graduates. (2) While HBCUs have
historically graduated a larger percent of female engineers than any other group of universities,
the magnitude of that lead in female graduates relative to HSIs, OMIs all US engineering
graduates appears to be diminishing.
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Figure 3. HBCU Engineering BS Race/Ethnicity Distribution
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Figure 4. HBCU Engineering BS Gender Distribution

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the race/ethnicity and gender data for BS engineering graduates
from Hispanic (Latino) Serving Institutions. The number of HSI engineering graduates increased
substantially (almost 25%) during the nine year period, showed a steady gradual increase in
percent of Hispanic/Latino graduates, a decrease in Caucasian American and Asian American
percent of graduates and a substantial increase percent of other graduates (multiracial and
undeclared). The percent of female engineer graduates at HSI decreased from 23% to 18%
during this period.
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Figure 5. HSI Engineering BS Race/Ethnicity Distribution
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Figure 6. HSI Engineering BS Gender Distribution

Figures 7 and 8 display the race/ethnicity and gender data for Other Minority Institutions.
Graduates from OMIs increased dramatically, by almost 30%. The most striking information
gleamed was that OMI graduates are predominantly Asian Americans, over 40% of all OMI
graduates while about 28% are Caucasian and all other races are less than 10% each of the total
OMI graduates. The other interesting information about OMI engineering graduates was that the
percent of female graduates remained almost constant at about 21%.
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Figure 7. OMI Engineering BS Race/Ethnicity Distribution
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Figure 8. OMI Engineering BS Gender Distribution

Figures 9 and 10 show the race/ethnicity and gender data for our graduates (Jackson State
University, an HBCU). There appears to be a clear, unmistakable, decline in the percent of
African American graduates accompanied by an increase in Caucasian graduates and foreign
graduates. The percent of female graduates declined dramatically, from 39% to 16%. This
decline was so dramatic that an action plan is being developed to help stem this decline in female
graduates by aggressive recruiting initiatives.
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Figure 9. JSU Engineering BS Race/Ethnicity Distribution
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Figure 10. JSU Engineering BS Gender Distribution

Figures 11 through 16 are summary figures displaying the percentage of Engineering BS
degrees awarded to African Americans, Hispanic/Latino Americans, Asian Americans,
Caucasian Americans, males and females, respectively. Each figure shows these data for
HBCUs, HSIs, OMIs, all US Colleges of Engineering and JSU.
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Figure 11. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to African Americans

Figure 12. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to Hispanic/Latinos
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Figure 13. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to Asian Americans

Figure 14. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to Caucasians
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Figure 15. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to Males

Figure 16. Percentage of Engineering BS Awarded to Females
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Summary
The percent of female engineering (and computer science) BS graduates is steadily and
gradually declining (about 2% over the nine year period) in the United States. While the number
of total engineering BS degrees awarded increased by about 5% per year for the past two years,
this increase resulted from an increase in male graduates. The absolute number of female BS
graduates was relatively constant. The number of Hispanic/Latino engineering graduates
increased dramatically (about 33%) and their percent of all graduates increased from 6% to 8%.
HBCU engineering graduates became significantly more diverse as the percent of African
American graduates from HBCUs declined by about 10% and the Caucasian and foreign
graduates, together, increased about 10%. The percent of Asian American engineering graduates
declined coupled with a slight decrease in number for all US engineering programs and for HSIs.
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A Comparison of Advanced Beginner Courses in Spanish

Abstract
Many post-secondary institutions have begun to consider how to meet the needs of students who
are classified as advanced beginners, too advanced to repeat traditional elementary level courses
but are underprepared for intermediate level courses. As such, some schools have created courses
for this underrepresented group of students. This paper presents a comparison of three different
schools’ offering of such courses.

An increasing number of students matriculating in Spanish courses at the college level do
so with at least two years of secondary-level preparation. The concern, however, is that the
experience on paper does not match up with students’ true abilities once they attempt such
courses in college; students may often feel bored in traditional elementary-level courses, yet are
too overwhelmed to handle intermediate-level ones. Colleges and universities are now
scheduling courses for such students so as to provide them with a needed accelerated review of
elementary-level material before proceeding onward.
I have taught such courses at three different schools, one community college and two
universities. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to show how each school has created and
implemented such courses so as to demonstrate strengths and weaknesses of each. This paper
will discuss issues including course scheduling, the amount of course credit to be awarded, and
textbook selection.
First school
I first taught an advanced beginner course as a graduate teaching assistant at a Research
University (Very High Research Activity) in the Midwest. The course was designed strictly for
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students with previous experience in Spanish. Students were placed into this course based on
their score on a placement test. The course met four days per week for fifty minutes per day and
offered six hours of course credit upon successful completion. The rationale for this was the
summation of the credit hours that would have been earned had students taken each of the two
traditional elementary-level courses separately. Upon completion of this course, students would
be permitted to take the first intermediate-level Spanish course.
The primary liability of this course was the curriculum. The textbook chosen for this
course was Dimelo tú, a textbook that was not designed for advanced beginners, but for true
ones. As such, rather than having a curriculum that met the unique needs of advanced beginners,
instructors of this course taught the exact same material and the same number of chapters that
were covered in the two traditional elementary-level courses; this meant that students had to
endure fifteen chapters’ worth of material in a sixteen-week semester. It is unclear as to the
rationale of believing that advanced beginners needed to simply repeat the exact same material as
that covered in traditional elementary-level courses in Spanish, but at an extremely fast pace,
rather than focusing on material that allowed major review when needed (e.g., stem-changing
verbs, preterit versus imperfect, etc.), with other topics needing only a cursory review. The
previous year, the department used a separate textbook and curriculum for the advanced beginner
course, so the question was not that of a lack of appropriate materials. Though the majority of the
students were very much high achieving at this particular institution, this type of course design
would not work at the majority of post-secondary institutions.
The primary asset of the course’s design, as will be the case with the other two schools,
was the university’s willingness to separate the advanced beginners from the true ones, allowing
the true beginners the slower pace needed to familiarize themselves with the material. This
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allowed the instructor to teach the course at the accelerated pace that was appropriate for the
course’s level.
Second school
My next experience in teaching advanced beginners was at an Associate’s Public
Suburban-serving Multicampus College in the Mid-Atlantic region. The first year this was taught
was not as a separate course, but as one separate section of the first semester elementary-level
course in the fall semester and one separate section of the second semester elementary-level
course in the spring term exclusively for students with previous experience. By the time this was
taught the following year, the material had been rearranged into a one-semester course.
Regardless of the school year, when a student completed the advanced beginner course(s), (s)he
would then enroll in the first semester intermediate-level course.
As a two-semester sequence of courses, a total of six credits were earned; each course
met twice a week for seventy-five minutes. The text used was Nuevos Destinos, a text designed
for high or advanced beginners. Fifteen chapters were covered as was the case with the first
institution, but doing so in two semesters made it much more bearable to teach and for the
students to learn. The primary liability at the beginning of each semester was the fact that
students did not comprehend or pay attention to the requirement of having studied Spanish for at
least one year at the secondary level even though it was clearly listed in the class schedule that
these courses were not the typical elementary-level ones; hence, several students were misplaced
and had to be reregistered for the correct elementary-level course. Also, to my knowledge, there
was either no placement exam to be taken, or the expectation of course placement was not
adhered to effectively. The primary asset was the small size of the classes, with approximately
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ten students enrolled per semester. This allowed much personal attention, allowing the instructor
to somewhat personalize students’ needs as to how quickly material should have been reviewed.
As a one-semester course, a total of four credits were earned; the course met twice a
week for an hour and forty-five minutes. The text used was Paso Adelante, one of the newer
texts available for advanced beginners. Five chapters were covered, along with a pre-chapter
before Chapter One. Though there were a small number of chapters taught, the material was very
thorough, including all verb tenses with the exception of the perfect tenses along with excellent
cultural articles including those discussing the Wayúu and Mapuche tribes which are virtually
never covered in elementary-level Spanish textbooks. This text is the strongest asset of this
course, along with the continually small number of students enrolled in the course (the most in
one section was approximately fifteen). The strongest liability was the difficulty in maintaining
student interest and attention for such a long amount of time, especially since a break was not
given in the middle of class; the course would have been better designed as having met for three
times a week at 70 minutes each, though this may be difficult to schedule at many schools.
Third school
My latest experience in teaching advanced beginners was at a Research University (Very
High Research Activity) in the Southeast. This particular school offers a two-semester sequence
in advanced beginner Spanish, the second of which was a graduation requirement for most
students in the College of Arts and Sciences. This is unique, in that this is the only school to my
knowledge that requires students to have an advanced beginner level of proficiency as a
graduation requirement; most schools tend to require an intermediate-level of proficiency before
graduating.
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In both courses, the textbook used was Puentes, a well-known book for advanced
beginners. Each course met three times a week for fifty minutes and four chapters were covered
each semester. Due to the combination of the textbook selected and the amount of chapters
covered each term, the students were not exposed to the type of material that was covered at the
two previous institutions in that students would not learn about, for example, the present or
imperfect subjunctive or the perfect tenses until the intermediate-level courses. This makes them
underprepared in my opinion to enroll in a first semester intermediate-level course without
experiencing serious difficulties with the harder material; as such, this is the courses’ greatest
liability. The rationale of the courses’ design was to use class time for orally communicative
activities almost exclusively; hence, the goal of the department was to have students speaking
Spanish rather than truly be prepared for the next level of courses. The greatest asset of these
courses, however, was the accurate placement of such students so as to receive at least some
appropriate preparation before enrolling in the intermediate-level courses for those who so
choose; the types of errors committed by the students both in oral and written exercises
demonstrated their unpreparedness for intermediate-level material.
Observations
Of the three schools’ offerings of advanced beginner courses in Spanish, it is my belief
that the one-semester course offered by the community college in the Mid-Atlantic was the most
effective way to create and implement such a course. Since the nature of the course(s) is to be
predominantly a review of material that had been (or should have been) learned previously, there
is no need to take two semesters worth of review, especially if such a small amount of material is
covered as was the case of the Research University (Very High Research Activity) in the
Southeast. One semester is more than sufficient to satisfy this need. The concern then becomes a
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matter of selecting the correct textbook for the course, as some texts still contain a high number
of chapters that would make it difficult to cover effectively in one semester. For maximum
effectiveness, I suggest using a text that contains no more than seven chapters’ worth of material,
even if that means some of the harder material (e.g., present and imperfect subjunctive) may
have to be taught and/or reviewed in the first semester intermediate-level course.
As should be the case of any lower-level course in Spanish, the goal should be to help
students increase not only their abilities in all four areas of communicative proficiency, but also
their self-confidence in such abilities. If a course is designed with too many chapters, or if what
could be done in one semester actually takes two due to course design, students may experience
either a sense of overwhelming or feeling they have returned to a high school Spanish course
instead of a post-secondary level one, not challenging them appropriately to improve and
succeed. When either one of these happens, which the author has noticed at both of the Research
Universities (Very High Research Activity), then the instructor is shortchanging the students’
experience and may contribute to their desire to not continue studying Spanish.
If faculty members at a college or university are considering offering one or two courses
in advanced beginner Spanish, they must consider any restrictions on course scheduling,
textbook selection, and possibly teaching methodology before committing to such courses’
availability. The first time such a course may be offered, its design may have to be more like that
of the Research University (Very High Research Activity) in the Midwest until proven that a
separate curriculum would meet students’ needs more effectively. The community college’s
example of offering separate sections of elementary-level courses may be another way to start
offering such options until such a time when adjustments could be made. Since the goal is to
ensure students are accurately placed when matriculating in post-secondary level Spanish
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courses, the college or university should do everything possible to see that such needs are met,
and that students are not merely placed into a system that may not suffice for them.
Conclusion
As many matriculating post-secondary students do so with experience in Spanish courses
beforehand in junior high and/or high school, the fact that many will demonstrate a level of
proficiency between elementary and intermediate-level courses will only continue to be
prevalent. Colleges and universities who do not heed this will find that many students will
continue to be misplaced and, therefore, will not experience the maximum satisfaction that could
be experienced had they been placed in the correct course. Those schools who accept the
challenge to meet such needs will be the ones who truly can say they are student focused. The
three schools mentioned in this article have attempted to meet such needs, and it is my hope that
other schools will follow their lead.
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Abstract
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) have served, and continue to
serve, a crucial role in the history of African-Americans (AAs). For many AA students, an
HBCU may be the only access to a post-secondary education. If an AA student has an interest in
Spanish, however, often times the HBCUs may not able to provide the necessary program (or at
least certain elements of the program) that would ensure the student’s success. This paper will
serve to discuss the following issues in Spanish programs at HBCUs: course offerings, study
abroad programs, teaching methodology, and issues that may inhibit the improvement of these
programs.

Introduction
As is the case with many mainstream colleges and universities, HBCUs have embraced
the need to offer Spanish courses as a way (if not the way) for students to fulfill a language
requirement and possibly continue into advanced study. Again, like most post-secondary
students, many students at HBCUs, AAs or otherwise, matriculate with at least two years’ worth
of experience at the secondary level or prior. AAs recognize the advantage of studying Spanish
as a possible asset in their future careers, especially since learning a language is compatible with
any major field of study. This means that HBCUs have the responsibility to ensure that the
students have the appropriate training both in and outside of the classroom so as to be proficient
in their use of Spanish, whether the focus is oral and/or written communication. The question
then becomes whether or not HBCUs are taking the necessary steps to guide students
appropriately toward such proficiency. This paper serves to provide some information on what is
and is not available in Spanish programs at several HBCUs, as well as possible strengths and
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weakness in the hope of commending what does work well and promoting what needs
improvement.
Method
A five-question survey was sent to 81 HBCUs throughout the country throughout the
summer of 2012; both two and four-year institutions were contacted. As of September 6, 2012,
17 schools have participated in the survey. The questions were multiple-choice, though most
included an option under “Other” so the participant may include information on his/her school’s
program not covered in the question. As each question is covered, participant’s comments are
included as appropriate. In all questions, the percentages do not necessarily add up to 100 as
there is overlap among answers (e.g., multiple teaching methodologies may be used).
Course Offerings
The first question in the survey was: How many Spanish courses are offered in your
department? The following options were given: only enough to fulfill a language requirement for
graduation, enough to offer a minor in Spanish, enough to offer a major in Spanish, other (please
specify). Of the 17 respondents, 35.3% responded that there were only enough courses to fulfill a
language requirement for graduation, 35.5% said there are enough courses to offer a minor in
Spanish, 47.1% said there are enough courses to offer a major in Spanish, and 11.8% responded
“Other”. Of those who responded “Other”, one respondent said the program included
concentrations in International Studies/Spanish as well as in Spanish Education. The other
respondent wrote a comment that did not address the question, but would have been more
appropriate for the fifth question (What is the biggest challenge to improving your program in
Spanish?), as it was a critique of the faculty in the program for which this person worked.
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The results demonstrate a willingness on behalf of HBCUs to offer Spanish among their
foreign language course offerings. This may have been a sophomoric question on the survey in
the opinion of some faculty members, but the HBCU for which I teach only offers two courses
(Elementary Spanish I and II), which is a very small number for a four-year institution; I am
trying to add the two-semester Intermediate sequence of courses, but that may be on hold until
further notice. The fact that many HBCUs have enough courses to offer students the opportunity
to earn a minor or major in Spanish is quite encouraging, as this can be used as a recruitment tool
not only to help new students matriculate, but also to encourage all students to see Spanish as an
asset to all majors and future careers. My strong belief is that HBCUs, especially those that offer
baccalaureate degrees, should invest in offering as many Spanish courses as feasible (given, of
course, budgetary and scheduling constraints), as this would help current and future students.
These courses can also help any interdisciplinary program as there is a very strong connection
between the African nations and the Latino ones (literary, historic, cultural, etc.).
Study Abroad Programs: Location
The second question was: If your college or university offers study abroad programs,
where do students study? The following options were given: Spain, Mexico, Costa Rica, other
Latin American countries, none. Of the 17 people who responded, 41.2% said Spain, 11.8% said
Mexico, 41.2% said Costa Rica, 47.1 said other Latin American countries, and 29.4% said none.
I am encouraged to see that over two-thirds of the HBCUs that responded to my survey
offer study abroad opportunities for students; Spanish faculty know the benefits of spending time
in the countries where the language is needed for survival, so it is imperative that HBCUs
continue to promote such opportunities. I am curious that many schools offer programs in Costa
Rica; I would have thought Spain and Mexico would have been the most popular locations (I was
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correct in my prediction about Spain), especially since Mexican history displays a solid history
related to African culture. The one problem I noticed in looking over the data was that I should
have allowed the faculty that responded “Other Latin American Countries” to expand on their
answers by saying which locations were included. In the future, I will see to it that this
information becomes available.
Study Abroad Programs: Duration
The third question was: If your college or university offers study abroad programs, for
how long do students study? The following options were given: a summer, a partial semester, a
full semester, other (please specify). The data shows that, of the 16 respondents (1 skipped the
question), 56.3% of students study abroad for a summer, 12.5% do so for part of a semester,
31.3% for a full semester, and 50% said that there were other options. Of the 8 people who
selected “Other”, 4 said that study abroad was not offered, one said his/her school offered either
a two-week intensive course or a five-week intensive course, one said students could study for a
school year, one said some students study abroad for a full year, and one said all of the above.
Since language is best learned in a native country, as much time as possible that can be
spent there would be optimal. Thus, the fact that most HBCUs represented in this survey have
students studying for a summer or longer is yet another encouraging factor to convince students
that studying Spanish at an HBCU is a solid investment. Since many students become more
proficient in a foreign language through long-term exposure, I do not see the two or five-week
intensive courses being nearly as advantageous, though, again, budgetary and scheduling issues
may warrant such programs. Hopefully such schools may be able to expand their offerings so as
to offer short and long-term study or, if nothing else, could partner with a university that offers
long-term programs.
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Teaching Methodology/Methodologies
The fourth question was: Which teaching methodology/methodologies do you use? The
following options were given: communicative, grammatical, audio-lingual, other (please
specify). The 17 people who answered this question responded that 88.2% use the
communicative approach, 64.7% the grammatical approach, 41.2% the audio-lingual approach,
and 5.9% selected “Other”; the one person who responded “Other” commented that the faculty at
his/her institution predominantly focus on grammar.
As someone who very strongly believes that no one methodology works for all students,
the use of multiple methods is essential for student success. This is one of the advantages of
working for the HBCU I am at currently, since several mainstream schools focus exclusively on
the most modern methodology as if older methods were automatically considered obsolete, even
though some students are more likely to succeed in class using such methods. At the same time,
since the communicative approach is considered the most modern and/or the most popular of the
methodologies mentioned, this data tells me that at least some faculty at HBCUs are willing to
remain current in their professional development, ensuring that students are exposed to both
modern and more traditional methods, which should ensure students being more likely to acquire
language skills. I hope that this trend will continue.
Program Challenges
The final question was: What is the biggest challenge to improving your program in
Spanish? The following options were given: cost, scheduling of courses, selection of courses,
methodology, none, other (please specify). Of the 17 faculty who responded, 41.2% said that
cost was the biggest challenge, 17.6% said that it was the scheduling of courses, 5.9% said
selection of courses, 5.9% said methodology, 11.8% said that there we no such challenges, and
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35.3% said “Other”. Of the 6 people who said “Other”, two mentioned a lack of sustained
students in the program (one specifically mentioned upper level courses having few students),
one a lack of support from the administration, one the ease in using technology, one the lack of a
foreign language center for face-to-face contact, and one mentioned faculty attitudes.
With the economy continuing to be a major issue for post-secondary institutions (HBCU
or otherwise), it is no surprise to me that cost is the biggest factor for most respondents. Since I
work for a particularly small HBCU (around 600 students), I face this issue often. The issue then
becomes how to maximize Spanish programs at HBCUs when the economy may not improve
anytime soon. I can also appreciate the difficulty in convincing students to maintain language
study into the higher-level courses, though I would be interested in finding out why students are
not willing to continue their language studies. If students believe that taking upper-level courses
will conflict with their schedule (particularly if they are taking their major courses), perhaps a
study abroad program that combines Spanish and other courses would entice them to remain.
Observations
A disturbing consistency found in some participants’ answers was the negativity that
seems to permeate among Spanish programs at some HBCUs, regardless if it comes from
administrators, faculty/staff, or students. This is not necessarily surprising, particularly since
HBCUs have had a negative connotation for many years; however, it is discouraging to see that
the faculty and/or administration of at least certain HBCUs seem too unwilling to try to improve
their programs, choosing rather to settle for mediocrity and, as a result, inviting students, AAs
and otherwise, to look to non-HBCUs to study Spanish. One of the reasons I accepted the
position at the HBCU for which I am employed was my desire to make our Spanish course
offerings more competitive with other area schools, both mainstream and the HBCU across the
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street. If I knew I would be working for a program with resistance to change, then I would
hesitate offering my services. HBCUs need to recruit the faculty with not only a passion for
teaching language, but also can convince students that enrolling and remaining at an HBCU is
the best option; admittedly, this is a difficult process, but it would produce better long-term
results.
Despite this problem, I am encouraged that several HBCUs have embraced not only
having a Spanish program, but also taking every precaution to ensure student and program
success. The willingness to utilize modern teaching techniques along with older methods that are
equally as effective demonstrates that HBCUs are willing to embrace this mix, making them
competitive with HBCUs and non-HBCUs; this shows the students that a quality education in
Spanish is available at an HBCU, allowing them to enjoy the rich history of an HBCU
experience without sacrificing their academic goals. Since my arrival at the HBCU in the fall of
2010, I have brought a new level of academic rigor to the Spanish program, and I look forward to
continued excellence as the program expands.
Conclusion
When HBCUs were founded, AAs were then allowed to experience what a quality
education could do for their personal and professional lives. After receiving the information that
was collected on this survey, a question remains as to whether or not HBCUs are capable of truly
providing what students were able to experience many years ago, a high quality education that
competes with that of non-HBCUs in breadth and depth. Those HBCUs with a mixture of
teaching methods, a solid study abroad program, and a strong breadth and depth among their
courses will be able to answer that question with a resounding, “Yes”. For those who cannot
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answer, “Yes,” my hope is that faculty and administrators would be willing to do everything
necessary to correct this problem before too long.
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APPENDIX A
This is the survey that was used from the following website:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/MySurvey_EditorFull.aspx?sm=iGxkDfgU9azKXNbP41Ryn%2
fMATYrFRpZD3DQxsrRxwF4%3d
1. How many Spanish courses are offered in your department?
Only enough to fulfill a language requirement for graduation
Enough to offer a minor in Spanish
Enough to offer a major in Spanish
Other (please specify)

2. If your college or university offers study abroad programs, where do students
study?
Spain
Mexico
Costa Rica
Other Latin American Countries
None

3. If your college or university offers study abroad programs, for how long do
students study?
A summer
A partial semester
A full semester
Other (please specify)
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4. Which teaching methodology/methodologies do you use?
Communicative
Grammatical
Audio-Lingual
Other (please specify)

5. What is the biggest challenge to improving your program in Spanish?
Cost
Scheduling of courses
Selection of courses
Methodology
None
Other (please specify)
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